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PREFACE

This Report is
Corporation's
United

States Air Force.

elsewhere,
between
guide

based on research undertaken

deal with

issues

Most studies of escalation,

the problem in

the nuclear powers.

the context of

This inquiry seeks

detail

any war fought for high stakes.

the circumstances

and specifically

initially

refrained

at RAND and

a future war

to provide a possible

transition

The author examines in

from controlled

although both sides,

for different reasons,

What caused them to shift

the great powers

a controlled or restrained

in

try to fight a major war

to the air war between Germany

a complex web oi events,

it

necessary to include a good deal of historical material.
the author has relied mainly on secondary
to writers who had worked

not

entirely legitimate,

analytical

rAther

which

historical analysis

has had

escalation did occur

For instance, Bernard ;rodie,
RAND RM-4544-PR, June 1965.

has been
For this

giving preference
This time-

inasmuch as the

than historical;

to unearth new facts but to interpret

That the
case in

is

sources,

from the original documents.

saving procedure has seemed

to

fashion.

the decisions pertaining

and Britain were embedded

author's approach

to indis-

points up some of the problems likely

the future should

Because

that may

led to the escalation of World War II,

from bombing cities.

to this form of warfare
arise in

that

to the gradual

criminate air warfare,

is

for the

to the future by identifying the causes of escalation

be present in

in

as part of The RAND

continuing investigation of strategic

his purpose

those we already have.

to be confined

to a single

imparts an unavoidable bias

to the

Escalation and the Nuclear Option,
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study.

Had there been a recent war between great powers in which

the pressures for escalation were successfully resisted,

it

have revealed factors making for restraint that were ni•

present or

were obscured in World War I1.

might

The fear of mutual annihilation is

currently regarded as such a factor and is counted upon to deter
future belligerents from all-out csc:. ,tion.
of

thie NLudy addr,=•.s
The Report is

con•nunity,

it

The concluding ,hapLer

lclf to this as•umptinn.

intended primiarily for members of the defense

both inside and outside the government,

with problems of future strategy.

who are concerned

But as the study illuminates

certain aspects of World War II

that have so far received little

attention in

should be of interest also to a

the literature,

much wider audience.

it
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SUMMARY

The escalation of World War II
from a variety of
respond

factors

willed so much as

it

In

was allowed

Indiscriminate air warfare,
escalation,

Hitler

blow which
reasons,

7,

that stnse,

resulted

on both sides to

escalation was not

to happe-n.
which marked

the ultimate

was

year before attempting

among them that

the aerial

for administering
The most important

and

in

the Low Countries and

that Hitler regarded

the coup de grace
factor,

however,

terror attacks

invasion --

the

carrying it

to reserve
enemy.

was

to avoid

that Hitler

wanted

that after

agree to a negotiated

famous SEA LION project

--

of
or

the threat of

though actually

an invasion and had no

out as long as Britain was still

the fall

settlement,

into accepting one through

doubtful about the success ot

on

to an already defeated

showdown with Britain; he hoped

she would voluntarily

she could be coerced

knockout

the Luftwaffe lacked a proper springboard

the captured bases

available,

that

There were other

as primarily a psychological weapon which he wished

a military

stage of

not because of motal scruples

Britain had been expecting all along.

France became

that

It

1940.

had waited a

for the assault until

France

It

was iiiitiated by Germany with thc attacs on London

began on September

cities

the leaders

to immediate problems with actions whose effects were often

neither planned nor foreseen.

that

had no single cause.

that impeiled

he was

intention of

capable of effective

resistance.
As to why Hitler nevertheless
Britain,

the author believes

fatal step

to

decided on all-out

that he

war with

tuok this crucial and ultimately

scape the dilerna created

by SEA LION.

Repeated

_
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postponements of the much-vaunted invasion had alreAdy exposed him
to ridicule,
he were

and his prestige

foli-ei to C'anke|

threatened

the project.

to suffer still

Yet

landing on a heavily defended coast after
the British fleet

invasion plan,

On the British
fare was giadual,
operational
Comme.nd

way out of

prompt Britain
side,

precision

it

night bombing of towns believed
When the Cabinet
morale

in

1942

By that

it

Moreover,

time,

at the Nazis'

its

ultimate

ratifying an already

by the possirnns of war and
of civilitred conventions.

the transition to indiscriminate

acceptance

as official

policy,

rtep seemed so

By the time of the mass raids on German cities,

small

the grounds

and

to halt

to

the strategic
on

that the morale of German civilian workers was a legiti-

the war.

as Lord Trenchard had

Thus,

in

the

argued,

fully,

before

war in

a fash.ion neither would have chosen voluntarilyt

end,

despite strong misgivings

Though the spocific
to escalation

they

genera,.ed,

about the killing

situation,,
in

and the manrner

Hitler

Britain

of civilians.

events,

World War II

unsuccess-

both sides were led to wage

despite his preference for reliance on the ground forces;

pressures

the precess

The distasteful decision was justified

mate military objective --

contributed

for each

the only alternative

sanction would have been

entirely.

air

as to require no explicit policy

of escelotion had become irreversible,

air offensive

the

air offensive and to concen-

escalatory

official

Bomber

toward

decision.

giving It

But

British scruples against hatming

disregard

the very slowness of

warfare eased

for

to drift

was in effect

civilians had been weakened

moral outrage

scruples.

to contain military objectives.

the strategic

trate on urban area targets,

innocent

causing it

air war-

formally decided to make German civilian

the "main aim" of

eistinK practice.

might even,

to indiscriminate

increasingly difficult

targets,

it

from the

to give up.

at least partly by moral

problems made

to hit

The spectacular

this dilemma;

the transition

delayed

if

the gauntlet of

which would divert world attention

was Hitler's

maintained,

r- (•ring

running

and the RAF in the Channel.

destruction of London,

further

he could not risk a

and personalities that

will remain unique,
in

the

which decision-makers

I_

responded to them, could well recur in a future con livt.
these essential causes of escalation,

To uncovev

The author has examined not

only how the leaders in World War II

reacted to the problems c:on-

fronting them but what caused them to react as they did.
One explanation
opponents'

basic attitudes and behavior

moderation and
in

for their actions lay in

innate preference

sharp contrast to the Nazis'

for civilized constraints.
escalation

and the other

standardsl

for restraint

own attitude
and

influenced his

thereby caused some of

istically

enter
The

it

--

sense of
-.. itish were

force end contempt
one favoring

the decisions,

considerations.

them important was that

the grave misjudgments

the belligerent's

that chiarctei-

into warLime decisions,

opponent a desire for restraint
view.

for the British,

image of oneself had
who ascribed

he did not possess,

British planilers

in

to their

and acted on this

the prewar period vacillated

their fear of an aerial knockout blow (wh'ch would

accorded with

What

assessment of the opponent's intentions

the more harmful consequences

between

the

determined

tendency to see the enemy as a mix ror

unrealistic

The

Not that t',ese attitudes --

inhibiting

the difference between

of

glorification of

for these were governed mainly by practical
made

the asy',netry of the

have

their own strategic doctrine but which Germany was

incapable of delivering before her victory on the Continent)
their hope for

the restrained

war they would have preferred

Misjudgment and vacillation contributed
preparedness at

their own "tit-for-tat"

concept of reprisal.

the game by different rules,

retaliation

vengeance,

final step in
in

any case,

in

the all-out

The Nazis turned out

sim.ply labeling as "reprisal"

against them as an excuse
as

inadequate

assuming that the enemy shared

any inhumane act they wished to cormmit,
of

to fight.

the outbreak of war.

British leaders also erred in

to play

to Britain's

and

and seizing on British actc
for exacting hundredfold

air assault on London.

Although this

the escalation of the war would doubtless have occurred
the British raids on Eorlin

in

response

to the

first

German bombing of London provided Hitler with the spurious excuse
that some historians have accepted at face value.

A similar mistake

-vi[i

-

of expecting the enemy to abide by one's own tit-for-tat notion of
reprisal

could be even more calamitous

by one side mirht free an opponent
that could result
The three
the offensive
and

in

uncontrolled

a future war,

the West,

escalation,

only way of achieving

the battle
--

for air superiority

Indeed,

he might well have been able

to fight by continuing

[actions

have hoarded his strength

for

the

But emotional

the last

one needed for

This experience was not uniquely tied to Hitler's

surrender and Hitler was

choice between humiliating retreat
leaders

person-

on him that arose when the threat of invasion

to force Britain's

caused saner

he could

the war against his own interests,

though he may have rationalized each step as

The pressures

instead

fall of France,

the conquest of Russia.

pressures prompted him to escalate

failed

the "twilight war"

sought an acommodatLon with him;

of forcing a showdown with Britain after

alityi

over Britain,

his sweeping objective of becoming master of

to sap the Allied will

victory.

of the war --

cannot be explained simply as Hitler's

Europe and perhaps the world.

appeasement

as retaliation

from constraints against actions

crucial steps iki Germany's escalation
in

the assault on London

until

in

to choose

faced with the

and further escalation might have
the same course and

to justify

it

on

the basis of similar miscalculations.
In

contrast

to the deliberate policy decisions

Britain arrived at the bombing of enemy cities
.... aki.

of the d-•'c

the operational

proc.,

in

a

of Germany,

almost independently

aeries of tactic:l

problems posed oy night bombing.

responses to

The last

identi-

fiable firebreak was crossed in May 1940, when the Cabinet,
sponse

to the critical

military situation on Uie Western

ihs own interpretation of the bombing of Rotterdam,
Bomber Comuand from having to confine
objectives

in

the narrowest sense of

itself

in

re-

front and

officially

freed

to "purely military

the word,"

and

instead opened

the way to the bombing of any worthwhile objective by defining as
permissible

targets those "as closely related as possible

to purely

military establishments."
Great as
factor in

it

the pressures were

that prompted

this decision,

was that the British did not realize

one

the gravity of the

ix-
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step but undoubtedly believed
ever they chose.

As it

that they could stop escalation whenthey could not halt the progression

turned out,

towaid indiscriminate bombing without halting the strategic
sive,

an alternative that was pr-.,luded i,,

by political
that it

as well as strategic

to the vorv end of the war

considerations,

would plo'Long the wnt and add

air offen-

to the

above

all

the

feat

toll of Allied caso-

alties.
The Report concludes with an attempt to identify possible
similarhItles
escalation

in

"controlled
Union.

and dissimilarities
World War

the factors

11 and the pressures

general war"

between

responsible

Soviet

aggression but

crisis

in

Europe,

that might arise in

inadvertent

expansion of a minor

the Soviets would be unlikely

r,store

of violo...c beyond

it

to desire

their

uiniecessaiy fut them to raise

that defined

to the emot-onaL

irr,,ulses of a Hitle
though

the

A collec-

w:.uld not be subject

or share the Nazis'

irrational element

it

are strong arguments

favor of a given course of action,

"centrolled

zeneral war"

for restraint.

most apt to manifest

the Communist bloc

--

if

threatening

American
its

an important qualification

threat,

America's position

might be tempted

a
call

control of
States

whether or not intended

could be so construed by the Soviet Union.
in a futur,

war could present her leaders

effective in

in World War II,

an adverse situation,

to raise the level of violence,

Unless

U.S.

especially

expected a display of brinkmnship t. torce the enemy
aggressive design.

and in

for the United

with problems not unlike those that Britain faced
t..ibe mJ'itarily

when there

military actions appeared

existence or its

to recognize when contemplating actions which,
to convey such a

itself

the Soviet Union's best interests would

This could cl.ange

Soviet Union as

exaltation

in decision-making

can never be ruled out,
in

is

the

the level

by the American actions.

or even a single Soviet leader,

Moreover..

esca-

local military

tive Le.ndership,

of force.

its

reasons they might not permit

the status quo,

supeiiotity would make

Thus,

a

the týi.ted States and the Soviet

through the

Though for political

United States to

to the

for

such a war came about not as the result of deliberate

If

lation.

between

the attempt at coercion

if

leaders
they

to abandon his

succeeds,

however,
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any American escalation
and

is

likely

to be matched

this could set in motion a chain of ascalatory moves and counter-

moves,

until

the Soviet Union,

threat to its
test

survival,

perceiving

in

a

to

America's resolve when faced with the risk of thermonuclear war.

decisions

problems would certainly dominate

that led to this stage,

some of

to the pressures on British leaders in
American leaders
violence could
and in

in

a

share

the

themselves

to a public outcry

precipitate

in

a change in

themselves

for vengeance.

In

in

the escalation

the character of

like

thereafter

notwithstanding

annihilation will
a "controlled

the war.

the British,

that it

the possible

would

be

in

line,

a gradual

to

iut the decision-

pressure

to cross a

the combat

to minimize

the firebreak,

the

and to

fashion.

they might thus

Not knowing

inadvertently

tolerance.

the common hope that fear of mutual

force both sides

to behave in

circumspect fashion,

but because American actions could

not because
trigger defensive

and thus set off a chain of ultimately calamitous

Though neither belligerent will want to initiate
exchange,

and

field commander

general war" risks getting out of hands

Soviet intent,

tesponses

for restraint

nuclear weapons or extending

threshold of the enemy's

short,

restraint

contrast to the British,

could come under irresistible

where the enemy would draw the

In

Britain,

Americans

the nuclear age,

gravity of such a step by inching across

reach the

Also,

for a hard-pressed

They might be tempted,

continue

they did in

that each step would require a top-level de-

impossible

firebreak by introducing
area.

of war as

judgments of this sort are obviously grave.

American escalation,

tightly controlled

could well affect

the British to view the enemy as a mirror of

consequences of mistaken

cision, making ic

that added

enemy conduct characteristic

concept of reprisal.

True,

in

scruples about avoidable

and thus t3 expect of him a preference

a tit-for-tat

makers

Moral

erode under the passions

tendency of

the intangibles

World War II

future conflict.

the face of uncivilized

could give way

is

the American actions

decided on a drastic response by which

Although operatio..

uf

by the other side,

a massive

the insidious appeal of the gradualist approach
could blunt the caution

events.
thermonuclear

to escalation

that would be observed in

case of

-xi-

a major, abrupt change in

the level of violence.

The horrifying

image of an aerial knockout blow against Britain did not deter the
British from going to war or even from taking actions that could
bring on the all-out air assault,
for it

perhaps because the time of waiting

to happen had dulled its terrifying aspects.

Even the spectre

of a nuclear holocaust could lose some of its terror if

and provoked no drastic response.

weapons were used sparingly at first
The author concludes that it

nuclear

would not be easy to keep an

intensive war between the Soviet Union and the United States from
getting out of control.

There would be strong pressures on the

American side to raise the level of violence,
believe that by raising it

and a temptation to

gradually and in small stages one could

prevent a drastic reaction on the enemy's part.

The chief counter-

vailing influence would be the fear of mutual annihilation.

Which

of these opposing factors won out, and what the outcome would be,
coulA depend on whether American decision-makers of the future
understood the process of escalation well enough to avoid the
mistakes into which they might be tempted by the unfamiliac problems
of a "controlled general war."

The experience of World War II

help them toward that understanding.

could
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INTRODUCTION:

THE PROBLEM

THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF define "general
the major powers of

between

resources of the

the total

war"

as "Armed

belligerents are employed,

survival of a major belligerent is

sidering

the means of destruction now available

in

jeopardy."

the imagination.

For some years,

defense

community has been exploring alternatives

between

the Soviet Union and the United States;

search for a form of war in
of violence so as to

Con-

to the major powers,

the prospect of a war in which they actually would use
staggers

and the
*

national

resources"

conflict

the communist and free worlds in which

their "total
therefore,

the

to an all-out war

there has been a

which both sides would limit the level

avoid the mutual

annihilation

implied in

the

JCS definition of geaeral war.
So far,
war --

the search has yielded no agreement on what such a

often referred

to as a "controlled

general war"

--

would be

like, beyond the fact that it would be founht with restraint.

There

The Joint Chiefs of Staff, Dictionary of U.S. Military Terms
for Joint Usage, JCS Publication No. 1, Washington, D.C., 1966.
Among other names suggested by different
authors are:
"limited strategic war," "tactical nuclear war," "controlled counterforce war," "controlled" or "flexible response," and combinations of
See Klaus Knort and Thornton Read, Limited
these and similar words.
Strategic War, Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., New York, 1962, Chap. 1,
esp. pp. 4-10.
The term "controlled general war," though not
use, seems preferable to me because
approved by the JCS for official
than the other names.
It conveys the only
it is less restrictive
(1) that
two characteristics on which there is general agreement:
the war would be a major armed conflict between the great powers, as
that it would be less
connoted by the words "general war," and (2)
than an all-out war, since military force would be used in a
"controlled" or restrained fashion.
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is

no consensus on what the permissible

levei of violence would be,

what forms the restraints would take, or how they would be enforced.
Nor have we resolved the far more basic issue whether the concept of
is viable.

such a war itsel(

Although no definitive resolution may be possible short of the
actual

test,

It

is

essential that we explore •he viability of the

concept as best we can before embracing a strategy that may turn out
to be self-deluding.

Proponents of the concept usually defend it

by

stressing the imperative need for restraint in a world of thermobut the necessity for restraint need not be argued;

nuclear weapons.
it

argues for itself.

The crucial question is whether restraint is

feasible in a major war.

Would the belligerents adhere to self-

imposed limitations if

meant keeping the level of violence below

what,

it

in the heat of battle, might seem appropriat.

to them?

if

And,

or advantageous

both sides were in favor of such limitations,

could not circumstances or the pressure of events ciuse them to act
against their own better judgment?
Such intractable questions cannot be answered through logical
But history may come to our aid,

analysis alone.

for the problem of

trying to exercise restraint in a major war is not without precedent.
World War 11 started out with some of the same features we now
associate with a "controlled genzral war."

In the beginning,

aides observed limitations on the level of violence,

and it

both

was only

gradually that the conflict turned into an all-out war of the kind
envisaged in

the JCS definition of general war.

It may be that the

attempts to exercise restraint were half-hearted or misdirected.
But then again, they could have been frustrated by something that
is

inherent in the nature of modern population wars.
By examining the reasons for the failure of these attempts in

World War II,

the reasons why the war became total, we may be able

to gain insight into the kind of problems that belligerents are
likely to face in

trying to exercise restraint in a future war.

This would not answer the basic question whether such restraint will
prove feasible in

the future.

But it would give us a better basis

for judging the likelihood of success or failure than if we had to

-3-

was with this thought in mind that

It

rely on mere speculation.

this inquiry into the escalation of World War II

corresponds to the popular image of total

Although World War II

purists may object that it

war,

was undertaken.

While it

was not rcally total.

reach the highest level of violence then known to man,
did not go as far a3 it might have gone.

the escalation
with the

The belligerents,

did not mobilize their "total re-

possible exception of Britain,

They did not even use all the weapons

sources" for the war effort.

for they abstained from chemical or biological

at their command,

sometimes cited

The fact that poison gas was not used is

warfare.

did

as proof that restraint is indeed feasible,

and that a major war

need not become total any more t|an World War 11 was a total war in
the strict sense of the term.
This argument,
be meaningless
employ,

however,

is

based on a wrong premise.

total war as one in which the belligerents

to define

Mobilization can never

their "total resources."

literally,

It would

be total beiause of deficiencies in knowledge,

skill, and managerial
and

rarely enough time for full conversion,

talent, because there is

because, even in an authoritarian country,
It

constraints prevent it.

institutional and social

equally unreasonable to hinge the

is

definition on the use of every weapon availabLe to the belligerents,
since there are usually some weapons that turn out to be inappropriate
or disadvantageous

to thie user,

What characterizes

no matter what the scale of the war.

an all-out, or total, war is

that it

is

fought for such high stakes that the belligerents are willing,
compelled,

to employ,

not all

weapons

they possess,

they consider appropriate and advantageous
which no holds are barred,
all holds may be used.

war,

and this is

although,

This is

to them.

or

but any weapons
It

is a wai in

for one reason or another,

what is

not

commonly understood by total

the sense in which the term is used here.

That both sides refrained from using poi3on gas in World War 11
is

therefore not inconsistent with its designation as a total war.

The Allies were morally and legally inhibited from initiating chemical
or biological warfare;

It

would not have been appropriate for them to

resort to such weapons except in retaliation.

It

would not have

"-4been

to their

warfare.
gas,

advantage

since

either,

they were

equipped

for gas

The Nazis might have had no scruples about using poison

but in the early part of the war they,

prepared,

ill

too, were inadequately

and the use of gas would have conflicted with their Blitz-

krieg tactics.

Later in the war, when they were better prepared,

and when chemical weapons might have been tactically useful
in defending static positions,

they no longer had air superiority

and feared retaliation against their cities.
World War 11,

to them

"At no time during

in the opinion of the German military leaders, was
It

the situation favorable for the initiation of gas warfare."

is

also said that Hitler had a personal antipathy to the use of poison
gas,

probably stemming from his own World War I injuries.
Since both sides considered chemical warfare disadvnntageous

and did not wish to resort to it,

we cannot regard its not being

used in World War 1I as an example of restraint; one is
only from something that one wishes to do.

restrained

Another error would be

to conclude from this case that belligerents in fut.re wars will be
equally circumspect in ruling out forms of warfare that would be
disadvantageous

to them,

such as the all-out use of thermonuclear

weapons.

The story of escalation in World War II

shows several instances

in which one side or the other allowed escalation to happen,

or

actively contributed to it,

to do

so.

when it

was not to its advantage

Smetitme: thi: was done for an Ic.in

or imagined,
paid for it

IaLt

mi..1taiy benefiL,

real

that was out of proportion to the price that had to be
later.

There were also occasions when emotional and

other pressures drove the belligerents

to take actions that were

even against their Most immediate interest, because the leaders
either did not foresee

the consequences of their decisions or

Brooks E. Kleber and Dale Birdsell, The Chemical Warfare
Services
Chemical in Combat, in the series "United States Army in
World War II," published by the Office of the Chief of Military
History, U.S. Army, Washington, D.C., 1966, p. 655.
The rest of my
paragraph on this subject is based on the same source, specifically
the section entitled "Why Gas Was Not Used," pp. 652-657.

P"-
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deliherately ignored them.

That chemical warfare proved the

exception in being recognized as disadvantageous may have been
as already suggested,

partly due,

to a combination of inadequate

capabilities and the fact that even Hitler abhorred its use.
The concept of a "coiotrolled general war"

rests on the basic

assumption that unwanted escalation can be avoided if
recognize that it
accordingly.

is in

But it

both sides

their mutual Interest to avoid it,

is

before the war has actually occurred,

and another for them to act on

such a recognition under the pressure of wartime events.
why the instances

and act

one thing for the leaders to recogiiise this

This is

in World War I1 when escalation occurred against

the best interests of the side that instigated

it

will be given

special emphasis in this inquiry.
The escalation of World War 11 was a cumulative process,
likely to be the case in future wars as well.
process were relatively harmless in

as is

Some steps in thts

themselves,

in that they did not

exceed the bounds tacitly accepted by both sides as permissible in
war.

They enlarged the scale of the conflict,

otherwise,

but did not change its character;

"firebreak,"

to use the current phrase.

ity over Britain,

for instance,

geographically or

they did not cross a

The battle for air superior-

was an important geographical ex-

pansion of Ohr war but was accepted by the British as a legitimate
military operation of the kind they themselves might have undertaken
if

th-ey hid had c-Lie capability,

not in kind.

xt was an escalation in degree but

Yet it -Rtarted a chain of circumstances

to a mu.h more fateful step of escalationi
cities by both sides.

that contributed

the deliberate bombing of

This was a change in the character of the con-

flict and completed its transition to a total war in which no holds
were barred.
In studying

the examples of World War II,

we therefore must be

concerned with the entire process of eicalation,

and not only with

those steps that directly resulted in canging the level of violence
through the adoption of forms of warfare that the belligerents had
theretofore avoided.

We are concerned with it,

it bears on the air war,

which is

however,

primarily as

the main focus of this inquiry.
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It

was the adoption of indiscriminate air warfare which signaled the

transition to total war,

and was thr nearest equivalent,

in World

War 1I, to the kind of escalation that the proponents of "controlled
general war" hope to prevent in a future conflict.

This is why the

story of the air war occupies a dominant place in the historical
analysis presented in Part One of this study; other forms of escalation have been included only to indicate the military and political

pressures that influenced the decisions pertaining to air warfare.
While there will be many parallels between World War 1I and a
possible war between the nuclear powers,
diffsrences.
War II,

it

there will also be important

Even where force was used without restraint in World

was kept within bounds

available at the time.

by the relatively puny weapons

The neKt major w&r would be the first in the

history of modern warfare in which the belligerents would have at
their disposal means of destruction likely to exceed even the most
ambitious military requirements.

Moderation thus will no longer be

imposed by a shortage of means but will require a deliberate policy
decision.
It

is possible that the new element introduced by the advent of

nutlear weapons will prove to have changed the nature of warfare in
such a way as to invalidate the lessons sought in this inquiry into
the past.

Whether the forces that made for escalation in World War TI

are or are not likely to prevail in a future war is of course a matter
of judgment.

But first we must know what these forces were.

We may

find that some of them are so deeply rooted in human conduct that
they could be operative even in the face of threatened extinction.
If

they were,

it

would not be the first time that nations had been

tempted Into a course of action that predictably
falli it

led to their down-

happened when Japan decided to attack Pearl Harbor.

-,7-

Part One

THE EVIDENCE

"We all were sea-swallowld, though some cast again,
"And by that destiny to perform an act
11w1hereoi what;* past is prologue, wh&t to come
"In yours and my discharge."
Shekespeare,

The Tempest
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II.

PREWAR DEVELOPMENTS

BRITAIN

--

THE ACTIONS of both sides in World War 1I were taken in response to
the political and military pressures that the conflict had generated
or had made more acute.

But the nature of the response was also

influenced by the national characteristics of the belligerents and
by basic attitudes toward warfare whose roots went back into the
past.

One of the important questions,

the escalation of World War II

is

therefore,

to what extent it

to be asked about
was preordained

or brought about by the events of the conflict itself.
Chaptets II

and III of this narrati.ve,

thinking of the two sides,
tion.

dealing with the prewar

are intended to help us answer this ques-

They sre th,• necessary backgroud

for our understanding of the

influence that such thinking exercised on the events that will be
described in the remainilng chapters,
On the British side,

is rot difficult to find out what the

it

military and civilian leaders,
the conuing war.

or the general nublic,

thought about

Here th4 main problem iz to isolate among the diverse

and conflicting views those dominant trends that were later reflected
in Britain's wartime actions.
deal with the German side,

We face quite a different task when we

a closed society headed by a despotic

leader and protected by a curtain of secrecy and deception.

A Feacetime Debate Over Strategic Air Warfare

In the brief interval of peace during the 1920s,

the victors of

World War I were more concerned with disarmament than with planning
for a possiLle future war.

In such an atmosphere,

the thinking even
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of military professionals becomes unrealistic and their debates over
strategy take on an academic flavor.

This was true of one of the

important prewar debates in Britain,

in May 1928, when the British

service chiefs exchanged a series of memoranda on the subject of
strategic air warfare.
The debate was launched with a memorandum from the Chief of the
Air Staff,

Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir Hugh (later Lord)

Trenchard,

the famous and controversial British prophet of strategic

air power.

He propounded the now familiar but then still

unorthodox

doctrine that air power should be used for direct attack on the enemy's
sources of power,

instead of being frittered away in an effort to

defeat the hostile armies and navies, which are only the manifestations
of his power.
It is not, howfcver, necessary for an air force, in
order to defeat the enemy nation, to defeat its armed forces
first.
Air power can dispense with that intermediate step,
can pass over the enemy navies and armies, and penetrate the
air defences and attack direct the centres of production,
transportation and communication from which the enemy war
effort is maintained.***
The lengthy memorandum went on to disclaim the notion that "the
Air by itself can finish the war."

However,

it would be one of the

principal means for putting pressure on the enemy.
in two ways:

It

would do so

By attacking the enemy's means for waging war,

air power

would contribute substantially toward destruction of his ability to
resist.
will

At the same time,

these attacks would weaken the enemy's

to resist through what Trenchard called the "moral effects" of

strategic bombardment.

Industrial targets were usually located

Sir Charler Webster and Noble Frankland, The
Strategic Air
Offensive against Germany, 1939-1945 (hereafter cited as Air Offensive), in History of the Second World War, United Kingdom Military
Series, Her Majesty's Stationery Office, London, 1961, Vol. 4, App. 2.
*For a biography of this remarkable man, whom
Britain honored
with burial in Westminster Abbey, see Andrew Boyle, Trenchard, W. W.
Norton & Co. Inc., New York, 1962.
Air Offensive,

Vol.

4,

App.

2, p.

72.

He used the term "moral" as the equivalent of "morale."
this context it has no ethical connotation.

In

--

-

in populated areas,

where frequent heavy air attacks would produce

panic among the civilian workers and thus interfere with war production.

This feeling of panic was likely to spread to other elements

of the population and might eventually force the government to call
a halt.
We know that Lord Trenchard considered the "moral" effects of
strategic bombing more important than the physical effects and sometimes put the ratio as high as 20:1.
memorandum,

however,

He did not say so in his

but contented himself with invoking Marshal

Foch's authority by quoting him on this points
The potentialities of aircraft attacks on a large scale
are almost incalculable, but it is clear that such attack,
owing to its crushing moral effect on a Nation, may
impress the public opinion to a point of disarming the
Government and thus becoming decisive.**
The views expressed in Lord Trenchard's memorandum were not new.
They had begun to evolve in World War I and were shared by such
advocates of strategic air power as Field Marshal. Smuts and Winston
Churchill in

England, G.ulio Do-ohet in Italy, and Billy Mitchell

the United States.
grounds,

But. the doctrine was still

not least because

them to a subsidiary roLe.
criticism, however,

the older services saw it

as relegating

The most frequent and most violent

was that strategic bombing represented an in-

humane and illegal method of warfare.
note of

in

opposed on many

this charge and rejected

it

The Treitchard memorandum took

with

the argument tnat workers

who provided the sinews of war were a legitiusate military objective.
What is illegitimate, as being contrary to the dictates
of humanity, is the indiscriminate bombing of a city for
the sole purpose of terrorising the civilian population.
It is an entirely different matter to terrorise munition
workers (men and women) into absenting themselves from
work or stevedores into abandoning the loading of a ship
with munitions through fear of air attack upon the factory
or dock concerned.
Moral effect is created by the bombing
*

Noble Frankland, The Bombing Offensive against Germany:
Outlines and Perspectives, Faber and Faber, London, 1965, p. 40.
Air Offensive,

Vol.

4, App.

2, p.

75.
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Moral effect is created by the bombing
or dock concerned.
in such circumstances but it is the inevitable result of a
lawful operation of war -- the bombing of a military
obj ec tive. *
This fine distinction between munition workers and the civilians
who feed,

and house them,

clothe,

or who sustain the war effort in
But it must

other ways, may seem farfetched and disingenuous to us.

be remembered that this was written in 1928, when the difference
between a combat area and a rear area,
towns, had not yet lost its meaning.
In their official
rejected

replies,

between open and defended

the Army and Navy chiefs flatly

the Trenchard thesis of strategic air warfare on the grounds

of both expediency and humanity.

temperate language.

and expressed in
parochial

Their objections were well-reasoned

service loyalties,

If

these men were influenced by

this would only be natural.

Their most telling argument,

persuasively put forward by CIGS,

was that Britain would be clearly at a disadvantage in a war in which
Geography was

both sides resorted to unrestricted air warfare.
against het.

Ut.like the major cities of France and Germany,

were located deep inland,

which

Britain's coastal cities would get practi-

cally no warning of an enemy air attack.
distribution center of the country,

the financial and

London,

could be reached by short-range
whereas British

aircraft based in the Low Countries or in France,

bombers would need to be of much longer range to attack enemy capitals
on the Continent.

Moreover,

unrestricted air warfare was likely to

lead to unrestricted warfare at sea as well.

This would put Britain

at an even greater disadvantage relative to a potential enemy,
she was uniquely dependent on keeping the sea lanes open.
and other reasons,

she could to oppose it,

and should resort to it

only if

started it.
p.

For these

both service chiefs argued that Britain should

never be the one to initiate unrestricted air warfare,

Ibid.,

since

73.

*Chief of the Imperial General Staff (Army).

should do all
the enemy
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As for Trenchard's defense of strategic bombing against the
was an illegal and inhumane method of warfare,

charge that it

CIGS

ornmented as followst
As regards the ethical aspects of his Jrenchard's/
proposals,

it

is

for

His Majesty's Government

to accept

or to refuse a doctrine which, put into plain English,
amounts to one which advocates unrestricted warfare
against the civil population of one's enemy.*
Since expediency argued against a method of warfare in which
Britain would be at a disadvantage,

one is

tempted to question the

sincerity of the moral objections that were raised against it.
it

But

would be a mistake to underrate the strong feelings of military

professionals

against making war on civilians.

It

is

of course

impossible to separate expediency and humanity when both argue for
the same course.

In World War II,

their respective influence was

to become clearer after hostilities had started,
sometimes at variance.
it

when the two were

Until we reach this point in our narrative,

would be well to withhold Judgment.
Though the Army and Navy chiefs took up the points in Trenchard's

memorandum one by one,

they did not address themselves to the most

important issue he had raised when he asserted that unrestricted air
warfare would be employed by both sides,
one might have as to its desirability,
bility.

regardless of ahat opinions

legality,

or moral accepta-

The views he had expressed on this point are exceedingly

germanc to this study:
There may be many who, realising that this new warfare will extend to the whole community the horrors and
suffering hitherto confined to the battlefield would
urge that the Air offensive should be restricted to the zone
If this restriction were
of the opposing armed forces.
feasible, I should be the last to quarrel with it; but it
In a vital struggle all available weapons
is not feasible.
All sides
always have been used and always will be used.
made a beginning in the last war, and what has been done
will be done.
Whatever we may wish or hope, or whatever course of
action we may decide, whatever be the views held as to the

Air Offensive,

Vol.

4, App.

2, p.

81.
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legality, or the humanity, or the military wisdom and
expediency of such operations, there is not the slightest
doubt that in the next war both sides will send their
aircraft out without scruple to bomb those objectives
which they consider the most suitable.
I would, therefore, urge most strongly that we
accept this fact and face it;
that we do not bury our
heads in the sand like ostriches; but that we train our
officers and men, and organise our Services, so that they
may be prepared to meet and to counter these inevitable
air attacks.*
When this was written,
Britain.

Comnunist Russia,

in 1928,

though hostile, was in no position

militari!.y to fight a modern power.
as a potential enemy.
the day.

Germany had not yet emerged

Disarmament and pacificism were the order of

Military planning in Britain --

shackled by the "Ten-Year Rule,"
enemy,

there was no enemy threatening

it

and,

what there was of it

-- was

in the absence of a specific

naturally lacked focus and realism.

In this atmosphere,
important as it

was,

the debate over strategic air warfare,

had almost no effect on practical decisions,

at least not at the time.

No attempt was made by the Government to

deal with the basic issue Lord Trenchard had raised:

his prediction

that strategic air warfare would be employed in the next war no
matter what one might think about it.

Even after the advent of

Hitler had brought the prospiect of war much closer,
still

the Government

made no effort to determine what British bombing policy in the

event of war should be.

Ibid.,
*After

Yet there couLd be little

doubt in Britain

pp. 75-76.
the close of World War I the British Government directed
that all military planning be done on the assumption that there would
be no major war for ten years.
The "Ten-Year Rule" was applied on a
rolling basis, always extending ten years from the respective planning
date. The Rule had a paralyzing and cumulatively worsening effect on
military plans and preparations.
It was maintained until 1932, but
its consequences were felt fur a decade longer.
The memoirs of
British military leaders who were planners in the prewar days are
See
replete with references to the effects of the Ten-Year Rule.
Norman Gibbs, "British Strategic Doctrine 1918-1939," in Michael
Howard (ed.), The Theory and Practice of Wart Essays Presented to
Captain B. H. Liddell Hart on His Seventieth Birthday, Frederick A.
Praeger, Inc., New York, 1966.
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what German policy on aerial warfare would be.

It

would be ruthless

and unrestrained by humanitarian considerations of any kind.

Hitler's

actions as soon as he came to power had made this clear for all who
wished to see.

The British Image of a Future War

As the war clouds began to gather over Europe in

the thirties,

the British public shared with its leaders the belief

that a future

war would be short and ferocious.

It

would begin with a slaughter

of innocent civilians through aerial bombardment
scale.
fat cow,

London which,

in Mr.

was like "a tremendous

a valuable fat cow tied up to attract the beasts of prey,"

would be the first target.
vulnerable,
in

Churchill's words,

of cities on a vast

The results of an attack on such a

densely populated city would be catastrophic.

Casualties

the hundreds of thousands would be inflicted in a few days,

and

millions of Londoners would be driven out into the open countryside
to escape the bonbardment.
These were not the lurid imaginings of excitable journalists
but the eApectations held by sober and responsible statesmen.

In

1933 Lord Cecil said in a House of Lords debateI
The amount of destruction that can be wrought by a
concentrated attack by a considerable Air Force is so
great that it may well be that one or two such ettecks
will decide the whole ultimate course of the war....
There is no doubt that a strong attack made on this city
and on the other great centre3 of our life might absolutely
cripple us in, I might say, forty-eight hours.**
In 1934 Mr.

Churchill estimated that "under the pressure of

continuous air attack upon London,

at least 3,000,000 or 4,000,000

J. H. Spaight, Air Power and War Rights,
Green and Co., London, 1947, p. 31.

"Ibid.,

p. 30.

3d ed.,

Longmans,

-

b-

people would be driven out into the open -ountry around the
metropolis."
The prevailing estimate of the German threat was shared by the
government agencies concerned with air raid precautions and civil
But it

defense.

would have been clearly impossible to evacuate 3 or

4 million people from London alone in a short period and with little
When more concrete and more realistic plans were made

or no warning.

after the Munich crisis in 1938,
siderably.

the figures were scaled down con-

The new plans provided for the evacuation of approximately

4 million people throughout the United Kingdom, of whom 1.4 million
were to be from London alone.
The civil defense planners relied on the British Air Staff for
estimates of the expected weight of German attacks and of the damage
they were likely to inflict.

In 1934 the Air Staff had calculated

that by 1942 the Germans would be able to drop a maximum of 150 tons
of bombs per 24 hours over a sustained period of several weeks.

As

the strength of the German Air Force continued to inLrease during the
thirties at a much faster rate than foreseen,
revised upwards.

the estimates had to be

In 1939 the Air Staff expected the Germans to be

able to deliver 70U tons daily on a sustained basis.

More ominous

was the prediction that an aerial assault might be initiated with an
attempted "knockout blow" in which as much as 3500 tons could be
delivered in the first 24 hours.
For n number of ye'ars

the Air Staff had estimated casualties

at the rati of 50 per ton of bomb delivered --

a figure of question-

able validity which was based on the German bombing of London in
World War I.

After the bombing of Barcelona and Guernica during the

Spanish Civil War,

the multiplier was increased from 50 to 72 casual-

ties per ton of bomb,
jured,

with one-third dead,

and one-third slightly injured.

expected weight of enemy attack,

one-third seriously in-

Combining this rate with the

the Air Staff estimated that

*

Richard M. Titmuss, Problems of Social Policy, in History of
the Second World War, United Kingdom Civil Series, His Majesty's
Stationery Office, London, 1950, p. 9.
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civilian casualties (mortalities and seriouuly injured)
high as 165,000 in the first 24 hours,
daily

several weeks

fot

based on

therea(ter.

the effects of Ii.E.

to be added

Btitish also expected

thirties,

the coming war --

both of which

it

intu :ubble,

was

that

In

the

the war

care,

attack againstL

or maim uncounted

vainly searching

for food,

A contemporary writer described

London with II.E.

with its

and sepulture

kill

turn

ana send millions more wandering homeless

through a devastated countryside,
and medical

is

one not very different from

with a German knockout blow from the air that would

numbers of civilians,

the

the period painted an even

generation's vision of a future nuclear war.

London and other British citie%

"London,

would have

estimates used by British planners,

the image held by the British publit

would start

which were

bombs alone,

tu use.

that popular writrr% of

more lurid picture of
the present

To these figuses,

(high explosive)

the Germans

These being official
not surprising

and on the order of 35,000

fonm incendiaries and gas,

casualties

could be as

bombs,

environs and suburbs,

so vast that in

Herculaneum and Pompeii,

shelter,

the results of an

incendiaries,

and gas:

had become a place of ruin

comparison Sodom and Gomorrah,

were but ant-heaps scý

-,red by the

feet

of children."
That these images,

public and official

alike,

were based on a

gross exaggeration of what air power could do at the time
the point.

They were what people expected to happen.

contributed

to Chamberlain's

sponsible

appeassment policy.

is

besioe

They undoubtedly

They were also re-

for the panicky behavior of the British public during the

Munich crisis

--

so different from its

face of the real

thing --

with automobiles and

when

150,OOU

behavior

later on,

in

the

the roads out of London were jammed

people fled to Wales

in an unauthorized

evacua tion.

For the casualty estimates used by British pianming agencies
and their derivation, my main source was Titmuss, Chaps. I and 2.
For the expectations of the British public regarding a future war,
see also Spaight, Chap. 2, and Air Offensive, Vel.
1, Chap. 2.
Spaight,

p.

31.

The panic flight from London during the Munich Crisil confirmed
the Government's worst fears about the effects of strategic bombing
on civilian morale.

These fears dated back to World War 1, when the

feeble German Zeppelin raids on London created a panic that was out
of all proportion to the small damage Inflicted.

Ever since, British

leaders had been obsessed with the notion that civilian morale was
potentially fragile and would break under air attack.

As we have

seen, the notion was shared by Lord Trenchard in his emphasis on the
"moral effects" of strategic bombing.
The erroneous belief that civilian morale was the most vulnerable target for strategic bombing dominated British government policy
both before World War 11 and during it.

The belief was not abandoned

even after the British people had proved that their morale would
stand up under continuous air attack.
the German people,

It

was merely transferred to

whose morale was not expected to stand up as the

British had done because the Germans were fighting in an ignoble
cause and were widely believed

to be ruled by a government not of

their own choice.

British Plans Under the Shadow of War

Starting in 1934,

the possibility of war with Germany could no

longer be ignored by the British planners.

and elsewhere in the West -- still

Many people in Britain

--

dismissed Hitler as a temporary

aberration from which the German people would recover sooner or
later.

But German rearmament could not be so easily dismissed.

When formation of the German Luftwaffe under Gfring was officially
announced,

in

1935,

the general speculation in Britain was that

Hitler intended to use his new weapon

for a knockout blow against

British cities.
The ti,,v for academic debates on strategy was over.
ly, as the thirties wore on,
planners --

if

not for their civilian superiors --

there wiviuld be war but when.

Increasing-

the question for the military
was not whether

There was no longer any doubt who the
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enemy would be.
to be assessed

The relative merits of different strategies now had
teems of a realitic

in

could do with the weapons it

appraisal

had and those it

of what Britain

could procule in what-

ever time would be available for undoing the damage caused by years
of neglect.

The outlook was not encouraging.

Since Germany was expected to begin a future war with ait aerial
attack on British cities, one strategy would have been for Britain to
concentrate on building up a powerful bomber force of her own,

so as

to deter Germany from carrying out such an attack or be able to
retaliate against it

the deterrence should fail.

if

This is what

Lord Trenchard had urged in the twenties and what his disciples continued to urge in the thirties.

(Trenchard had been replaced as

Chief of the Air Staff in December 1929.)

But long-range strategic

bombers are expensive and take years to develop and build.
could be built more cheaply and more quickly.
fore, concentrate on a defensive strategy

Fighters

Should Britain,

there-

in the air and give highest

pLiority to building up her fighter defenses against the expected
German aerial attack?
Some planners disagreed with the bAsic estimate that the war
would begin with an attack on Britain.

They thought that the Germans

were more likely to launch a ground assault against the Low Countries
and France.

If

this were the case,

British forces would be involved

in a long ground war on the Continent of Europe.

Britain therefore

would need to give a high priority to rebuilding her Army,
been sadly neglected during the lean year.,

which had

and to strengthening the

Navy, which would have to guard Britain's lifelines to the outside
world.

The role of the Air Force in suc.. a war would be primarily

that of supporting the ground battle.
The choice among these different claimants would have been
difficult to make even if
been available.
short --

unlimited funds and unlimited time had

But time was short --

and funds were still

though no one knew exactly how

being doled out sparingly by a govern-

ment that was far less convinced of the imminence of war -prior to Munich --

thi

--ere the military professionals.

at least
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Although piecemeal
were made all
succeeded
to all

in

along,

it

decisions

to deal with the worst shortages

was not until 1937

that the planners

coming up with a general war plan that was acceptable

concerned,

including the Chiefs of Staff,

the Committee of

*

Imperial

Defence,

and the Cabinet.

In

the circumstances,

that the Plan was a compromise among all

not surprising

viewpoints on how a future war should be fought.

it

is

the divergent

That it

lacked

realism and was based on wishful thinking more than a sound appreciation of what was actually feasible
Democracies

not surprising either.

don't normally face up to hard

forces them to.

In

1937 the crisis

So far as over-all
an initial

is

facts until

a crisis

had not yet happened.

strategy was concerned,

the Plan envisaged

phase during which Britain would be on the defensive.

The main burden of defending the island against German aerial
attacks would have
need

to be given

to assist

in

to be

the fighter defenses,

the highest priority.

the defense

the airfields

borne by

Bombers would be required

by operating in

and maintenance

which would

a counteraic

role against

organization of the Luftwaffe

to reduce the weight of the German attack.

If

in

order

the Germans began the

war not with a knockout blow against Britain but with a ground
vasion of the Low Countries and France,
used primarily

to assist

the Allied

in-

the British bombers would be

ground forces

in

repelling the

attack.

In the initial phase,

therefore,

the bomber force would not be

playing the offensive role Lord Trenchard had advocated,

be used detensively.

However,

repudiated entirely.

In

but would

the Trenchard doctrine was not

the second phase of the war,

"af 2r

Germany's

initial

strategic

targets in Germany so as to soften up the enemy for his

offensive is

held,"

British bombers would attack

eventual

defeat by the Allied ground forces.

Plan was

in

the light

Unrealistic as

the

of Britain's military capabilities at the

Air Offensive, Vol. 1, pp. 89ff.
For the Joint Planners
Appreciation from which the Plan was derived, see ibid., Vol. 4,

App.

4,

pp.

88-95.

r!
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time,

it

turned out to be a surprisingly good blueprint of the basic

strategy the Allies eventually used for the defeat of Germany.
Just how unrealistic the Plan was was brought home to the Air
Staff and to Bomber Command as

they approached the difficult task of

trying to prepare concrete operational plans for implementing the
general 3trategy laid down in the Plan.

Now they had to consider the

,,umbers of aircraft that would be available and their ranges and
payloads; operational crew requirements and training needs;

target

characteristics and bombing accuracy; navigation problems and
expected enemy defenses.

Wherever they looked,

there were glaring

deficiencies which only money and time could correct.

Even the

reduced role that the Plan assigned to strategic bombers was far
beyond the resources that could be made available in the foreseeable
future.
warfare

The most ardent advocates of the Trenchard doctrine of air
themselves were now forced --

many

for

the first

time --

to

consider strategy not in terms of what was theoretically desirable
but what was practically feasible.

It

was a painful but salutary

process, which brought tltem down to earth and often revolutionized
their thinking.
There was t,,doubt that the British bomber force was,

and would

remein for some time to come, woefully inadequate to carrying out
the counterair and interdiction missions assigned to it

in the Plan,

let alone deep inland penetrations against heavily defended targets
in Germany.
operational

The Air Staff estimated

that by 1939 only 17 of the 33

squadrons scheduled for Bomber Command would be equipped

with aircraft even remotely suited for attacks against the Continent
from British bases (Whitleys, Hampdens, and Wellingtons).*
Heavier
and longer-range aircraft (Stirlings,

Halifaxes,

and Lancasters)

This turned out to be an overly optimistic estimate.
When
war broke out in September 1939, only a total of 140 aircraft of
these three types were in serviceable condition and manned by
operational crews.
Air Offensive, Vol. 4, App. 38 and 39,
pp. 400-428.

UI

i
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were on order but were not expected to come into the inventory
until 1943.
The stark implications of these facts were driven home during
the Munich crisis, in

the autunm of 1938,

when the prospect arose

that the Plan might have to be put into execution immediately.
Bomber Command was well aware that its inadequate force could contribute little

toward reducing the weight of a German aerial atLack on

British cities.
fighters.

The burden of defense would have to be borne by

The Air Staff admitted as much when it agreed,

at least

for the time being, to the higher priority that the Cabinet had
assigned to Fighter Command.
Not only was the role assigned to Bomber Ccmmand beyond its
capabilities,

but in attempting it

losses out of all proportion

the bombers were likely to suffer

to the possible gains.

This realization

dealt a blow to another cherished aspect of the Trenchard doctrine,
the assumption that "the bomber will always get through."

Certainly

the dictum did not apply to the kinds of bombers then available to
Britain.

The situation was epitomized when Sir Edgar Ludlow-Hewitt,

who then headed Bomber Command,

made the courageous but heretical

suggestion that long-range fighters be developed to escort the
bombers.
Since it was apparent to the enemy that the bombers available
to Britain during the thirties would not be capable of an effective
air offensive against Germany,

there was nothing to deter Hitler

from destroying British cities if
was

he wished to do so.

The only hope

that he might be reluctant to initiate such attacks out of con-

cern for world opinion.

Slim as this hope was,

it

meant that Britain

would have to confine her own air operations to "strictly military"
objectives so as not to free Hitler from any self-imposed constraints
he might be willing to observe.
*

This estimate proved pessimistic.
actually entered the inventory in 1941.
Air Offensive,
Ibid.,

p. 96.

Vol.

1, pp.

The first

92 and 102.

of these aircraft
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In view of the British air inferiority it is not
surprising to find that the possibility of restricting
bombing to purely military objectives now tat the time
of Munich/ received fresh and sympathetic consideration....
Both the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Bomber Command
and the Air Ministry were of opinion that restrictions
on bombing would be an advantage and official orders
were sent to the former to confine his attacks to the
W.A. LWestern Air!/
and W.A. 4 plans which were obviously
aimed at military objectives.
Even then he was to do
nothing that might be construed as an attack on civilians
and so give the enemy an excuse to do likewise.*
Thus, on the grounds of expediency alone,

a strategic bombing

campaign against Germany of the kind advocated by Lord Trenchard
was out of the question during the early part of a future war.
if

it had not been ruled out by Britain herself,

ruled out by her French ally.

Even

it would h&ve been

The French General Staff was bi::terly

opposed to any action that might lead to the unrestricted bombing of
targets in France.

The French Air Force was in much worse shape

than the British and was intended for strictly tactical use in
support of the ground forces.

The French General Staft could con-

ceive of no other use for air power and wanted all available British
aircraft,
way.

bombers as well as fighters,

to be employed in the same

Since British bombers would have to operate from French bases

for any but the most shallow penetrations of the Continent,

French

objections could have effectively vetoed strategic bombing of
Germany.

*Ibid., p. 99.
The W.A. LWestern Air7 Plans were a series of
target directive3.
W.A. 1 dealt with attacks on German Air Force
targets; W.A. 4 dealt with interdiction attacks on German troop
concentrations and LOCs /•ine of Communications7 during a ground
campaign in the Low Countries and France.
On June 11, 1940, while France was still
nominally fighting
as Britain's ally, at the very moment that Winston Churchill was in
France to confer with Premier Reynaud and General de Gaulle, the
French were piling up physical obsta,'-s on the runways of the airfields used by the British Air Forces in France to prevent them from
taking off on bombing missions which might bring retaliation against
French towns.
This little-known incident is reported by Sir Edward
Spears, Assignment to Catastrophe, Vol. 2, The Fall of France, The
Windmill Press, Kingswood, Surrey, England, 1954, io. 162ff; also
Winston S. Churchill, The Second World War, Vol. 2, Their Finest Hour,
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, Mass., 1949, p. 156.
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Thus there were strong reasons why Britain should not plan to
rely on strategic air

warfare in

a future war but should instead

channel her scarce resources into strengthening her defenses
building up the Army and Navy.

Yet the plans for the strategic

bombing of Germany were '.;ept alive in

spite of the dim prospects of

carrying them out, and the gradual buildup of Bomber Command
tinued,

though at a slow pace,

with more urgent needs.
One

and

even when it

What accounts

possible explanation may be

con-

competed for resources

for this apparent paradox?

that British

leaders had vivid

memories of the horrible trench warfare of World War I and were
trying to find

a better alternative.

The senseless slaughter on

the Western front had cut deeply into a whole generation of British
manhood and was not

to be allowed to happen again.

that the only aLternative was to abolish war
armament
istic

and dedication to pacifism.

and understood

that could terminate
losses suffered in

Some thought

altogether

through dis-

Hut those who were more real-

that war was coming were searching

for a strategy

such a war quickly and without the appalling

1914-1918.

The Trenchard doctrine of strategic air warfare against
enemy's ability
ternative.

and will

As

it

to resist

had never been

the claims made by its

seemed

to provide such an al-

tried before,

advocates.

Also,

it

it

was hard to dispute

had a good deal of

similarity with the principle of naval blockade -put it,

strategic warfare was "in

and appealed on the same ground.
War I,

though

the meantime

attrition

had been too slow,

home his point

Strategic bombing seemed to offer a better,
strategy.

Hitler had succeeded only too well in

that the "Versailles Diktat,"

had made her into a "have-not" nation.
played

convinced

so that in

leaders regarded Germany as particularly vulnerable

such a strategy.

it

boockade writ new"

the armed forces of the belligerents had fought each

faster-acting

was,

navat

as Noble Frankland

But the naval blockade of World

ultimately effective,

other to exhaustion.

British

essence,

the

them

on the guilt

to

hammering

by truncating Germany,

Spurious as this argument

feelings of the victor nations and

that Germany lacked some of the essential

resources

--
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needed

to fight a protracted war.

Her hoarded stocks would be

quickly depleted and would be difficult to teplenish ii she were
subjected to a combination of strategic bombing,
and economic warfare in

naval blockade,

its new arnd more sophisticated forms.

No one could foretell how effective strategic air warfare would
be.

Most of its advocates overrated its effectiveness.

believed

They

tnat strategic bombing could bring Germany to her knees

by depriving her war machine of oil and other critical resources,
while at the

same time inflicting such hardships on the civilian

population as to cause it
government.

to revolt against the "unpopular" Hitler

Even those who thought that the war would be fought

along more traditional lines,
brunt of the battle,

with armies and navies bearing the

were inclined

to believe

that strategic bombing

wouiJ affect the fighting capability of the opposing forces and
so prevent a repetition of the mass slaughter of World War I.
When Britain entered the war,

in September 19J9,

she lacked

the means to conduct an effective bombing offensive and the plans
made for it were hopelessly unreatistic.
prepared,

But the ground had been

and during the period that Britain stood alone,

bombing was to become the principal,

indeed almost the sole, means

by which she was able to maintain her war effort against
homeland.

strategic

the German
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PREWAR DEVELOPMENTS

I11.

IN NAZI GURMANY,

an

intramural debate

versy over strategic

GERMANY

--

such as the British contro-

air warfare would have been unthinkable.

Fihrer had his own ideas on strategy and came to rely
on the advice of his military professionals.
his

top generals

sometimes succeeded

in

In

challenging his plans,

(Oberkommando
Trevor-Roper
like Keitel

in

der Wehrmacht).

and Jodl

In

the OKW

the function

of men

was not to debate strategy with the Fuhrer but
for his monologues.

the operative German views

war were concerned,

even

the Byzantine atmosphere of what

"groveling court,"

to provide an admiring audience
So far as

1938,

the toadies with whom he

his personal headquarters,

called Hitler's

in

but,

to express any disagreement with him.

There certainly were no dissenters among
surrounded himself

less and less

the early years,

after he had won his showdown with the Reichswehr
senior commanders rarely dared

The

we are

on the nature of the coming

therefore dealing mainly with

the

thoughts and plans of a single man.

When he chose to communicate

them,

to his senior military

he usually did so in

commanders or

in

informal

harangues
remarks

of this privileged audi?nce were
notes

right after

to his courtiers.
in

The members

the habit of making extensive

the event and checking

them with each other

for

accuracy.

The methods used to record the Fuhrer's thoughts are described
by the officiel
OKW diarist,
a profcssional historian who managed
to maintain a reasonably objective approach.
Heimuth Greiner,
lDie Oberste Wehrmachtfchrung, 1939-1943 (The Supreme Command of
the Wehrmacht), Limes Verlag, Wiesbaden, Getmany, 1951.
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Some of these diaries have come to light since the war.
Unfortunately,

the insight they provJ.de into Hitler's

strategic matters is not as good as ore would wish.
words are reproduced almost verbatim,

it

thinking on
Even where his

is often difficult to dis-

cntangle his thoughts from the vague or purposely deceptive statement6 in which he chose to express them.
to his closest subordinates,

As we know, Hitler lied

and probably to himself as well.

ilis

uncouth and sloppy use of the German language adds to the difficulty.

Hitler's Plans for a Limited War

Since democracies tend to overrate the efficiency of their
authoritarian opponents,

the British assumed that Germany had

entered the war with a set of complete 2nd detailed plcns for its
conduct.

But this was true only so far as the campaign against

Poland was concerned.

Hitler had made no concrete plans or prep-

arations for a major war with the Western Allies.
that such a war might be "forced upon him,"

He realized

as he put it,

but his

preference was for a local war with Poland.
In common with other aggressors, Hitler favored what are now
called "salami-tactics."
meal,

He wanted to reach his objectixes piece-

through a succession of quick local wars in which he could

defeat his opponents one by one.

He hoped to avoid having to fight

the combined power of his enemies simultaneously in a long-drawnout conflict,

for which Germany lacked the staying power.

The FUhrer's one-slice-at-a-time method already had yielded
him the Rhineland,

Austria,

and Czechoslovakia,

without his having

to fight for them.

The next slice was to be Poland, and for that

slice Hitler want-e!

to fight,

He admitted this in a long mscret

A thoroughly documented account of Hitler's views on this
subject is given in Andreas Hillgruber, Hitlers Strategliei
Politik
und Kriegfdhrung 1940-1941 (Hitler's Strategyt Politics and the
Conduct of the War, 1940-1941), Bernard & Graefe Verlag far Wehrwesen,
Frankfurt, Germany, 1965, pp. 27-45.
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address to his top generals at the Berghof on August 22,
he said that he considered it
the instrument oa

1939,

when

"of the greatest importance to test

the new German Wehrnmacht in a limited conflict,

prior to a final reckoning with the victors of World War I."
was so deL'2rmincd to have his little

lie

war that he was "only afiald

that some Schweiliehund will make a proposal

for mediation."

Mediation wutt one way through which Hitler's plans fcr a limited
war could be upset.
limiitcd,

The other was tha't the war might not ren.ain

a contingency he wanted to avoid at all cost.

His plans

for the invasion of Poland were based on the proviso that "there
must te no simulta.-1ou$ co01flict with the Western powers."
That Hitler wished to limit the conflict to Poland,
he wanted to avoid a world war at that time,
to his sense of moderation.

was of course no tribute

He simply wanted to limit his risk.

blood th: as yvt untested German Wehroacht in a short,
Poland was one thing; to plunge it
the Western powers -prepared

--

and that

easy war with

into a two-'tront war involving

a war for which Germany was as yet ill-

was quite another matter.

Hitler had always intended to attack the West eventually,
in his own good time.
in 1937,

To

In one of his early discourses on the subject,

he speculated tha.

Greiner,

p.

but

1943-1945 might be the right time,

4U6

This phrase is not included in Greiner's paraphrase of the
speech.
It can be found in the longer version ,used at the Nuremberg
Trials.
See Doc. No. 798, The Trial of Major War Critinals before
the International Military Tribunal, cited in F. H. Hinsley, Hitler's
Strategy, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, England, 1951, p. 25.
*A
dissenting view is expressed by A. J. P. Taylor, who
suggests that lHitler might have been satisfied with a peaceful settleA. J. P. Taylor, The
ment of the Danzig problem on his own terms.
Origins of the Second World War, Atheneum, New York, 1962, Chap. 11.
*Reported
in the "Hossbach Minutes."
(Colonel Hossbich was
Hitler's aide-de-camp.)
The Minutes are extensively quoted in
Peter de Mendelssohn, Design for Ag&ression, Harper & Brothers,
New York, 1946, p. 19.
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and probably the latest possible date,

reckoning" with

for a "final

Germany would then he at peak strength, with het reserves

the West.

while British and French rearmament

fully built up and equipped,
would not yet have

it

the point where

reached

might

threaten German

super blr i ty.
1937 Hitler had a right

In
time

for thr

came

to be Poland's

he

Lould no

hhowdowi, with

the West.

turn after

democraC ieS" would honor

made no concrete
if

that the "decadent

and had hardened

Seemed aluu;;t calculated

further during
to dispel

Nevertheless,

for a wair that mighi

plans

he may have relied oni an intuiLive

worst come to worst,

litler

still

the Allies would
feeling

two possibLe courses of aItion.
and leave Poland until

to attack the West first,

might "stab him in

any notion

that,

if

the West would give him time to make his plas1..

He had considered

that, he ran the ris'

1939,

involve BriLain and

he was no longer entirely confident that

refuse to fight,

the

intervention

Britain had begun

The popular mood in

that one could do business with him.

France.

attack against her

his dismissal of Western

to change shortly after Munich,
behavior

it

But as the date set for

their piomise.

more and more hollow.

li•tlet'5

when

later,

tte rope of Austria and Czechoslovakia,

case of an armed

io

attack on Poland approached,

when

two years

Hitler professed not to believe

independence.

sounded

But

Britain and France had given Poland a

longer be sure.

promilse of support

solc•r•n

to think that he could pick his own

that,

while ihe was engaged

the back" as he put it.

go ahead with the invasion of Poland,
emotionally committed,

in

If

hi, did

th" West,

Puland

The alternative was

to which

and to rely on his

lattr.

One was

to

he had become

intuition

that Britain

Examples of Hitler's

recent conduct were his press cAmpallgn
against England, brutajity against the Czechs, and renewed Jewish
pogroms in Germany.
This is a composite of Hitler's thoughts

as ho expressed

P;.sizih campaign
them at different times while his plans for tih
already-cited speech of Augult l939
were maturing, primarily in t,,
speech to a similar audience on May 3, 11)39.
and in an earlier
Based on Mendelssohn, Hinsley, and rreiner.
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and France would again sit by and do n,'thing.
but one he seemed willlng
IIti:le

believed --

tendentious
Ministei

This also was a risk,

to a(cept.

and was confrfmed

in

this belief

reports hiewas getting fborn his expetts,

von Ribbentrop

--

t.hat the ýVustvrri

by

powels were not

wal and would nut risk a woil. l wax

ovew

"Pouujiuoi mourir pour Dan?ig?"

the que.ition being asked

Fi ant:e.

And

the Western
to huiLr

it

should turn out

powers did intervene,

Gexmany militarily,

speed'y
clude

if

koniquest

a.

of Poland,

with the Soviet Union,

that

and because

it

by himi

his all-day harangue
cotwnanders

in [litter's

in
and

they could do

the short

run.

The

was planning

to con-

the effects of any naval
An invasion of German

terri-

as haidly credible for

"psycho-

a possibility which he ruled

of August 22,

that. BýItish

thoughts,

expLained that
in

Poland.

could not succeed unless the Allies

1939,

Hitler assured his

thia,ets of intervention

of Poland were nothing but bluff,
loomed

for

intonceivable.

In
seniox

in

the partI Hitlei

to impose.

ready

he had miscalculated

thei., was not much

violated Belgian and Dutch neutrality,
out as

issue like

would vitiate

tory from France was dismissed
reasons"

an

leasL not

and

blockade England mighL try

logical

WAs

the

including Foreign

(It

was always

nut France,

on

Bril.ain

the side
that

which he despised.)

the Chia!ilbeleain Government

lie

had been severely criticized

O~itain for having capitulated prematurely duxing the Munich crisis.

This

in

tniumeit,
when

itItJo;, would kuej up itL,

tllm-,
the lhipc of

frightening off Germany.

confronted with Hitler's

again give in
believed

As it

turned out,

Lite

lalt

the end,

Chamberlain would

Whether Hitler actually

trying to reassure

at the prospect of a

l

But in

iron determination,

and do nothing but talk.

this or was merely

were worried

bluff uuL,

his cormnandors who

two-front war,

Hitler miscalculated

in

will never

be Known.

one respect --

in his

belief

that Britain and France would not go to war over Poland --

he was

right in

discounting

the risk that

they would intervene mili-

tarily while German forces were engaged in the Polish campaign.
reduce
manders

the risk even further,
that,

in

hie had instructed

the unlikely event of

but

To

his military com-.

a dec laratioj of war by the
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the weak German forces in the West were not to open

Western powers,
hostilities.

They were to be scrupulous in respecting the neutrality

of the Low Countries,
military action.

If

and leave it
attacked,

to the othei side to initiate

they were to respond only with defen-

sive measures.
His having gambled on the democracies'
even if

they did declare war,

making no military move,

can be explained only by Hitler's utter

contempt for their political and milit'ary leaders and for their woeful state of unprepar dness.

How cectain he was that his gamble

would pay of' is demonstrated by the fact that he had not planned
against the possibility that France and Britain might force him to
fight them in earnest.
What thinking he had done about a war with the West,
done a good deal,

and he had

was about the kind of war he would fighc when he

could choose his time for the "final reckoning."
war to the finish.

He would "smash"

It

decadent France.

would be a
He would

"force Britain to her knees" by strangling her seaborne supply routes,
mining her harbors,

and cutting her off from the Continent, where

Germany wuuld then reign supreme.

So far as we know, he did not at

that time consider the possibility that Britain might have to be
invaded.
Strategic bombing played a negligible role in Hitler's thoughts
about a future war.

In common with most of his military associates,

be was orier ted toward a ground strategy and did not understand
either sea power or air power.
an adjunct -iftht army.

The latter he regarded prima!ily as

Certainly,

humanitarian considerations

were not the reason that strategic air warfare figured so little
his plannipg;

in

th. t he would not hesitate to bomb cities was demon-

stiated when the German Condo: Legi-.a bombed Guernica during the
Spanish Civil War.
Hillgrube-, p. 45.
His thoughtc were expressed in secret briefings
and informal
They are pararemarKs throughout the latter part of the thirties.
phrased here trom quotations in Mendelssohn, Hinsley, and Greiner.
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There were some references to strategic bombing in the war
plans made by the German Army General Staff before Hitler himself
monopolized

the strategic planning function.

A 1937 plan prepared

under the direction of Field Marshal von Blomberg, who was then
contains this phrase:

Minister of War,

mainly political importance,

"/Air/

attacks on targets of

such as Paris, need my /Blomberg's/

special consent in every case."
A later plan (CASE GREEN)
Czechoslovakia,

for the contemplated invasion of

prepared in 1938 under Hitler's own direction, warned

comnmanders that "Retaliatory /air/

attacks against the population

will be carried out only with my /.Hitler's/ permission."
version of the same plan (EXTENDED

CASE GREEN)

Another

dealt with a war

against the Western powers that might be set off by the invasion of
Czechoslovakia.

This plan directed the Luftwaffe to prepare imple-

menting plans and target folders for the bombing of London,

Hull,

and other industrial targets.
One of the few hints that Hitler was at least aware of the
threat value of strategic bombing was given shortly before the outbreak of war,

in August 1939,

Foreign Miuister,

Count Ciano.

when he conferred with the Italian
On this occasion,

the klhrer pointed

out the vulnerability of British cities to aerial bombing and the
lack of adequate antiaircraft defenses in Britain.
The references to strat.

bombing in routine contingency plans

are significant but do not add up to anything like the British image
of a Germany busily engaged in plans and preparations
knockout blow against Britain.

for an aerial

The British had made the mistake,

common before the war, of overrating German efficiency.

Hitler was

too busy with his piecemeal conquests in the East to spare much

*!
This particular plan (CASE RED, for a two-front war) was one
of a series cf routine war plans for different contingencies, such
as are prepared by all major powers.
It did not mean that Germany
at thAt time actually intended to attack thf West.
**

The ieferences to German war plans are taken from Mendelssohn,
especially pp. 8, 46, 182, and 96.
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thought for a possible war in the West which he did not think was

crisis at a time.
the West,
part in

his could only handle one

Like other one-man managements,

imminent.

But even if he had actively planned

for a war with

strategic bombing probably would not have had much of a
any more than it did when the actual plan for the war

it,

with the Wesl (CASE YELLOW) was p>repared after the conclusion of the
Polish campaign.
Since the Nazis were not likely to be restrained by moral
scruples,

there had to be other reasons why the plans for CASE RED

and CASE GREEN prohibited
permission.

the bombing of civilians without express

The mention of Paris in the Blomberg directive was

probably intended as a generic

reference to open cities of suLh

importance that attacks on them might have undesirable repercussions
for Germany.

It

is also possible that Hitler had special plans for

Paris in his dream of a postwar Europe.
population attacks

The prohibition against

in Czechoslovakii without his express permission

may have been because Hitler wished to spare Czech industry and its
skilled workers for use in his own armament effort.
If
that it

Hitler had any compunction about killing civilians,
did not extend to the Poles.

to call them,

These "subhumans,"

we know

as he used

were to be got out of the way so as to provide new

Lebensraum for the racially superior Germans.

Thc' thoughts he

expressed on the conduct of the Polish campaign in his address of
August 22,

1939, as paraphrased by Greiner,

speak for themselvest

... He LHitle/ would find come propaganda device to provide
an excuse for starting the war.
Never mind if it was
credible or not; legality was unimportant, only victory
mattered.
Therefore there must be no mercy, no humanitarian qualms.
He had a duty to the German people who
could no longer exist in their limited space....
Military
operations were to be conducted with the single aim of
producing a quick decision...new Polish units were to be
smashed as soon as they were formed, and the enemy was
to be softened up through the ruthless employment of the
Luftwaffe.... **

See below, pp.
Greiner,

45ff.

p, 43.

Underlining mine.
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IV.

BLITZKRIEG AND SITZKRIEG

The Polish Campaign

THE GERMAN invasion of Poland began at dawn on September 1, 1939.
In the course of the day,
t'at

reports began to reach Western capitals

the Germans were bombing Warsaw and other Polish cities.

After

t., !se reports had been confirmed by Ambassador Biddle in Warsaw and
Ambassador Bullitt in Paris, President Roosevelt decided that same
day to issue an appeal to all belligerents

to refrain from "bombard-

ment from the air of civilian populations or unfortified cities."
The President's appeal was promptly welcomed in an Anglo-French
Declaration which sttted that the two governments had given "explicit
instructions

to the c-nimanders of their armed forces prohibiting the

bombardment,

whether from the air or the sea, or by artillery on

land,

of any except strictly military objectives In the narrowest
Hitler replipd in a- similar vein,

sense of the word."

his "unqualified agreement,"

expressing

since he had always advocated "in

all

circumstances to avoid bombing non-military objectives during military operations."

Each side made the promise contingent upon its

observance by the other side.
course,

The big question left open was, of

how to define a "military objective."

T'he Polish campaign was over in three weeks.

This first demon-

stration of German Blitzkrieg tactics awed Western observers and
confiixned their worst fears of Nazi military might and ruthlessness.

Spaight, p.
Ibid.,

p.

259.
260.
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The Polish forces had

indeed been "softened up through the ruthless

employment of the Luftwaffe."
Reports continued

to pour in that fleeing civilians had been

machine-gunned from the air to spread panic and
had been bombed.

that open cities

They came from official Polish sources and from

neutral observers stationed

in Poland.

Ambassador Biddle cabled on

September 14:
In view of what the members of my staff and my family and
I have experienced and witnessed I find it difficult in
many cases to ascribe the wanton barbaric aerial bombardment by German planes to anything short of deliberate
intention to terrorize the civilian population and to
reduce the number of child-producing Poles iriespective
of category.*
President Moscicki of Poland reported to President Roosevelt by cable
the "deliberate and methodical bombing of Polish open towns by German
aircraft."

Roosevelt rep.ied

that he was "deeply shocked" by these

reports and made public his exchange of telegrams with the Polish
President.

By then,

however,

On September 17,
The next day,

the Polish tragedy was nearly over.

Russian divisions invaded

the Polish government fled tc Rumania.

resistance had practically ended,

Though further resistance was futile,

the

including the city of Warsaw.
the city held out for a few

spite of German artillery bombardment.

force a quick decisionn

Organized

except for a few pockets in

southeastern portion of the country,

more days in

Poland from the East.

the Germans supplemented

In order to

their artillery

fire with heavy air attacks, which destroyed a substantial portion
of the city and forced it

to surrender on September 27.

The impression that Hitler's Luftwaffe had engaged in deliberate
atroci~ies during the Polish campaign was confirmed by the manner in
which the Nazis exploited their victory.
"Baptism of Fire,"

assembled

from newsreel

Their propaganda film
pictures of the campaign,

was widely shown to audiences of horrified neutrals to impress them
with the efficiency and ruthlessness of German arms.

Cordell Hull, The Memoirs of Cordell Hull,
Company, New York, 194b. Vol. 1, p. 678.

It

succeeded

The Macmillan
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beyond expectations.

It made a mockery of German attempts to defend

the air attacks on Warsaw as the legitimate use of "vertical
artillery" against a "defended fortress."
The irony is
Asher Lee,

that there may have been some truth in these claims.

a wartime British intelligence officer,

believes that the

Germans did not deliberately attack nonmilitary objectives during the
Polish campaign,

and that they did not machine-gun

fleeing civilians

the Low Countries and France.

in Poland as they later did in

He

feels that in Poland, at least, the German Air Force conducted a
"model campaign" in the use of tactical air power, and that the
civilian casualties inflicted were an inevitable by-product of
attacks on military objectives.
The world reaction to the Polish campaign was,

of couise,

based on the facts as they were believed to be at the time.

It

is

not surprising that the stories of inhumane warfare against Polish
noncombatants were so readily accepted,

for there had been enough

the years since Hitler came to power

evidence of Nazi brutality in
to make these stories credible.

Moreover,

there had been Hitler's

own broadcasts prior to the war wIen le raved against the Poles in
unbridled

language.

What Hitler said in his inner circle was much worse and shocked
even

the Nazi officers

to whom he delivered Itis tirades.

his paroxysms of rage he boasted that "our strength is
lessness and our brutality."

In one of

in our ruth-

HP spoke of killing "without mercy

all men, women and children of Polish race and language" and expressed admiration for Genghis Khan,

who had exterminated whole

populations and "had millions of women and children killed by his
on will and with a gay heart."

1946,

Asher Lee,
p. 51.

Tihe German Air Force,

Harper & Brothers,

New York,

John W. Wheeler-Bennett, The Nemesis of Power: The German
Army in Politics 1918-1945, Macmillan & Co. Ltd., London, 1953,
p. 461.
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Though outbursts like these were reserved for his inLimates,
Hitler made no secret of his hatred of the Poles,

and the West had

ample evidence of how he customarily dealt with the objects of his
rage.

And those Vesterners who were still

unwilling to believe the

worst only had to look at the picture the Nazis themselves provided
in their film "Baptism of Fire" to be convinced that the Polish
campaign had been waged as a deliberate war of extermination.
Regardless of ,uhat really happened,

the alleged brutality of

the German armed forces during the Polish campaign was believed at
the time and had a lasting effect on Britain's conduct of the war.
Senior B:itish officers .ilt that the actions of the Luftwaffe
against Polish civilians had freed Britain from the obligations she
had assumed with the Anglo-French Declaration in

response to the

Roosevelt appeal,
Whether ox not the Wehrmacht itself had been guilty of uncivilized conduct during the military phase of the Polish campaign
soon became an academic question,

as reports began arriving of the

unspeakable atrocities the Nazi authorities committed after their
occupation of the hapless country.

And later on, during the campaign

against Scandinavia and in the assault on the Western front,

the

German armed forces themselves became guilty of the outrages of
which they had perhaps been wrongly accused during the Polish
campaign.
If

the Luftwaffe did not deliberately use terror as a weapon

in Poland,

it

may have been because the potentialities of this

weapon had not been fully appreciated before that campaign.

Asher

Lee reports that a General Quade of the German Air Fo3rce gave a
series of lectures

to Luftwaffe officers on the lessons of the Polish

war,

in which he pointed out "that the terror effect of bombing on
civilian morale was a military factor in air warfare."**
Although Asher Lee absolves the Luftwaffe of blame for the
bombing of Warsaw,

one is

left to wonder if

*

Air Offensive,
Asher Lee,

p.

Vol.
51.

1, p.

135.

this act had really
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been prompted by military necessity, as the Germans claimed.
late as three years after the event, in November 1942,
discriminate city bombing by both side,
occurrence,

Hitler still

As

when in-

had become a common

felt constrained to defend the bombing of
His argument was:

Warsaw in one of his speeches.

Before I attacked Warsaw I five times asked thein to
capitulate, and only then did I do what is allowed by
the rules of war.
What Hitler failed to mention was that, when Warsaw was bombed,
war was already over in all but name.
fled the country a week earlier.
were running out of supplies,
country,

The Polish government had

The bedraggled defenders of Warsaw

were cut off from the rest of the

and had no hope of reinforcements.

of time --

and a very short time, at that --

had to surrender.

the

It

before they would have

But Hitler was in a hurry.

to announce the formal conclusion of th

was only a question
He wanted to be able

*Aar and redeploy his forces

to the West so as to forestall a possible Anglo-French offensive.
He ordered his commanders to take Warsaw by September 30,

a few days

from the time the air bombardment began.
Regardless of whether there was military Justification for the
bombing of Warsaw, it

undoubtedly provided Hitler with an outlet for

his rage against the Poles.

According

to Field Marshal von Manstein,

the FUhrer had wanted to bomb Warsaw earlier in the war.
time,

At that

his field commanders had succeeded in arouine him oit of it

on the ground that it

would tiot benefit their military operations

and thus would be a wasteful use of the Luftwaffe.

Presumably,

they

withdrew their objections later, when the stubborn defense of Warsaw
had turned the city into a "military ol-jective"

that had to be taken

by force.
The Luftwaffe actions in Poland may well have been wrongly
interpreted by the Allies at the time.

Spaight, p. 265.
Generalfeldmeeschall
(Lost Victories),

As we shall see,

&irich von Manstein,

Athenlum-Verlag,

Bonn,

1955,

there were

Verlorene Siege
p. 51.
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other occasions during the war when both sides made far-reaching
decisions on the basis of their erroneous interpretation of what had
happened,

or why.

Prelude to the "Final Re.konin&"

The end of the Polish campaign left Hitier free to turn against
the West.

The implications should have been obvious,

leaders were still

reluctant

but Allied

to face up to Lhc unpleasant prospect

before them.
The victory over Poland had another,

less obvious consequence,

which may have had an even greater bearing on the future course of
the war --

the effect of that victory on Hitler himself and on his

position in Germany.

The brilliantly successful Polish campaign was

a personal triumph for the FUhrer in every way.

He had undertaken

the venture against the advice of his military professionals,
had been vindicated by its spectacular success.
in predicting that the new Wehrmacht,
creation,

would pass its

first

and

He had been right

which he regarded as his own

test with flying colors.

And he

had relied on his intuition against the judgment of those of his
advisers who did not believe that the Allies would sit
the German forces were engaged

Hitler's elation at his victory,
his own experts,

idly by while

in the East.
and at having triumphed over

gave a boost to his alreaJy colossal ego and

strengthened his belief in his infallibility.

The effects were

noticeable in a different attitude tow-rd his generals.
suspicious

of the old-line professionals among them,

Always

he became

markedly more assertive in dealing with them, and made little

effort

to hide his contempt for their conservatism or his low regard for
their professional advice.

The generals,

in turn,

were changing in

Hitler flew into a rage when Field Marshal von Brauchitsch
cautiously hinted that the conduct and discipline of the German
troops in the Polish campaign had not been all that could be desired.
See Greiner, p. 67.
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their attitude

toward Hitler, either because their former self-

assurance had been shaken or because they were cowed by the man who
was beginning to assume the role of Supreme Coiiviiander
They found themselves

well as In name.
much less willing,

in fact as

less and less able,

and also

to argue him out ol plans that they feared would

bring disaster upon Germany.
The Polish victory marked an important stage in Hitler's gradual
assumptionl of absolute control over military as well as political
matters.
victory,
West,

Field Marsha!

von Manstein states that it

was after this

and during the subsequent planning for the invasion of the

that the Army High Co.cnand (OKII.W abdicated its responsibilities

for the conduct of land watfare and allowed Hitler to usurp the role
of Feldherr:
Schlieffen,

"Hitler had assumed functions which,

Lcordling to

could barely be exercised in our age by a triumvirate

of king-statesman-Feidheur."

Others believe that this stage was

not reached until the even more spectacialar victory in France,
put flitler at the pinniacle of his power,
Polish campaign,

thc transformation was

which

But even after the
suf[iciently marked to be

noted by Crciner and other observers.
The change in Hitler's position meant that whatever moderating
influence his military advisers might have had before the Polish
campaign would now be lost.

Henceforth,

th'e broad strategy of the

war And even minor details of its tactical conduct would be determined increasin-,ly by a single man --

a man wh' acknowledged no moral

constraints and would use any means that could ý,erve his purpose.
It

was therefore a foregone conclusion

that the war would reach any

level of violence that Hitler considered useful in achieving his
growing ambitions.

But the test was not to come for another year.

Oberkormnando des Heeres.
Von Manstein,

p.

90.

Hans-Adolf Jacobsen, Fall Gelb:
Der Kampf um den deutuchen
Operationsplan zur Westoffensive 1940 (CASE YELLOWt The Conflict
Over the German Operations Plan for the Western Offensive, 1940),
Wiesbaden, 1957, p. 153.
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Meanwhile,

the FUhrer
to his

found srlt-assuuaiwe
Warsaw capitulated,
Chan(cllery and

lost no tim.e

he called a

informed

in

necessary

preparations were

They were

was not

stunned

that

time

beforehand.

ill

at

them

If

ease

the
in

in

for

the German

had in

left

for the sensibilities

of mass executions of

and

vould serve as an excuse

Though

another

the

in

the clergy.

the

taken part in

In

addition,

liquidation

long list

Austria,

for an offensive.

the past

of

This was

of crimes

they were

not carrying out

protested

Grainer,

pp.

pp.

that,

the
if

"The day will

under whose eyes
In

these

the event,

their honor unsullied by

themselves and leaving them to the

56-57.

Wheeler-Bennett,

was only

the head of

to Keit.el

for such measures."

they could keep

the executions

to create an

the Army had not thus far
Canaris,

come when the world will hold the Wehrmacht,

that

to consist,

the Nazis had already committed

Admiral

responsible

to

the Polish intelligentsia,

German military honor were sullied with such crimes,

found

there was

the German

of Polish undesirables

German Abwehr (Counterintelligence),

German officers

felt

for a wholesale massacre of

and Czechoslovakia,

these atrocities.

events occurred,

and there

as when he ordered the Army

incident
the Jews.

it.

now.

the nobility,
that

he

troop dis-

top generals,

carry out his "solution" of the Polish problem.
among other measures,

because

not to ask their opinion but to give

corps on other occasions,

Germany,

the decision

strategy,

the preparations

former corporal

He showed his disregard

in

soon as the

to argue him out of

the presence of his

trace of this attitude

to the

could come to an

lie had reached

they would t'y

to complete

them their orders.

officer

unless he

at this announcement,

But Hitler had called

no

completed,

newthe day

to launch on

to begin as

was

the West were based on a defensive

enough

somewhat

It

27,

without consulting his military leaders,

korrectly,

positions in

On September

his top conunanders

few of

the West that autumn.

understandiig with BriLain

suspected,

demonstrating his

them that he had dvi ided

offeinsive

independently,

in

inner circle.

461-462.

k*
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SS and the SIPO.
still

The "Polish solution" bode ill

for those who

had any illusions about the manner in which the war would

thenceforth be conducted.
But first
campaign.

the world was

On September 19,

treated by Hitler to a short-lived peace
when the Polish war had clearly been won,

though the campaign was not yet over, Hitler extended the olive
branch in a speech he made in Danzig.
that he wanted nothing of them,
the rest of the world,
the war,

He assured Britain and France

that he wished to live in peace with

and that, if

the Allies

insisted on continuing

the responsibility for the suffering would be theirs and

not his.

lie returned to this

Octobe;" 6.

It

theme in a formal Reichstag speech on

was again a relatively conciliatory speech,

though

he did demand the return of the German colonies.
Hitler's motives behind the peace campaign remain unclear.
Perhaps he really expected the Allies to write off Poland and make
their peace with him,

though it

is doubtful

giarated thewi acceptable terms.

that he would have

He may have hoped that his pro-

festions of peace would appeal

to the neutrals and influence public

opinion in Britain and Fiance,

where people had become impatient

with what came to be called
force their governments

the "twilight war,"

and that this might

to give in or at least would undermine the

already teeble war spirit in

tho West.

HitleL

also presumably was

trying to show the German people that he had tried his best to make
peace and that the Allies were responsible if
It

may have been coincidental

the war continued.

that Hitler chose this particular

time to step up his naval warfare against Allied merchant shipping,
but he may have thought

that this would make hi3 enemies more eager

to come to the conference
the Danzig peace speech,

table.

On September 23,

a few days after

Hitler authorized Admiral Raeder to lift

Sicherheits-Polizei (Secutity Police).
J. R. M. Butler, Grand Strategy, Vol.

2, Septembbr 1939 June 1941 (hereafter cited as Grand Stratehy), in History of the
Scond World War, United Kingdom Military Series. Her Majesty's
Stationery Office, London, 1957, p. 61.

some of

the restrictions

Convention,

on naval warfare dictatet

which he had observed

intervention while

for

by the

Hague

fear of provoking Allied

the Polish campaign was

in

progress.

The most

important was the prohibition against sinking enemy merchant vessels
without warning.
preted

The decision

to lift

this restriction

was inter-

by at least one historian as an indication that the FUhrer

had begun to doubt

that the Allies would

accept his peace offers.

Regardless of what Hitler may have expected from his peace
offensive,
tion of

he did not allow it

the war.

his plans

During the

on it

for the continua-

told his intimates

of

and France on

at least tentatively

following weeks he called

in

two

his top

for a number of briefing sessions at which he elaborated on

One of

October

first

the Low Countries

these plans and on his general
war.

he

though he had decided

earlier.

leaders

seen,

for the invasion of

September 27,
weeks

As we have

to delay his planning

scheme foc

the most important of

the future

these meetings was held on

10, two days before the formal Allied

offer was received.

On this occasion Hitler

himself had composed

for the personal

which was to serve as background
the War."
for the Conduct of
Hitler's

plans,

Hinsley,

pp.

rejection of his peace
read a memorandum he

use of his senior commanders,

for his official

as he unfolded them in

and on subsequent occasions,

conduct of the

"Directive No.

the October

6

10 meeting

were quite simple when stripped of the

31-34.

According to authoritative OKW sources, he had mentioned his
intentions in confidence to his alde-de-camp, Lieutenant Colonel
Schmundt, as early as September 12.
See Jacobsen, p. 7.
memorandum and the verbatim text
A paraphrase of Hitler's
My main sources
of Directive No. 6 are given by Greiner, pp. b1-63.
for the planning sessions that Hitler held during October and
November were Hinsley, pp. 38-41; Mendelssohn, pp. 113-122;
Jacobsen, Chaps. 1-3; von Manstein, Chap. 4; Greiner, Chap. 2;
and Hlillgruber, passim.
The greatly condensed account given here
is intended to convey the general tenor of Hitler's
thinking during
this period.
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endless
which

repetition,

he embedded

French armies

in

them.

In

sea and in

Allied

armies

the air.

Hitler's

ground battle

German

superiority

ground

forces could best be exploited.

victory in

the equipment,

in

to draw the

(offene
which

Feldschlacht),

ne felt

that the

training, and leadership
In

his opinion,

a ground battle could bring a quick end to

Germany had to avoid a

in

on Britain through

main concern was

the kind of engagement
in

nonsense

they were to defeat the Angio-

to bring pressure

into a full-scale

this was

and geopolitical

essence,

the West and

war at

because

self-justification,

long war of attrition

of

a decisive

the war.

in which

she would be

at a disadvantage.
The German offensive

in

the West would begin with

of Belgium,

Holland,

of Hitler's

plan and was mentioned by him in

his commanders,
tactical

and Luxemburg.

on September

reasons

in

for protection of
extended naval

mounting

the vital

that

his

to Belgium,

ahýu'

justification

the initial

German
and

thrust,

as a bastion

to provide bases

the German government

Luxemburg,

that his military
)renk4-

he gave

were "insincere"
that Belgian

feature

meeting with

The Low Countries were needed for

for

in

-t

had sent a formal

the Netherlands,

their neutrality would be "unconditionally

.i

first

and air warfare against Britain.

may have thought
q

invasion

This was an essential

Ruhr area,

Only a month earlier,
notification

27.

the

guaranteed."

leaders might

another

and Switzerland

feel

bumewhat

solemn ut,-riakiueg.

them for an invasion was

Hitler

The

that the Low Countries

their professions of neutrality.

Thu proof was

fortifications were all on the Eastern border with
*r

Germany,

while

the Western

Hitler was determined
possible,

before

to bring

The Russians were

interest to remain so,
got bogged down

Greiner,

in

p.

but

still

Time was

the reluctant
neutral,

and it

start

as soon as

of the essence.
Italian
was

partner

To delay the

A
into

to their

they could change their minds if

a long-drawn-out war.

56.

left open:

to have the offensive

the onset of winter.

quick victory would help
the war.

border had been

Germany

,nvasion

of

70

the Low Countries would
move

in

first

--

a possibility

selling his military

every day.

the Allies'

aim for

The

time

that the

time fot

frantically and was

stakes were enormous.

the German Reich."

The

Hitler was not

to move was now.

objective was nothing

tion or destruction of
equally unlimited.

the Polish caLpaign.

but Britain was aiming

The Filhrer was aware
sure that

because Britain and France might

Hitler had dismissed when he was

leaders on

worried about France,
getting stronger

be risky,

less than

He was

the "dissolu-

His own objectives were

salini tactics

was over;

he must

the total defeat of the enemy.

For the present,
offensive:

Hitler's

the occupation

the Anglo-French armies.
beyond

this point.

thoughts were centered on

the ground

of the Low Countries and destruction
He seems

of

to have done no concrete planning

Hle did mention the advantages

the possession of

Holland and Belgium would give him for the defense of the Ruhr and
as a base
the

for U-boat operations

as well

as for air

industrial heart of Britain and her ports in

west.
air,

his references

impression

the south and south-

written 'fr

to military operations other than

ground offensive were casual,

that he had not given

There was,
his

however,

said:

top inilitary iccdcrs.
for air

"The ruthless employment

of the British will-to-resist
moment."

them any real

an ominous phrase in

of the Low Countries as bases

of

available.

those connected

and one gets

the

thought.
the memorandum he had

After mentioning
operations

the iupoiLmsice

against Britain,

he

the Luftwaffe against the heart

can and will follow at the given

This phrase may be significant not so much as a plan of

action but as an indication of Hitler's
At

that a victorious

which was given

readiness

to employ

any means

the time he made the statement he was probably configround offensive would end Allied resistance.

Detailed plans and preparations

the

against

Though he spoke of dealing Britain "a mortal blow" from the

with the initial

dent

attacks

for the offensive

the code name CASE YELLOW --

tentative D-day was set for November

Air Offensive,

Vol.

1, p.

136,

fn.

12.

2.

in

the West --

were put under way,
That date was

and

clearly
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unrealistic;

it

allow enough

time for adequate

severe
was

hod been di|itated by Hitler's

shortages

therefore

in

planning,

ammunition,

impatience and did not

let

alone

heavy equipment,

changed in what turned out to be tte first

nine postponements.

their feet as long as they could in
of the conflict would make
many postponements

in

carrying

an aircraft

in

-January 1940,

by which

that a peaceful

when

top secret invasion plans

but another

who were dragging

the offensive unnecessary.

occurred

accident.

March 1940,

the hope

It

of twenty-

The weather was partly responsible,

incior was the opposition of the Army leaders,

couriers

to make up the

ani training.

(ne

solution

of

the

two German officer

fell into Belgian hands

The offensive had to be

time other developments

rescheduled

forced

for

further post-

ponemen ts.
During the winter and early
on the North.

first

spring,

Allied attention wss centered

on the Russo-Finniah war and then on the problem

of cutting off

the German ore traffic

Western

the Germans were completing

front,

great offensive

as precautionary,

or

wishful

They explained

designed

This was

which baffled people

thinking of their leaders.

before

the storm bioke,

missed

the bus."

On the
for

tt..

any except defen-

the buildup of their forces

to protect against an Anglo-French attack

the Low Countries.

"Sitzkrieg,"

the preparations

but were careful not to engage in

sive military actions.

throu.h

with Sweden and Norway.

Mr.

the period of the "phoney war,"
in
In

the West and encouraged
April

194U,

Chanmberlain declared

the

only a month
that "Hitler has

The Phoney War

The Allies,

for reasons of

their own,

turning the twilight war into a rerl war.
venture
left

in

Norway and a proposed expedition

the initiative

had no intention of
Except for their abortive
to assist

Finland,

they

to Germany and waited for the next blow to fall.

While the German forces were occupied with the Polish campaign
in

the East,

the French could have used their vastly larger armies

fot offensive action against

West.

the small German

fuiLe

But the French Chief of Staff, General Gamelin,

to provoke a German

reaction

until

concentration of his forces.
willing,
in

token

not

to attack

order to test

campaign was
their

in

its
its

first-line

Gamelin pulled his
and held

theor

the leisuiely

that was donc,

he would be

the Siegflied Line,

the Germans were

to the West.

it"

the Polish

redeploying

Needing no further excuse,

troops back toward

inactivL until

but to "lean against

By the time he was ready,

closing days and

forces

did not wish

he had completed

Aftet

strength.

In tLte

their Maginot Line positions

the Germans were

ready

to move against

them.
The Chamberlain Government
offensive either,
the giound,
course,
naval

and,

the small

besides,

in

Britain was not eager

it

lacked the means to do so.

British Expeditionary Force in

unable to act without the French.
actions and economic warfare,

at Germauy

was through

the Air Staff,

September 7,
while Fl

1939,

to

the task.

Air Conmodore

that it

was engaged

of

Apart from small-scale
strike

was questionable how effective

since Bomber Command was quantitatively and

qualitatively inadequate
Plans of

It

On

France was,

the only way Britain could

cir attack.

such attacks would be,

to take the

in

Nevertheless,
Slessor,

might be desirable

the Director of

pointed out on
to strike at Germany

the East;

A Ltnough our numerical inferiority
in the ai; Is a noot
important factor, it should not be allowed to obscure
oth.Ar ntpnt conn•idrations,
We are now at war with a
nation which possesses an imposing fagade of armed might,
Lut .hilh, behind that faqade, is politically
rotten, weak
in financial and economic resources, and already heavily
engaged on another front.
The lessons of history prove
that victory does not always go to the big battalions ....
Air Commodore

Slessor thought

that "indiscriminate attack on

civilian populations as such will never form part of our policy,"
but he regarded
legitimate.

attacks on power stations in

the Ruhr and on oil as

His suggestion was not taken up by the Guvernment,

Grand Strategy,

Vol.

2,

p.

60.

Air Offensive,

Vol.

1,

p.

135.

partly for reasons with which he and his
The Air Staff was well
risk to expose

the small

aware

that

strIking

Lleagues fully agreed.
wo.uld be taking a great

it

forTe

muster at

the time to

losses from which it

aircraft,

and especially the trained ciews,

had to be preserved if

Bomber

Bo•mbe, Command tuuld

that

might never recover.

.,t:e

Coiiwia.id was ever

of force the planners envisaged.

The

the seed coin which

to grow into the kind

At this stage of its growth,

losses could cripple the entire cstablishment.

Roy.sI

heavy

Air For~e

leaders were also concerned that strategic bombing with i:effective
results might discredit what was

still

The Government had additional
on Germany for

casualties
reluctant

and kill

in

reasons for tuling out air attacks

Even carefully executed precision

the time being.

attacks on targets

a novel method of warfare.

the Ruhr would

inevitably

women and children.

that the Germans

indiscriminate
fieed from

in

violated

air attacks

in

is

leaders were

in kind.

Within
it

she had assumed under

But the Government preferred

by c-.rrying out

the Anglo-French

to wait until the Germans

strategic bombing against Britain or France,

the neutrality

of the Low Countries,

atuiia tA

likly by a cumblu

clear that

the RAF it

Poland and that therefore Britain was

been prompted by considerations
ast

civilian

this kind of warfare

themselves had started

the obligations

Declaration.
engaged

British

to accept the onus for having started

and did not want to invite retaliation
was felt

inflict

or until

of expediency or of humanity,
Lile Lwo.

much

but

Whatever che reason,

the Chamberlain Government was not inclined

offensive action in any form,

they

The decision may have

less a form of warfare

it

toward
so out of

keeping with the British mood during the twilight war.
What may have clinLhed the case was again the attitude of the
French,

who were opposed

to all

strategic bombing.

the British Chiefs of Staff had prepared a paper
policy,

In

October 1939

on future bombing

which was approved by the Cabinet and submitted

Gamelin and Vuillemin

See above,

p.

(French Ait

Force)

35.

Air Offensive,

Vol.

1,

p.

135.

for concurrence.

to Generals
The paper

reflected the compromise to which Britain had been driven by
necessity.

It

proposed takingrno offensive action in the air so

long as the twilight war continued,

and using the respite to build

up the stiength of Bomber Command.

Only if

action in the West that "looked

the enemy took offensive

like being decisive" would Bomber

Command launch a full-scale daylight assault on the Ruhr, "without
objectives."
frittering away the striking furce on unprofitable
The French generals did not like anything about the British
Under no CLrLumstance.i would they approve any British action

plan.

that could invite German retaliation against French cities.
over,

More-

the "unprofitable objectives" on which the British did not

wish to fritter away their precious heavy bombers were precisely the
targets the French gerkerals wanted to hit first in case of a German
offensive.

In their view, all bombers,

should be used against troop columns,
&Cts of conce-r

to P.ground commander.

heavy as well as medium,

LOCs,

and other tactical

tar-

They disagreed with the

British view that, unless the bombers were used to maximum eifect
that is,

--

for purposes other than those for which artillery was

available --

the Germans would be able to occupy the Low Countries

and acquire bases for the knockout blow against Britain.
As these disagreements could not be resolved by the military
negotiators,

they were brought up again at two meetings of the

Supreme Wai 1C•util,

in November 1939 and in April 1940.

time of the second meeting,
come closer together,
enthusiasm

By the

the positions of the two countries had

partly because Bombei Command had lost its

for a daylight assault on the Ruhr,

and partly because

the French had somewhat broadened their ideas of what constituted
desirable objectives for a bombing attack.
only on the surface;

But the agreement was

the two countries nevcr saw eye to eye on the

proper use ot strategic bombers.
Another factor that may have contributed to th,, decision to
withhold air attacks on Germany until faced with a desperate situation was the hope of British leaders that the German people would

Ibid.,

pp.

136-137.
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cume

senses and overthrow

to their

hope was nourished

played up

their country.

was not vearly as widespread or as

but it

The conspiracies

ano plots against

hatched by certain high-ranking Wehrmacht officers

life

were amateurish and often

old-ilne civilians

reports of these conspiracies

exaggerated

counterespionage
them were all

some planted by GCuman

--

behind

by the Chamberlain Government.

too readily believed

the war.

and

Yet the

halfhearted.

and of the extent of disaffection

agents --

which stubbornly persisted

the assumption,

They lent support to
throughout

This

undrastand-

in Germany who,

to the Fdhrcr within

was mod" out to be.

active as it
Hitier's

peacemakers

the opposition

Thc opposition did exist,

rulers.

the contALts of Foreign Office emissaries

through

with vatiuua self-appointed
ably,

their bloodthirsty

that German morale was vulnerable and that

people were only waiting for an opportunity

the

to turn against their

leader.
It

was on the basis of this assumption

had authorited

that the British Cabinet

aimed at German morale.

a leaflet campaign

British bomt.era

the Polish campaign and during the phoney war,
night missions over Germany
to incite

the German people

to drop

to revol.t and at the same

time to ahcw

them that their homeland was open to attack from the air.

ooposite effect

from that intondodi

strated British impotence

raids

to the German people it

the

demon-

and thus

they might have had of the enemy.

relieved their minds of any fear

But the leaflet

Neutral

the campaign was having

than British strength,

rather

flew

The dual purpose was

leaflets.

observers continued to point out that

All during

served at least one purposew

"TVeir chief

they gave to Bomber Coomnand in

value was probably the practice

navigating over Germany at night."
The British Air Staff as well
that

the bomber crews needed all

night flying.

as Bomber Command were aware
they could get in

the practice

The doctrine of daylight precision bombing had begun

to look Less and less attractive when it
*Wheeler-Bennett, Chap.
Grand Strategy,

Vol.

was

examined from an

4, especially pp.
2,

p.

59.

475-497.
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opetatitika l

and I)t&( LkaI

be easy prey

tat gr ts

engagemerts with the
taste of

f ightcs,

for Gfliesn

hiravl ly defended

vItwpoitt.

ObvicVus answer

December
provided

--

Night

yet Britain

lacked

and bombing

were not to he avallable

In

the

the meanlime,

Conmnand were to switch
develop greater

skill

naviKatilng

the German seaplane

for

taid on Sillap

a

been a dismal

Fl ow,

for some time to come.
that,

Bomber

paiticulatly

in

to

in

March 1940,

was showii by photographic

in

bad
one of

when

they

retaliation

evidenit,' to have

taigets

taught

but

the RAF lessons whith had

the air war.

the

to survivel at night they wete

the dakkness which

ftum being

In daytime,

shielded them also

identified and hit.

The only solu-

to select tarRets that were conspicuous enougih

at night,

if

the crews would nave

at niglit,

too vulnerable

from enemy fighters

tion was

As

for night navigation

base on the islatd of Sylt

the condut L of

impact on

proteteted the

to be the

falinie.

bombers Were obviously
safe

bonhberl

As for bombJng actu•:acy,

These di cout aging experiences
a lasting

aids

leaflet raids had shown•

bombed

P. foze-

a dAylight, missiou ove;

the British attcmpted,

night raids

had been few

bombing seemed

Electronic

weather and when these was no moon.
the first

in

to night attacks,
in

the;e

could be done effrctivriy.

that it

the means.

trying to attack

the Bilitish had had

fii~hLts

19)3.

bombe s would

when thei V WellIlgt&ln

hari~ple

Lit

lieve scvcxely mauled by G'ui.lait
the North Sca in

Though

Luftwaffe as yet,

II ke'iy

what was

csptclally whenl

the Kuhr.

Iike

sluw liti lsh

The

to be feund

and large enough so as not to require a high degree of

bombing accuracy.

Thus

the basis was

laid for the future bombing

policy of night attacks on atea targets,
or milirary

long before

leaders had made thre mental ttansition

British civilian

to this

form of

warfare.

In
leaflet

the meantime,
raids until

April

1940,

repel

the

the Br itsh
the German

bombers continued

would be tle

in

the vain Allied

The aggression against the

countries was a warning that the
that it

Allies'

futile

invasiun of Norway and Denmark,

when they were employed
invaders.

theit

to

Scandinavian

twilight wir was about

turn n;ext.

effort

in

to end and

But the Air Ministry's

plans

lot

dIr~l log wi tit thei

Apt i I 1940(

lit
Osed

ltitivioiivt Get mnt(if
ufenis i vc in

liumbthr
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West.
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scope of
Lte war.*
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Vol.

this niar rative,
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was imnpor tan t
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mockery of his promise
Countries,

whose

to respect the neutrality

turn would be next.

troops against Norwegian civilians

of

wos the

himself

were further reminders

by moral

first

in

that

their conduct

majoL

operation of the war

the war was

to a secondary role. **

to become painfully evident
twilight war

Germans launched

their offensive
In

the West at

This meant

to say about

the time.

but it

later on.

in

the We!st.

the evening,

Mr.

when the

Chamberlain

Winston Churchill had his

audience with the King uind assumed office.

Spaight, p. 265.
Greiner, pp.
75-88.

it,

The significance of this change

ended at dawn on May 10, 1940,

that same day.

In

who had upheld higher

would have less and less

to be conducted.

may not have been fully appreciated in

resigned

to be directed by Hitler

the old-line German officers,

ethical standards of warfare,

The

important changes

through the thoroughly nazified officers of the OKW.

that thenceforth

was

scruples

campaign marked another

the A-ny High Command was reduced

hou

behavior of his

the war.
The Scandinavian

It

The ruthless

and the bombing of undefended

towns like Kristiansand and Elverum
the Nazis would not be restrained

of the Low
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V.

THE TRANSITION TO TOTAL WAR

The Gloves Come Off

THE DEFEAT of the Allied forces was accomplished in the incredibly
short time of t'io weeks.
Belgium were occupied,

By then, Holland had surrendered,
the French armies had been routed,

parts of

and the

German forces had penetrated deeply into France and reached the
Channel coast.

On May 26 the British Cabinet ordered Lord Gort to

begin the eypcuation of his forces from the shrinking Dunkirk salient
held by the British.

The French armies,

ineffectively led, and

undermined by Communist anti-war propaganda,
the continuing German advance.

were unable to halt

On June 17 the new Pitain government

sued for an armistice.
Blitzkrieg tactics had triumphed again,

this time against an

army which many Western observers had regarded as the finest in the
world.

Hitler, seeing Europe in his grasp,

danced his famous victory

jig.
The Fflhrer had reasoV to be elated.

He had correctly predicted

that the Allies would leave the initiative to him and do nothing to
interfere with his timetable,

allowing him to fight at times and

places of his own choosing &nd to pick off his targets one by one.
The only hostile action against the German homeland in eight months
of warfare had been the leaflet raids.
*It

will be remembered that the Communist Party line prior to

the German attack on Russia had rt'quired the faithful to demand
peace and to obstruct the Allied war effort.
** Metaphorically
he did, although the photograph may have been
faked.
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As noted earlier,

the British Air Staff had suggested air

attacks on the essential Ruhr industries while the German forces
were fighting in Poland,

but the idea had found no favor with the

Chamberlain Government.

There was to be no bombing of targets other

than "strictly military objectives in the narrowest sense of the
word,"

as promised in the Anglo-French Declaration.

The promise was

kept even though the Luftwaffe during the Polish campaign was thought
to have violated a similar promise made by the Hitler government.
After the German victory in Poland it

was to be expected that

Hitler would turn against the West sooner or later,

and the British

Chiefs of Staff had wanted to know what the air policy would be in
that event.

Would the RAF be allowed to carry out air strikes

against industrial

targets in the densely inhabited Ruhr region,

where civilian casualties were bound to be high?

If

the bombers

were to assist in repelling an invasion of Belgium and the Netherlands,

friendly civilians were certain to be killed even if

attacks were confined to strictly military objectives.

the

The Chiefs

of Staff pressed the Cabinet for a clear policy statement but got
little

satisfaction.

In October

1939 the Cabinet discussed the

subject and decided that
... while our air strength remained inferior to Germany's
we should not be the first to "take the gloves off,"
but that if Germany initiated action against either
ourselves or France which threatened to be "decisive" we
must use our striking force in whatever way offered
"decisive" results....
The Cabinet discussed how far
an attack on the Ruhr would be an appropriate counterstroke to an invasion of Belgium, but came to no
decision except the negative one that an attack on the
Ruhr or any but strictly military objectives would not
be Justified unless and until Germany either killed
large numbers of civilians by air attack on one of the
Allied countries or perpetrated a violation of Belgium.*
There was merit in the argument that British interiority in
air made it

undesirable for Britain to escalate the air war,

a leader more aggressive than Mr.
dLfferently.

the

though

Chamberlain mi 6 ht have argued

But the excuse that more provocation was needed before

Grand Strategy,

Vol.

2, p.

167.
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Britain could take the gloves off had a hollow ring.
had already demonstrated
in Poland and

The Germans

their disregard for civilized conventions

through their naval warfare against merchant shipping.

At least one member of the Cabinet felt that the Nazis had provided
ample justification
Decem'ber

1939,

for treating them as international outlaws.

In

wheln Winston Chuichill was FirsL Lord of the Admiralty,

he proposed cutting off the important German

traffic in Swedish Iron

ore through Narvik by laying mines in Norwegian territorial waters.
Though this would have been a r-lear violation of international
Mr.

Churchill considered

a higher law in its

It

battle to defend Western civilization against the

Nazi barbarians.

His defense of the proposed action is

not least because

it

was to take later,

law,

justified since Britain was acting under

significant,

shows his rationale for sonme of the dctions he

as Prime Minister, which often offended the British

sense of decency:
The effect of our action against Norway upon world
opinion and upon our own reputation must be considered.
We have taken up arms In accordance with the principles
of the Covenant of the League /of Nations/ in order to aid
the victims of German aggression.
No technical infringement of international law, so long as it is unaccompanied
by inhumnanity of any kind, can deprive us of the good wishes
of neutral countries ....
The final tribunal is our own conscience.
We are
fighting to re-establish the reign of law and to protect
the liberties of small countries.
Our defeat would mean
an age of barbaric violence, and would be fatal, not only
to ourselves, but to the independent life of every small
country in Europe.
Acting in the name of the Covenant, and
as virtual mandatories of the League and all it stands for,
we have a right, and indeed are bound in duty, to abrogate
for a space some of the conventions of the very laws we
seek to consolidate and reaffirm.
Small nations must not
tie our hands when we are fighting for their rights and
freedom.
The letter of the law must not in supreme
emergency obstruct those who are charged with its protection and enforcement.
It would not be right or rational
that the aggressor Power should gain one set of advantages

There was considerable support for Churchill's proposal, but
both the BrItish and French governments managed to drag out action
until April of the following year, when the German invasion of
Scandinavia was already under way.
Ibid., pp. 119-125.
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by tearing up all laws, and another set by sheltering behind
the innate respect for law of its opponents.
Humanity,
rathe"
lhan legality, must be our guide.
Of all
events.

this history must be the judge.

But after May 10, 1940,

The events were soon to happen.
facing

We now face
Britain was

them with a diffetent man at the helm.

The imme'4ate response to the German invasion was a public
statement by L.,e British Government,
that the Allies reserved

in association with the French,

to themselves the right to take action which

they considered "appropriate in the event of bombing by the enemy of
civil populations,

whether in the United Kingdom,

France or in

countries assisted by the United Kingdom."
The time for the "appropriate action"
air attack --

was soon to come.

--

meaning retaliatory

The violation of Belgian and Dutch

neutrality alone was proof enough,

if

Hitler had "taken

the Low Countries had been

scrupulous

the gloves off";

further proof was needed,

to the point of naivetd in preseiving

that

their status as

neutrals and had even refused to hold staff conve.sations with Allied
planners.

More proof was added almost immediately when the Luftwaffe

machine-gunned

fleeing civilians on the roads in order to create

panic and disrupt the movement of Allied forces.
The other stipulation that the Chamberlain Government had made
before it would approve strategic air attacks -must be threatened with a decisive defeat -days after the start of the offensive,

that the Allies

was also met,

three

when the Germans crossed the

Meuse river at Dinant and broke through the French defenses at Sedan.
Nevertheless,

it

took another Nazi outrage before even the new

Churchill Government steeled itself to take "appropriate action."
The incident that triggered the British decision was the German bombing of Rotterdam on May 14.

Dutch and neutral residents reported

Winston S. Churchill, The Sec,,nd World War, Vol. 1, The
Gathering Storm, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1948, p. 547.
Grand Strategy,

Vol.

2,

p.

182.

that large portions of the city had been destroyed,

and that 30,000

civilian casualties had been inflicted.
The Western world was shocked by this latest example of Nazi
ruthlessness.

Few believed the excuse given by the Germans that the

Luftwaffe attack on Rotterdam had been a legitimate,

tactical opera-,

tion against a fortified and defended city which had rejected a
surrender appeal.

The Nazis had only themselves to blame if

their

halfhearted protestations of innocence were dismissed as insincere.
Hitler's past record,
if

and his intemperate threats to destroy Rotterdam

it did not surrender, made it

hard to believe that the mass bombing

could have been intended as a "tactical operation."
that Hitler wanted his protestations
of the battle,

Nor is

it

likely

to be believed; at that stage

he probably was more interested in exploiting his

reputation for ruthlessness to demoralize his opponents than in
undeceiving public opinion in the West.

Once again,

as with his

propaganda film of the Polish campaign, he was hoist by his own
petard.
On May 15,

1940,

the day after the bombing of Rotterdam,

the

British Cabinet at last approved an air strike on industrial targets
in the Ruhr.
once made,

The decision was reached after prolunged debate,

it was carried out without delay.

a hundred heavy bombers --

That same night,

but,
almost

or what were then called heavy bombers

took off to attack the German mainland for the first

--

time with somo-

thing more lethal than leaflets.
The results of the bombing were
negligible.
But it was the beginning of the strategic air offensive
against Germany.
It

turned out to be a momentous decision,

for it

set in motion

a chain of events which eventually,

and perhaps

the all-out escalation of the war.

Although its full implications

were not recognized at the time,

was a drastic step for the British

to have taken.
a single reason.

it

inevitably,

Impo'-tant decisions of th~s sort are rarely made for
In this case there were several compelling reasons

for lifting the previous restrictions on Bomber Command,

apart from

the strong reaction in Britain to the Rotterdam "massacre."
official

led to

commentaries agree that it

But

was this incident that triggered

might have been made eveta if

the British decision although it

Rotter-

dam had not been bombed.
The new British coalition Government formed by Mr. Churchill
on Ilth May was immediately confronted with the urgent
demand that now at last Bomrber Command, whose aircraft
were already engaged in support of the land battle, should
Four move
begin the strategic offensive against Germany.
days passed while the War Cabinet hesitated, and every day
more critical situation. Any hopes that
brought a still
thc (Geim.-ni might apply a code of morals in the West
different from that which Poland had experienced in the
East were quickly shattered by the mass bombing of Rotterdam.
This attack (au,.d far less damage and death than was
at the time reported, but it was obvious that the gloves
were off.*
Another official source also notes the effect of the Rotterdam tncident on the Cabinet's decision:
On May l0 the Government announced publicly, in agreement
with the French, that they reserved to themselves the
right to take action which they considered "appropriate
in the event of bomibing by the enemy of civiL popuiations,
whether in the United Kingdom, France or in countries
It was not, however,
assisted by the United Kingdom."
till
May 15, the day after the Germnns had bombed the city
of 1:otterdam, that after long discussions the Cabinet
authorised an attack on the Ruhr and the Strategic Air
Offensive began.•
We know,

with the benefit of hindsight,

that the facts of the

case were somewhat different from what they were believed to be at
the time and that they had been wrongly interpreted.
Cabinet,

To the British

the apparently needless destruction of Rotterdam seemed to

be a wanton act of Nazi barbarism, whose only meaning could be that
Hitler had decided to cast all restraint to the winds and to fight
In bomb-

the total war of extermination he had so often threatened.
ing Rotterdam,

to have taken the first

the Germans were believed

toward unrestricted

Soon,

air warfare.

it

cities would suffer the fate of Rotterdam,
decided to fight with the gloves off,
aerial knockout blow against Britain.

Air Offensive,

Vol.

Grand Strategy,

Vol.

1, p.
2,

141,.
p.

182.

was thnught,

step

British

because Hitler,

having

would attempt the long-dreaded
In the circumstances,

this
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was a reasonable conclusion,

but it

was based on a partial misunder-

standing of the Rotterdam incident.
In

the

first

place,

the reports

of

the damage caused by

Gelman attack otn Rotterdam wete gi eatly exaggcrated.

c ivil ians killed in

nuunbet of

originally reported.
there was some
originally

Also,

truLh in

thc botithink; was 980l,

the postwar

intended oa a tactical

troops besieging

the city.

trot 3(1,MJUO,

that

operation

thL'

the Dutch an u

that he would

tma
ti

tul,

icnp IcLt

surrendered forthwith.

to carry

it

There

and

is

to be believed,

General

lying.

imminent,

the

C(,neral
tried to tall

An attack was launchcd

larger Heinkel

bombeis

GBring's and Kesseiring's

negotiatinns were going on.

As the German

Schmidt tried

testimony

the attackers vithir

heed them.

General Schmidt,

did not see the

red

they

They were

bombers were seen approaching

to warn them off by filing

least half

sorry affair,

littlc dfoubt

they had gone ahead with the attack because

did not know that surrendcei
probably

If

impatient

out.

and not by Stukas but by
loads.

is

through

that G(ring and Kessel-

off the Stuka attack he himself had requested.

carrying heavier bomb

ground

desLTruCtion of

charge of the sie.Kv,

when he thought that surrender was

nevertheless,

them up

wai getting

thitelkLuning

The German corps cotiriander in
Schmidt,

of the

inl suppuit

But Hi.Lie

have made good his threat,

ring were only too eager

has shown that

The ground couimianule- was pieparing an

an attack by Stuka dive bombers.

Rotterdam unless it

as

att.ack had beco

assault on the enemy positions and wanted to softon

and gave

The ak tual

ilnvetLigation

the Gelman claim

the

flares,

Rotterdam,
but at

flares or did not

who had acted honorably

throughout this

personally expressed his regrets to the DutLh co0iuiander

oi Rotterdam.
In

weighing its course

go on the
critical

of action,

facts as they weue perceived
battle.

In

this particular

the British Government
at the tim.',

case,

i.s

had to

in the midst of a

misconstruction

of the

This account I' based on a study of the Air Ministry Historical
Branch, reproduced in Grani Strategy, Vol. 2, App. 1, pp. 569-570.
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enemy's intentions did not matter, because

tile British would have

initiated strategic air warfare suoner or later in any case.
But the bombing of Rotterdam was an important event for another
reason.

It

was one of several occasions

sides made far-ieasching
or er:oneously

dec.sions on

inteipreted

those who like to believe
itself
in

will be ac stake,

facts.
that

way serve

a future war,

spirit

outlet.

battle which was to decide

maneuvre,

to hear

the fate of France.

without a strategic

that

effect on the
The appalling news

lacked was better morale,

better generals.
in

superiority

the oqnipment-

in

which

Even

the same
What the

better organization,

Hitler had been right in

ground battle,

But

the battLe was being lost.

number of divisions on the Western front as the Germans.
French f.rces

where he

did not exist.

the Allies had approximately

reserve,

the

that the French masse de

had been counting,

lAck of numbers

than

and may have

flew to France,

Churchill

from General Gamelin

on which Churchill

was not for

rationally

against the Ruhr demonstrated

But they had little

from the front kept piling up.
was shocked

because human survival

of the new Churchill Government

provided an emotional

to

the facts.

the past, and with better knowledge of

more aggressive

as a warning

decisions will be made more

The British bomber strikes

it

the basis of wrongly reported

It

in

during the war when both

and

insisting on a full-scale

the Germans would be able

to exploit their

and leader~hip of ground

trining,

forces.
T.he RAF could not redress

the balance,

though it

could to provide support for the ground forces.
of the BAPF (British Air Forces
of the British Expeditionary
irk FrAnce --

a& well

all participated

in

in

France)

Forces --

did all

The medium bombers

and the Hurricane

both operating

fighters

from airfields

as medium bombers and fighters based in
the effort

it

Britain,

to stein the rout of the French forces.

Even the heavy bombers were employed

in

tactical

missions against

marshaling yards and ol.her LOC targets.
But the end was already in
Chiefs of Staff submitted
would confront Britain "in

sight.

a review of

On May 25,

the British

the military situation that

a certain eventuality"

--

a

euphemism
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Whether throuRh self-delusion

for the imminent collapse of France.

or in an effort to keep a stiff upper lip, they arrived at the
surprising conclusion that "the defeat of Germany might be achieved
by a combination of economic pressure,

air attack on economic oh-

jectives in Germany and on German morale and

the creation of wide-

territories."

What was more to the

spread revolt in her conquered

point was their recognition that Britain's chances for contL,. ,ng
the war alone depended on th, airt
superiority."

"The crun of the matter is

air

The Germans would now be able to base their aircr&,t

near the Belgian and French coasts for easier attacks on Lilt HAF,
and on the British aircraft industrhs on which it

depended.

Air

strikes on industrial targets would inflict heavy casualties among
the civilian population,

whose morale would be seveely tested.

The Chiefs of Staff felt suve that the British people would meet
the test.
The emphasis on the coming battle for air superiority over
Britain was a change

from the earliei belief

that as soon as Hittler

was ready to take the gloves off he would launch a knockout blow
against British cities.

It may have been because by this time the

RAF had had some experience in trying to penetrate German defenses
and had become less certain of the axiom that "the bomber always gets
through."

The British bombers of that time were no match for the

enemy's modern fighters,

and neither were the German bombers,

the Luftwaffe found out when it

as

came up against the Brftish iHurrlcanes

and Spitfires.
Fighter Conimand had been greatly strengthened since the war
began and could be expected
in daylight.

Therefore,

to take a heavy toll of the Luftwaffe

the Germans would have to concentrate on

neutralizing the British fighters before attempting daylight attacks
against cities in which they might lose more bombers than they could
afford.
night,

They could,

of course,

avoid these losses by attacking at

since night-fighter equipment and tactics were stili

rudimentary state, but it

Grand Strategy, Vol.

in a

Was not unreasonable to expect that the

2, pp.

2L1ff.

Luftwaffe
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tht, Lut twafll,
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Litt,
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I ight Alone.

the

had as
event

Grtinlan

Allied forctes oti

man
acould

make

the FUhrer

sueti

allowed

yet

mind

had

itot

L.ontinentt.

,•icisions

his

stie

that

plannitiit

the

been made

--

hut

to dwell

Ili
aftel

on what

should

tin

ide teo

dre

g•etll

b yontid

iitit

is

tie,

do

Lilh'

Reich,

diteat

on miore pleasant

of
prospects.

Ititrei lude

litler
victory,

now
lie

abandoned

savored

himself

the sweet

to

ceivineonies in the Forest of Copepiflgne,
.ated after Wtilid War I.

lie!was

the enjoyment

revenge

of witnessing

of his
the

spectacular
surrender

where the Geirmans had capitu-

making plans fer a great victory

parade in Paris and paid a briief visit to the ctily while waiting for
the formal end of hostilities.

Afterwards

there were sentimental

Ibid., p. 196,
**The plans for the Paris parade were canceled in favor of
holding thle victory celebration in Berlin.

See below, p. 7?.

visIts LSo the baLt It,'flds

of

t,

WOLI and a

veat iiei

tout of

re-

tLh

conqueted tetritowy of Chsace.
Iii L

'5a

gruovel "g9.

mood of euphoria;
p liere thatL

tourt"

the OKW (tartist

began to ,'revai I at
*

fix
[y-de-Pirst ie.

was

There

tOk

itfe, tLed by

kl

the Haster 's

new

eonltits on the different atmos-

thc F"Ohr et

s advallLed headqu a-rte•rs

talk was. all of peac',

ir

fot everybody

wa5 certain that the war was over and that Britain had no choice but
to

onie to terms With thic vic Lc, L

tIlet
r.eVell oidutud a partial

demoubilizaton of the Army so a0 to release rirarpower for the civilian
ec onoviy.
war,

lie seemed to have lost all

although,

rinfLureI- in tire ,otnduc l of the

so fat as Britain was concerned.

the war was fat

from

over.
Between June 23 and July 11 Hitler remained inaccessible
his to1

Army and Navy leader% acd cveri saw very little

to

of GOrirg.

He had dropped his role of the Feldherr and was occupying himself
with the more congenial

task of redrawing

the map of a Europe of

which lie would be the ruler as well as the pt it
plans fox the new Europe were still
his subordinates,
his Lhoughts.

nebulous,

ipal architeLt.

His

and he kept them from

but there were signs indicating the direction of

The French civilians who had fled from the battle-

fields north of the Somme were not allowed to return to their homes
after the armistice.

Northern France and Belgium were combined into

a single military occupation zone under unified administration.
German source

Interpreted

these moves as

foreshadowing

a plan

A
to

create a new "Greater Flanders," which would reach south as far as
the Somme.

France might lose additional

Hitler possibly was planning

territory in tha East, where

to caxrve out a now "Greater Burgundy"

that would include Nancy and Belfort.

The Briey ore basin probably

would be incorporated in the niew German Reich.

Grelnet,

p.

110.

Telford Tayloi, The Breakin& Wavet
The Second World War in
Suru•air of 0q40, Simon and :chustr, I New Yo,., 1967, pp. 53 and 58.
General Kurt von TippeLkirch, Ceschichte des zweiten
Weltkriegs (History of the Second World War), Athentunm-Verlag,
1951, pp. 109-110.

Bonn,

the
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During these halcyon days of June and July 1940 Hitler also
dropped hints

to his intimates of grandiose plans for building a

new German city on Trondheim Fjord,
work of Autobahnen,
Africa,

and,

visions.

in

carving out a new German colonial

general,

changing the world in

There would be a definite place

provided only that she accepted
Mussolini and Ciano in
British Empire,
to maintain
that she
on

it

June

accordance with his

for Britain in
accompli.

this world,

Hitler

it

told
the

an important asset in
All he wanted

helping

from Britain was

return the German colonies and acknowledge German hegemony
His

idea of an Anglo-German partnership was

to his Italian allies

it

in

Mein Kampf.

so that it

he knew that anything he

told the

would

not

He may have mentioned
reach British ears,

since

Italians always got to Britain.

does not seem to have occurred to Hitler that his idea of

sharing the mastery of Lhe world might not appeal
failure

empire in

that he had no wish to destroy

the peace of the world.

for he had expounded

It

the fait

since he considered

the Continec~t.

new,

transforming Norway with a net-

to Britain.

His

to take this possibility into account may explain why he was

so certain after

the defeat of France

that Britain would come to

terms with him as soon as her responsible
did not include Winston Churchill
ment to accept his irresistible
temporary

and uncharacteristic

Hitler's

--

could prevail

offer.

It

may also explain his

lack of belligerence

generally held

evacuation of the British

responsible
troops.

tried to explain this order as showing
a golden bridge
unconsciously,

toward Britain.

the British

order was given through incomoetence,

in

the final

for permitting the

Some historians have

the FUhrer's desire

for the retreating enemy and that,
he wished

among whom he

on their govern-

famous order to halt the Gcrman armor

assault on Dunkirk is
successful

--

leaders

to escape.

to build

consciously or

But even if

the

which seems more likely,

Hitler was surprisingly unconcerned when the planned

annihilation

The Germans were persuaded of the existence of a "peace party"
in Britain led hy Lord Halifax and including such personages as the
Duke of Windsor, who seems to have made a favorable impression on
Hitler.
Sec Hillgruber, p. 149.

I
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of the British forces did not succeeo.
behavior was his mild reaction
industrial

targets.

Another uncharacteristic

to the British air attacks on German

These sporadic attacks were carried out at

night, with small forces, and did very little

damage.

In typical

Nazi fashion, Goring wanted to exact fearful revenge by letting loose
the Luftwaffe against Britain.
one of his ungovernable

But instead of working himself into

rages in response to the Btitish "provoca-

tion," Hitler casually brushed aside G1ring's suggestion.

He ex-

plained that the British must have become unnerved by the disaster
in France and somebody had probably lost his head, or else that the
RAF had undertaken the raids on its own,

without Cabinet permission.

That Hitler was ambivalent in his feelings toward Britain is
well known.

He respected her as a Nordic sister nation and admired

her achievements.

He was probably sincere when he told his Italian

allies that he had no wish to destzoy Britain -enemies whom he always wanted

to "smash"

--

unlike his other

and that he would be

willing to accept her as a partner in his schemes for the postwar
world.

What may be more to the point, however,

urgent,

tangible reasons for his desire to liquidate the war in the

is that tnere were

West.
Hitler's initial objective had been achieved with the defeat of
France.

For the moment he had no designs on Britain, ptovided she

was willing to leave him alone so that he could digest his latest
conquests and make preparations for the attack on his next objective.
That objective was Russi.

--

huge,

sprawling Russia,

peopled by an

inferior race and holding all the Lebensraum the German people would
ever need.
years,

He had been dreaming about the war with Russia for many

but now the time for it

had come.

The German Army had proved

its mettle and had eliminated the French Army as a potential threat
,

Telford Taylor suggests that "Hitler and the generals alike
were bent. on the destruction of French military power" and thus made
the Dunkirk cscape possible.
The Breaking Wave, p. 20.
Durham,

Walter Ansel, Hitler Confronts England,
N.C., 1960, p. 113.

Duke University Press,
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in the West.

We know that his plans

Hitler was ready to move East.

for war with Russia had become

finn by the end of July

sufficiently

1940 for General Jodi to have passed them on officially to the top
staff of OKW.
Not only did Hitler see no reason why Britain should wish to
continue the war in the West, but he did not see how she could.
to him that Britain,

was inconceivable

It

forced back onto her small

island with the bedraggled remnants of her army, would try to hold
out alone against the conqueror of Europe with his invincibiL armies.
in his

He was confirmed
neutral sources

from British and

thinking by reports received

Britain were trying

in

that influential personages

to arrange an accommodation with him.
Hitler and his advisers did not appreciate
change

that had come over Britain since Hr.

Minister.

the extent of tne
became Prime

Churchill

They overrated the strength and influence of

appeasers and mistakenly believed

the remaining

that the British desire

dation had been strengthened by the disaster

in

France,

for accommo-

when Just the

opposite was true.

"SEA LION" Emerges

When the British showed no signs of being willing to give in,
Hitler was

confronted with the problem that no real planning had

been done for that contingency.

This was one of

he paid for his one-man style of government.
important decision could be made,
took an active interest

in

In

the many penalties
Hitler's

unless he himself

or carried out,

But so far,

the matter.

Reich no

Hitler's

thinking

had not gone beyond the great offensive in

the West which was to end

the war with the Allies and leave him free

to settle

had spoken vaguely of forcing England

with Russia.

He

to her knees by strangling her

supplies but had given no serious thought to possible alternatives.
One such alternative was a cross-Channel
an extremely uncongenial
Greiner,

p.

288.

invasion of the island --

idea to an old infantry

soldier like Hitler.
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Neither he nor his military advirtrs had seriously considered such a
project,

with the exception of the chief of the German Navy,

Gross-

admiral Raeder.
Earlier in the war,
Operations Uffice

Raeder had ordered the staff of his Naval

to prepare contingency plans for landing opera-

tions against the British Isles.

This had been done more as a matter

of prudence than of unusual foresight, but it

proved useful

to the

Admiral when he thought the time had come to broach the subject to
the Ff!hrer.

He first

did this on May 21,

France seemed in sight.

L940,

when victory in

Unless Britain capitulated,

plans for the

further conduct of the war would soon have to be made.

An invasion

of Britain was one of the logical possibilities to be considered.
If

so,

Raeder wanted to be prepared since the Navy wouid play a

leading role in such a project.

That this might a&Lso win him a

share of the glory in which his victorious Army and Air Force
coileagues were basking may not have been absent from his thoughts.
But the Admiral had misjudged his timing.
thought to an invasion which he,
mander,

judged to be infeasible.

opportunity,

as well as his Army Supreme ComRaeder had to wait for another

which came in a conference with the Ffihrer on June 20,

shortly after the fall of France.

This time Raeder was given a

chance to describe his plans in greater detail.
to get in

Hitler had given no

He was also able

sly di-g at his archenemy G6ring by mentioning that opera-

tions against Britain were,

of course,

out of the question until the

Luftwaffe had won air superiority over the RAF.
misjudged his timing,

But again he had

for he had caught Hitler when his mood of

euphoria was at its height.

The FUhrer was interested in the mili-

tary details of the proposed operation but was in no frame of mind
to act on Raeder's recommendation.
*The Naval Operations Office (Seekriegsleitung) kept
a voluminous war diary which was captured intact and has provided a good
source for his -orians, including those consulted for this narrative.
Greiner,
Ansel,

p.
pp.

111.
102ff.
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Nevertheless,
result of it,
bility

after

this meeting,

the Army did give a little

. rhaps partly as a

more thought to

the possi-

that mn invasion of England might be undertaken.

OKH had always rejected
ment that

the large

be transported or
could not be
modify its
to have

Navy feelers

forces required

supplied,

gained.

It

is

position after

for a possible

for

it

divisions," whereas
on such a scale as

it

England

used were

is

superiority

not certain what caused the Army to

in

Hitler's

Whatever

it

own OKW as well,

also began to occupy

time.

was seems

for

itself

toward
with plans

It

had clearly been

the subject

inspired by

spoke of a "broad front landing by
the Navy plans had always dismissed

impossible

though the directive discussed

really had in

argu-

for such an operation could not

OKW issued a directive which mentioned

for the first

Army thinking,

then,

invasion of Britain.

On July 2,
of invasion

on this subject with the

the June meeting.

had repercussions

Until

and that the necessary air

the end nf June the OKW staff

words

and

for

the Navy to support.

the possibility

so vague that it

mind:

possible,

"...

provided air

an operation
But,

of invasion,

was difficult

the Fflhrer

25-40

has decided

to tell
that

&

althe

what OKW
landing in

superiority can be attained...."

The directive went on to order that

invasion preparations be made,

but without

the understanding

"still

setting a date and with

only a

plan and has not yet been decided on."

the kind of language

to inspire energetic

action.

It

that this was
Not exactiy
may be signifi-

cant that the directive was signed by Keitel and not by Hitler.
The obvious reason

for the vagueness was that Hitler had noý

yet decided what to do about Britain and was still

hoping

that she

Ansel suggests that the Army Chief of Staff, General Halder,
may have been influenced by the Foreign Minister, von Ribbentrop,
who had a personal score to settle
with Britain.
Another factor
may have been the partial
demobilizat'on of the Army which Hitler
had ordered after the victory in France.
The Army may have been
looking for new tasks, since it had not yet been informed of Hitler's
plans for war with Russia.
Ibid., pp. 106-110 and 115-116.
*p Hinsley, pp.
65-66.
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would spare him the need of doing anything at all.

The last thing

he wanted was to mount a cross-Channel invasion against strong
opposition.

But Hitler's wishful thinking that Britain would come

to terms with him must have received a rude shock the day after the
directive was issued.

On July 3 occurred the incident at Mers-el-

Kebir where the British took on the distasteful task of putting the
French fleet out of action.
resolve,

After this demonstration of British

even Hitler must have realized that he was facing a Britain

very different from the one that had sued for "peace in our time" at
Munich.
Perhaps it

was this incident which prompted Hitler at last to

give his personal attention to the possibility of invasion,
was still
examine

doubtful

He

that the project was feasible, but he began to

the practical problems involved.

One result of this change

was to force his planners out of the realm of fantasy in which the
early invasion plans had been conceived.
On July 16 Hitler issued a new directive
signed by himself,

(N9.

16),

this time

to replace the one signed by Keitel two weeks

The plan to invade Britain had been given more weigIt

earlier.

within the bureaucracy by being assigned a code name -- originally
LION,

soon changed to SEA LION --

date was mentioned.

and for the first time a tentative

Full preparations

for the invasion were to be

started at once and were to be completed by August 15.
invasion date would be decided later.

The actual

The new directive was still

vague on the crucial question of whether or not the invasion would
take place.

It

listed a number of conditions that would have to be

the operation were undertaken,

chief among them the attain-

ment of air superiority over the RAFt

"The British Air Force must

met if

be morally and physically defeated to the extent that it will be
unable to offer significant opposition to the passage of German
forces."
Reproduced in Dokumente zum Unternehmen "Seelbwe"
(Documents
on Operation SEA LION), edited by Karl Klee (hereafter (ited as
Dokumente), Musterschmidt Verlag, Gbttingen, 1959, pp. 310-314.
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A few days after issuing the directive,

the Fdhrer once more

held out the olive branch to Britain in what he called his "last
appeal to reason."

The occasion was a gala Reichstag session at the

Kroll Opera House on July 19 to celebrate the victory in France.
Hitler rewArded a number of his top commanders by promoting them to
the formerly rare rank of Generalfeldmarschall.

A special honor was

reserved for Obring,

who was elevated

of Reichsmarschall.

There was not much about peace in Hitler's

harangue,

to the newly-created

top rank

beyond a fe-i empty phrases to indicate that Germany had

won her objectives and that there was no longer any reason for the
war to go on.

If

it

continued,

the British would have to take the

blame for the suffering that would resuit.
true purpose of Hitler's speech:

This seemed to be the

to prepare the German people for

continued hardship and to make sure that they would blame it

Britain.

on

II.he really hoped that his "last appeal" would be accepted,

he had chosen a strange way of expressing it.
As might have been expected,

the British Government curtly

dismissed the FUhrer's so-called peace offer as a "summons

to

capitulate to his will."

Ile may have been prepared for the rejection,
because he told Count Ciano before the British response was known
that he intended to take military Lction against Britain and that a
decisive operation against her was being planned.
telling Ciano was probably to increase

His reason for

the pressure on Britain,

tor

he could be sure that the news would quickly find its way to London.
At this stage, Hitler still

hoped to be able to coerce Britain

into a settlement instead of having to invade her.

He would have

preferred

to attack Russia instead, and to do so as soon as possible,

in 1940.

He had explained

staggered at the idea,
have solved the problemi

to his senior commanders,

who were

that if he smashed Russia that year he would
of Britain as well.

His theory was that the

only reason England had rejected his peace offers was that she was
hoping for a Bolshevik attack on Germany which would relieve the
pressure on Britain in the West.

Wheatley,

p.

39.

If Russia were knocked out as a
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potential menace,

these hopes would collapse ind Britain would have

to seek terms.
Hitler's military leaders

finally convinced him that it

was too

late in the year to prepare and launch an enterprise of the scale of
an attack on Soviet Russia.
tion BARDAROSSA,

as it

lie reluctantly agreed to postpone Opera-

later came to be known, until

meant that Britain still

1941.

But this

remained to be tackled and that the prepara-

tions for the invasion had to proceed.
Yet it was clear to everybody concerned with Operation SEA LION
that Hitler's heart was not in it.

The only explanation for the
confused and contradictory signals from the top was that Hitler was
merely going through the motions and had not really made up his mind
to launch the invasion.

Most of his senior commanders hoped that

he would not go through with it.

They were well aware of the risks,

and the more deeply they got into the details of operational
the more they app~eciated

planning,

the enormous difficulties that would con-

front them.
The problems were aggravated by the lack of coordination a ong
the services and by the basic disagreement between the Army and Navy
on how such a project should be conducted.
experience with amphibious operations,

The Army,

having had no

thought of the invasion simply

as an extended river crossing and had planued on landing a large
force rapidly on a broad front.

The Navy planners considered this

s •h.me utterly ,,.e..ia.tic and %,-ntcd the operation scale'^
a m-re manageable size.

doun to

The German Navy had never been designed for

the support of amphibious operations and had suffered crippling
losses in destroyers and other critical ships during the Scandinavian

Grand Strategy,

Vol. 2, p. 536.
"That Hitler's heart had not been in this project from the
beginning was apparent even then Summer 1940/.
It was noticed
all the way down to tne operating commands that the preparations
were being made without the driving force from the top that had
always been present before.
General Jodl, the Chief of Operations
in OKW, regarded the invasion project as an act of desperation
which was not Justified by the general situation." Von Manstein,
p. 165.
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campaign.

It

by the Army,

lacked

the capability

let alone

to protect

to tLansport the forces required

them against

the British Home

Fleet.
So far as
critital

part

agreed

--

the Luftwaffe was concerned,
to play in

one of

an invasion, for

the few points on which

would be suicide

to attempt a

air superiority at least over
selected

for the

invasion.

supporting SEA LION,
explained

that the

it

clearly had a

both the /.rmy and the Navy
they did agree

--

landing unless the Luftwaffe could win
the Channel

But if

and over

the coastal

he was keeping them to himself.

ills staff
the

invasion

because "Goring has passed the word nothing will come of
There was nobody below

not a joint staff

in

for

its

OKW was a military
the word.

to be responsible

exetution.

it."

himself who could iron out

the proper sense of

mander had been appointed
for SEA LION ot

the FUhret

disagreements;

areas

Goring was making any plans for

Luftwaffe was not concerned with

these inteiservice

that it

Aftri

who had been Jodi's Deputy for Operations

secretariat,
No unified com-

either for
the war,

in OKW,

the planning

General Watlimont,

conumentedt

... a proposal to set up a special commander would
certainly have been refuted by Hitler, also for the
further reason that, as he saw it,
political issues of
the utmost importance were constantly involved in every
step of the military preparations for this action.1%rh
What he meant by the "political
can be inferred

from a remark Hitler

Field Marshal von Rundstedt in

issues of
is

the utmost importance"

reported

to have made

to

a rare burst of confidences

Three days later, after his Reichstag speech of July 19,
Hitler conveyed to Generalfeldmarschall von Rundstedt,
who hAd bcen slated to command the invasion army in his
capacity as C.-in-C., Army Group "A",
that in spite of

Ansel,

p.

191.

The lack of unified direction, and its
effect on the project,
have been discussed by several authors, e.g., Karl Klee, Das
Unternehmen "Seeliwe" (Operation SEA LION), Mustetschmidt Verlag,
Gdttingen, 1958, p. 77 and passim.
Ans
Ansel, p. 149(.

I
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his recently issued directive ýNo. 167 he conisidered the
invasion preparations only as a detLtptive maneuvre
(ScheinrmantJver) for the purpose of bringing psychological
pressure on Britain.'
There is

a great deal of evidence

in the li'.etature on SFA LION

that the FMhier , in common with most of his senior cotinvindet s, considered an opposed landing infeasible unless Britain's powers of
her air

and naval

fortes

--

had first

resistance --

principally

been rendered

ineffective in some (unspecified) manner.

Britain could be made to believe
to take place,

But if

that the invasion was really going

the threat alone might bring her to her senses and
The hope of being able

make her agree to a settlement with Germany.

to coerce Britain through psychological pressure alone,
reinforced by military action,
out this period.

It

dominated Hitler's thinking through-

can be understood only if

since the fall of France,

ot pressure

we remember that,

evet

he had been so convinced of the hopeless-

ness of Britain's position that he thought only tht, stubbornness of
like Churchill prevented her from acknowledging her defeat

leaders

and coming to terms with the conqueror of Europe.
But if

the invasioi bluff was to work,

the landing had to be carried out as if

the preparations for

for the real

thing.

Not

only the Btitish but the senior German conmnandets themselves had to
be deceived into believing that the invasion would take place.
Hitler's admission to von Rundstedt was therefore all

the more re-

markable and can perhaps be explained by the high regard in which
Hitler's distaste for SEA

he held the Field Marshal at that time.
LION was,

of course,

no secret to his senior commanders,

could never be sure what was really in
man.

For all

proceed in

they knew,

but they

the mind of this unpredictable

lie might suddenly order the invasion to

spite of all the reasonts against it.

In the process of giving verisimilitude

t,., the project,

ever, Hitler became a victim of his owni deceptitu.

Hillgtuber,

p.

170.

The Field Marshal

a personal communication nfter the war.
evidence in a footnote on the saine page.
See above,

p.

73, second footnote.

how-

One of the

reported

the

remark in

Hiligiubet cites additional

P

-

-

71b

_

_
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problems

that confronted

manders,

and especially Admiral

decision on whether,

him from the beginning was that his com-

and when,

Raeder,

were pressing him for a firm

the invasion would

take place,

that the nriessaiy preparations

could be set in motion.

date by which

ready

the Navy would be

would be suitable was September
whether
in

to go ahead with

advance.

it

This did not

ful

G8ring,
than

to be sure,

to win

pre-

that it

would take

him no more

to defeat

the RAF altogether.

rivals were skeptical of Gbring's boasts.

to be right,

the

to the following year,

They themselves lacked
even after

the short time remaining.

ptoJeit would have
and the blame would

the courage

to

to be caitceled
tall

on

talk Hitler out of SEA LION

they had received an authoritative

that "its

and that

execution

"it5 execution

ri-tiiely apart f o,

appraisal by

that year can not be responsibly

at any time appears

ncmmy

Ronald Wheatley,
1958,

the Luftwaffe

This may have been what the Army and Navy leader!, hoped.

GCting.

Staff

had bragged

tiink that he could succeed in

turned out

or postponed

time for

all had agreed was an essential

to four weeks

But his Army and Navy

If they

have to be made at least ten days

to smash British fighter defenses over southern

and only two

They did not

for a landing

tile inlvasiotn.

four days

England,

.,u'uld

The earliest

but the irrevocable decision on

leave much

the ait superiority which
requisite

15,

and conditions

so

the Naval
considezed"

extremely dubious...

ctlun."

Operation Sea Lion,

Clarendon Press,

OKfoid,

p. 59.
Arisel, p. lob.
From the concluding rematks

by the Navy Chief of Staff,

Admiral Schniewind, in a Memorandum on the Execution of Sea Lion
of July 29, 1940, by the Naval operations Office.
(In Dokumente,
pp. 315-323,)
The Memorandum presented factual evidence to batk
up i~s pessimistic conclusions tegarding the chances of
Saltying out
the landing and resupplying it in the face (of the expeL ted weather
deterioration and enemy action.
In his presentation to the FUhrer
on July 31, Admilral Raeder omitted ox vatered down the most telling
points in the Memorandum.
(Hillgruber, p. 171.)
The Army leaders
who also attended the conference had read an advance copy of the
(Ansel,
pp. Ib-170.)
document.
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Hitler,
superiority
ar. eXLUSe

too,

must have

as a solution

seen

to his own ptoblems.

for postponing a I

tr. det islion oil

comie of the battle was known.
iinpoittant in

the

psychological
to come

FUhreri'

Alrid,

eyei.,

cation of the war

g&e him
the out-

what. was undoubtedly atill

the air

atta ks. would add

adval tage

Anothet

initiative
By the

even if

mote

to the

latter

part

of July

an offensive

autuiruil,

the East that

him

l940,

him that it

in

would be

as he had originally hupt'd,
g•.ap until next

Ohtt

spiliiig belter

than various divwisioniay acLions
against

in

Army com-

iimpossible to launch

and retcected,

Gibraltar,

Wo retain hiis

Hileitr's

was

assault against I riLaill would blh i•ge

battle would be more

that in tntt5li-

he tould not attatk Russia

manders had finally convinced

all

wuulo

vEA LION uotil

with Britain would eiable

political-military

The air

It

for air

pressure on Britain and perhaps make her more willing

to ternis with him,

that year.

the proposed battle

tie had considered,

East Africa,

spec tatulat

or elsewhere.

and would awe

The

the, woild with

4nothe~r demonstration of Gelman might.
All these advantages would be gained even if
failed

Jn its

real objective of

But IHitler

seemed optimistic.

been down,

when

Nazis).

coercing Britain into surrender.
As he saw

it,

Britain's

"something niust have happened

up again (presumably
The alt

the hope

the air battle

in

thatt Russia would

attacks would demons~tate

spirit

London"

had

to lift

turn asainat

her

the

to Brltain anew the hope-

lessness of her position.
These thoughts were volired by
iis zmaikTse,
pfinhipal
Kiteil,

at an impottant

Fere
iher

or could be inferred

Confetene

on Juld

31,

from

where

the

Lopits weve S'A LION ard the foith4coming aoi battle.
Haed,,,

Jodi,

w-'-

3,dJits~h,

Cising was not, but evidently
Hlitler

Cniele,

before

decision to

the

launch

ieeting,
thi,

LION at full

speed,

and

had had a private conversation with

Tire upshot of

battle

Luftwaffe could get ready

and Halder were present.

for

the ,onferente

fur

air

it,

to continue

superiority

was a

as soon as

preparations

the

for SEA

to set a tentative date of September

1. for
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the
(No.

17),

decisions were

These

invasion.
"For

a new directive

in

incorporated

the Air and Naval War Against England,"

the Conduct of

The

which Hitler signed on August 1.

stated objective was intensi-

fication of aerial and naval warfare "in

order to create

tions for

the final defeat of England."

But almost

directive

was devoted

sentence giving

the condi-

the entire

except for a single

to the air offensive,

the Navy permission to step up naval warfare
to use all

The Luftwaffe was directed

available

resources

gain air superiority over Britain by engaging enemy aircraft
air,

by striking at the Fighter Command ground organization

supply system,

and by attacking

or temporary air superiority
shifted to British ports,
island with food.
ever possible,
operations.

as

the aircraft

industry.

had been won,

especially

Ports on the south coast were

in

the

and

to be

for supplying the
to be spared when-

they might be needed for contemplated

The offensive was to be conducted

to

After local

the attacks were

those needed

as well.

in

German

such a manner

that the

full capabilities of the Luftwaffe would be available when

required

to support SEA LION.

invasion

itself.)

as preparations

(This was

that "Terror attacks

but it

in

reprisal

This did not mean

the order,

was opposed

to such attacks,

they were

them primarily a weapon for

the coup de grace,

the Todesstoss,

that would cause an already defeated and demoralized
give up.

block letters,

the right to determine when they should

We know that he considcred

psychological warfare;

printed in

will be carried out only by my

that HitleL

meant that he reserved

take place.

to the

could be completed and weather permitted.

The directive also contained

order."

the only reference

The attacks were to begin as soon after August 5

Hitler was confident that his

infallible

opponent to

intuition

and

Admiral Raeder's personal notes on what happened at the Fflhrer
Conference are reproduced in Dokumente, pp. 253-256.
General Halder's
are to be found in his Kriegstagebuch (War Diary), W. Kohlhammer
Verlag, Stuttgart, Germany, 1962 (hereafter cited as Halder Diary),
entry for July 31, 1940.
For the background behind the Conference,
I have drawn on the excellent accounts of Ansel (pp.
182-189) and
Wheatley (pp. 38-51).
Dokumente,

pp.

333-334.
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psychological
Therefore,
weapon.
In
abou.

It

insight would tell him when that moment had come.

he himself had to control the timing of the use of this
was not to be wasted prematurely.

the case of Britain,

the desired situation might be brought

by the defeat of the RAF.

If

Goring's promises were to be

believed, his invincible Luftwaffe would inflict such damage that
the demoralized British would be brought close to surrender.
would be the time
from the air,

to push them over rhe brink through

through an invasion,

or by a combination of both.

Hitler never made clear which method
but we know that he

he favored

for the Todesstoss,

thought of invasion only as a last

Whatever his private thoughts may have been,
officially

given to GMring was to gain air

for SEA LION.

Nevertheless,

This

terror attacks

resort.

the mission he had

superiority

Gdring was sura,

in

preparation

either because he knew

or because he correctly guessed,

that the FUhrer had ni intention of

risking a forced landing against

strong opposition and that the plans

for SEA LION which provided
mented.

G~ritig therefore

a preparation

bombing campaign

landing would never be

could not have

for SEA LION,

would never come off.

By bombing the

for such a

For

looked on the air

which he freely
him it

that by itself

was

battle

as

told his subordinates

the prelczt

Lo au all-out

would force Britain

enemy into submission,

imple-

to her knees.

he would not only please his

master but win new glory for the Luftwaffe and for himself as well.
This was Gdring's war,
for

it

and

he threw himself

with his usual bombast.

(Eagle

Attack),

It

into the preparations

was to be known as the Adlerangriff

and D-Day was Lhristened Adlerta& (Eagle

were drunk at Karin Hall
triumph of the Luftwaffe.

to celebrate

in

advance

Toasts

the inevitable

Hitler would be on hand for the great day.

Events did not w( k out as G8ring had hoped.
Britain he ushered in

Day).

The Battle of

on Adlertag did indeed put an end to SEA LION,

Even one of the more partial
German authors obscrved that "In
view of G8ring's reservations regarding a landing, it can be assumed
that he had intended from the beginnin& to conduct the operations
against England in terms of absolute /strategic/ air war."
See
Klee, Das Unternc:hmen "Seeldwe", p. 184.
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but not in the sense the Reichsmarschall had expected.
turning to these events, however,

Before

we need to take a brief look at

British air actions during the short respite between the middle of
June and the middle of August.

Targets for Bomber Command

During June and July Lhe BrtLibl, Air Staff issiad to Bomber
Command six different directives on bombardment policy.

This was

indicative of the understandable confusion into which British
planners were plunged by the disastrous events in France.

Until

the middle of June the Rid' had thrown all the resources it

could

spare into supporting the ground battle and protecting the evacuation
of the British forces from the Continent.

After the fall of France,

four major objectives competed for the attention of the Air Staff.
The most important was to disrupt the German preparations for
the forthcoming invasion, on which British Intelligence had provided
A considerable amount of information.

The British took SEA LION
The

seriously and gave first priority to counterinvasion efforts.
task assigned

to Bombet Command was to attack the shipping the

Germans were assembling along the coast,
hit communications to the sally ports.
ject•.•.c wa

.towake

air attacks on Britain.

the

to mine sea lanes,
Another,

and to

equally important

TLuftwaffe in antlrcintion of the Pxpected

This objective was to be accomplished by the

bombing of German aluminum plants,

airframe assembly plants,

other targets connected with the aircraft industry.

and

A third objec-

tive was to deplhte Germany's precarious oil supplies by bombing
oil plants and other "self-illuminating"
fourth objective,

industriel targets.

A

which could be achieved simultaneously with the

third, was to lower German morale through strategic air attacks,
which,

according to "reliable sources," had proved a serious shock

to the (erman

public.

Lest this last objective be taken too literally,

Bomber Conamand was warned that "in

no circumstances should night

bombing be allowed to degenerate into mere indiscriminate action,
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contrary to the policy of His Majesty's Guverznment."

which is

that

eventually realized

The Air Ministry

the many

only

The effort

s3dilable.

meager resources

resulted

in

scattering
inflicting

ineffe1 tivc attacks over a wide variety of targets without

targets connected with the German aircraft

listed ten first-priority

But this directive was no more

targets.

industry and five oil

have

the capability to destroy

have

destroyed

in

Air Marshal Sit Charles
Coummander-in-Chief,

July

Portal,

target system that would

to anticipate

the moral effect of our operations
created over the wider area."

still

felt

material

and make

it

more

British attacks.

target system "largely
by the alarm and disthiv

We shall encounter

for it was

to have ati itkcreansing

throughout the war.

At the

time,

though concerned about Portal's criticism,

the Air Staff,

however,

policy

to the Air

flexible and more widely

was that a dispersed

on British air

to the

objected

He wrote

conditions

atgument throughout this narrativE,
influence

April 1940,

enable his crews to take advantage

and visibility

Another reason he gave

turbance

in

grounds as well.

for the enemy defetises

increases

the

the

who had been appointed

that he preferred a more

favorable weather

difficult

could

in

time to make any difference

Bomber Command,

new directiv.? on operational

dispersed

it

and even if

these targets,

battle.

imminent air

in

Command did not

their elimination would not have affected

them,

strength of the Luftwaffe

Ministry

Bomber

ones had been.

than the earlier

realistic

which

On July 13 a new directive was issued,

any.

o,

dnmpgc

critical

of

the

imposing ota Bomber Command Lould not be carried out with

was

it

tasks

the moral effect could not be decisive and that

that

destruction was

to be regarded

as the main object of

the

bombing.
During July and most of August,
effort against
delivered

the invasion ports,

small-scale

Air Offensive,
Ibid.,

p.

150.

Bomber Command kept up its

with

telling

effect.

It

strategic attacks on German industrial

Vol.

1, pp.

145ff.

also
targets,
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but those were less effective.
German

people that its

training

Their main value was to remind the

homeland was no longer immune and to provide

for British bo,abardment crews.

the German war potential

or on

suffered

in

France.

few weeks off.

Channel.

the Luftwaffe had repaired

deployment

air offensive against Britain was still

GOring used the intervening

time

intended

Coast ports,

in

the English

to compel

to take

the British

thus increasing

and incidentally

came

to be called.

large convoys,
destroyers,

to divert the convoys

to West

their supply difficulties.

The Luftwaffe succeeded

in

fighting,"

scattering two

sinking a good many merchant ships and a few British

and gainiig

GCring claimed

to

the measure of their enemy.

Gdring was delighted with the results of the "Channel

in

a

His main purpose was to wear down the British fighters who

give his flyers an opportunity

as it

to

and

to step up air

against British ports and against shipping

would be forced to defend the valuable convoys,

He also

its

the damages

bases along the coasts of the Low Countries

The full-scale

operations

("ADLERANGRIFF"t)*

the Battle of France and had completed

the newly conquered

impact on

the strength of the Luftwaffe.

The Battle for Air Superiority

By the middle of July,

They had little

temporary air superiority

over the Channel.

that nundreds of British fighters had been destroyed

the month prior to Adlertag

and that the Luftwaffe had proved

its

superiority over the RAF.

The factual details
of the Battle of Britain mentioned in the
following section are based mainly on the two authoritative accounts
by Basil Collier:
The Battle of Britain, The Macmillan Company,
New York, 1962; and the more voluminous version in The Defence of
the United Kingdom, in History of the Second World War, United
Kingdom Military Series, Her Majesty's Stationery Office, London,
1957.
For background,
especially on the German side, I have relied
prim&rily on the aforementioned works of Ansel, Telford Taylor, and
Wheatley.
Most of the German sources that were available to me on
the Battle of Britain proved either inadequate or unreliable.
For
a discussion of this point, see Appendix A.
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The facts were that, between July 10 and August 12,
lost

the RAF

150 fighters while the Luftwaffe lost Jlose to 300 aircraft.

The British aircraft losses were more than offset by new production.
which had turned out over 500 Hurricanes and Spittires during th.

34a,1

*

period.
it

Fighter Command was therefore better off on Adlertag viak,

had been before

not know,

the preliminary bouts began.

because he did not want

success in

gaining

limited air

to know,

What GCring did

was that his temporary

superiority over the Channel had been

made possible only because the British had decided
fighter strength

to husband

their

for the forthcoming Battle of Britain.

The Reichsmarschall's habit of exaggerating successes and underrating the strength and ability
cos'

him dearly when the real

of the enemy -test came --

a

habit that was to

was well illustrated

during a conference with his senior officers at The Hague on
August 1.
in

A Colonel Theo Osterkamp,

who commanded a fighter unit

the Channel fighting and had been a flyer in World War I,

to question
as too low.

the Luftwaffe intelligence
He himself

dared

figures on British fighters

recounts what happened:

I wanted to say more, but GCring cut me off angrily:
"This is nonsense, our information is excellent, and I
am perfectly aware of the situation.
Besides, the
Messerschmitt is much better than the Spitfire, because
as you yourself reported tiie British are too cowardly Lo

engage your fighters."
"i shall permit myself to remark that I reported
only that the British fighters were ordered to avoid
"That is the same thing,"
battles with our fighters -- ''
Hermann shouted; "if
they were as strong and good as you
maintain, I would have to send my Luftzeugmeister /Udet,
who was in charge of aircraft
procurement/ before the
firing squad."**
This incident was unusual only in

that Colonel Osterkamp,

perhaps because he had been a World War I

ace like Gdring,

courage to offer unpalatable information to his superior.

Collier, The Battle of Britain, p. 75.
Theo Osterkamp, cited in Telford Taylor,
p.

131.

had the

But

The Breaking Wave,
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reactions like the above and like the disciplining of General
Heltmuth Felmy
information

must have served as warnings to others,

that was well known to the air crews themselves was not

reported up to the higher echelons.
true,

so that often

The story goes,

and may well be

that Luftwaffe pilots suspected their "Knickebein"

radio beams

of being deflected by British electronic countermeasures but nobody
dared to tell Gdring.
There were other reasons, apart from GOring's personality, for
the errors the Luftwaffe made in the Battle of Britain.
But that
these errors were not rectified,

or not rectified

in time, was due

to the atmosphere that permeated the entire high commanad of the
Luftwaffe.
and its

The air arm was the most nazified of the three services,

leaders seem to have been chosen more for their subservience

to Hitler and G8ring than for their competence.
yes-men aped

G1ring's staff of

the groveling ways of Hitler's court and not only

shielded the Reichsmsrschall from unpleasant facts but discouraged
stAff activities that could have unearthed

them.

The Luftwaffe

system of collecting. and evaluating combat intelligence was notoriously poor.

Several authors have comrmented on the slipshod way in

which operational planning and other important staff functions were
exercised.
in

This factor contributed to the growing disenchantment

the operating units of the Luftwaffe and to their more-than-

normal hostility toward thc uppcr echelona.
The directive of August 1 had presented
most challenging task.

the Luftwaffe with its

But it

allowed only a week for preparations,
as Garing had scheduled Adlertag for August 8 and no serious planning
had been done for the air war with Britain prior to the end of July.
This did not bother the Commander-in-Chief,

who was sure that he

General Felmy had had the bad taste to report the results of
a map exercise that raised doubts about the possibility of destroying
Britain in an all-out air war.
He was reprimanded by G1ring and the
Chief of the Luftwaffe General Staff, General Hans Jeschonnek, and
relieved from his comnand under a transparent pretext.
Ansel, p. 191.
Collier, The Battle of Britain, p.
Asher Lee,

p.

17.

57.

See also Ansel and Telford Taylor,

passii.
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would defeat the RAF as he had defeated

air

fur achieving this feat were vague and

ideas

Ills grandiose

forces.

and French

the Polish

with no attempt to consider the strengths and weaknesses

unreaListic,

of the opponent.
Now, in historical perspective, the most extraordinary
thing about the Battle of Britain is that the German
attack -- the Adlerangriff -- was not the product of
There appears to have been no staff
deliberation.
study, no high level conference at which the pros and
cons were weighed.*
In Ansel's words,
It

"the

Luftwaffe

had to improvise new plans and tactics while the battle was under

way.

the circumstances,

In

as near to success as

it

it

is

did.

astounding

that the Luftwaffe came

had to thank the bravery

For this it
not its

and determination of the air crews,

leadership.
It

Adlertag had to be postponed because of veather.
13,

for August

began.

The weather was still

unfavorable,

the offensive could not be postponed any
therefore,

two German Luftflotten --

3 under Sperrle --

approximately
back with

the Luftwaffe

scatter'ed its

and

They were beaten

the ostensible objective of
bombs on many

British fighter strength

irrelevant targets,
Bomber Command

Coastal Command airfields,

in

installations were also hit,

the near future.

Some Fighter Command

but the attackers failed

early warning radars,

on the fighter airfields,

stations which were the defender's

and

to concentrate

the sector

real Achilles heel.

that Gdring himself was to blame

!tEil

for this misdirected

The Luftwaffe High Command had a good knowledge of the
disposition of Dowding's squadrons and understood the
It seems clear that
importance of the sector stations.

Telford Taylor,

the

plants whose destruction could not affect

and aircraft

believes

2 under Kesselring,

45 aircraft.

such as Army installations,
facilities,

that

On August 13,

longer.

1)O0 fighter sorties.

Although Fighter Conmnand was
attack,

No.

but Gbring decided

launched a massive attack on Britain with

500 bombers and

the loss of

was re-

when the Battle of Britain officially

scheduled

No.

into action."

stumbled

literally

p.

108.

Preliminary attacks had

taken platce on August 8 and 11.

Collier
effortt

Irv--
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the true explanation of their apparently random choice
of targets was that Gbring wanted to do too much in too
short a time.
Notoriously little
interested in the
invasion plans of the other services because he thought
that they would never be put into effect, he believed
that, by attacking a wide range of targets, the Luftwaffe
could, at one and the same time, not only destroy Dowding's
squadrons in the air but cause such havoc on the ground
that the country would be brought to the verge of surrender,
or beyond it,
by the time the German army was ready to go
ashore. *
The Germans followed
all
in

in

the space of

aircraft

three more

less than a week,

their opening attack.

valuable

up with

full-scale attacks,

repeating the mistakes made

Fighter Command suffered damage and lost

and pilots, but as yet the losses were not

critical.

The l.uftwaffe

Coiacand --

236 against Q5 --

between bomber crews and

lost over twice as many aircraft
and

as Fighter

there were angry recriminations

their fighter escorts,

flyers and the staff officers who had done

and between

the

the planning for the

missions.
At

last G1ring realized

that he had

When the offensive was resumed,
pension because of weather,
on the objective
namely,

it

to change his tactics.

on August 24,

the Luftwaffe was ordered

t.o concentrate

should have been pursuing from the beginning,

the British fighters and their ground

daytime.

after a week's sus-

installations.

In

the bombers were not to waste their bombs on irrelevant

targets but were

to single out the forward airfields

and sector

stations on which Fighter Coirmnand depended for the operation and
control

of its

increased,
air

fighters.

not only

The ratio of fighters to bombers was

to reduce bomber losses but to seek out air-to-

combat with the British fighters.

be attacked only on night missions,

Industrial

targets were to

when no fighter escort was

required.
The period that began on August 24,
used the new tactics,

marked

when the Luftwaffe

the most critical

stage in

first

the Battle

Collier, The Battle of Britain, pp. 78-79.
(Air Chief Marshal
Sii Hugh Dowding was Commander-in-Chief,
Fighter Cononand.)
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of Britain.

It was critical for both aides,

for Hitler had vowed to

make his final decision on SEA LION not later than two weeks from
the beginning of thV air offensive.

The two weeks were almost up,

and Gbring had not yet come anywhere near to winning the air superiority without which the invasion could not be undertaken.
theie any sign that Btitaln was willing to comle to terms.
invasion was

to take place at all that year,

Neither was
If

the

the decision would have

to be made within a few days.
For Britain, survival itself was st stake.

If

did gain air superiority over southeastern England,

the Luftwaffe
it would un-

doubtedly attempt to deliver the drenaded knockout blow against
British cities.

The coming weeks would be crucial,

for the new

Luftwaffe policy of concentrating on the British fighters and knocking out their airfields and sector stations was proving extremely
effective,

In spite of heroic efforts by maintenance crews to repair

bombed-out facilities,

it

was becoming increasingly difficult for

Ait Marshal Dowding to service and control his fighters.
protection afforded

The better

to the German bombers by the increased ratio of

escort fighters made it

harder for the British fC'

t,Ž-s to get at

the attacking bombers without being engaged by the Geiman fighters

--

a form of combat Air Marshal Dowding wished to avoid whenever possible
in order to conserve British fighter strength.
choice

in the matter if

But he now had no

he was to protect his essential ground

facilities from being knocked out by the German bombers.
losses on both sides were mounting,
lopsided as it

Aircraft

and the ratio was no longer as

had been before GOring changed his tactics.

However,

British aircraft losses were partly made up from new production,
which turned out more fighters during this critical period than had
been estimated.

One of the most serious threats to Fighter Command,

apart from the destruction of ground facilities, was the loss of
experienced pil3ts and the increasing strain on those who survived.
"The few," on whom so much depended,

were taxed to the limit.

"Britain had the advantage that her downed pilots were often
recovered and could fly again, even on the same day.
The German
flyers brought down over Britain were of course permanently lost to
the Luftwaffe.

By

tho end of August,

ukccaesses.

the Luftwaffe had achieved undeniable

But great as they were,

they were only partiAl.

Coninand could not yet be written off,

Fighter

nor had the Luftwaffe achieved

air superiority even over

southeastern England.

so

UGring had pressed home his advantage,

in a few mote weeks if

It might have done

But he failed to do so,

partly because hieexaggerated what had

already been achieved,

and partly because he was lured away by a

mole spec'ta#uiar objective:

the assault on London.

Commanders are always tempLed to overestimate enemy losses, and
the Luftwaffe

leaders were certainly no exception.

But it was not

only a matter of overoptimism nor of inadequate combat intelligence;
their estimates of enemy strength did not even attempt to provide an
objective assessment but were tailored to what their superior wanted
to hear.

On August 29,

the head of Kesselting's fighter ovganiza-

tion, General Kurt von Ddring,

claimed that "unlimited fighter

superiority" (whatever that meant) had been won.
had lost 8}00 airciaft in
Luttflotte No.

Yet the Luftwaffe

the two months siLce July 1.

2, which had zarried the brunt of the daylight attacks,

was down to 450 szrv~ceable bombers and 530 shoit-range
(Me-109s).**

Kcsselriog's

fighters

On the day after General von IDdring had made his

extravagant claim, Fighter Command was so far from being defeated
as to be able to put up for the first time more than 1000 sorties
against the Luftwaffe.A
The empty boasts of

their chief did not help

thie moraie of the

Luftwaffe crews, who knew the losses they were sustaining.
own sortie rate declined after the end of August while
maintained his.

the enemy

They saw no evidence of "unlimited fighter superior-

ity" over an enemy who could fly more
able too

Their

fighter sorties than they were

"By September 6 Dowding's squadrons were flying not only

many more sorties than the German fighter force,

Collier,

The Battle of Britain,

*rIbid.. p. 122.
Ibid., p. 168.

p. 108.

but more than the
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German bomber and fighter forces put togethet."
But Gbring's boasts may have achieved
Htit Iv:.

Thruugh the FUhter was alternately

SEA LION,
to have

the reports of
revived his

interest

had met with littler
in.

August 30,

the

agreed

two weeks

to wait a

Gbring a chantce

the

tentative

Gene:at
it

seems

the RAF seem

After von Bixuchitsch

Ilalder

noted

in his Diaryt

to have incvased."

for

good weaLher,

the .ub."

On

HiLlti conceded

take place would be made

for air supeti:

piesuriably

LU

and
give

The final deLision on whether
on September

invasion date would be September

The battle

-uld on

for SEA LION had not yet been fully meet,

to "tinish

invasion was to

triumph over

from AdlviLtýg were up,

few more days

the

blowing hut and

the invasion.

Interest in

prerequisites

that the

in

eo: August 2b,

"SEA LION stays
when

the Luftwafte's

of impressing

their purpore

10,

and

21.

ity tontinued duiing the

first

week

in

September with damaging attacks on Fighter

Command installations

in

the London

that week were su,-

atea.

The Luftwaffe

•,tantial

(189

craft).

Fortunately

time,

aircraft),

for Hitler

objective:

but so were
for Britain,

Fighter Cot:lland's

expecting

for

new

(Grossangriff auf

to be the knockout blow the British had been

so long.

The Accidental

The momentous

decision

complex mixture of factors,
may have been

of events that,

'Ibid., p.

air-

theit minds on their

the all-out air assault on London
This was

(Ibt

the battle was broken off Just in

and Gbring already had set

London).

But it

losses fvx

Bombing of Lotdon

to destroy London was m-,,ivated by a
be examined presently.

which will

triggered,

though it

as so often happens

in

was not ýaused,

wartime,

by a chain

began with an accident.

122.

Haider Diar,

August 26,

OKW DIary for Augu.., 30,
See below,

pp.

100ff.

1940.
1940,

in

Dokumente,

p.

49.
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In the night of August 24,
dropped bombs on Greater London.
first

time since 1918,

permissio.;,
The

in

was hit for the

several

Bcchnal Green.

suburbs,

and

Inasmuch as Hitler

orders against bombing London without his express

the crews must have done it

incident occurred

clock air offensive,

night included

to attack

The targets for that

factories.

and Kingston and oil

tanks at

Some of the crews

the vicinity of London.

'n

round-the-

of an intensified

the night bombers were

during which

factories at Rochester

all

unintentionally.

at the start

RAF installations and aircraft

Thameshaven,

The City itself

fires were started

many homes were destroyed in
had given strict

about a dozen German aircraft

1940,

assigned

to these targets may have made a navigating or bombing

error --

not unusual

on

in night operations

--

and dropped thcir bombs

the city itself.
Considering the importance of
it

repercussionls,

is

of the German sources
mentions

the

that the

crews

bombed,
Bekker's

first

remarkable
consulted

this incident,

subsequent

that, with a single exception,
for this narrative

bombing of London.

responsible

and its

It

is

none

even so much as

possible,

of course,

for the error did not know what they had

or that they were afraid
informant was correct.

to report it,
It

is

though not if

also possible

that

Collier, The Defence of the United Kingdom, pp. 207-208.
It would be ironic if,
as a rumor among those in the know
had it at
the Lime, the error had been caused by Britain's electronic
countermeasures against the "Knickebein" radio beam that the Germans
used for night navigation.
Churchill mentions that on AugL t 23, a
had "teething troubles" with their
day earlier, the British still
countermeasures.
Their Finest Hour, p. 387.
The except on is Cajus Bekker, The Luftwaffe
War Diaries,
Doubleday & Company, Inc., Garden City, N.Y., 1968, p. 172.
Bekker reports a staff officer of a German bombardment wing as
units that flew over
recalling a teletype from G~ring to all
The guilty crews were to be instantly reported
Britain that night.
to him, and he, personally, would remuster their commanding officers
The reliability
of this journalistically written
to the infantry.
book is impossible Lo jcige, since it contains no documentation.
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the German records deliberately omitted the incident or,
did describe it,

if

they

that the records themselves were destroyed.

of this explains, however,

None

why this crucial event is not mentioned

by postwar German historians who have had access to the British
sources that deal with the incident and who list
including Basil Collier,

these sources,

in their scholarly bibliographies.

Since

the significance of the event could not have escaped a trained
historian,

one can only suspect that the omission was intentional.

At the time it

happened,

the British could not have known that

the bombing of London was an accident;
that it was deliberate.

they must indeed have assumed

Other port cities already had been bombed,

and it was logical to expect London to be bombed as well,
tion for the invasion which was expected momentarily.

in prepara-

The time for

restraint on Hitler's part was clearly past, and the British people
were girding for the worst.
and lone battle for survival,

But if

they were to fight a desperate

they wanted at least the satisfaction

of paying the enemy back in his own coin.

Churchill reports:

The War Cabinet were much in the mood to hit back, to
raise the stakes, and to defy the enemy.
I was sure they
were right, and believed that nothing impressed or disturbed Hitler so much as his realisation of British
wrath and will-power.**
On August 25,

the day after London had been bombed,

did hit back by attacking Berlin.

the British

Fuf uperaLional reasons,

Bomber

Command would have preferred an easier target, since the range of
British bombers was too limited for an effective attack on so distant
a target.

The raid on Berlin did little

damage.

the stakes," as the War Cabinet had hoped to do,
of things to come.

On August 28,

It

did not "raise

but it

was a token

a slightly more effective attack

This would be in keeping with the reticence of German authors
on other events that reflected unfavorably on Germany's wartime
actions.
Why the accidental bombing of London should have called
for such reticence is discussed below, in the section beginning on
p. 100.
The uneven reliability of the German sources is dealt with
more fully in Appendix A.
Their Finest Hour,

p.

342.
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caused a few casualties

in the center of Berlin; it was followed by

two more raids on August 30 and 31.
The military effect of the attacks was negligible,

imipact on the inhabi-

seem to have had a considerable psychological
tants of Berlin.

but they

They also enraged Hitler, who had left the Berghof

for Berlin on August 29 to take personal charge of "reprisals"
against Britain.

The next day,

Jodl informed his OKW colleagues

that the FUhrer had given permission for an all-out air assault on
A few days later,

London.

on September 4,

Hitler addressed a mass
"If

rally and vowed "hundredfold vengeance" against England.
attack our cities," he shouted,
The preparations

they

"we will simply rub out theirs."

for doing so were enthusiastically set in

motion by Gdring in a series of hastily called conferences with his
major commanders.
break off

Goring had been waiting for an opportunity to
which he

the ungiamorous battle against Fighter Command,

convinced himself had already been won,

and to attack London instead;

he was sure that the destruction of the capital would force Britain
to her knees.
One slight obstacle to G~ring's plans was Hitler's preference
for confining the attacks, at least initially,

to what German

sources invariably refer to as "military and industrial targets" in
London.

The F1lhrer wanted to save up for the Todesstoss against

Britain the deliberate destruction of residential areas "with the
object of causing a mass panic."

Goring was therefore ordered to
It

concentrate on the dock areas and on public utilities.
course,

was,

of

an unrealistic order.

Like their counterparts in London, German ministers and
officials were blissfully unaware that bomber crews on
both sides had about as much chance of hitting precise
objectives in a well-defended built-up area at night as
a blind dart player has of throwing a double twenty.
The American correspondent William L. Shirer reported
from
Berlin that the people were stunned by the attacks, and disillusioned that in spite of Gdring's victory communiques the
See
"defeated" RAF should have been able to bomb their city.
Telford Taylor, p. 156.
OKW Diary for August 30,

1940,

in Dokumente,

p.

49.
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Except in daylight, it made no practical difference
whether residential districts were included in the
target list
or not, because they were sure to be hit
in any case.*
If ministers and officials did not understand night bombing,
GOring should have.

And if

staff certainly did.

permission to bomb London,
supposed to hit.

he did not,

the professionals on his

They understood that,
it

so long as they had

did not matter what targets they were

They would destroy the city,

and they knew that

was what Gbring wanted.
The new phase of the Battle of Britain

--

the London Blitz

--

was ushered in on September 7 with a mass daylight attack on Lundon.
Another heavy raid followed that night.
for almost two months.
in

It

The assault was kept up

did not succeed in paralyzing London or

forcing Britain to her knees.

But it

aroused public opinion

throughout the world and hardened the British resolve to pay the
Nazis back in their own coin.
On September 7 the Germans sowed the wind of which they were
to reap the whirlwind some years later.
discriminate air warfare -Collier,

It

was the start of in-

the end of the road to total war.

The Battle of Britain,

p.

124.
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SOWING THE WIND

VI.

The Assault on London

THE CERMANS had reason to be pleased with the success of the opening
blow in

their all-out air offensive against London.

launched by Kesseiring's
6 pon.,

The assault was

Luftflotte 2 on September 7 between 5 and

when the streets were crowded and panic was likely to be

greatest.

The attacking force consisted of approximately 300 bombers

and 600 fighters --

all

that Kesselring could scrape together after
battle for air

the heavy losses suffered in the preceding weeks'
superiority.

The primary target area,

great destruction.

In spite of excellent visibility, many bombs

fell short and hit highly inflanmdble
of the Thames.

suffered

the London docks,

Extensive fires lit

.

f

town on ')oth banks

up the city long after darkness

had set in.
The attack took the British Government by surprise.

Though

Hitler had threatened a few days earlier to exterminate British
cities,

his wild speeches were no longer taken seriously.

two nights preceding the full-scale assault on London,

On the

the docks had

been bombed and there had been minor daylight attacks on targets in
the vicinity of the capital.
made two weeks before,

An attack on the city itself had been

and further attacks could not be excluded.

But the thought uppermost in the minds cf British leaders during
those anxious days was the long-heralded

Unless otherwise noted,
mentioned on p. 82, footnote.

invasion, which was believed

the sources for this section are those
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to be imminent.

The German plans for SEA LION,

had had "an inkling" since June,

of which the British

were confirmed by the visual

evidence of the mounting preparations across the Channel.
tide conditions were favorable for a landing.

Moon and

In this atmosphere it

was not surprising that on September 7, while the first German bombs
were falling on London,

an order by the Chiefs of Staff to put the

defense forces on a higher alert resulted in the false rumor that
the iwIasion had actually started.
Preoccupied as they were with the expected invasion,

British

defense planners naturally thought that the Luftwaffe would continue
its damaging attacks on Fighter Command sector stations and airfields
in southeast England in preparaticn

for the forthcoming landing.

The

deployment of British fighter squadrons and the intricate dispositions
for their reinforcement had been made with this threat in i! 'd.
Therefore,

Fighter Command was caught in an unfavorable position

when on September 7 the Luftaaffe unexpectedly switched to th2 ýisseult
on London.

As misfortune would have it,

the experienced commander of No.

Air Vice-Marshal

11 Group,

K. R. Park,

which was responsible for

the defense of the London area, was abseat from his headquarters on
this crucial day, having gone to confer with his chief at Stanmore.
For these and other reasons,

the defense of London against the first

German onslaught was not effective.
shot down,

A number of enemy aircraft were

but most of them had already dropped their bombs.

The daylight strike was followed after dark by, 250 night
bombers of Sperrle's Luftflotte 3.
huge fires still
targets.

They were able tc home on the

raging in London and made no attempt to hit specific

The Luftwaffe staff had divided the city into target areas

"A" and "B."

Area "A" comprised East London with the docks; "B"

was described as "West London with the city's power plants and
supply installations," and it

also included the "City" and what the

Germans called "the diplomatic quarter."
Churchill,
Wheatley,

Their Finest Hour,
p.

77.

p.

302.
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The German bombers roamed freely over the city, since they met
virtually no defense.
effective;

The few British night fighters proved in-

antiaircraft dcf nse in the London atea was inadequate,

and the gunners lacked experience.

Enemy bombs and incendiaries

fell all over the city, most of them within ten miles of Charing
Cross.

New conflagrations were added to those of the early evening,

and great damage was inflicted.

Victoria Station was blocked,

railroads out of London were cut in several
paralyzed.

places,

Approximately a thousand Londoners were killed in these

first two attacks,
Thereafter,

and many more were maimed or rendered homeiess.
the Luftwaffe kept up the round-the-clock offensive

against London whenever the weather permitted.
attack,

the

and traffic was

on September 9,

found the defenses better prepared and was

beaten back with severe losses.
successful,

Kesselring's second

The next two attacks were more

as the Germans changed their tactics

British defenses.

to cope with the

By the end of the first week of the Blitz, London

had suffered great damage.

Yet the life of the city went on,

and

the population showed no sign of wishing to give up as Hitler ar.d
Goring had hoped.
to tell,

Thouvh the strain on Fighter Command was hFginning

the Luftwaffe had lost over 200 aircraft between !ýeptembcr 7

and 15, and was still

a long way from having achieved the air

superiority Gdring had promised to win in four days.
Hitler himself had to admit this.
comnuniques --

trumpeted over Goebbels'

Gbring's fantastic victory
radio to the tune of the

marching song "Wir fahren gegen Engelland"

--

reported

that London

was in ruins and that countless British fighters had been destroyed.
Yet it was evident that Fighter Command was still

able to take a

*Total civilian casualties in the area of Greater London during
the year 1940 -- meaning the portion of the year beginning with the
first attack on London on September 7 -- were as follows:
13,596
killed; 18,378 hospitalized with severe injuries; 33,756 slightly
injured.
Titmuss, pp. 560-561.
**"We are sail-r
a-gainsi England."
This song may have helped
civilian morale in Germany but seems to have had the opposite effect
on the combat forces that were preparing for the invasion, and
especially on the Luftwaffe crews who were actually flying against
England.
See Ansel, pp. 1-6, and Adolf Galland, The First and the
Last, Henry Holt and Company, New York, 1954, p. 38.
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heavy

toll

of the Luftwaffe.

this was the
few

fonsekut

The weathet,

Gbring explained

last gasp of the nearly-defeated

had forced

the Luftwaffe

which gave Fighter Conland a chantce
litler

the 17th.
before

This meant

the 27th,

Thereafter,

moon and

its

attacks,
taids.

betwccn

his "irrevocable"

11 he proml scd

to wakc

it

indikatioo

-,,

that

the decision date w3s postponed

that the actual

which was

job.

he suctied glad of an

the 14th; when the 14th came without as yet any
Fighter Conmmand was defeated,

that

fillish 0tit

to spate

excuse to postpone the date when he would make
On September

to

to recuperate

was convinced or not,

decision on SEA LION.

the FUhrer

RAF and that only a

ive days of good wea thyt wtt'u ntedcd
he said,

Whether

to

the last

invabion could not

possible

date in

by which

time

takt

place

September.

tide conditions would not again ht

for a landing until October 8,

to

suitable

the weathet. was

likely

to be unfavorable.
The British,

of course,

could not aftord
15,

while

their

guard.

favorable

solemnly warned

The period of September

RAF did its

for a

landing.

tions by attacking

the

destroying barges,

laudtiin

troop concentrations

to

Churchill

H],

assembly areas.

sally ports on the German-held coast; by
-aft,

These attacks

turning point in
On that day,

the vicinity of

the invasion

inflicted a good deal of damage,

battles over London continued.

"".ttle

which

the date

that

of Britain Day."

It

is

They reached

celebrated in

the

proved to be a crucial

the war.
Kesselring

2 into two all-out
3 launched

British fighters.

,a•ndby bo-mbhng

the invasion had gone off as scheduled.

their climax on September 15 --

United Kingdom a!

and othec sliipping,,

and supply points in

the air

The

the continuing German invasion prepara-

might have proved critical if

Luftflotte

7

seemed

invasion could be expected momentarily.

best to disrupt

Meanwhile

On Septemiber

and

the British people that the next few days would be

and that an

flotte

these postponements

tLhe daylight assault on London was at itL, height,

particularly

critical

to relax

did not know of

threw all the resources of his Luft-

daylight attacks on London,
a diversionary raid designed

What happened

is

history.

"The

while Sperrle's

to draw off the
Few"

to whom
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Churchill

paid his memorable

fighteis,

scatterrd

tribute defeated

the eitwry bombers,

a hard and close-fought

battle.

the German escort

and destroayed

After this defeat,

00 aircraft
CUring was

in

forced

to change his tactics once again.
There was one more daylight attack on Lonuor, a few days later,
but only 70 bonburs
It

marked

took part,

the virtual

for minor raids,

end of

they met with stiff

the daylight

thuugh for almost

to he bombed night after
the weight of its

and

night.

night att•zclk-

bombing of

entirely in
was

t,:

After

to

the East

except

that., the Luftwaffe shifted

to other British cities,

weather worsened,

the spring of 1941,

redeployed

London,

two more months the city continund

Coventry and other manufactuting centers or ports.
offensive slackened off as

opposition.

suth as

The German air

and

stopped almost

when a major portion of

for the

the

forthcoming offensive

Luftwnffe

against

Russia.
On Septe::;bet
on London,

17,

the War Diary of

Ftihier had "Vostponed
ment,
for

in

effect,

the invasion

logical

1941;,

two days after

the g!-,'at daylight attack

Raeder's Naval

Statf

was a cancellation.

attacks on

feasible.

The Navy was

the shipping

and the Army wished

but for

that

to shift

October 12,
year.

stand-down of th,2
however,

needed"

before

--

he formally

the weather:

piesumably

ii

the
to

the psycho-

air

invasion noies,
the East in

reluctantly

invasion preparations.

To Mussolini he explained

vented solely by

the preparations

the ti,itish

troops and supplies
Hitl.r

the

of reasons this did

suffering frvom

lay immmobilized

advance of Operation BARBAROSSA.
a partial

a ni;:Aier

that

The postpone-

Hitler ordered

to be kept up as a way of maintaining

pressure on Britain,

not prove

ncuted

SEA LION until fuither notie."

had to agree to
lie waited until

canceled SEA LION for that

that the

invasion

had been pre-

"Only five consecutive

to defeat the RAF --

The plans and some preparations for
up until
March 1942, when the project was
gether.
Wheatley, p. 98.

fine days were

"but they did not come."

the invasion were kept
finally abandoned alto-

I

It

was not the fault. of Gtiring;

of victory.
continue,

Its bombing attacks had achieved gteat sukLe~s and woolfd
British people cannot endure the haricering of the

for "the

Gerlman ail

the Luftwaffe had been on the verge

folsc indefilnitely."

Genesis of a Fateful DCeISi. l

The attempt to terrorize the Brit. l.h into suirender by destioying their capital had fail.d.

Tl'e signif

changing the coutse of the wai

--

civilization --

is

ai...e of this event il

and peiliaps the fate of Western

too well e~tablished to require comnent.

aspect that concerutS us heze is

that Hitler's dec iion

The

to "rub out"

British cities alsno nrked the abandonment of his last restraint,
and introduced a new level of violence,
otly in jc-le but not in kind.
of escth ltion,

it

which was

to be surpassed

As thv ultimate step In thy pioctss

was cutipatable to what,

a decision to launch inter,_ontinental

in a future war,

ballistic missiles against the

Its baxlng on tisiS inquiLy is

oppollen t'% capital.

would be

thwCre ure

obvious.
Even by Nazi standard,i,
a

routine act of war.

famous Ftlhrerbefehl

thc all-out assault on London was not

Hlitlt,,'s

d1LVCtivC of August

which hc haid so far

The carzIer bombing of Wairsaw aind Rottedaim did not con-

flict with this order,

because the Geimat.s regarded these cities as

defended enemy strongholdt and therefore a•
jectives.

the

-- had staictly forbidden "terrux attacks"

against cities witho t his expie.,s perm-sslon,
withheld.

1, 1940 --

In August [Q40,

legitimate military ob-

prior to the assault on London,

waffe did bomb British ports and antament centers,

the Luft-

but these,

too,

were regarded as military targot:i.
When Hitler withdrew his prohibition and pcrivitted,
GCring to destroy London a3 a functioning city, hdecision that could easily bakfi.e.
succeed

If

p.

95.

was making a

the air assault did not

in knocking Britain out of the war,

Ibid.,

or otdered,

there would no longor

-lot-

ie any hope that she would agree to a peaceful

settiqment.

On

contrary, aui enraged BiLtish people would demaind revenge in
and indisc. imlnate

air warfare was

a weapon both

the

kind,

sides had at

their

dL spoAaI
In

other wor(d:',

it

the wai

:ontinued,

it would tie fought with

no holds barred, by the Biltish as well as by the Germans.
tion,

litler wtuild have

especially in
about public

the United

States.

epin ion abin•ad,

to even tual American
take place before
destruction of
the civilla,

to reckon with tihu

epictus.-ions

elsewhere,

fie may by then have ceased

and he had aliready

inLerve(ntiot,

1941-1q942.

Ini addi-

thoukh

to care

veconciled himself
I it

he did nut expe

to

But he must have been aware that

of 0he greotest ci ties of the Western world,

ount

casualties

resulting

from It,

would

futther

the
and

Inflame

anti-Nazi sentiment and could well hasten American inteivention.
Moreover,

there was a good deal

to oid Britain

short of

mote that

the United States could do

direct participation in

the wai,

onnce

public

opinion was sufficiently aroused.
Considering

the penalties

for

failure,

one would assume

that

the FUhrer was confident of success when he made his decision.
we shall see presently,
never be certain,

this assumption may well be wroiug.

however,

since,

uiifortunatcly,

As

We shall

the background of

this fateful decision remains obscure.
inhere are
of SEA LION,

records of numerous

but. there is

Ffhrer conferences

London.

Berlin,

This would

mind,

suggest that he made it

in one of his customary
tie probably did.

they may be made

Hillgrubet,

p.

Itself

rages, after

to attack

on the spur of the
the British

bombing of

But decisions of such magnitude,

impulsively,

The decision

the subject

no similar record of any discussions

Hitler may have had with his advisers on the decision

moment,

on

although

ýcldom spring full-blown from a man's

is only

the last

step,

the culmination of

172.

The lack of fa'tual evidence on this point has been remarked
by Andreas Hillgruber (p. 172) and Telford Taylor (pp. 79-82), who
are among those most familiar with the documentary material for the
period.
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a chain of thoughts and events that have gone before.
structing this chain,

therefore,

Hitler's own reasoning,

By recon-

we may hope to uncover,

if

not

at least sorte of the principal factors that

may have entered into his decision.
The likelihood that London would be attacked sooner or later
had always existed.

One of the earliest OKW memoranda on the war

against Britain, written oy General Jodi on June 30,
unquestionably reflecting the Ffihrer's own ideas,

and

listed terror

attacks on British popuiation centers in second place,
invasion,

1940,

ahead of

as among the preferred means for subduing Britain.

Such

attacks would take plcre after air superiority over southern England
had been -;on, and wuild be combined with "siege cperations" against
Britain's supply system and armaments centers.

General Jodi wrote:

Combined with propaganda and periodic terror attacks,
proclaimed as reprisals, this cumulative weakening of the
English food supply system will paralyze and finally break
the will to resist of the people and thereby force tie
Government to capitulate.*
The same memorandum also stated unequivocally that an invasion
was not to be undertaken for the purpose of defeating Britain
militarily -Navy --

that was to be accomplished by the Luftwaffe and the

but only,

if

necessary,

to administer

country already paralyzed economically,

the Todesstoss to a

whose air capability had

been effectively eliminated.
An attack on London became an even stronger likelihood a month
later, wheil 6itier ordered

the Adlerangriff

against Britain.

Al-

though tle ost2nsible purpose uas to pave the way for the invasion,
there is no doubt that Goring's "eal objective was to subdue Britain
through bombing alone after he had gained sufficient air superiority
to attack her cities at will.

That he must have expected to

"Denkschrift des Generalmalors JodI (Chef WFA) Uber die
des :,rieges geger England" (Memorandum of Major
General Jodl...on the Continuation of the War Against England),
in Dokumiente, p. 798.
Underlining mine.
Note that it had been
planned all along to announce these attacks as reprisals, before
Britain had provided any occasions foi reprisals.

"4eiter[Uhrung

See above,

p.

79.
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include London among
Hitler

these

cities

as soon as he could convince

that the time had come is

shown by his subsequent actions;

he even may have had the FUhrer's private

re~ssurance on this point.

But the idea of bombing London was not Gbring's alone,
he seems

to have been its chief promoter.

Adlertag --

an OKW draft directive

On August

13.

although

1940

--

for SEA LION stated:

Special effect is anticipated from a ruthless air attack
on London, if possible on the day preceding the landing,
as this would certainly cause countless numbers of people
to stream out of the city in all directions, thereby *
blocking the roads and demoralizing the population....
This proposal

was in

line with the

successfully employed

in Flanders,

tactics

the Luftwaffe had so

when

machine-gunned

civilians on the roads to create panic
During the second half

of August,

it

fleeing

and block passage.
further developments

Hitler with such a Hobson's choice of evils as a

presented

result of his own

mistakes that he probably would have been willing to resort to any
measures,

however brutal,

to believe that

to end his dilerama.

these developments alone made it

that London would be attacked,
found

to justify

war.

As

gaining air

the end

than two weeks

reasons might be

the RAF,

was clear

had not succeeded
let

alone in

meeting

by the Army and Navy as prerequisites

Neither was there any evidence that Britain was

to break under

the strain.

When Hitler agreed,
days to finish

of August it

the Adlerangriff

superiority or defeating

for an invasion.

of job

reason

problems was the disappointing course of the

the other conditions demanded

ready

good

virtually certain

whatever additional

already recountec.

that after more
in

is

it.

One of Hitler's
air

There

on August 30,

to give G1ring a

few more

the job, he obviously was not thinking of the kind

that hi

Army and Navy commanders had

the Lilftwaffe

not only to eliminate

but to attack

a long list

Wheatley,

p.

71.

of

in

:iind.

They expected

the RAF as an effective

targets prior

to the invasion,

force
such
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as ports,

naval installations, and British fleet units.

In addi-

tion, air cover had to be proviled for German mine-laying operations;
during the crossing itself,

the Luftwaffe had to have sufficient

strength left to ward off the British Navy and such air attacks as
the RAF might still
for the first

be capable of,

and also to provide fire support

waves of German troops.

After the losses the Luft-

waffe was suffering in

the Battle of Britain,

beyond its

even if

invasion,

capability,

it

were given more time before the

then scheduled for September 15.

of the Army and Navy,

these tasks were clearly

In short, in

the eyes

the failure of the Luftwaffe to do its part

had ruled out an opposed landing as originally contemplated.
This was not the only reason,

however,

about the feasibility of an invasion.
the Ffihrer Conference of July 31,

It

for their skepticism

was only in August,

after

that the Army and Navy first got

together to try to reconcile their widely divergent ideas on some
of the major features of the landing operation.

But the Army's

insistence on the need for a broad-front landing along some 235
miles of coastline could not be reconciled with the Navy's inability
to provide shipping and protection for such a vast undertaking.
Even a crossing in the narrow corridor proposed by the Navy --

which

would have amounted to a front one-fourth the width of that demanded
by the Army --

might have overtaxed Admiral Raeder's capabilities,

which were being further depleted day by day as British bombing of
shipping and sally ports took its toll.
reasons,

FGr purely practical

the decision had to be in favor of the narrow front.

The

Army's reaction was recorded in the OKW Diary:
In this connection, Colonel Heusinger again emphasized
the position of the Chief of Staff /Gencral Haider7/
The fact that the air war was not being conducted as a preparation for SEA LION was obvious to the military leaders of all three
services at the time.
Even Field Marshal Kesselring, the air commander most directly involved, admitted it in his postwar memoirs
(Soldat bis zum letzten Tag, p. 92).
Field Marshal von Manstein,
whose Army corps was to provide the first
wave of the assault,
makes the point that the Luftwaffe would have been too depleted by
the time it had won air superiority to provide he essential support
for the invasion (Verlorene Siege, p. 167).
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that an Army operation on the narrow front now ordered
can not he carried out on the scale originally intended
and that now it can only be a question of finishing off
(den Fangstoss zu geben) an enem who has already been
defeated by the air war.*
As for the Navy's

position,

it

was tersely summarized in

cited memorandum on SEA LION that "its
be responsibly considered."•**

the already

execution that year could not

Far from changing his position,

Admiral Raeder became more apprehensive as the invasion date
approached,

and as his suspicion of GCring's intentions

in the air

battle became confirmed.
However guarded the Army and Navy leaders may have been with
Hitler
hay'

in their conversations

about the invasion project,

managed to convey their apprehensions

to him.

they must

But it mattered

litrie

whether they did or not,

points

to the conclusion that he never had had any intention of going

through with it

in

for every piece of available evidence

the form in which it was being planned:

invasion in force against a defended
of such a plan had

shore.

an

Only the appearance

to be kept up in order to frighten Britain into

surrender.
What confused Hitler's listeners,

and

therefore some historians

later on, was that the word invasion had two differe't meanings for
him and that he used it
other.

sometimes in one sense and sometimes in the

In discussions of the planning and operational

5EA LION he wanted his ireluctalit cu,iiautders

Lo believe

thinking of invasion in the same terms as they did,
landing on a hostile shore.

This was necessary if

aspects of
that he was

as a forced
they were to

carry out the preparations with the zeal and verisimilitude that
would coiivince the British that such a landing was really going to
take piace.

But it

is clear from his frequent references to the

Todesstoss idea that the kind of invasion he auLually meant to undertake was lr entirely different thing:

a mopping-up operation of an

essentially def ated and demoralized enemy,

OKW Diary for August 30,
See above,

p.

76.

1940,

or even a bloodless

in Dokumente,

p. 49.
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occupation as in Czechoslovakia,

with the full panoply of Ger.iian
His commanders,

armed might paraded to overawe the victim.

suspect-

ing that the plans for a full-scale invasion were not intended to be
carried out,
August,

tried to feel him out on this point.

In the middle of

the Naval Staff suggested to Jodl:

If the FUhrer is inwardly resolved not to carry out
Operation Sea Lion, but rather to maintain the fiction
of an invasion, it is proposed that, in order to relieve
the economy extensively, the retreat should be sounded
for Sea Lion while secrecy is at the same time preserved.*
Failing

to get the desired reassurance,

however,

the conmmanders

had to act on the assumption that Hitler meant what he said when he
spoke of SEA LION,

namely an invasion in force as planned.

Staff's suggestion had been naive in any case,

though it

The Naval

was probably

prompted less by fears for the economy than by concern about the
invasion shipping and the supplies and troops that were being
pounded by the British bombers.
not have been kept secret,
in

A cancellation of SEA LIN could

not even in Nazi Germany.

Any slackening

the invasion preparations would have been noted in Britain and

thus would have relieved the pressure on which Hitler was counting
to bring his enemy to terms.
What Hitler did not realize was that in giving a spurious
reality to the invasion project he was raising an incubus that was
to become a source of greater pressure on him than on the British.
Ordered to prepare for the most difficult combat operation of the
war, the commanders concerned had to bury their private doubts,
ignore

the lack of firm direction or realistic planning,

the pondezous German war machine to grind into full gear.

and allow
These

massive preparations were of course watched all over the world,
Hitler had intended that they should be.
lighters,

During August,

as

as barges,

tugs, and other shipping were gathered together from all

over occupied Europe and assembled in

the invasion ports,

and as

troops and supplies were collected and embarkation maneuvers were
held along the coasts of France, worldwide attention was centered on

Naval War Diary for August 14,
fn.

1940,

cited in Wheatley,

p.

69,
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the forthcoming invasion,

and every German move was watched

signs that it was about to start.

for

When some barges capsized during

landing exercises and the bodies of German soldiers were washed
ashore, a rumor

instantly sprang up that the invasion had already

begun.
This was the effect Hitler had wanted,
that he had not planned for.

but there was also one

As the invasion season neared its end

and one suitable date after another passed without anything happening,

doubts began to be voiced abroad as to whether the much-vaunted

project would come off at all.
these comments.

Soon a note of scorn crept into

A shop in occupied Brussels had the courage to

advertise "bathing suits for Channel swimming."

Hitler must have

been stung especially by the taunting remarks in

the British press

and by the attitude of Churchill himself,

who would have liked

nothing better than to have the Nazis attempt a landing.

Britain

no longer was the virtually defenseless prey she had been in June;
Churchill was sure that such an attempt would be a disastrous failure
and would teach the Nazis a bloody lesson.
Ridicule was something the master of Europe could not tolerate.
The comments in Britain and elsewhere must have wounded his vanity,
for in his speech of September 4 at the Sportspalast he took note
of them with a heavy-handed attempt at humor:
And if people in England today arevery curious and ask:
"Yes, why doesn't he come then?" /the answer is7 "Calm
yourselves, he is coming."*
When Hitler made this remark,
his problem.

But he had fuund it

he already had found a way out of
only a few days earlier,

and until

then he had been facing one of the worst dilemmas of his career.
Having made SEA LION the cynosure of world attention, he war
threatened not only with ridicule but with a tremendous
prestige,

his own and Germany's,

if

he quietly allowed the invasion

season to pass without going through with the venture.
it

was also out £f the question,

loss of

unless,

Yet to risk

by some miracle,

Gdring

could create the condition which the FUhrer had postulated in his

Vaeatley,

p.

75.

. .. .... . ..................

-
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own mind as the prerequisite

for a landing:

a Britain already

defeated and on the verge of surrender so that she would only have
to be nudged into acknowledging her defeat.

only a few days remained before

when this dilerana became most acute,
September

10, when

SEA LION.

Even if

At the end of August,

Hitler had promised

to make his final

Le could believe CGring's boasts

against Fighter Cormoand had been virtually

necessarily wean that his private conditions

southeastern

England,

of angry defiance
This was

that the battle

won and that only a

days of good weather were needed to finish the job,

invasion would be met.

for proceeding with

the atmosphere

in

that immediately preceded

it

and do it

the

superiority over

but wou'd this change Britain's

decision whose genesis we are

few

this did not

The Luftwaffe might win air

to one of surrender,

decision on

mood from one
in

only

which Hitler approached

trying to reconstruct.

ten days?
the momentous

The events

already have been recounted

and need

only be recalled briefly.
On August 24 occurred
the following week
Berlin,

bombing of London.

the British carried out their

which did little

and enraged

the accidental

Hitler.

damage but alarmed

against London,

feeble raids against

the German population

By August 30 he had returned

authorized an air assrult

During

as

to Berlin and had

tersely recorded

in

the

OKW Diary.
There is
decision,

no evidence on when,

except

that it

It

may have been in

it

may have

grown

was faced with the

how,

was made on or before

his mind since

in

or why Hitler made the

him during

August 30,

1940.

the Battle of Britain began,

or

the second half of August when he

SEA LION dilemma.

It

may have been brought

to a

head by the British raids against Berlin or by Gdring's prmises
that he could end the war quickly if
Hitler must have discussed

he were allowed

the subject with Gdring after

return to Berlin or even before,

but Lhere is

discussions.

that Gfring had

What we do know is

of the forthcoming decision,
Augist 29,
for

his

no recurd of such
some

intimations

or at least was hoping for

when he asked the Luftwaffe

the assault on London.

to bomb London.

commanders

it,

on

to submit plans

He met with his Luftflotten corrcanders
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Kesselring and Sperrle at The Hague on September 3,
the decision was firm.
Gdring's,

Dr.

On that day, a Dutch acquaintance of

Albert Plesman,

tried to argue against it
of Gbring's hands,
day,

September 4,

by which time

having been told about the decision,

but was informed that the matter was out

as the FJhrer had made up his mind.

The next

Hitler made his Sportspalast speech,

in which he

threatened to "rub out" British cities.

On the following two nights,

preliminary attacks were launched against the London docks,
September 7 the all-out,

and on

round-the-clock bombardment of London began

in earnest.
Gbring's reasons
difficult to imagine,

for favoring the assault on London are not
although here,

mostly on circumstantial evidence.

too, we are forced to rely
Always in favor of the bludgeon,

he was sure that he couid force Britain to give up if
to bomb her at will.

he were allowed

That this had been his intention all along is

admitted by German authors.
he conducted the Adlerangriff

It

was demonstrated also by the way

in the beginning,

before he realized

the need for a more systematic battle for air superiority not only
as preparation for SEA LION,

which did not interest him,

but also

as a prerequisite for strategic bombing.
Deluded by his own optimistic victory communiques,
apparently

thought by the end of August that

the bludgeon had come.
defeated,

As he sav, it,

the

tine

Gb1ring
f(,rtjipldinp

Fighter Comrnand was already

or sufficiently so to permit him to finish off the remain-

ing British fighters in the course of attacking his real objective,
London.

This would end Britain's will

the SEA LION incubus,

tu resist and rid Hitler of

since an invasion in

force would be unnecessary.

The Luftwaffe would have won the war singlehanded,
Gfiring's service rivals,

to the dismay of

and brought new power and glory to its

victorious cnmmander.

Plesman, the fot;nd2r of tK, KLM airline, had developed contacts
with Nazi leaders as a result of his efforts to find a peaceful
settlement of the war.
See Ansel, p. 148.
Cf. Klee,

V

Das Unternehmen "Seeldwe",

p.

184.

undoubtedly had argued his cast, for the

The Reichsmarschall

only to be stymied by Hitler's

bombing of London on earlier occasions,

for which he judged the time

wish to reserve it

for the Todesstoss,

had not yet com*.

But by August 29 ot 30 the Ff]hrer had changed his

either on his own or because Gdring persuaded him.

mind,

three possible explanations
One

--

the

There are

for this change.

least pinusible

--

is

that Hitler now believed,

or

that Britain was so near defeat that it was

was convinced by Gbring,

time for the coup de grace.

It

is

true that reports from unreliable

German agents abroad constantly stressed what they thought Hitler
wanted

to heart

that British morale was tottering,

crippling food shortages,
critical
ment,

state.

and that aircraft production was in

a

But not until London was actually under bombard-

toward the middle of September,

fanciful

that there were

did these reports become so

that they led Hitler to expect the outbreak of revolution

in England.

Before then,

the reports,

however exaggerated,

could

hardly have been accepted by Hitler as evidence that Britain was
ready for the Todesstoss.

On August 30,

when Fighter Command flew

over 1OOU sorties and Hitler himself admitted that the prerequisites
for SEA LION had not yet been met,

there was little

to indicate that

Britain was on the verge of surrender.
Another explanation,

favored by German authors,

is

that the

assault on London was decided by Hitler in revenge for the British
bombing of Berlin.
that it

It

was proclaimed

was an act of reprisal,

the VergeltungsangrifU

to be at the time.

There is no question that Hitler was thirsting for revenge.

He

was enraged by the raids on Berlin, not because of the damage they
had done** but becaise of their impression on the German people and
because they exposed his boasts thaL Britain was already defeated.
An even stronger reason for Hitler's fury probably was that Buitain

Wheatley, p. 81.
It will be recalled

that two months earlier the Fdhrer had
been quite casual in dismissing the equally ineffective RAF attacks
on Ruhr targets.
See above, p. 67.
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had dared to spurn his peace offers and that her stubborn resistance
in the face of all

reason had upset his plans and confronted him
Whatever role Hitler's desire for

with an intolerable dilermna.

revenge may have played in his decision to attack London,
it

is

tion.

however,

unlikely to have been the sole or even the principal motivaWe know that he found it

convenient

to use his rages for a

purpose and that he rarely allowed them to conflict with what he
considered expedient.
There are other reasons for not accepting the reprisal explanaWhen Hitler vowed hundre-dfold vengeauce at the

tion as adequate.

he was doing CXactly what the Nazis had

Sportspalast on September 4,
bEen planning all along:

When the time can.e for terror attacks,

they would label such attacks "reprisals."

That the British had

given Hitler the semblance of an excuse by bombing Berlin was purely
fortuitous; if

they had not,

he would have invented an act for which

The Germans had done this before,

to exact a reprisal.

case of the so-called "Freiburg Massacre."
the offensive in
say,

the West,

intentionally

as in the

On the opening day of

the Luftwaffe had accidentally --

some

-- bombed the German city of Freiburg and caused

civilian casualties.

For years thereafter,

the Goebbels propaganda

machine used this incident to blame the British for having initiated
indiscriminate air warfare with their Kindermord in Freibur2
Freiburg").
("children's massacre in
To label the assault on London a reprisal for the raids on
Berlin was a distortion in another sense as well,
themselves been in
on August 24.

for the raids had

retaliation for the accidental bombing of London

(This last fact may explain the conspiracy of silence

See above, p. 102.
The incident is recounted by Telford Taylor
(pp. 114-118),
who quotes the British military historian Major General J. F. C.
doubt that
Fuller as saying as late as 1949: "There can be little
the bombing of Freiburg and the subsequent attacks on German cities
Unfortunately,
into his assault on Britain."
pushed him Ltitlerj
this is not the only occasion when Western apologists for the
See also
German side have swallowed the Goebbels propaganda.
Appendix A, below.
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One way out of this dile'm:ma would have been

the SEA LION dilemmwa.

to find a quick means of defeating Biitoain or of brcaking her motale
so that
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another

solution,
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the new operation.
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the fat-I of'- 19)0, as he had once pla'nne.

thet pos:,ibility suled out,
London.

But. thek 0 web

Yi U't.h

ideal solution was the a.;.sult onr

woould rid him of SEA LION either by burying the incubus

It

the ruins of the city or even perhaps by removing the need for an

inva:iion

altogether.

Cb•ring
siutimasses

may have

)ainst

suOLceeded

in

convincing

the FOhrer

the RAF had broughL Britain so close to defeat

that rh,. assault on London would force her to give up.
Hitls

that his

Al though

by then probably had his reservations about GOdring's victory
and although,

,laims,

as we know,

he had always been skeptical about

the military value of terror attacks,
tried on

they had never before been

the scale he was now contemplating.

See above,

pp.

90ff.

And il

the military
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effect of the blow were to fall below expectations,

whtkh would reinforce the pressures exerted

psychologihal impact,

on the British by the inva.3iou threat.
co:ipletc

When that happened,

formiaity
island,

The combined effect 0M.ght
and riest~roy Britain's will

the demoralization of the peo1 ie

to fight.

there was the

Hitler could stage the invasion as a

viablijng him to administer the Todesstoss and occupy the

after wl-ich

the Gestapo jackals would be let loose to -,,rk

on the re.mains.
But the beauty of the plan,

and what must hove been the clinch-

ing argument for Hitler, was that it
even if

would get him out of his dilenrma

tht assault did tiot afcomplish what Gbiing had promised.

The destruction of a great city like London wuuld be a spectacular
act that would draw the attention of thU wolld away fiom SEA LION
and serve as an. adeqxiate r--bstitute for an invasiori evLn if
failed to bilg i
of

victory.

l1itler's reaso.uingF

his mind.
SepCember

tt

This is not a speculative rerconstiuction

for oice there is evidence for w:-at was in

In Admiral Raedeis riotes oa

0ic Flhrer Conference of

14 the following passage occurs:

If one is to %voi-i a loss rf prestigc, SEA L1O'1 must be
cancelled only at the moment. of maximua suc,:eis in the
air, giving a• reason t-hht SEA LION is no longer necessary.
The Ftlhrer agrees, but will make his decision on September 17
with the tentative date agein September 27,*
This is not to suggest that the decision to attack London was
based on a single reason, compcl'.ing as it

may have been.

Hitler's

desive to punish Britain was undoubtedly an additional motive.

Ev:n

the hope that the destruction of London might cause Britain to give
up may have been a factor in Hitler's thinking,

although his views

on strategic bombing are likely to have made him somewhat skeptical
on this score.

Majcr decisions are usually based on a mixture of

For an account of the Gestapo plans for the occupation of
Britain, see Peter Fleming, Operation Sea Lion, Simon A Schuster,
New York, 1957, Chap. 18; also Wheatley, pp. 122-124.
Naval Operations Office (Seekrlegsleitung):
Record of
Conferences of the Commander-in-Chief with the FUhrer, in
Dokument., pp. 263-264.

U

good and bad reasons,

emotion,

and wishful thinking,

truer of the Fthrer than of most nctional leaders.
point here is

and this was
The important

that among all the possible motives for the drecision

to bomb London there was one so compelling that it
been sufficient:

alone would have

the fact that the assault on London would solve

the urgent problem of SEA LION regardless of what else it
achieve.

It might not bring victory,

might

and it might turn out to be

a costly and wasteful use of the Luftwaffe,

but it would be a

spectacular military operation in the eyes of the whole world and
thereby alone fulfill Hitler's purpose.

That it

would bring great

suffering upon innocent civilians and destroy a storied old city
apparently did not concern the Ffhrer and his Nazi

leaders and

probably did not even occur to them.
If
it

the assault on London was the solution to Hitler's problems,

also rescued his Army and Navy commanders --

Halder,

and Raeder --

utmost apprehension.

from a fate they must have viewed with the
There is

them on this decision, nor is
of it

at the time.

von Brauchitsch,

no evidence that the Ffhrer consulted
there any record of what they thought

General Halder saw Hitler on August 31,

after the decision had been announced in OKW.
which he recorded far less important events,

Yet his Diary

the day
in

contains no reference

to the bombing of London uiltil September 14, when the subject was
discussed at a Fihrer Conference.

Admiral Raeder,

too,

spoke with

Hitler on September 6,

and again the record of this meeting metaionu

a variety of subjects,

including SEA LION,

but not the bombing of

London.
It

is clear from the diary entries of Halder and Raeder

the plans and preparations for SEA LION were still

that

the commanders'

major preoccupation at the time and that Hitler kept them up to the
mark by giving them the impression that he had warmed up to the
project and might actually go through with it.
they thought of this prospect,

In Dokumente,
See above,

pp.

pp.

261-263.

104-105.

it

Since we know what

is not difficult to imagine

r

their own situation as they saw it.

If

the invasion turned out to

be the disastrous failure they expected it

to be,

they would be held

responsible, and the fate that awaited them would make them wish
they had died in

the attempt.

Tl,eir plight must have beer

biought home to them on August 30,

when Hitler announced that he was giving Gbring a few more days to
finish the job --

presumably

the job of winning air superiority.

They knew that Glring was not anywhere as close to it

as he claimed.

The worst that could happen to them would be for the Luftwaffe to
continue its inconclusive battle with Fighter Comitiand until the
decision date of September 10 and to have Hitler declare, on the
strength of CGring's boast,

that air superiority had been won and

the prerequisites for the invasion had thus been meti as the Army
and Navy leaders knew,
available.
if

they could not have been met in

the time

Nor had Cbring any intention of meeting them,

for even

the checkmating of Fighter Command could have been achieved,

they involved a great deal more than that.

And Gdring himself

freely admitted that he was not about to carry out the tasks assigned
to the Luftwaffe in the invasion plans.
on September 5 it

In an OKW staff conference

was reported that "the Reich Marshal is not

interested in the preparations

for Operation Sea Lion as he does

not believe that the operation will ever take place."
We may not know what the Army and Navy top leaders privatel>
thought of the assault on London,
staffs,

but we know that it

alarmed their

to whom the invasion project was real and who may have been

less hopeful

than their superiors that the project would be canceled

at the last moment.

Their concern over the diversion of the Luft-

waffe from the tasks assigned

to it

in

the invasion plans was noted

in the Naval War Diary on September 10:
...

the indispensable prerequisite

for the undertaking

(Sea Lion).. .has not been achieved, namely clear air
command over the Channel...the shooting up of Boulogne
of yesterday and today by destroyers shows the enemy
Wheatley,

p.

60.
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is testing our defensive powers.
Planned preparations
for SEA-LION would require the Luftwaffe now to concentrate
less on London but more on Portsmouth and Dover and the
(British) fleet
forces....
However SKL ZNaval Operations
Office/ does not hold it proper to come forward with such
requirement to the Luftwaffe or to the FUhrer now since
he regards the great assault on London as possibly decisive
for the war and Lfeels/ that the systematic and prolonged
bombing of London can provoke an enemy attitude which
might make SEA LION altogether unnecessory .... *
The diary entry two days later did not mince wordst
The air war is being conducted as an "absolute air war",
without regard to the present requirements of the naval
war, and outside the framework of operation "Sea Lion".
In its present form the air war cannot assist preparations
for "Sea Lion", which are predominantly in the hands of
the Navy.
In particular, one cannot discern any effort
on the part of the Luftwaffe to engage the units of the
British fleet, which are now able to operate almost unmolested in the Channel, and this will prove extremely
dangerous to the transportation.
Thus the main safeguard against British naval forces would have to be
minefields, which, as repeatedly explained to the
Supreme Command, cannot be regarded as reliable protection for shipping.
The fact remains that up to now the intensified air
war has not contributed towards the landing operation;
hence for operational and military reasons the execution
of the landing cannot yet be considered."
If

Admiral Raeder shared his staff's concern,

evidence of it

he gave little

at the FUhrer Conference of September 14,

after the diary entry Just quoted.

two days

On the contrary, he departed from

his usual practice of sticking to strictly naval matters and spoke
out in support of General Jeschonnek,
waffe,

the Chief of Staff of the Luft-

who had urged that the air attacks on Lcndon b,! intensified

and extended to residential areas.

Raeder's conduct on this

occasion may have been simply the mark of a lickspittle personality

Ansel, p. 252.
Shorter extracts from this entry are given
by Churchill (see below), and by Klee, Das Unternehmen "Seelwe",
p. 175.
*r

Churchill, Their Finest Hour,
Klee,

pp.

Das Unternehmen "Seelfwe",

328-329.
p.

203.
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that prompted him to say what he believed Hitler wanted to hear.
More

likely,

however,

Raeder and his colleagues in the Army actually

favored the diversion of the Luftwaffe to the attack on London.
they did, it

could defeat a resolute enemy by destroying his capital.
no faith in

If

was not because they shared GCring's belief that one

"absolute air war,"

for that matter.

as they called it,

They had

nor in GOring,

Unless their ideas about the military effective-

ness of terror attacks had changed drastically

in a single week,

they did not expect the air assault on London to cause Britain to
give up without an invasion.

Nor were they likely to believe that

it would so weaken Britain militarily as to make the invasion
possible.

Winat they may well

would make

the invasion impossible by demonstrating tlat fact to the

FUhrer.

have expected, however,

was that it

This would be their only salvation.

We must remember

that the Army and Navy commanders could never

be sure of Hitler's real

intentions and therefore lived in constant

dread of the possibility that he would order the invasion even in
the face of impossible odds.

The only thing they could be certain

of was that he would not undertake a iduding without ai,
as he had affirmed over and over.

superiority,

He might disregard Gdring's

failure to accomplish other preinvasion tasks assigned

to the Luft-

waffe,

If Goring

but not his failure to win control of the air.

wasted his bombs on London instead of keeping up the attack on
Fighter Corrimand's ground installations,

they knew,

he would have to

win air superiority the hard way by defeating the British fighters
in the air.

Even if he could do so (which the heavy Luftwaffe losses

may have caused them to doubt),

he was unlikely to succeed in the

time available and with enough of his forces intact to be able to
*

By comparison with Raeder's personality, as exhibited in his
words and actions, his two Army colleagues emerge almost as upstanding characters.
This is not saying too much.
Although they did not
descend to the level Rae'er did, a contemporary observer noted:
"Von Brauchitsch and Halder had lost all capacity of independent
thought or action. Mentally and hierarchically, they had become
mere understrappers to their Fflhrer."
Ulrich von Hassell, quoted
in Wheeler-Bennett, p. 512.

Thetefoir,

give adequate support to the landing itself.

th'

if

campaign against London Lould be stietchvd out a few days long(r,
the lsst decision date on SEA LION would be passed and Hitler would
be forced to cancel the project for that year.
If

thoughts must have occurred to them -September 13,
Hitler,

aud such

that was the way Army and Navy leaders reasoned --

it

By

they were proved right.

less than a week after the assault on London had begun,

seems,

but he

had privately decided to give up SEA MION.

kept up appearances for a few days longer in the forlorn hope that
the continued invasion threat combined with the destruction of London
might still

bring Britain around.

17,

On September

tively canceled the project for that year,

when he effec-

his excuse was the

weather that allegedly had prevented G5ring from finishing the job.
This may have been the outcome that Army and Navy leaders had counted
on,

though they would have attributed Gdring's failure not to the

weather but to his ineptitude.
The decision to attack London thus promised to solve not only
lMitlcr's p~oblem but that of his Army and Navy comnmanders
It

A-

well.

enabled the Ftlhrer to get out of SEA LION without loss of prestige

and to strike a punishing blow at Britain into the bargain.

It

relieved the fears of his senior commanders that they might have to
go through with a doomed project, which even Hitler would not risk
without the air superiority Gring was unlikely to win by bombing
London.

They all stood to gain by the decision,

whether Gdring

succeeded or failed, and perhaps even more if he failed.
alone would be the big loser if

Gbring

his gamble failed; but he was too

sure of success to worry about this risk.
Once we recognize the problems that would be solved for the
Nazi leaders by the assault on London,
to why it was undertaken.

there can be few doubts as

Yet some of the postwar literature,

especially by German authors,

has raised just such doubts by ad-

vancing ingenious and fanciful explanationst

Hillgruber, p.
See above, p.

176.
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to drop parachute mines at night.
their use removed
at

military

the last

objectives.

pretense

Since these could not be aimed,
that the Germans were striking

Churchill writes:

About the same time the enemy began to drop by
partchute numbers of naval mines of a weight and explosive
power never carried by aircraft
before.
Many formidabIL:
explosions took place.
To this there was no defence
except reprisal.
The abandonment by the Germans of all
pretence of confining the air war to military objectives
had also raised this question of retaliation.
I was tor
but I encountered many conscientious scruples.*
it,
The Prime Minister made numerous attempts
advisers around

to his views.

for the Chiefs of Staff in

On September

which be

chute mines with the proposal

to biing his military

19 he wrote

a memorandum

linked the German use of para-

he had received

from Sir Charles

Portal.
i.
It was not solely on moral grounds that we decided
against retaliation upon Germany.
It pays us better to
concentrate upon limited high-class military objectives.
Moreover, in the indiscriminate warfare the enemy's lack
of skill
in navigation, etc., does not tell
against him
so much.
2.

However,

the dropping of large mines by parachute

proclaims the enemy's entire abandonment of all pretence
of aiming at military objectives.
At five thousand feet
he cannot have the slightest
idea what he is going to hit.
This, therefore, proves the "act-of-terror" intention
against the civil
population.
We must consider whether
his morale would stand up Lo Lhis as well as ours.
llcrc
is a simple war thought.
3.
My inclination is to say that we will drop a heavy
parachute mine on German cities
for everyone he drops
on ours; and it might be an intriguing idea to mention a
list
of cities
that would be blacklisted for this purpose.
I do not think Lhey would like it,
and there is no reason
why they should not have a period of suspense.

5.
1 wish to know by Saturday night what is the worst
form of proportionate tetaliation, i.e.,
equal retaliation, that we can inflict
upon ordinary German cities
for what they are now doing to us by means of the parachute mine....

Churchill,

Their Finest Hour,

p.

363.
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It

seems that even Mr.

Churchill's fabled powers of persuasion

proved unequal to the task:
for retaliation,

"A month later,

I was still

but one objection after another,

pressing

moral and techni-

cal, obstructed it."
The Prime Minister's desire to strike back at Germany reflected
the prevailing sentiment of the British people.
other reasons as well why Churchill deemed it

But there were

imperative to take

some offensive action against the enemy at this stage of the war.
Britain's forces had been driven from the Continent,
her a:ly,

her capital was uudr'r devastating attack,

itself was threatened with invasion.

she had lost
arid the island

Throughout the world,

was in danger of being written off as a lost cause.
had to be shown that she would stay her course,
reverses she had suffered.

Britain

The doubters

despite all t0e

They had to be convinced that the

appeasement spirit of the Chamberlain period was dead,

that Britain

would make no deals with the dictator and would fight on alone,
necessary,

"until, in God's good time,

power and might,

the New World,

if

with all its

steps forth to the rescue and the liberation of

the Old."
It

wds especially important that the American public be con-

vinced of the British resolution to continue the war.

Britain was

in desperate need of war materials from the United States.

Presi-

dent Roosevelt was doing all he could to maintain the flow of
wcapons and supplies

to BriLain,

but he was faced by a growing

demand that they be retained at home foc America's own rearmament
program.
showed

The President's hand would be strengthened if

the British

through aggressive conduct of the war that they were making

good use of the matdriel supplied by the United States to fight the
common foe.
Direct action against the German homeland was needed also to
impress upon the German people that the war was nut yet over for

Ibid.,
Ibid.,

pp.
p.

364-365.
1X8.
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them,

that it

would be fought on their own soil,

and thaL it

would

subject them to hardships and suffering that they may have hoped to
escape by virtue of their early triumphs.
important objective,
as it

turned out --

Hitler's yoke,
revolt if

This was considered an

for the British Government believed -- wrongly,
that the Ge.man people were restive under

and that the restiveness might be turned into active

they could be shown what their rulers had let them in for.

For all these reasons it

was important for Britain to seize the

initiative by striking at Germany proper.

Bomber Command was the

only force available at the time that could be employed in direct
military action against the German homeland.
imminent,

even that force had to be used defensively,

enemy's preparations
however,

While invasion seemed

for SEA LION.

to disrupt the

Toward the end of September,

when the invasion danger had passed or greatly lessened

and when the clamor for retaliation against Germany was loudest

---

Bomber Command was once again available for use in an offensive role.
The temptation was great to use it

for attacks on German cities

in retaliation for what the Luftwaffe was doing to London and other
British cities.

But the war was at too critical a stage,

Command too precious a resource,
emotion.

As Mr.

to allow its

Churchill had said earlier,

and Bomber

use to be governed by
before he himself had

yielded to emotion,

"The Navy can lose us the war,

Force can uin it."

Bomber Commnand might not win thc war,

but only the Air
but it

had

to be employed in consonance with a larger strategic plan for the
conduct of the war.

What plans

air offensive against Germany

there were all envisaged a strategic

that would constantly grow in volume

and effectiveness as new and better aircraft and more trained crews
became availabie.

This meant,

husband its resources,
expansion.

It

however,

that Bomber Command had to

which were essential for the contemplated

followed that air attacks on Germany could be carried

out only at night, since daytime bombing would lead to prohibitive
losses.

Moreover,

Bomber Command could not afford

efforts over a wide variety of tagets with little
any one.

It

to scatter its
or no effect on

had to concentrate on the most valuable target system,
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preferably one small enough

to be destroyed or seriously damaged

with the small force available for such attacks.
The target system that had always been the first choice of
it

British air platners because

was regarded by the Ministry of

It

was German oil production.

seemed to meet these specifications

Lord

Economic Warfare as the Achilles heel of the German economy.
*

Hankey

and other influential civilians believed that destruction of

the seventeen synthetic oil plants could cripple the German war
machine,

and had urged the British Government to concentrate all

its efforts against this target system.
There was general agreement that,

the strategic air offen-

if

oil would be the logical

sive were to be aimed at the German economy,
target.

The disagreement was over whether it

economy or at civilian morale.

should be aimed at the

This had already been an issue in

the Trenchard debate of the twenties.

It

had never been resolved,

since there was no basis for assessing the relative importance of
The earlier debate had been becLouded by emotion

the two objectives.

on one side of the argument,
moral principle objected

on the part of those who as a matter of
In the autumn

to making war on civilians.

for as well

of 1940 there was emotion on both sides of the argument,
as against city bombing.

Military men in Britain still

abhorred

this form of warfare and shrank from the idea of matching the enemy's
brutalities.

But they would not have been human if

they could have

witnessed the Lcnrclcss destruction of London night after night
without a desire to pay the Germans back in kind.
Few British leaders were as honest with themselves as Mr.
Churchill,

who frankly admitted that he was out for revenge; most of

them found it

easier to defend their preference on logical grounds.

Those who were for outright city bombing --

at that time,

a minority

believed that civilian morale in Germany was already shaky,
was the most vulnerable point of the entire Nazi edifice,

that it

and that

Then Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster and Chairman
of
the Committee on German Oil.
See above,

pp.

10-15.

--
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it

was

likely to collapse

solid evidence

to support

1he majority,

under

who opposed making war on civilians,
their moral

retaliation

by recokAYieniding,

or economic

objectives

There was no, rcason
it

would

to

their provided

they were

of

But the

ii

itself.
ht or

and

there

proponents of this solu-

civilian

casualties,

a by-product of

or actually

the bombing and not

main objective.
This argument with all

tic

city

that this could be done at

the inevitable

for

be directed at military

a city without bombing of the

the contrary.

turn

scruples with a desire

that air attacks

to believe

tion either minimized

its

in

in

keep dowa the number of civilian casualties,

was much evidence

welcomed

There was no

these beliefs.

found a way of reconciling

that

strategic bombing.

its

flavor was not confined
the disagreement

objectives

o)f

between

the strategic

self-deception

to ignorant laymen.

and curiously
It

foroed

scholas-

the basis

the Air Staff and Bomber Command over

the

air offensive:

Though the limitations iL. the accuracy of night bombing
were still
far from fully realised, it was obvious that
the Germans, even if
they wished to, could not execute
an attack on Battersea power station without endangering
numbers of civilians living in the area.
Equally it was
impossible for Bomber Corinand to attack the marshalling
yards at Hamre without running the same risk.
If there
was to be any strategic bombing at all, civilians would
be killed; hospitals, churches and cultural monuments
would be hit.
The Air Staff, as represented by its
Vice-uhief, Sir Richard Peirse, btliuved that what wos
inevitable was also desirable only in so far as it
remained a by-product of the primary intention to hit
a military target in the sense of a power station, a
marshalling yard or an oil plant.
Bomber Comrnand, as
represented by its
Commander-in-Chief,
Sir Charles Portal,
now /September 1940/ believed that this by-product should
become an end-product.
lie believed that this course had
been justified
by previous German action and that it would
be Justified as a strategy in the outcome.*
*r

Air Offensive,

Vol.

1, p.

154.

A few weeks after the time
to which this passage refers, Sir Charles Portal became Chief of the
Air Staff, and Sir Richard Peirse took his pla(e as Cotruiiander-inChief, Bomber Command.
After the switch each man began to swing
around toward the views he had opposed in his former capacity.
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When the next official bomber directive was written,
1940,

it

turned out, not surprisingly,

the two conflicting views.
solutions,

it

to be a compromise between

As is often the case with compromised

was phrased in vague language that permitted conflict-

ing interpretations.

Both oil and civilian morale were to be the

primary target systems.

The oil targets were to have priority "when

favourable conditions obtain."
should be made on objectives
dustry,

in October

At other times "concentrated

attacks

in large towns and centres of in-

with the primary aim of causing very heavy mnterial destruc-

tion which will demonstrate

to the enemy the p,

-

and severity of

air bombardment ankd the hardship and dislocation which will result
from it."

Berlin was to be the first choice whenever deep penetra-

tions were practicable;

otherwise attacks were to be directed

against cities in central and western Germany.

Regarding these

attacks,

It

the directive was unusually specific:

instructed Bomber

Command to employ a high proportion of incendiaries and to "focus
their attacks to a large extent on the fires with a view to preventing the fire fighting services from dealing with thcm and giving

the

fires every opportunity to spread."
The directive

thus contained something to please each side.

The order to attack specific objectives in the cities, unrealistic
though it was,
civilians.

served to allay moral scruples against making war on

Those who did not have such scruples, or were more

interested in getting back at the Germans,

could find satisfaction

in the detailed instructions on how to raise fires in German cities.
If

the Air Staff was still

reluctant to come out openly ittfavor of

attacking civilians, at least it

was willing to adopt the German

tactics that had proved so successful
cities.

in killing civilians in British

According to Webster and Frankland,

Thus, the fiction that the bombers were attacking
"military objectives" in the towns was officially
The directive is reproduced in Air Offensive,

Vol.

4,

App.

8

(xi).
The draft version had specified "military" objectives, but
the word "military" was crossed out, and did not appear in the final
version. Air Offensive, Vol. 1, p. 156.
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abanidoned.
This was the technique which was to become
known as area bombing.*
This interpretation

is in error on an important point.

The

bombing directive of October 1940 did outline a procedure which,
effect,

amounted to area bombing.

But the tiction that the purpose

of the attacks was to hit specific objectives in
abandoned,

officially or otherwise,

the cities was not

until much later.

bombing directives continued to specify factories,
marshaling yards, and uther

industrial objcctivce:

hit in the attacks on cities,

in

Subsequent

oil plants,
that "',c

tu be

and the cities themselves were chosen

on the ground that they contained such targets.

The official

communiquLs reported bombing results in terms of the specific objectives allegedly destroyed or damaged.
in

Civilian damage inflicted

the course of these attacks continued to be regarded as an inci-

dental,

though not

inwelcome,

by-product of the bombing.

the rationale behiad the bombing offensive was still
fiction

that it

city at night,

In short,

based on the

was possible to single out specific objectives in a
and th&t there was a difference between inflicting

civilian casualties as a by-product and doing so as the end-product
of strategic bombing.
Though the fiction became more and more transparent as time
went on,

it was maintained at least until the spring of 1942,

year-and-a-half later, when the "Thousand Bomber"
Coiogne *rji

a

raids against

oLher Geturmai cities m--iade
it clear that the by -product

had become the end-product.

How could the fiction have been kept

alive for so long?
One important factor, which will be discussed presently, was
that the British leaders simply did not know what the bombers were
actually accomplishing and that they believed the exaggerated reports
brought back by the pilots.

But this was not the only reason.

wanted

to believe that it

night,

because the only alternative was area bombing, which many

was possible to hit precision targets at

found morally reprehensible.

Ibid.,

p.

157.

They

Their "conscientious scruples" were
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to the

siicere;i else they would not havv devoted time and atItention
:•or.1

aspects .oL st0lat'glt

bombing at a tihneC of glrat'sL prii1, whii
They were reluctantt

they wl, ru hard-pressed on every side.

not ions of dec ent y to the demands of Ii gh tLing a dii r ty

ord itea Le thc iI
war.

It wa-

t!-is moi•a

dililC

ila that. encouraged

ing and caused thcm to cling
dutuive not cethers but

OLtober 1940 --

lets dishonoiable
it

It

reflected

as though,

if

in

because it

th

was

a practice

a year-and-a-italf.

and

it

the physical

had been chosen as
(inaltiv

ere

irrl_-evaknt

later

in

it

is

to find and hit

not

if

into

the preferred

th,

:pling ,f

19.?.

dtveloping over

not moral
donr"

scn timnts
as

thu

the Chiefs of

lengthy dubatcb over

of diff.r,nt

the

targct systems,

Rv::htr Co,;u;.and could not
As Sir Charles Portal
the oil

,.arets,

point of view

tactically attainable."

than isolated oil

cam;ec

that kauld be

Tile Cabinet,

connect ion with

suitable object from tht- economic

pursuing it

in

that laid already buen

targets they had sclected.

was to point out
most

"1,.de,

offensive developed.

r c-mclusion•i

ttalisiLion

governed what was actually

objectives,

the

would be

it

the t:cnital

of bombiing

the Air Staff could engage in

find or hit

kind of

Bober Corifand drifted

strategic value or moial acceptability
but theit

to rake

Opct.at onal considerations,

strategic bombing
Staff,

Lu ti,!iL dirty,

the only kind

i,,i~e Wat

t

meiely ratified

or strategic

them to the

the bombing direr tLive of

vol ition.

done at night and n•ot because

it

i-d

for British leaders

naturally and almost withou

"i•hu

a1sO

compelled

transition to unrestrained warfac,

strategy.

think-

to do so inefficiently.

was difficult

area bombing

theii wishiful

to a fiction that they inaintained to

thcmselves.

halfhear ted compromises

If

to sub-

is

"...the
not worth

Cities were easier

plants.

To appreciate what could and rould not be accmnp Ii shed at the
time,

we must keep

puny

force compared

was severely
craft,

it

in mind

that the Bomber Coruiav.d of

to what

limited in

Vol.

was to become

later in

the quality and quantity of

lacked electronic

Air Offensive,

it

1,

cquipment

p.

168.

1940 was a
the war.

It

crews and air-

for night navigation

and
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bombing,

and it

had yet to develop

foI these deficieuies.
for these operational

The bombing directives had to make allowaie

difficulties by granting Bomber Command dis-

cietion to attaik alternate
pretision

the tacttics that would compensate

targets when bombing of the primary

targets was precluded by tactical

this was much of the time,

the alternate targets

described as "industtial areas" --

SIlue

LUnsidelatiu,.

often became

--

euphemistically

the primary

targets.

One of the Joint authors of the British History of the bombing
offensive,

Dr.

Noble Frankland,

stated the case succinctly in his

Lr Ps Knowles LeLtures of 19631
It therefore becomes clear that the decision to
confine Bomber Command mainly t.o night actioo, which was
taken in April 1940, resulted inevitably in a policy of
attack upon whole German towns, the polity of area
bombing.
All the arguments based on strategic and
economic reasons which have gone on since and,
surprisingly, still
go on, about the alternatives of
this ox that kind of attack are wholly groundloss for
operational reasonsi alone.
The alLCtnnative to area
bombing was either no strategic bombing or daylight
bombing.
In the circumstances of the time, the idea
of abandoning strategic bombing was scarcely a
practicable proposition though there were those who
presently claimed that it might have been.*
The fact that it

was not a policy decision but operational

reasons that caused Britain to drift into a form of warfare which
many of her i aders considered morally repugnant and strategically
worthless has far-reaching

Implications.

The events surrounding the

gradual transition toward unrestrained war have so far been discussed here as if

they had been the result of strategic

decisions made by the two sides.
the war unfolded,

and policy

This is an oversimplification.

As

the decisionmakers became as much the prisoners

as they were directors of the forces they had unleashed.

On the

German side this was certainly the case from the time that the air
attack against Britain was launched.
when Britain,

in turn,

Frankland,

On the British side,

it

began

carried the air war into Germany.

The Bombing Offensive Against Germanyf,

pp.

61-62.
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The evolution of the strategic
was shaped by operational

a&i offensive agalust Germany

considerations which often vitiated tile

straLegiL decisions that were supposed
dragped on,
soi.le of
signed

decisionmakers may have

their decisions

s%'used

seemed almost

to ratify a course of action

by operational
shaped

necessity.

the ends,

Slntf

to govcru

it.

their

AZ

Imp-, teni

to be a mcte

the war
e,

for

formality,

dc-

that had been for(ed upon

it

was so often

we must now conider

some of

with which Bomber Command was cmnfroutced

the nians

them

that

the operational problems

• the ait offensive Against

Germany.

Bombin& in the Dark
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target systems
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infoinmation,

really knew what air power could actualiy accomplish or
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suitable
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All
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in daylight bombing under

peaoe tile

condi-

ideal conditions,

whereas now

the RAF was engagid

in

combat coniditions.

That this would make a vast difference

night bombing ovei

had

expeiience

unknown terrain under
in

the

navigating accuracy and bombing error of thle crews was slow to be
appreciated.

In

still

that on dark nights

unaware

even a
away

the early part of 3941, r,,ost RAF planners were
the -rews often cvuld not find

large city and would drop their bombs in

open country,

miles

from their target.
The troubles

that

the Luftwaffe was

iaving in

trying to hit

British targets at night should have served as a salutary check on
excessive optimism as
bombing.

But with a

accept at face value
claimed

to what could be accomplished
few exceptions,
the pilots'

to have inflicted on

report of an attack on Berlin
allegedly

identified and hit

the Air Staff was content to

glowing

their

with nighttime

reports of the damage

targets,

in October

According to a
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been left in flames.

The Cornander-in-Chief,

Bomber Cormnand,

con-

gratulated all concerned on the "successful operations."
But this was December 1940,

and now at last a means foi making

an independent check of the results was available.

A Spitfire air-

craft of the newly formed Photographic Reconnaissance Unit obtained
a daylight p

_-graph of Mannheim.

damage had been done

to the city,

It

showed that,

although some

the attack had been widely dis-

persed and many bcmbs had fallen outside the target area.
chief of Bomber Command himself had to admit,

As the

the attack had "failed

in its primary object."
This was a sobering lesson.

It

provided "the first of any real

evidence we have had as to the general standard of bombing accuracy
which characterises our present night operations."
difficult

to hit the center of a city in

If

it was so

full moonlight,

the bomnber crews hit an isolated oil plant,

how could

a much smaller target

and more difficult to find in the first place?
Since Cerman oil production was the target system favored by
the Air Staff and by many

influential civilians,

dence should have given the planners pause.
doubts in

did in fact raise

the minds of a few experienced RAF officers,

enough to dispel
ness.

It

the Mannheim evi-

the deep-seated

but not

illusions about bombing effective-

More evidence was provided on December 28,

when the strike

photographs obtained on two large attacks against synthetic oil
plants at Gelsenkirchen showed that neither of the two plants had
suffered major damage,

although

the crews,

as usual, had reported

excellent results.
Nevertheless,

the German oil plants continued to be regarded

as the most suitable

target system.

In

its Fifth Report to the War

Cabinet on the German oil situaLion, the Lloyd Committee had made a
'conservative" estimate that so far the British bombing offensive
had already achieved a 15 percent reduction in the German output of

Ibid.,

p.

227.
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synthetic oil.

Largely on the strength of this report,

of Staff recommnended in January 1941

the Chiefs

that the attacks on oil should

be continued as a matter of first priority,

because "the destruction

of Germany's synthetic oil plants will reduce Germany to such a
shortage of oil within the next si>. months that there will be widespread effects on German industry and communications."

The Chiefs

of Staff made this recommendation in spite of the evidence provided
by the Mannheim and Gelsenkirchen photographs.
difficult to explain is

What is even more

that Sir Charles Portal could still

assure

the Prime Minister that the Air Staff's estimate of the number of
sorties required to destroy the synthetic oil plants was based on
"actual experience of night operations."
Mr.

Churchill was skeptical of the oil plan.

appreciated

lie may not have

the significance of the new photographic evidence any

better tnan his military advisers did,

but he had an instinctive

distrust of "cut-and-dried" solutions for winning the war.
he was

still

trying --

so far without success --

Also,

to get the Cabinet

to adopt a more ruthless policy of bombing German cities in retaliation for the Luftwaffe attacks on Britain.

The' Cabinet,

however,

approved the oil plan which the Chiefs of Staff had recommended.
An unusually explicit directive for its implementation was issued
to Bomber Conmnand on January 15,

1941.

Sir Richard Peirse was to

consider destruction of the synthetic oil plants as his "sole prim.Lry
aim."

Other

ýargets were to be attacked only when "tactical

or

weather conditions" precluded strikes against the oil plants.
As it

turned out,

the weather was so bad during the two months

the directive was in force that only relatively few sorties could be

This interagency comrnittee headed by Mr. Geoffrey Lloyd had
been set up especially to advise Lord Hankey's Cabinet Cormnittee
and the Joint Intelligence Committee on the status of German oil
supplies.
Air Offensive, Vol.

4,

App.

9.

bid., Vol. 1, p. 163.
Ibid., Vol. 4, App. 8 (xiii).
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The results were negligible.

flown against the oil targets.
spring,

By

even such a staunch proponent of the oil plan as Sir Charles

Portal had lost his enthusiasm for it.
This was not the reason,

why the oil directive was

The Battle of the Atlantic was then at a

canceled in March 1941.
crucial stage,

however,

and Bomber Command was needed to assist the hard-

pressed Admiralty.

A new directive ordered Bomber Command to devote

its major effort in the next four months to helping to combat the
German naval and air forces that were threatening
lifeline to the West.

to cut Britain's

The Air Staff was unhappy about this latest

diversion from the strategic bombing offensive.
come at an opportune time,

"for if

But it

Bomber Command had,

been left free to carry out the oil plan it

may have
at this stage,

would probably have done

a great deal more damage to its prestige than to its targets."
Even without wasting itself on the difficulb.

oil targets,

Bomber Command did not succeed in arresting the decline in its
Its contribution to the Battle of the Atlantic consisted

prestige.

to a large extent of attacks on coastal cities containing German
naval installations and factories connected with the production of
long-range aircraft -been attacked if

much the same kind of targets that might have
che Atlantic directive had never been

the Battle of

Bomber Comnmand had little

issued.

more success in destroying

specific objectives in these cities than it
Churchill,

occasions.

had had on previous

the "former NLval Person," wab paftiLularly

incensed that the bombers were unable to sink the German battle
cruisers GNEISENAU and SCHARNIIORST,

which were holed up in French

Atlantic ports and by their mere presence immobilized i;sizable
portion of the British fleet.

Much of the criticism that was being

leveled at Bomber Command was undoubtedly unjust, but it
reflected

may have

the disappointment of British leaders as the limitations

of the weapon for which they had held such high hopes gradually were
revealed to them.

Ibid.,

Vol.

1, pp.

165-166.
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By
hit

the spring of 1941

its

the Photographic

Reconnaissance

Unit had

stride and was providing more and more evidence of a kind

that could not be disregarded.

Responsible officers were now less

inclined

to rely on crew reports or on

received

from within Germany,

and

the dubious intelligence

instead

to see what was really happening.

turned

They found

to

the photographs

that even under

fect moonlight conditions bombing accuracy was nowhere near
30U-yard aiming error

they had been assuming.

attack on the Focke-Wulf aircraft
the photographs showed

factory

the

After a bombing

in

Bremen,

in March

that only one-third of the bombs had

within 600 yards of the target and fewer than
factory.

per-

1941,

fallen

10 percent had hit

the

The attack was carried out on a brightly moonlit night,

and the-e was no problem of navigation,

as the factory was near the

coast.
On dark nights,

and in

tion was so difficult

against inland targets,

crews who had relied blindly on meteorological

wind forecasts were
In

shown to have made navigation errois of as much

the absence of electronic

which were not to become available until
many more occasions when crews had
no photographs were

1942,

some quarters,

Peirse was still

there were undoubtedly

similarly missed their

feasible persisted,

through a good part of

hopeful

that the bombing offensive

But,

gradually,

of precision bombing began to make concessions

their

situated in

large towns,

targets would not be wasted

an effect on civilian morale.

Ibid.,

p.

but

246.

at

the

Sir Richard
against the oil

and some of the commanders of his opera-

tional groups agreed with him.

missed

the year 1941,

to the contrary notwithstanding.

targets could be resumed,

ing objectives

target,

and they rarely dic a clean death.

The fiction that night precision bombing was

gathecing evidence

aids to navigation,

there to prove it.

Cherished idcas dic hard,

least in

naviga-

that the bombing error often became irrelevant.

On some occasions,

as 100 miles.

attacks

so that

even

the advocates

to reality by selectthe bombs

that

but would at least produce

Inflicting civilian damage

thus came
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to be move widely accepted as a desirable objective in itself,
'shether

as the "by-product" or as the "end-product" of strategic

bombing.
In the early summer of 1941 Bomber Command was released from
its commitment to the Battle of the Atlantic.
bombing offensive to be resumed,

As this permitted the

a new survey of the military situa-

tion was made with a view to defining the strategy that the offensive
was to serve.

The Air Staff was not yet ready to accept area bombing

as an avowed policy,

but had begun to think about a target system

that would be easier

to attack than oil and would show better re-

sults for the effort expended on it.
for targets in populated areas,

Specifically,

it

was looking

where bombing would produce a "bonus

effect" on civilian morale.
The target system that seemed to fi
more realistic attitude of the Air Staf
Marshaling yards were large targets,

in best with the new and
was German transportation.

reosonably easy to find,

usually located in populated ind":trial areas.

and

They had often served

as alternate targets when crews could not reach their primary target.
Transportation was favored as a tarpet system on strategic
grounds as well.

The Chiefs of Staff had considered it

as a possiblc

alternative to the oil plan in their January Report on Air Bombardment Policy, but at that time had recommended against it
cal reasons.
the heavy,

for practi-

They felt that Bomber Command wouid not be capable of
sustained effort required to produce a decisive effect

on such a large target system.

In their view,

the attack on trans-

portation should be left to a later stage, when more and better
aircraft were available for the job.
The strategic reasons in favor of attacking German transport
had become more compelling by early summer, when the bombing policy
was under review.

The German armies were on the march again all

over Southern and Eastern Europe as well as in Africa.

In February

1941 the German Africa Corps had embarked for Libya, where the
Italian armies were hopelessly bogged down.

In April Hitler rounded

out his conquest of the Balkans by moving against Greece and Yugoslavia.

And in June he finally launched the blow that was to clinch
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his mastery of the world:

the attack on the Soviet Union.

British

planners reasoned that the German transport system would be strained
to the utmost in trying

to supply the armies that were heavily en-

gaged on such widely dispersed fronts,

and that it might even sur-

pass oil as "one of the weakest links in

the German economic chain."

The objection that German transport was too large a target
system to be effectively interdicted was still
strength of Bomber Command --

valid.

The numerical

an average of 500 operational air-

craft -- had not changed since January,

although some of the new

four-engine Stirlings and Halifaxes were beginning to replace the
older aircraft in

the inventory.

But the Air Staff argued that it

was not necessary to attack the entire German transport system.
They believed that the system could be crippled if
its links with the essential Ruhr area.

one destroyed

The effect would be similar

to cutting Britain's lifeline to the West across the Atlantic.
Bomber Command thereupon prepared another of its detailed estimates,

based on hopeful assumptions about weather and bombing

accuracy,
of time it

in which it
would

specified the number of sorties and the length

take to "destroy" the transport targets in

the Ruhr.

The proposal Iound no more favor with the skeptical Prime Minister
than had the estimates prepared earlier in connection with the oil
plan.

Apart from the doubtful validity of the

figures, Mr.

Churchill

regarded concentration on any single target system as "a very bleak
and restricted policy" --

another of the "cut-and-dried" solutions

he always mistrusted.
Another target system, which competed with transport for
serious consideration as a primary objective for the bombing offensive,

was civilian morale.

The idea of attacking civilian morale

by hitting cities pleased the British public and was favored by
leaders who had become disenchanted with the results of precision
bombing.

Also,

Ge~man civilian morale was being pictured as an

extremely vulnerable objective in the stream of reports coming from

Ibid.,

p.

171.
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inside Germany and in
the West.

in

experts

and

tottering,

and self-appointed

from real

German morale was

to these sources,

According

by the war effort,

the people of Germany were exhausted
and

of British bombing,

terrified

received

the advice

to revolt against their

ready

leaders.
British personages who urged an all-out

the influential

Among

attack on German morale was Sir Robert Vansittart,

whose recommendaand

tion was backed up by a memorandum from another "German expert,"
Lord Trenchard,

to get a respectful

who did not need any backing

hearing.
on bombing policy were put in

reconmiendations

Lord Trenchard's

the form of a memorandum to

the Prime M4inister,

circulated

to the Chiefs of Staff for comment.

a critical

moment,

in

Ma'

1941,

when

bombing policy.

It

pointed out that if
would have

it

effective

the

that had so far been

them at

reached

It

searching for a more

The memorandum proposed essentially

that Trenchard

same bombing strategy

the latter

they had become disillusioned

with the results of precision bombing and were
effective

which

had recommended

back in

strategic bombing offensive were

the

1928.
to be

to be pursued with a singleness of purpose

lacking.

The single purpose

should be to con-

centrate on civilian morale through persistent and daily attacks on
regardless

German cities,

should be accepted
tional aircraft

even if

per month.

an overriding priority

they amounted

selected

in Germany

for attack.

that would pevmit

the bombs were

likely

proper,
His

to 70 percent of

the opera-

Bomber Conrn-nd should b2 built up with

not in

it

to ma,-.tain a 400 or

Trenchard also urged

even 500 percent reserve of aircraft.
only towns

but

The losses might be high,

of losses.

the occupied countries,

reasoning was that,

would at least "kill,

damage,

frighten

Germany and the whole

100 per cent.

of

be

since 99 percent of

a military objective,

to miss hitting

that

they

or interfere with Germans
the bomber organisation

Among the unlikely sources who contributed to

in

is

this picture
President Roosevelt, whose knowledge of the German people was
acquired when he studied in Imperial Germany during his youth.

was
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doing useful work,

and not merely

I per tent.

that the policy he was recommendinig could
pursued and if

relentlessly

no

Lord Trenchard's

it."

*

ie warned

succeed only

if

it

were

bombers were diverted

long-ran6c

the single task of bomibing ebjectives

of

in German cities.

views differed only

degree and emphasis

in

the Ali

froum those that were com ing tf) be held wiLhin

Staff.

Sir
a pref-

Charles Portal and his senior officers had alrcady developed
for targets

erence

an "inc id ntal"

bomb misses would produce
The Chiefs of Staff
important and
but they had

agreed

that civilian morale was

They

priority Lord Trenchard was demianding.

other arms of
and Navy in

felt
would

thaL,

if

Lhe
depriving

result in

priority

the Army

Even the Chief of

the war effort.

that the absolute

should be postponed until

Conmand

stratei;ic attack,

needed for support of

the aircraft

their part of

Staff thought

it

taken literally,

the RAF of

for

thl most

the ovetriding
about giving Bomber Coii•au•,u

reservations

were

the inevitable

on civi lian morale.

cffC

the most vulnerable objective

Trenchard proposal

where

in populated areas,

located

from

the Air

for building up Bomber

the essential

requirement

for

other types of aircraft had been met.
The consensus of the Chiefs of Staff,
comment of the CIGS and subsequently
to the Prime Minister,

was

as expressed

incorporated

in a

in

the

formal

Minute

that

As a short-term policy, transportation should
primary target, with morale the secondary one.

be our

As a long-tprm nolcy, we should attack morale as an
primary tirgp.t as soon as our bomber force is large
enough to have decisive effect.**
This was
to

not quite what Lord Trenchard had

the military

leaders as a sensible

it

--

the rest of the war effort.

Air Offensive,

Vol.

that much more vulnerable

and make it

the planned all-out attack later on.

Ibid.

appealed

transport would help to whittle down German morale --

though without crippling
to

but it

solution that would achieve

something worthwhile without compromising
The attack on

suggested,

4, App.

10.

It

would be striking at a
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weak link in

the German

gradually built up

in

economy while allowing Bomber

an orderly

Commrand

to be

fashion and with the help of

the

United States.
Mr.

Churchill

reluctantly went along with the recommendation of

the Chiefs of Staff,

though he would have preferred

bombing policy that would peimit
to different

the attack to be switched

transport was

sent to Bomber fo-mmand on July 9,

new directive,

the German assault on Russia was already
influenced

the Prime Minister,

new and difficult

ally.

gain a breathing

space

The
for

Rhineland railway

in

1941.

a

By that time

full swing.

This may

to aid Britain's

disruption of German transport might

the hard-pressed

Russian armies.

to concentrate on

system, and appended a list

The

the Ruin-

of specific

to be attacked on moonlit nights.

new policy could

themselves.

incorporated in

who was anxious

directive instructed Bomber Command

that were

quickly

target systems as new oppo-tunities presented

The plan for the offensive against

have

a less rigid

targets

The intent behind the

not be mistaken:

5.
Most of the railway centres listed
in Appendix "A"
lie
in congested industrial areas and near concentrations
of workers' dwellings.
These objectives are therefore to
be considered as suitably located for obtaining incidental
effect on the morale of the industrial population.... *
On moonless nights,

the bombers were

centers,

such as Cologne,

targets,

the directive

notably Hamburg,
It

is

objective,

clear

Hanover,

execution.

The difference

Some RAY leaders

moonlit nights
be attained.

still

the accuracy needed
(In

area

practice,
in

Stuttgart.

whatever its

ostensible

from the unrestricted

lay more

in

concept

8 (xvi),

to destroy marshaling yards could

the final

p.

136.

than in

to the illusion that on

most crews were fortunate

could be taken.

App.

clung

the Ruhr area,

Mannheim, and

the vicinity of a marshaling yard.)

had to be destroyed before

*Ibid.,

Frankfurt,

step removed

As secondary

outside

that the new bombing policy,

was only one small

communication

and Duisburg.

specified German cities

Biemen,

area bombing of cities.

industrial

DUsseldorf,

to strike at

if

they hit

an

That illusion

step toward outright area bombing
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Photographic

evidence produced by the Reconnaissance Spitfires

had done a good deml to dispel
until

the myth of precision bombing but not

tIl.Ž "Butt Report" was published,

in August 1941,

were the

implications of the evidenie spelled out in a form that could be
readily understood.

The author of the report was a member of the

War Cabinet secretariat whom Lord Cherwell had asked to undertake
a systematic analysis of bombing effectiveness.

Mr. Butt's analysis

covered Bomber Command's operations during the months of June and
July,

using photographs,

records.

operational

summaries,

and other available

Ills conclusions,

1. Of those aircraft recorded AS attacking their target,
only one in three got within five miles.
2. Over the French ports, the proportion was two in
three; over Germany as a whole, the propot Lion was one
in four; over the Ruhr, it was only one In ten.
3.
In the Full Moon, the proportion was two in five,
in the new moon it was only one in fifteen.
4.
In the absen-ce
half, whereas over

of haze, the propoK tion is over one
thick haze it is only one in fifteen.

5.
An increase In the intensity of A.A. f-re redu.es
the number of aircraft getting within 5 miles of their
target in the ratio three to two.
6.
All these figures relate only to aircraft recorded
as attacking the target; the proportion of the total
sorties which reached within five miles is less by one
third.
Thus, ior example, of the total sorties only one in
fivc get within five miles of the target, i.e. withtin/
the 75 square miles surrounding the target.*
Bomber Command found it hard to credit these startling conclusions.

But they were taken seriously by Lord Cherwell and by

the Prime Minister,

who asked Sir Charles Portal to give the Butt

Report his "most urghnt attention."
The report had far-reaching repercussions.

Comiun

when it

did,

it crystallized ideas that had been gradually taking shape and converted vague doubts into certainty.

The stark facts revealed in the

report forced government leaders to act.

Ibid.,

App.

13.

It

was no longer possibie
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to

let Bomber Command continue as it

in

fruitless attacks against

it

focused attention ot, the crucial

One of

the important

targets it

could not find or hit.

contributions

success or failure of strategic
before

had been doing to waste itself

of the B! 'c

bombing.

that crews occasionally missed

always been more concerned witil

in

the past.

until

reports.

the wake of

Research Section in

performance,

to provide periodic
tool

fui evaluating

and also provided British

leaders

basis for making decisions on bombing strategy.

reflected

the attack on
abandoned.

The

analysis of the

view of the findings of the Butt Report,

the strategy

transport

in

the

in

There was no point in

target.

the Ruhr --

attacking specific objectives,

in

in

that

would lhave

Lu b.V
over

getting within five miles

navigation sufficient to permit
even objective,

could not be expected for many month3.

single alternativea

was obvious

wasting crews and aircraft

ten succeeded

Improvements

it

last directive to Bomber Coirnasnd --

targets

an area where only one in

yards,

Bomber Command.

This gave Bomber Command an essential

with a better

was not to

the Butt Report was -the

results of every bombing attack and

and improving its

of the

though it

the new section was to make a systemtiatic

operational

the Butt

The development of electronic navigation

In

creation of an Operational

In

unimportant whether

Lhe following year.

Another development

job of

the narrow sense.

As a result of

aids was pushed with a new sense of urgency,
bear fruit

in

received far more attention

the problems of night navigation

than they had

Bomber Command had

miles made it

the bombing error was 300 or 1000 yArds.
Report,

the

their target by a wide margin,

bombing accuracy

Yet a navigating error measured in

that
in

There had been evidence

implications had not been appreciated.

but the

Report was

role played by navigation

as

large as marshaling

This left

only a

area bombing of cities.

The Chiefs of Staff were agreed that the bombing offensive must
go on.

It

was the only means available for creating

that would eventually permit British forces
nent.

Britain had come a long way in

she was no longer fighting alone.

the conditions

to return to the Conti-

the year since Dunkirk,

and

The prospect of wresting control
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of Europe
been.

away from the Nazis

Britishl asd Coninownal

the Germans

was not
h

the forlorn

folies had fought

in Greece and Crete and wete

to Nort; Alrica,

Russia,

the winter,

tlmouLgh

air forces were being used up in

State3 had

declared An "Unlml ted National

Churchill

was inc.reasingly hopeful

active belligerent
Europe.

by

But before

to comnmit

The new ally,

but

armies and

had once

creditably against

forcing litler

mote snd more men asid supplies
inight not lost

hupe it

in

the mieantimc German

the East.

The United
itnMay,

Emergency"

that America would

become an

the time British forces were ready

this could come

to pass,

and

to reenter

the Chiefs uf Staff

believed,
We must first
destroy the foundations u1.o0
which the
£Cerman7 war machine rests -- the economy which feeds it,
the morale which sustains it,
the supplies which nourish it
and the hopes of viktviy which inspire it.
Then only shrill
we be able to return to the continent and occupy and control portions of htis territory
and impose our will upon
tile eilt-my ....
It is ill bombing, on a sk ale undivai:lt of
in the last war, that we find the new weapon on which we
must principally depend for the destruction of German
and morale.*
economic life
This was written after Russia had been invaded but before
publication of
that

to hli A difficult

task.

Strategic

for tile job,

but it

the meager results

(as revealed

the "destruction of German e roomic

instrument available
new

t-onsidering

British bonbers had achieved so far

report),
go•_rd

the Butt Report.

later

by

life and mo:ale"

bombing was still

that
was

the only

would have to be used in

a

fashion.

The preference for precision bombing had been partly dictated
by the fact that Bomber Command was too small

to do anything else.

Arca bombing required much

larger

was spread out but because

a high concentration of force in

time was necessary
the

last

forces,

not only because

to produce a decisive effect.

even

if

the crews found their

Chiefs of Staff Memorandum,
Offensive, Vol. 1, pp. 18U-181.

July 31,

1941,

space and

The experience

few months had shown that area attacks with

were ineffective,

the target

of

small forces

target,

and

quoted in

that the

Air
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damage could be quickly repaired.

)evere

and lasting damage was

achieved only in attacks on the scale of the Luftwaffe raid on
Coventry, where a high concentration of foice had been attained and
self-sustaining

fires had been started.

The force requirement for

area attacks was the same whether the purpose was to destroy a
specific objective,

which the bombers could reach only by devastating

the jntire area in which it was located,

or to undermine civilian

morale by forcing evacuation of a densely inhabited district.

In

both cases, extensive as well, as intensive damage was necessary

to

produce the desired effect, and this in turn called for employment
of a large bomber force.
Bomber Command was to operate thenceforth as a "bludgeon,

If

would have to be built up along the lines urged

not a rapier," it
by Lord Trenchard.
that effect;

The Air Staff was already working on plans to

the figure of 4000 heavy bombers --

increase in operational strength --

an eight-fold

was being mentioned.

These

plans were brought to a head when the revelations of the Butt Report
convinced British leaders that the policy of precision bombing was
no longer tenable and that Bomber Command would have to be converted
into an instrument for area attack.

Bomber Command responded with

another of its familiar estimates showing that, with an average
operational strength of 4000 first-line aircraft,

it

would be possible

to destroy forty-three selected German towns with a total population
of around fifteen million people.

According to Sir Charles Portal,

who passed this proposal on to the Prime Minister on September 25,
1941,

a bombing offensive on this scale would "break Germany in six

months."
This was clearly the wrong way to approach Mr.

Churchill.

He

not only mistrusted estimates of this sort, but he had become increasirgly suspicious of the claims made by airmen.

The Butt Report

had further disillusioned him and caused him to lose faith in the
effectiveness of strategic bombing in general.
Charles Portal,

In replying to Sir

the Prime Minister plainly showed his discouragement

by arguing that "it

is very disputable whether bombing by itself will

be a decisive factor in the present war."

He pointed out that
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British morale had improved under bombing and prophetically warned
that German progress in ground defenses and night fighters could
Finally,

overtake the attack.

in the unkindest cut of all, Mr.

Churchill reminded the Chief of the Air Staff that only one-fourth
of the bombs hit their targets and that therefore an improvement in
bombing accuracy

to

UO0percent "would in fact raise our bombing

force to four times its strer-gth."
In a subsequent Minute of October 7, the Prime Minister softened
his language,

objected

was clear that he still

though it

exaggerated claims made for strategic bombing.

to the

He assured Sir

Charles Portal that everything was being done tc create the largest
possible bombing force and that there was no intention of changing
"I deprecate,

thJ5 policy.

placing unbounded confidence

more expressing that confidence

and still

in this means of attack,

The Minute is important primarily in

in terms of arithmetic."
showing that Mr.

however,

Churchill, who had been among the strongest pronow considered it

ponents of city bombing,

a second best.

He would

have preferred "heavy accurate daylight bombing of factories,"

though

he realized that this could n-t be done without fighter protection,
which at the time was not available on attacks agaFiist inland
targets.
As it

turned out,

bombing was temporary;

Mr.

Churchill's lack of enthusiasm for city

it was reKindled the following summer when

the "Thousand Bomber" raids against German cities showe_2 what the
bombing offensive could accomplish.

But enthusiasm or no,

no alternative to city bombing in any case.
Cabinet,

Mr.

Churchill,

there was
the War

and the Chiefs of Staff were now all in agreement on that.

The only question was how fast Bomber Command could be built up to
the size required to make city bombing really effective.
the problem was what to do in

the meantime.

Should Bomber

Command be allowed to continue its costly attacks on German cities?
Air Offensive, Vol.
Ibid.,

p.

184.

1, p.

182.

Results on moonless nights and during poor weather were extremely
disappointing.

Navigation was so bad that on one occasion,

bombers had been directed

to ittack Karlsruhe and Stuttgart,

when the
they

were reported over twenty-seven citiej other than the ones they had
been told to hit.

At the same time,

the losses were mounting and

out of all proportion to the results achieved.
November,

In October and

losses as high as 10, 12 and 13 percent were sustained in

single attacks,

and in

one case --

an attack on the Ruhr --

21 percent

of the aircraft failed to return.
Greatly concerned over these losses, Mr.

Churchill insisted

that Bomber Command adopt a policy of conserving its
the months of bad weather lest it

destroy the nucleus around which

the future buildup must take place.
that suc.
crews,

resources during

Sir Richard Peirse pointed out

a policy would have an adverse effect on the morale of the

but the War Cabinet agreed with the Prime Minister, partly

because they shared the growing disillusionment with the performance
of Bomber Command.
issued,

Thus,

on November 13,

1941,

a new directive was

instructing Bomber Command to conserve its resources "in

order to build up a strong force to be available by the spring of
next year."

Webster and Frankland felt that this directive "was no

less than a formal expression of the belief that the results which
Bomber Command was achieving were not worth the casualties it was
suffering...1941 had,
of its fortunes,

*Ibid.,

pp.

indeed,

but its

186-187.

brought Bomber Command to the nadir

prospects were by no means extinguished."
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VIII.

THE WHIRLWIND

BombeL Command on Trial

TiIE YEAR 1941 had been one of great disappointments for Bomber
Commnand.

The greatest was the realization that precision bombing,

at night, and with the means then available,
justify the cost.

was too ineffective to

Except under unusually favorable circumstances,

and until new equipment or new techniques became available,

the

strategic air offensive against Germany would have to consist largely
of area attacks against cities.
This was a bitter pill to swallow for those who objected to
this form of warfare because of moral scruples.
on other grounds as well,

It

was frustrating

for it meant that bombing policy had to

acconmnodate itself to the operational limitations of the weapon,
instead of being governed by strategy, as had been envisaged before
the war.
It

was particularly galling to Mr.

Churchili.

He wanted a

flexible bombing policy so as to be able to exploit the opportunities
opened up by the vast changes

that had occurred in the strategic

situation during the latter half of 1941.

The Germans had planned

on a six-week campaign against Russia, but the Blitzkrieg had not
worked out as expected,

and six months later the German armies were

stal]ed in the bitter Russian winter.

The danger that Hitler would

revive SEA LION after a lightning conquest of Russia was thus
averted,

at least until the next spring,

by which time Britain would

be infinitely better prepared against such an attempt than she had
bee'n in the fall of 1940.

In Africa,

were on the offensive against Rommel,

British and Commonwealth forces
and Mr.

Churchill had
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far-reaching plans for exploiting the hoped-for victory in Libya.
Most important of all,

the Prime Minister's fondest dream had become

reality when the Japanese

attack on Pearl Harbox brought the United

States into the war as a full belligerent.
These and other events presented opportunities
action against the enemy in addition to,
bombing.

curity,

1941,

when

the Chiefs of Staff,

had said:

therefore,

duction,

the place of,

strategic

Bomber Command no longer held the unique position it

few months earlier,
July 31,

or in

for offensive

in

did a

their memorandum of

"After meeting the needs of our own se-

we give the heavy bomber first priority in pro-

for only the heavy bomber can produce

which other offensive forces can be employed."

the conditions under
In early 1942 the

rival claims of other arms for production priority were receiving
greater consideration,

even if

this meant that the promised buildup

of Bomber Command to the strength needed for effective area bombing
might have to be delayed.
The debate over priorities even reached the House of Commons.
On February 25,

1942,

the new Lord Privy Seal,

Sir Stafford Cripps,

made a statement that was known to reflect the Prime Minister's own
vi'!ws at the time:
.. if I may, I would remind the House that this policy
/the buildup of Bomber Command/ was initiated at a time
when we were fighting alone against the combined forces
of Germany and Italy and it then seemed that it was the
most effective way in which we, acting alone, could take
the initiative against the enemy.
Since that time we
,ave had an enormous access of support from the Russian
Armies, who, according to the latest news, have had yet
another victory over the Germans, and also from the
great potential strength of the United States of America.
Naturally, in such circumstances, the original policy has
come under review.
I can assure the House that the
Government are fully aware of the other uses to which
our resources could be put, and the moment they arrive
at a decision that tLje circumstances warrant a change,
a change in policy will be made.**

Ibid.,
Ibid.,

p.

181.

pp. 328-329.
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and

retained

it

personality,

to the end of

with its

virtues and its

the outstanding conmanders
had the

good

important source et

had

was only a

taken over

needed

shortcomings,

the time.

Also,

to establish a close relationship

Air Marshal
Bomber"

that Bomber Cumtiand akhieved
its

potential

the Henault plant near
--

early February

the Atlantic.

in

view of the general

when

He Knew

other tasks

disasters in

of

"impenetrable"

capital

"If

Ibid.,

p.

the preceding

In

across

greatest disaster

to release
in

the Battle

bombing,

aircraft

and

could

two months,

the Atlantic,

a few days

be-

As

and in

the Japanese

Africa,
wete

whose loss Mr.

Churchill

our history."

Sir Archibald

to his proposal

from the Navy,

hard-pressed after

we lose

Sir

the Pacific with the conquest

in

strong opposition

327.

in

fortress of Singapore,

ships off Malaya.

pointed out,

In

sight.

their triumphant march

which was particularly

offensive

for Air,

the Navy

in which long-range

the vacific,

to cap

Sinclair expected

to assist

"Thousand

the Allies had suffered a series of

and the end was not yet in

considered "the

the strategic air

the Secretary of State

for

that he would have to make a strong case

ginning with Pearl Harbor,

the

of

bombing.

disillusionment with strategic

be employed to good advantage.

unmitigated

its

the spectacular

pleaded with the Defence Conmmittee

of

in

the cities

a new era of strategic

Bomber Command from its comrnitment

innumerable

faith

it

impressive results

Paris and on

for resumption of

1942,

Archibald Sinclair,

of the

scored

success

results which gained a breathing space

that ushered in

The stage was set

the kind ot

and to restore

Harris and enabled him to mount

raids

the most

wartime Britain.

In March and April Bomber Command

attacks on

made him one of

Air Marshal Harris

few weeks after the hard-driving new commander

Libeck and Restock

in

His record as well as his

which gave him direct access to

power in

to demonstrate

future.
in

of

fortune of being able

wi th the Prime Minister,

It

the war.

the First

the war at sea,

the loss of its
Sea Lord quite
we lose

two proud

reasonably

the war."
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Sir Archibald Sinclair based his argument for the strategic
air offenisive primarily on) two fait(mls.

01ne was that heavy air

attacks on Germany would "eniheatten and support tLhe Russians" while
at the

same time depressing Gelman miolalai,

whith had aiready

weaketned hy the unexpected Russian s lc escse-.

11h1(ethel

point was that the RAF expected dramatic improvements
effectiveness

thtru;h

tLhe

iLtruduotilon of

in bombing

a new eciCctronic

aid, called GEE, which was about, to beecome operational.

navi, ation

Sinclair

recommended resumirig the air offenisivye as soon as weather
permitt(,d so as to take full advantage of GEE,
life was expected to be short.
scientists estimated

--

as

it

ondiLionrs

whose operational

GEE could be Janwled,

correct .y,

been

important

and British

turned out --

that

this

would happen in less than six months.
One reason against releasing Bomber Conniand from its conniltment
to help the Navy had been the presence of the German battle cruisers
in

Biest.

meeting,

But on Febluavy

this problem had,

I2,

thrt e days after

in Mr.

by the escape of the einemy."

CIurchiUll's words,

itv frn, e Comriittee

"settled itself

The Prime Minister was now in favor of

::esuming the full air offensive against Germany.
for the Air Staff,

the

This was enough

which promptly issued a new directive to Bomber

Coummand without waiting for formal approval

from the Chiefs of Staff

or the Defence Committee.
Thc directive ordering resumption of the strategic air offensive
was dated February
It

14, 1942,

the day before the fall of Singapore.

canceled the conservation order that had been issued the previous

November and authorized Bomber Conmnand to employ its force "without
restriction,"

though not in disregard of unfavorable weather or

extreme hazard to aircraft.

The substance of the directive was

GEE, also referred to under its code name "Tr. 1335," employed
a principle similar to that used in LORAN.
In contrast to the
latter, however, its range was only 300-400 miles.
For a description
of GEE and of two subsequently introdi-ced electronic navigation and
bombing aids called OBOE and i12.i, see Air Offensive, Vol. 4, Annex 1.
Air Offensive,

Vol.

1, p.

330,

fn.
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forces.

In spite of the improvements in bombing accuracy that were

expected from the new navigation aid, many still

doubted that the

results obtainable by strategic bombing justified the resources
already invested in it,

let alone the additional buildup needed to

mount bombing attacks on a scale that could be decisive.
Debate over these matters did not end when the directive for
resumption of the bombing offensive was issued to Bomber Commsand.
It went on after the bombing of German cities was well under way.
In one form or another,
was temporarily muted in

it continued

throughout the war,

though it

the elation over the successes Air Marshal

Harris was able to achieve in

the first months.

Toward tht end of March 1942,

advocates of the all-out bombing

offensive against Germany received powerful support from a new
source when the Scientific AdvisoQ,

Lord Cherwell,

sent the Prime

Minister a Minute on what he thought the projected offensive could
accomplish,

lie estimated that, given certain assumptions as to

bombing accuracy and damage effect,

the planned output of 10,000

heavy bombers during the coming year would yield a force that could
create enough destruction in 58 German towns of over 100,000
population to deprive approximately one-third of the German people
ol their housing.

Lord Cherwell felt that being turned out of onc's

home was even more domaging to morale than seeing one's friends or
rolA-t-veq kflled-

"Thorp seems little
of the people."
spirit
would break the

doubt," he wrote,

"that this

Lord Cherwell's paper with its optimistic conclusions was
reminiscent of the Bomber Conlnand estimates for the oil plan and the
transport attack --

offering,

as it

did,

the kind of "c.ut-and-dried"

solitions for winning the war which always annoyed the Prime
Minister.
speculative.

It

rested on a set of assumptions that were necessarily
They were promptly challenged by such a respected

scientist as Sir Henry Tizard,
the bombing policy,

who,

tions of what could be achieved.

Air Offensive,

while in general agreement with

tried to discourage overly optimistic expecta-

Vol. 1, pp.

In his rebuttal to Lord Cherwell's

331-332.

paper,

Sir Hlenty pointed out that for the next two years Bomber

Conviiand could not reach

the strength needed to produce "decisive"

results against civilian morale;

"so if

policy with a much smaller force it
lose the wat in other ways."
The Prime Ministor,

however,

we try to cairy out the

will not be decisive,

had great

and we may

faith in his Scientific

Advisor and apparently was influenced by his Minute in spite of
Tizard's arguments.

At any rate,

he allowed the bombing offensive

to proceed as planned.
Another

factor in favor of proceeding with the offensive was

that at this crucial time the new chief of Bomber Command began to
provide impressive evidence of what strategic bombing could accomplish.
still

On March

3, while the debate over the bombing offensive was

going on in Parliament,

Sir Arthur Hartis executed an extremely

successful night precision attack on the Renault factory near Paris,
which was producing armaments for Germany.
opetational,

but a new flare technique fur

used to good effect.

GEE had not yet become
target illumin&tion was

On the basis of photographic evidence,

was estimated that forty per cent of the Renault machine

"it

tools had

been destroyed" and that "very few buildings had escaped damage."
This outstanding success after a discouraging year boosted morale
in Bomber Comunand and duly impressed government leaders.
On March 28 Bomber
victory in

Command achieved another,

- test of saturation incendiary

Hanseatic city of L1lbeck.
craft were employed,
GEE.

more spectacular

tactics against the

This time a number of GEE-equipped air-

though the city itself was beyond the range of

The attack was carried out under ideal conditions,

and

the

ancient city with its many medieval structures presented a highly
inflammuable target.
was destroyed,

including -he main railway station,

electric power plant,
two thousand houses.

"--*Ij
*Ibid.,

Photographs showed that almost half the city

p.
p.

335.
388.

p.hllic buildings, factories,

the central
and an estimated

-160-

A morU
I.u,
)

later,

•di
o-utic

t,

hi.t.I

i

,

lt,,-te,j

,
01

next

CIa It

:,

hi t

their

itself

l st5 L LW',

dý

Sir At thor Harris well

n

Bo:;bet

Cu:rinand and

the Goveri::ent once

April 19L#2

to
it

to be achi-ved

But it)

in time and space was

arid most of the
the Heinkel

acted as a tonic
defeats

in

realized,

to solve

'ttacking

factory.

in

air-

Pthotographic
impressive

Britain after the

the preceding

long

few months.

they did not settic

the

But,

future

bombing.

thu p:oblem by analytical

again called on Mr.

the investigation

Justice

Singleton

of a controversial

asked him to conduct an inquiry
by an all-out strateg.,ic

methods,
to lend

issue.

In

into the results

air offensive

likely

against Germany.

Not surprisingly,

for he had been given atn impossible

Justice Singleton

failed

forced to resort

the Heinkel

the resuIts were modest.

nights

of strategic

other attempt

Lalents

involving a combination of area

that Bomber Conmmand had scored another

su;ccesses

where

Again Air Marshal

an I a precision attack on

ins. luding

str ing of Allied military

his

the city of Rostock,

excellent concentration

targe ts,

These

Inii,

tactics,

Ak LUtaCy
c.-,•,1{•i
was high,

Lonfirnied

ViLto;:-.

i ti

;Ltacks

two

cvi'dece

&

th,

,, t

ui l

followed up with a series of

bombers were manufactured.

with new

t:.'

i

,
thu

1'i
, 1;-range

exls

s

Cormmand

night attacks against

1 e
*1,

llart

Bomber

task,

Mr.

to arrive at firm conclusions and was

to vague statements

that only added

to the existing

confi LIS on.
It

was clear,

to Air Marshal

Harri.s

at least,

results would bring an end

to

The GoverTunenc

into the decision

off,'nsive

had drifted

against Germany

sistance at a

tume when

world-shaking

events.

the debate

because

it

that only actual

over strategic bombing.
to resume the air

was the course

of least re-

British leaders w re preoccupied with other,
Their qualified approval of the February

In early 194L Mr. Justice Sitngleton had conducted a successful
inquiry into German aircraft
production in an attempt to resolve
a dispute among several government departments as to the strength
of the German Air Force.
See Winscon S. Churchill, The Second
.orld War, Vol. 3, The Grand Alliance, Houghton Mifflin Company,
Boston, 1950, p. 41.
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bombing directive by no means represented a policy decision to
adopt strategic bombing as the primary strategy in the war with
Germany.

It

did not mean that henceforth the military conduct of

the war and the prodLC.tion effort would be oriented to such a
strategy.

The bombing directive was subject to being revoked when-

ever the Government should decide that Bomber Command could be more
usefully employed in support of a different strategy,
other services would play the leading role.

in which the

In such a case,

the

resources needed for building up the bombardment force were likely
to be reallocated

to other needs.

Strategic Bombing Proves Itself

As matters stood in early 1942, Sir Arthur Harris was still
caught in the same vicious circle as before:
sources he needed

To obtain the re-

to make strategic bombing effective,

he had to

demonstrate results which could not be obtained with the inadequate
force available to him.

As he was to reflect after the war,

My own opinion is that we should never have had a real
bomber offensive if it had not been for the 1000
bomber attack on Cologne, an irrefutable demonstration
of the power of what was to all intents and purposes a
new and untried weapon.*
The results Sir Arthur Harris sought in order to prove the
value of strategic bombing were different from those envisaged by
the Air Staff.

The February directive had singled out German civilian

morale as the primary objective.

Harris agreed that strategic bomb-

ing might have an effect on civilian morale but thought that,
decisive,

to be

the bombing would have to be on a scale that was out of

the question for a long time to come.

Even then,

he was not sure

Sir Arthur Harris, Bomber Offensive, Collins, London, 1947,
1 have drawn on various sections of this book, especially
Chaps. 4 and 5, in paraphrasing Harris' views on strategic bombing
and on the related matters discussed in the following pages.
Page
references have been omitted except where direct quotations are
used.
p.

113.

~

----------

_
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how important civilian morale was in a police state.

Wholesale

bombing might shatter the morale of Germau civilians,

but would it

affect their conduct so long as there was a Gestapo to control their
behavior?
These thoughts may havc been formulated after the event.
at the time, however,

Even

Harris seems to have regarded civilian morale

as an imponderable whose effect on the German war effort was too
uncertain for i.

to be made the main target of the bombing offensive.

He believed that the primary objective should be to disrupt the
enemy's industrial activity wherever it

was conducted, which was

normally in cities or larger towns.

the area bombing of c.t~ets

If

also happened to affect civiliat. morale,
the war effort,

and if

low morale slowed up

this was to te regarded as a bonus effect.

Before taking over Bomber Comnmand,

Sir Arthur Harris had made

a careful study of the German air attacks on Britain.

He had con-

cluded that the most effective form of attack was the kind the Luftwaffe had conducted against Coventry --

a highly concentrated mass

attack against the city as a whole rather than against specific objectives within the city.

He recorded his impressions as follows:

Coventry was a large and important town, with the great
majority of its inhabitants engaged in war industries;
the light engineering industries of Coventry were almost
indispensable to the production of a great range of
weapons and war equipment.
On the day after this attack
production in all the war factories of the town %-as onethird of what it had been before.
Some damage had been
done to the factories themselcs, but it was very slight
compared with non-industrial damage. The loss of production was almost entirely due to the interruption of
public utilities,
the diLlocation of transport, and
absenteeism caused by the destruction of houses, and
many other causes.
There was very heavy damage, for
example, to severs, water supply pipes, electric
cables, gas pipes and so forth, and this had an
immediate effect on production.
Output was back to
normal again in about tw mnnts, but there were
special circumstances which led us to believe that
production would not recover so quickly in Germny as
in England.*
Harris,

pp. 86-87.
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It was this general disruption of industrial activity within a
city that Harris thought should be the aim of strategic bombing.

He

believed that the effect of such bombing on Germany would be greater
than that of similar attacks on Britain,

for he shared the mistaken

opinion that the German economy was more tightly stretched than the
British.

As it

turned out later,

slack in the German economy.

there still

was a good deal of

But this was not realized at the time,

perhaps because it was tacitly assumed that the inventors of total
war would have mobilisid the entire economy for a total effort.

This

erroneous idea led British economic experts to urge that strategic
bombing be directed at what they considered to be critical bottlenecks in au already overburdened economy,
bearings.

such as oil and ball

These targets remained high on the list

of the Ministry

of Economic Warfare long after area bombing had become the operative
policy.

They were also the kind of targets that appealed to certain

members of the Air Staff who,

for different reasons, had remained in

favor of precision bombing and regarded area bombing as a necessary
but, they hoped,

temporary expedient.

Air Marshal Harris did not agree with either their preferences
or their reasoning.

Though he,

too,

had selected Gerain industry as

his target, he was strongly opposed to what he called "p~nacea
targets," whose elimination was supposed to paralyze the Cruiau war
machine.

Since Germany had gained access to Zhe resources of most

of Europe,

he did not believe that there were bottlenecks in the

German economy; if

there were, he did not think that they could be

correctly identified or that they should be made the primary target
for attack.

Like his friend Winston Churchill,

dried solutions.

he disliked cut-and-

Harris thought that Britain's best wAy to win the

war was to disrupt the enemy's over-all industrial and economic
activity by inflicting widespread and general,

rather than selective,

damage.
Operational considerations undoubtedly influenced his preference.
He still

did not possess the means for launching effective precision

attacks,

except under unusually favorable conditions.

conditions presented

When such

themselves, he was not averse to combining
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selective with general destruction,
tion area-and-precision

attack on Rostock.

himself to a few selected

high-priority

would have meant permitting
and exact heavier
constrained

in

losses.

its

as he had done in

the combina-

But he refused

targets,

since to do so

the enemy to concentrate his defenses
He did not wish Bomber Cormand

freedom

to limit

to vary its

targets,

its

to be

routes,

and its

methods of attack.
The major difficulty
inflict

widespread

that

it

requited

On the day he
of which U9
two-thirds
were

in

Sir Arthur Harris foresaw in

destruction on the enemy's industrial cities

a much larger

force than he possessed

took over command,

he had

were what were then called

the process of converting

kind of destruction

against an

important area target.

materialize

unless

demonstrated

Harris
Y.-t

results.

needed had somehow to be scraped
the plan for

the "Thousand

The apparently
times

hopeless

the operational

he knew,

of strategic
This meant

together
Bomber"

an expectation

bombing could
that the

force

to solve.

in combat

Harris,

pp.

He had

this single venture

by com-

Even

the training units of all

then,

he would have

for a major contribution

to be devised

so as to a~.hieve the high

10L.

to levy on

in which he was largely disappointed.

Methods had

73 and

force

required one of the

Assembling the force was not the only problem
Chief had

be

to make:

Coastal Conrnand and on other RAF commands
--

might not

from existing resources.

and by stripping

they could muster.

of aircraft

the

task of assembling a force almost three

to stake the future of his cor.:iand on

the aircraft

to inflict

necessary

raid w.as born.

strengLh of Bomber Comwmand

his reserves

and new

he could not wait for

most daring decisions Sir Arthur Harris ever had

mitting all

But only

too small

considered

which,

the effectiveness

through actual

bo;•ibers.

since some squadrons

This force was

Air Marshal

was

aircra't,

to new types of aircraft,

promised buildup of Bomber Command,

Thus

"heavy"

to

at the lime.

378 serviceable

could be considered operational,

squadrons were being formed.
the

his plan

the Corinander-in-

for controlling the

concentration

in

time and
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space needed

to maximiztc destruction and to afford the bombers

protection against the growing enemy defenses.
and over,

the target

hRd to be wo-'c.'

marking tactics had to be developed,
ironed out.

,Nut,

Routes to and from,

pathfinder and target-

and innumerable other details

Tile lessons learned in the successful attacks on LGIbeck

and Rostock as well as in the unsuccessful
cities were useful,

attacks against Ruhr

but they did not cover all the problems that

would be encountered

in managing a force of such unprecedented size,

twice as i.rge as the Germans had ev'-r employed
By the middle of May

1

in a single attack.

2

1Y4 , Sir Arthur H, rris was ready to put

his plan before the Chief of the Air Staff and the Prime Minister.
He saw Mr.

Churchill at Chequers late one night and got his approval

for a plan that was novel anJ daring enough to please the old
warrior.

Harris drove home from the meeting hunmhing to himself

"Maibrouck s'en va-t'en guerre."
The Harris plan reached the Government
The country was incensed over the "Baedeker
histori,

at an oppor.une moment.
raids" against England's

cities, which had begun with the German bombing ot Exeter

on April 23,

1942.

The raids on these largely undefended cities,

most of which contained no conceivable military objective,

were

terror attacks pure and simuple. and were so described in Hitler's
directive.
Libeck,

They were in retaliation for the British bombing of

which had "caused such resentment in Germany and seems to

have made a deep impression on the FLhrer."
Fortunately for Britain,

the remnant of the Luftwaffe that

could be spared for the Baedeker raids was low in quality as well
as quantity,

and had to be assembled from aircraft normally engaged

in antishipping and minelaying operations.

But even small-scale

attacks with incendiaries could do a good deal of irreparabke damage
in such old cities as Norwich,

Harris,

p.

York,

Bath,

Exeter,

110.

Collier, The Defence of the United Kingdom,
Ibid.,

p.

Chester,

305.

p.

512.

and
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to the East.

of the German

the withdrawal

ceased with

Britain had virtually
bombers

the attacks on

Coming as they did almost a year after

Canterbury.

the Baedeker

raids served

to rekindle the
for revenge.

memories of the London Blitz and to bring new demands
The plan

for the Thousand Bomber raid was

for a number of reasons apart

from its

heavy blow against Germany would
it

was most needed.

In

lift

disastrous defeats.

recently suffered

The long-awaited
to bring

series of

that many had

the British people were faced

terror attacks against

with the resumption of German

a

entry of the United States

the immediate relief

and on top of everything

expected,

Britain Just when

of the fact that Britain was no longer

spite

into the war had failed

A

importance.

strategic
morale in

the Allied cause had

fighting alone,

therefor.e welcomed

their storied

ci ties.
But before
lems arose as

contribution

the expected

commands failed

to materialize.

diversion of aircraft

new prob-

plan could be put into effect,

the Harris

from other

of aircraft

The Admiralty had vetoed the

from Coastal

Command,

and most of

the aircraft

volunteered by other commands turned out to be unsuitable
tional

Yet Air Marshal Harris was insistent

reasons.

special

flavor.

And reach

it

he did.

available aircraft.
ture failed

by committing every

This made the stakes inormous,

for

if

the ven-

and conversion program would be wrecked,

the train.-g

perhaps irremediably,

the plan its

To do so he relied almost

on Bomber Co~mand's own resources,

entirely

on reaching

thousand bombers which gave

the magic figure of one

for opera-

and Bomber Command might never recover from

the loss.
the begiTining of the moon period

The force was ready at
the end of May 1942.

Hamburg was the

permitted; otherwise the
troublesome,
days;

his

target choice

target was to be Cologne.

if

weather

The weather was

and the attack had to be postponed for several

Sir Arthur Harris was determined

than risk
May 30,

as usual,

first

toward

force under

to cancel

unfavorable conditions.

the operation rather
Finally,

on

the weather forecast held out hope that conditions over

Cologne might be acceptable

for the attack.
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The Commander-in-Chief decided to take the gamble,

and that

night launched an unprecedented force of 104b bombers against Cologne.
"The greatest attack yet made in aerial warfare was now under way,
but it

still

remained to be .een whether the disaster would fall upon

Germany or upon Bomber Command."
indeed

a disaster.

Overnight,

It

fell on Germany,

and it

was

Cologne became a blazing ruin.

The

pall of smoke hanging over the city the following morning was still
so dense that no reconnaissance photographs could be taken.
The attack had been well planned and executed,
favoied by good weather over the target.
bombing could accomplish If

and it

was

showed what strategic

the force was large enough and if

right tactics and equipment were employed.
Bomber

It

the

The single Thousand

raid did more damage than all the previous seventy attacks

on Cologne put together.

although the total tonnage dropped in the

earlier attacks had been greater.
The new raid devastated six hundred acies, I,alf of them in the
center of the city.

The maishaling yards were wrecked,

ries destroyed or severely damaged,
commission.

and public utilities put out of

Civilians suffered severtly:

destroyed, more than 90OU damaged,

many facto-

Over 3000 houses were

and 45,000 people rendered home-

less.

Casualties were close to 500 kilied and 500U
injured,
treatmenL.
hospital
requiring
over 500 of the injured
The great cathedrea
The whirlwind

had struck.

Air Offensive,

"Ibid. ,

pp.

of Cologne was damaged in the raid.

Vol.

435-486.

1, p.

406.

with
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IX.

EPILOGUE

WITH THE FIRST Thousand Bomber raid on Cologne in May 1942,
offensive against Germany had entered its all-out phase.
Marshal Harris'

vigorous leadership,

Bombei

the air

Under Ali

Cornand giew into an

instrument of awesome destruction as new and better equipment became
available and the tactics of area bombing were perfected.
Though the number of operational aircraft did not increase substantially until 1943,

their quality improved as the obsolete twin-

engined bombers were replaced with the heavier Halifax and Lancaster
bombers,

and as the invaluable Mosquito light bombers wcie added to

the inventory.

Toward the end of 1942 the new radar bombl|ig a•d

navigation aids OBOE and H2S became operational.

They made

t.

possible to undertake successful attacks on the Ruhr cities, V"iere
the ever-present hase had frustrated all earlier attempts at vis.o,
bombing.
New target-marking technique.s by selected Pathfinder crews
equipped with special rarker bombs greatly improved the effectiveness
of night attacks.

Other tactical innovations were intro'uced to

assure better concentration
frustrate enemy defenses.

in time and space over the ta:,:et and to
Bigger and more effective high explosiv-.

and incendiaries were substituted for the inadequate ordnance carried
on earlier missions,
It

thus multiplying the weight of attack delivered

will be remembered

that more than half the aizcraft used

in the Cologne raid were borrowed for the purpose.
The av(otag- daily
availability of bombers with crews did not approach the one-thousand
mark until March 1944.
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by the same number of sorties.

Crew shortages were gradually

remedied with the help of the Commonwealth training asheme.
By

the end of 1942,

Bomber Command,

the job that its chief envisaged

for it,

though still

had become a force cnpable

of inflicting enormous damage on German cities.
than in 1942,

Inadequate for

Better prepared

Sir Arthur Harris now was ready to iaunch his great

air assault of 1943.

That year saw the Battle of the Ruhr,

In which

Essen with its Krupp works and several other cities suffered heavy
destruction;
3erlin,

it

saw the beginning of the long-drawn-out Battle of

in which Bomber Comuand pitted itself against one of the

most difficult and most heavily defended targets of this campa ii;
it

also saw the unimaginable horrors of the fire raids on Hamburg

which caused such devastation that the Cerman Minister of Armament
and Production,

Albert Speer, feared that a continuation of these
rapid end.
attacks eight bring the war to a

Yet more,

much more,

Air Force joined in

was still

In 1943,

to come.

the American

the assault on Germany itivif with daylight

precision attacks on industriai objectives.
increased in size and ,4pability,

As the two air forces

the combined bomber offen3ive

gained in tempo and reached a crescendo during the last year of the
war.

Of all the bomb tonnage rCleased on Germany during the war,

85 percent was dropped aftet January 1, 1Q44. Duriug the single
month of Marflh 1945, German targets received a weight of bombs almost equal to that dropped by Bomber Coumand during the entire year
1943.
In the dark days of the London Blitz,

Winston Churchill had

promised the British people that he would "let them have it

too."

... and this promise was certainly kept.
The debt was
repaid terotold, twentyfold, in the friýht.ful routine
bombardment of German cities, which grew in intensity
See the Interrogation of Albert Speer,

reproduced in Air
Offensive, Vol. 4, App. 37 (11).
During 1942 the initial American bomber
effort had been
confined to France and other occupied countries.
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as our air power developed, as the bombs became far
heavier and the explosives mote powerful.
Certainly
the enemy got it all back in good measure, pressed down
and running over.
Alas for poor hutuanityl*

This natrative has been concerned with the escalation to unOn the German aide the change was ushered

restrained air warfare.

in abruptly when the Luftwaffe switched to the attack on London in
September 1940.

In Britain it

was a gradual

transition;

there was

no clear beginning although certain milestones can be identified
along the way.

One was the bombin- directive of October 1940,

in

wbich the British we;.t rort way toward adopting the policy of indiscriminate air attacks that the Germans had initiated with their
assault on London,

The transition had clearly begun.

milestone was the "transport directive" of July 1941.
good deal

further toward unrestricted air warfcre,

targets in heavily built-up areas.
plete by February 1942,

Another
This went a

as it

singied out

The transition appeared com-

when a new bombing directive gave first

priority to the attack on German cities and specified civilian morale
an the primary objective.
But even after the Febtuary directive had been issued,
bombing policy continued to be debated within

strategic

the Government und in

Parliament.

The outcome of the debate was by no means a foregone

conclusion.

If

it

had not been for Sir Arthur tlurris'

attacks on urban areas,

succtssful

the bombing offensive might well have been

curtailed or s|apended so that Bomber Comnand might be freed for the
many other tasks for which the Army and Navy were always clamoring.
It was the Thousand Bomber raid on Cologne in May 1942 which completed the British transition to unrest-ained warfare,
raid,

After that

continuation of the strategic bombing offensive siong similt-.

lines was no longer in doubt.
Churchill, Theit Fitneat Hour, p.
See above,

p.

129.
144.

See above, p.
See above,

pp. 155-156.

349.
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How long it

would remain the official British policy,

was not at all certain.
strategy because it

however,

Urban-area bombing had become the operative

had proved successful and because at the time it

was the only effective way of striking directly at Germany.

But it

was not the result of a considered decision

to adopt a policy of

all-out warfare.

what British leaders had

Though this was,

in fact,

approved when they Issued the new bombing directive,
appruved it
still

reluct.ntly and were ambivalent about it.

they had
Host of them

had conscientious scruples against making war on civilians and

hoped to return to a more civilized form of warfare as soon as it
became possible.

Their ambivalence was reflected

language of the directive,

in the vague

which left a great deal of leeway to the

man charged with executing it,

the man in chargf, of Bomber Command.

Nor had the February
19427 directive, and more
particularly the memorandum in which Sir Archibald
Sinclair had prepared the way for it,
closed the door
on a resumption of precision bombing.
There were, atter
all, those who accepted the policy of area bombing only
as a temporary and an operational expedient.
To these,
the idea of returning to precision attack as soon as the
means, tactical and technical, justified the attempt was
ever present.
In the course of 1942 some of those means
were created and others were soon to follow.
hahs, the February directive, to some extent inevitabiy, had not clearly defined the objects of the
bombing offensive.
It had established certain emphases,
dictated by the operational circuwstuanes of the time,
bL't it had mentioned many possibilities.
Above all, it
had shown, more clearly than any previous directive, how
bombing policy had to be decided primarily on the grounds
of its operational feasibility and secondarily on those
of .ts strategic desirability.
The decision, therefore,
necesLarilv and to a large extent, devolved upon the
office, charged with the execution of the offensive;
upon the officer whose jud ment of what could, and what
could not, be done was most weighty; upon Sir Arthur
Harris.
It is now possible to see how the Commander-in-Chief,
Bombcr Command, though theoretically only responsible for
carrying out a policy decided by his superiors, was, in
practice, in a very strong position to influence the
making of that policy.
If he had convictions of his cwn,
he could always, or iiearly always, rule out competing
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All the
ideas on the ground that they were impossibLe.
more would this be so if the direction from above was
weak or uncertain.*
Sir Arthur Harris did,

indeed,

have convictions of his own.

Until the end of 1943 his views usually prevailed and he was able
to conduct the air offensive pretty much as he wished,

limited only

by the capability of his force and the growing strength of German
air and ground defenses.
of life in Germany,

His objective being the general disruption

he continued his single-minded policy of launch-

ing mass attacks against large cities, where a given tonnage of
bombs would produce the greatest amount of destruction and affect
the largest number of people.

Within this general policy,

his

target choice usually was governed by tactical considerations.
This was not quite what the authors of the February directive
had intended.

They had gone along with the general area offen-

sive in the hopq -- which was not shared by Sir Arthur Harris

--

But they thought that this should

tnat it would break German morale.

be the "main aim," not the sole aim of the bombing campaign.

The

Air Ministry was under constant pressure from British and American
leaders to launch attacks against specific targets that were deemed
important to the German war effort.

By that time it

was understood

that Bomber Command could not carry out night precision attacks,
the Air S,
general

thought that Air Marshal

but

Harris should modify his

iea offensive at least to the extent of occasionally

launching selective area attacks against towns associated with some
particular industrial activity.
The ComnAnder-in-Chief was strongly opposed to this idea.
we know,

As

he thought that the value of what he called "panacea tar-

gets" was overrated and that he lacked the operational capability
for successful

attacks on them.

Also,

these targets were often in

small towns that were not only harn to find at night but too small
*

pp.

Underlining mine.
Air Offensive, Vol. 1, p. 345.
See above, pp. 161ff.
This discussion is based cai Air Offensive, Vol.
337-352 and Pas&siM.

1,
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to permit the British to obtain full effect from the bomb spillage.
What Harris objected

to most strongly,

however,

was

that s systematic

campaign against a single target system, such as the oil plants,
would make his attacks predictable and thus enable the enemy to concentrate his defenses.
gets when appropriate,

He was willing to use them as alternate tarbut he wanted to be free to select his own

primary targets to suit the weather and other tactical conditions,
including enemy defense measures.
that,

Sir Arthur Harris had no doubt

taking all factors into account,

Bomber Command was in

the most suitable use for

the general area offensive,

to which he con-

tinued to devote the major portion of his effort.
The Air Stxff,

reluctant to quarrel with success, did not press

the issue for the time being.

But later it

became the subject of

major and enduring controversy within the British Government and
between the British and the American members of the Combined Chiefs
of Staff.
The American Air Force was doctrinally and operationally geared
to daylight precision bombing, Just as the Royal Air Force had been
before the war.

By the end of 1942, however,

Bomber Command had

become as fully committed to night area bombing as the U.S.
Force was to daylight precision bombing.
to the opposit,
ing,

Army Air

Neither could have switched

technique without major changes in equipment,

aud tactics that would have taken long to accomplish.

recognized by both sides.

The real issue,

therefore,

train-

This was

was not the

method of bombing but the objective to be pursued by the .ifferent
methods:

The issue did not concern simply the operational
distinction between day precision and night area bombing,
though that was to some extent involved.
It arose from
the strategic difference between selective and general
attack.
Selective bombing was based upon the principle
that "it is better to cause a high degree of destruction
in a few really essential industries than to cause a
small degree of destruction in many industries."
It
could be pursued by precision bombing, which would strike
at individual factories and plants in the particular
key industries which had been seiected, and by area
bombing, which woul.d strike at particular towns associated with those industries.
The principle of gencral
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attack was based upon the belief that there really were
no key points in the German war economy whose destruction
could not be remedied by dispersal, the use of stocks or
the provision of substitute materials.
It postulated the
thcory that the only effective policy was that which, by
cumulative results, produced such a general degree of
devastation in all the major towns that organised industrial
activity would cease owing to a combination of material and
moral effects.*

The issue was raised at the Casablanca Conference,
1943,

where an abortive attempt was made

in January

to reconcile the divergent

viewpoints and to agree on a common objective for the Anglo-American
Combined Bomber Offensive.

The controversy was not solely between

the British representatives on the one hand and the Americans on the
other; there were disagreements between the British Air Staff and
Bomber Command,

and among other service leaders of both countries.

What emerged from these deliberations was a vague directive that
straddled the main issue of how the Combined Bomber Offensive was to
be conducted.
The dispute over the issue of selective versus general area
attack continued until almost the end of the war.
on at the policy

level and had little

But it

was carried

impact on the operations.

After the Casablanca directive had been issued,
proceeded in accordance with its own preference:

each bomber force
The Americans

launched daylight precision attacks against selected targets,

-hile

Bomber Command continued its general area offensive with night
attacks on German cities that were chosei maiy"ly because of their
size and accessibility.

The result was

was no combined offensive,

but,

that "for most of 1943 there

on the contrary,

a bombing competi-

in

important

tion."
To follow the developments

this dispute,

though

they were,

would carry us beyond the scope of this narrative.

dispute is

relevant here only because it

as a

has often been represented

conflict between proponents and opponents of unrestrained

Air Offensive,
Ibid.

Vol.

2,

p.

5.

The
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warfare,

between the vengeful advocates of the indiscriminate bombing

of cities and the :nore humane advocates of selective attack on military objectives.

For example:

It is not surprising that proposals for all-out
attacks on Berlin, the Ruhr, or other critical areas of
Germany always seemed to come from the British, who had
undergone the German air raids of 1940-41 and were now
enduring the punishment of V-I's and V-2's.
All proposals
frankly aimed at breaking the morale of the German people
met the consistent opposition of General Spaatz, who repeatedly raised the moral issue involved, and AAF Headquarters in Washington strongly supported him on the
ground that such operations were contrary to air force
policy and national ideals....*
Urban area bombing was not as foreign to American Air Force
thinking as this passage may lead one to believe.

Attacks on civilian

morale had been a definite part of official American air doctrine,
though reserved for the closing phase of a war.

They were to be the

coup de grace that would force an enemy to surrender after his w'.1l
to resi3t had been undermined by military defeat and selective damage
to his economy.
This was still

the official doctrine in August 1941,

annex to the Americatt Joint War Plan (AWPD/l)
tion of the United States'

entry into the war.

when the air

was prepared in anticipaThe Plan provided for

a campaign of daylight precision bombing of key target systems,
as the enemy aircraft industry,
oil,

power plants,

transportation,

such

and

to be followed by attacks on civilian morale.
Some of the objectives listed were already under night
attack by the RAF, but to AWPD they appeared as precision
targets to be destroyed by approved AAF methods.
Only
when the industrial fabric of Germany began to crazk
should the AAF turn to area bombing of cities for morale
purposes."*

Wesley F. Craven and James L. Cate (eds.), The Army Air Forces
in World War II, Vol. 3, Europe: Argument to V-E Day (January 1944
to Max 1945), The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Ill., 1951,
p. 638.
USAF Historical Division, The Development of
Air Doctrine in
the Army Air Arm 1917-1941, "USAF Historical Studies" No. 89, The
Research Studies Institvte, Air University, September 1955.
rCraven and Cate, Vol. 1, Plans and Early Operations (January
1939 to August 1942), p. 599.
Underlining mine.

-177Apart from any preference for using force in a discriminating
fashion,

there were practical reasons why American Air Force doctrine
Daylight precision bombing re-

gave priority to selective attacks.
quired command of the air if
levels.

losses were to be held to acceptable

The first step, therefore, had to be a caipaign for air

superiority through an attack on the enemy's existing fighter force
in the air and on the ground, combined with selective attacks on the
production facilities that, were the sources for its replenishment.
At the time of the Casablanca Conference,

the American Air

Force had not yet attempted deep inland penetrations against Germany
proper, and thought that its "self-defending" formations of heavilyarmed and armored Flying Fortresses would be able to hold their own
against the German fighters.
that this was not the case,

When it

turned out a few months later

the problem of gaining air superiority

became a pressing issue, and there were urgent demands that Bomber
Comnand Join the air superiority campaign of the Eighth Air Force
by launching selective area attacks on targets associated with the
German fighter aircraft industry,

particularly targets against which

daylight attacks would be too costly.
Senior RAF officers, with the notable exception of Sir Arthur
Harris, agreed with their American colleagues that selective attacks
were desirable -- not only against German fighter nroduction but
also against other key targets which British economic experts had
recommended for destruction.

Most of the officers favored seiective

attack as a matter of principle; the RAF had always preferred the
rapier to the bludgeon and disliked killing civilians as much as the
USAAF did.

If the British had turned to the bludgeon it was not

because they were more bloodthirsty than the Americans, or because
they believed in unrestrained warfare, but because they had found
selective attacks too costly in daytime and ineffective at night,

They differed with the Americans,

therefore, not over whether se-

lective attacks were desirable but over whether they were feasible.
The British knew from their experience in bombing Germany that
daylight attacks against strongly defended targets would result in
an attrition rate for the attacker that even the USAAF would not be
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able to sustain.

They were proved right, especially after Hitler,

spurred on by the devastating attacks on German cities, made an allout effort to increase fighter output and to strengthen antiaircraft
defenses.

After the Americans suffered disastrous losses in

their

attack on Schweinfurt in October 1943, daylight attacks involving
deep penetrationa against inland targets had to be virtually suspended
until long-range fighter escorts became available.

Bad weather during

-he winter months forced bombing operations against central Europe
tv be curtailed
force,

in any case.

By the time they were resumed in

in the early part of 1944,

long-range

the P-51s (Mustangs)

fighters had become operational,

full

and other

and the USAAF was able to

go bkack to daylight bombing of precision targets without danger of
incuxating the prohibitive losses that had been the main reason for
the BSitish objections to this form of attack.
At this stage of the war,

the bombing of the enemy's fighter

production facilities, which required precision attack,
matter of the greatest urgency.

The Allies had to win cormnand of

the air before the invasion of Europe,
away.

The British Air Staft

hAd become a

-ks

which was only a few months

also concerned over the growing

rate of losses in niht-bombing operations,

as the Germans had

developed an effective night-fighter capability which was threatening
to make Bomber Comnand's night attacks as prohibitively costly as
the daytime attacks had been.

The only way to whittle down German

strength in night fighters was to attack them at the source and
destroy their command and control system on the ground.
The reasons in favor of selective attacks were reinforced by
the growing disillusionment of the Air Staff with the results of the
general area offensive againzt German morale.

Sir Arthur Harris

picked the wrong time when he wrcte to the Air Ministry,
1943,

that he could "produce in Germany by April ist

of devastation in which surrender is

inevitable."*

in December

1944,

a state

Though the general

area offensive of 1942 and 1943 had inflicted vast suffering on
Germany,

there was no indication

Air Offensive,

Vol.

2,

p.

that civilian morale was cracking

56.
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or that the German war effort was seriously affected.

The Air Staff

could see no reason why three more months of bombing would produce a
result that a year-and-a-half of devastating attacks had failed to
achieve.
The Deputy Chief of the Air Staff, Air Marshal Bottomley,
The

pointed this out in an official reply to Sir Arthur Harris.
letter was unusual both for its content and its
minded the Commander-in-Chief

It

firm tone.

re-

that his principal task was to comple-

ment the efforts of the USAAF to win air superiority through selective
attacks against towns associated with the German fLghter-aircraft
industry and the ball-bearing industry.

lie was not to allow his

general area offensive to prejudice accomplishment of this task,

to

which the Combined Chiefs of Staff had assigned the highest priority.
This rebuke to a successful commander,
handled with kid gloves,

whom his superiors had always

showed that a matter of basic policy was

involved.
These doubts about the efficacy of the general area
offensive, though they had been growing for some time,
had never been officially expressed by the Air Staff
Air Marshal
since the initiation of the policy in 1941.
Bottomley's words, therefore, had an extraordinary significance whict amounted to nothing less than the disavowal
of the long established "main aim" of Bomber Command.*
A strategy is rarely disavowed until an alternative becomes
There had been none when civilian morale was selected

available.

as the "wain aim" of the general

area offensive.

Indeed,

some would

had not been selected so much as dictated by the fact

say that it

that Bomber Cotmmand was capable only of attacking large cities and
that A strateg3

had to be invented to justify such attacks.

the closing days of 1943,

But in

when the Air Staff voiced its disenchant-

ment with the general area offensive,

an alternative was in sight.

Bomber Command had become a more efficient and more flexible instruIn

ment.
deliver

the course of 1943 it

had occasionally shown its

ability to

selective area attacks on smaller towns with considerable

accuracy,

and even to carry out precision attacks at night against

*2bid.,

•.

59ff.

-

~----------------

such difficult targets as the V-weapon establishment at Ptenetatinde
and the M~hne and Eder dams.

Bomber Command's capability for selec-

tive attack was further developed in
September 1944,

the period between April and

when the Combined Bomber Offensive was severely

curtailed and the strategic air forces of both nations under General
Eisenhower's

dit-ction were used instead against specific objectives

in support of OVERLORD.
When they had been released from this last task and were able
to resume the bombing offensive,

in October 1944,

situation had drastically changed in

the strategic

favor of the Allies.

The re-

conquest of France had deprived the enemy of a vital portion of his
early-warning network,
on the other hand,

while the British and Amerian bomber forces,

had increased tremendously in quantity and quality

and were now enjoying the protection of escort fighters in large
numbers.

The Luftwaffe was handicapped by a shortage of well-trained

fighter pilots,

partly because lack of oil had forced curtailment of

training, and partly because of the attritio:n suffered in air-to-air
combat.

The Allies thus were within sight of their goal of achieving

command of the air both in daylight and at night.

Weather permitting,

the strategic air forces of both nations were now able to engage in
either precision or area bombing, by day or by night,

depending only

on the preference of their commanders and the strategic direction of
the Allied ::igh Command.

Not unnaturally,

each commander continued

to favor the bombing technique in which his force had become specialized and which was more compatible with its
Air Marshal Harris'

equipment and training.

preference was to put even greater effort

into the general area offensive against Germaan cities,
enemy was so near defeat.
campaign,

Though he was allowed to persist in

his nominal superiors prevailed on him --

reluctant to compel him --

now that the

they were still

to devote a portion of Bomber Command's

effort to selective attacks on preferred target systems,
German oil production and communications.
partially successful is

this

such as

Thift they were at least

shown by the fact that in October 1944, when

the full strategic air offensive was resumed,

approximately one-

fourth of Bomber Command's operational sorties were flown against
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selected targets, mostly in daylight precision attacks.
however,

By then,

the size of the force was such that in the same month Sir

Arthur Harris was also able to launch almost 12,000 sorties against
*
urban area targets.
While Harris was reluctantly accommodating himself to the demand
for selective attacks,
General Spaatz,

the Commander of the U.S.

Strategic Air Forces,

was making an equally reluctant accommodation to the

desire of Allied leaders for American participation in urban area
bombings.

The Eighth Air Force now began to launch massive attacks

on German cities, including a "Thousand Bomber" raid of its own on
Berlin on February 3,
were killed in

1945.

It was estimated that 25,000 civilians
this last attack alone, with many more injured. **

Later in February,

the Americans joined Bomber Command in an all-

out assault on Dresden that was among the most devastating raids of
the war.

The deaths

inflicted among the civilian population,

swollen

as it was by refugees from the East, could not even be estimated
because Qf the terriblt destruction caused in

the city.

The casual-

ties were undoubtedly several times those inflicted in the bombing
ot Btrlin.
These attacks had widespread repercussions after an Associated
Press correspondent reported that they had been th! result of a
"long awaited decision to adopt deliberate terror bombing of German
population centres as a ruthless expedient to hastening Hitler's
doom."

The report causod consternation among Allied leaders.

When General Spaatz was ask#,1 by his superiors whether he was now
engaging in indiscriminate atLacks on cities,

he replied that

what had occurred was not a change in priority but a
shift in emphasis.
The Americans were not bombing
cities indiscriminately, but attacking transportation
facilities inside cities in missions which the Russians
had requested and seemed to appreciate.w*

Ibid.,

Vol. 3,

pp. 66-67..

Craven and Cate,

Vol.

3, p.

Air Offensive, Vol. 3, p.
Craven and Cate, Vol. 3,

726.
113.
p. 726.
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General

"Hap"

Forces,

nevertheless

Arnold,

the Conunanding Genetal
wanted

to know "wheth,

that

he "had

Europe,

urban

areas."

not depaoted

e*vn in

If

in

fint

General

casuatLies

intentional and regrettable

SpnAtz

the cities,

it

in American attaks

by-product of bomb.s

whereas

Such a distinction

would have been

reminiscent of

--

as against

as the "by-product"

that in

without regard

1

killing

bombi.ng.

as an un-

tic nigunent

over

civilians

t - moral
the

between

Sir
of

"end-product"

in

194v,

attack on a c:ity

it

made little

to the civilians what the

to the

difference

But that l.ad been

a mass

that he

of no com1fort

Richard Peirse and Sir Charles Portal

before

it

was

difference

bombers were aiming for.

General Spaatz was undoubLedly sincert,
for his

in

the avowed puipose of Sir Arthui

to civilian casualties.

uuderstood

policy

aimed at military

to destroy the city itself,

of strategic

trans-

rea.ssuted him

was presumably

Harria' area bombing was

victims --

any signifi-

the case of Berlin...."

the civilian

objectives in

Army Air

Attacks on

radal

the hWstoric Anrxilcan

General Spaatz, saw a distinction,

regarded

was

therC

buolbilg and

cant distinction bet.ween morale
portation targets

of tht- U.S.

lack of realism in

failing

aud

.an

to acknowiLdgc

be

faulted only

that American

policy w~s indeed changing.
That opposition in the AAF to area bombardmint had
actually weakened, the exchange of conanunications on the
question in February 1945 notwithstnr:._'.!no• is indicated
not only by the almost simultaneous launching of sustained
B-f9 attacks on Japanese cities
but by pr
o~sals for the
use of robot-controlled B-17's in Europe.
Ironically,
bombers,

the American pioposal

was vetoed by the British,
further

to use radio-controlled

which could only be employed

proof was needed

Ibid.,

p.

See above,

for

who ferred retaliation

128.

Craven and Cate,

in

kind.

But,

that the American Air Force had become

727.
p.

drone

inaccurate area attacks,

Vol.

3,

p.

727.

if
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coDverted

engoped in

to area Lombing,

the wmr

it

was furnished by the B-79 forces

In March 1945 their recently

'ith Japan.

appointed .;m~onde'., Ceneral Curtis LeMay,
of systematic area attacks on Japanese

cities with an incendiary
and caused more exte isive

raid on Tokyo that kilted mere civilians,
destruction,

inaugurated a campaign

than the atomic bomb later dropped on Hiroshima.

General LeMay's general area offensive against. Japan had the sa•ne
objective as Sir Arthur Harris'

offensive against Gerthany,

undertaken for the same reason,

namely,

and was

that 3elective attacks agaIns

military objectives had proved incffecAtiv'- owing to operational
limi tations.
Much has been made of Lhe Anglo-American controversy over
strategic bombing.
phies.

But it

was not a matter of conflicting philoso-

The differences between the British and American air forces

resuited from the fact that at the beginning of the Combined Bomber
Offensive

they had different capabi]ities and their strategic

choices had to be geared to these capabilities.

Morality had little

part in it.
It might appear, and it has often been suggested,
that a great moral issue was involved in this situation,
but the moral issue was not really an operative factor.
The choice between precision and area bombing was not
conditioned by abstract theories of tight and wrong,
it was
nol by interpretations of international law.
rulcd by operational posstbilities and stiategic inThough these matters have been much confused
tentions.
by propnganda, the Germans, the British and the Americans,
too, adopted the policy of area attack when they considoied thatL reclsion bombing was either impossible or
unp ro f i tab I e.
Throughout
beet coutncerned,

the period with which mUost of this narrative has
the controversy over the moral aspects of urban

area hombing was academic,
British no other Lhoice.

as operational

limitations left the

The issue ceased to be academic,

duiing the last six months of the war,

however,

when these limitations had

been largely overcome and the Allies were free to choose a bombing

Air Offensive,

Vol.

2,

p.

22.
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strategy that suited their strategic objectiv,-s and moral preference.
Why,

then, were the attacks on German cities continued although both

air forces were now capable of
fare?

.aging a more restrained

form of war-

The remaining papei uf this account will attempt to answer

this difficult question.
Historians trying to find an easy explanation have been tempted
to put the blame on Sir Arthur Harris -to be labeled

-- whom they picture as

"Bomber Harris,"

the ruthless,

as he came

stubborn,

single-

minded commander whose sole object've was to crush the enemy at
whatever cost to German civilian&.
\1-t the Allied leaders who disapproved of Sir Arthur Harris'

ur'uan-area offensive were themselves

advocates of attacks on German citit..
guise.
ll&'

If

there is

to be

though under a different

for these attacks,

it

must be shared

by others.
In

Septembei:

1944, when the joint Anglo-American directive for

resumption of the strategic air offensive was written, a number of
target systems competed for attention.
petroleum industry,
the German

plants,

Chief among them was the

which was given highest priority.

Others were

transportation and comnunications network,

"policing" of the German aircraft industry,

direct support of Allied land and naval operations.
specified as targets for precision attack,

munitions

and strikes in
These were

with this added provisions

When weather or tactical conditions are unsuitable for
operations against specific primary objectives, attack!
should be delivered on important industrial areas, using
blind bombing technique as necessary.*
The weather over Germany in
it

is,

late autumn and winter being what

this last provision allowed for a generous number cf attacks

on "important industria.l areas."
bombing,

Given the inaccuracy of radar

these attacks usually caused the same kind of indiscriminate

destruction that might have been expected if
at any particular
the new directive,
*Ibid.? Vol.

target within the city.

they had not been aimed

The important change in

however, was one of intent.
4,

App.

8 (xl).

The "main aim" of

I
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'he bombing offensive from now on was to be not morale bcmbing but
selective attacks on military objectives.
Yet s3-e of these objectives
urban area attacks.

themselves invited,

even dictated,

It was not only when weather or tactical condi-

tions prevented selective bombing that cities could be hit; they had
to be hit in the ':ourse of attacks on marshaling yards,
stations,

and other transportation

railroad

targets, which had been given a

high priority in the new directive.

Attempts to bomb such targets

inevitably resulted in much d',mage to the part of the city in which
they were located.
The principal sponsor of the bombing offensive against German
transport --

and therefore,

in

effect,

Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder.

against urban areas

--

was

As General Eisenhower's deputy,

he had retained an important voice in selecting objectives for
strategic bombing that were important to the ground commanders.
most Allied Leaders concerned with the land offensive,
General George C. Marshall,

And

including

agreed that the genecal disruption of

the German transport system through

systematic air attack should have

high priority.
In

addition,

the ground commanders favored concentrated

inter-

diction attacks on strategic areas on which the defending forces
depended for support.

As the Allied armies approached the Rhine,

they requested a massive air assault on the entire Ruhr area, which
serveo as a commnunications hub for the German forces.
tantamount to an attack ot, urban areas,
diction.

The Ruhr cities,

Arthur NLarris objected
rubble";

though its purpose was inter-

which had already suffered heavily in

earlier Bomber Command attacks,
Anglo-American assault,

This was

were further devastated

in this new,

which was known as Opecatlon BUGLE.

(Sir

that hi3 bombs were "merely stirring up the

he would have preferred

sive against cities that were still

to continue his generý.l area offenrelatively intact.)

Similar

interdiction attacks were launched against other German transport
and communications centers of concern
As their armies advanced
East and West,

the

to the Allied ground commanders.

further toward the heart of Germany from

line between urban aiea attdcks and selctive
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support of the groLund

attacks in tactical

forces bUcame increasingly

blurred.
n tfhe East.
This was dewonstrated most clearly -.
Yalta Conference of February 1945,

Prior to the

the British and kaerican leaders

asked for air attacks against transport centers in

the eastern part

of Germany to support the advance of the Russian ar=•ies.

The

Ituss•ians were expected to be eves more difficult than usual at
Yalta; they were constantly complaining that the Anglo-Anerican
allies-wtre concerned only with

their own offensive in

were doiug nothing to help their allies in the East.
wanted to be armed against this charge.

while first

. Churchill

?.

Strongly urged by him,

including General Spaatz --

Allied military leaders --

the West and

agreed

the

that,

priority for air attack would continuc to go to Ccroan

synthetic oil plants,

second priority was to be given

to th

boi!)ing
-

Dresden, "and associated cities where heavy

of Berlin, Leipzig,

attack will cause confusion in civilian evacuation from the gast and
hamper movement of reinforcements from other fronts."
directive that resulted in

It

was this

the devastating attacks on Berlin and

Dresden mentioned earlier.
another reason that Allied leaders,

There was still
Sir Arthur Harris,

favored urban area attacks.

the last year of the war

they had discussed

versions

such as Berlin or some other major city.
of the plan --

THUNDERCLAP --

At various times in

Lhe idea of concentrating

all available air effort on a catastrophic blow
target,

apart from

envisaged

igainst a single
one of the earlier
that the combined

Allied air forces could deliver something like 20,000 tons of bombs
in

the space of four days and three nights,

which should be suffi-

cient "to suspend all ordinary life in Berlin."
The purpose of such an attack, according to Webster and Frankland, was to deal "a coup de grace to German morale."
Air Offensive,

Vol.

3, p.

104,,

the borobJng of Dresden, see ibid.,
Ibid., p. 54.
**I*bid., p. 98.

pp.

For Mr.

"The idea

Churchill's role in
101-104 and tA -lli.
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was,

not as a means of bringing about the defe,,t

conceived,

in tact,

of Germany,

but of inducing an organised surrender ufte'r that hW

occurred."

It

is noteworthy that the idea originated not in Bomber

Command but in

the British ChieZ.,_ of Staff,

by Sir Char!es Portal and

:he Air Staff.

using air power to give the Todesstoss
was not coifi'ned to the Germans alone.
official American Air Force doctrine,

and that it

Evidently,

was endorsed

the notion of

to a nearly defeated enemy
Not only was it
buat it

part of the

camz to play a role in

British thinking as well.
THUNDERCLAP was never carried out in its

original form, but the

idea of delivering a tremendous aerial attack that would break the
will to resist of the German leaders continued
on Allied planning.

to exert an influence

In later plans based on the same idea,

the ob-

jective of breaking German morale was usually combined with that of
achieving at the same time a decisive military effect against transport and communications facilities,

in one version --

HURRICANE I --

"The plan was for 2500 heavy bombers to drop 12,000 tons of bombs on
the Ruhr in

the short space of one or two hours,

with the dual

objective of assisting the Allied ground offensive and "influencing
the war-will of the German High Command."
modified for operational
VLow was in

reasons,

fact delivered

The plan had to be

but in Operation BUGLE a tremondous

against the Ruhr area.

The combined Anglo-American

attacks on Berlin were another

modified application of the Todesstoss idea.

The nearest

the Allies

ever came to executing the original conception of THUNDERCLAP was in
the assault on Dresden,

which happened to be a target that Sir Arthur

Harris had long picked on his own for an awesome demonstration of
Allied air power.
It

eust be clear

from the foregoing that the differences between

Sir Arthur Harris and other Allied leaders could not have been over
the principle of attacking cities.
war,

when operational

relatively

Ibid.,

I

In the closing period of the

capabilities had become such as to permit a

free choice of bombing objectives,

p.

72.

the Combined Chiefs

of Staff,
c0rtie

ani indeed their civilian superiors themselves,

attacked L~r strategic reasons.

favored urban area attacks

ordered

Their reasons varied% Some

to break civilian morale; others hoped to

undermine

the war-will of the German High Command,

transport

sisteni, or to deny The German war machine some vital re-

sources.

Sir Arthur Harris happened to thitk that the general area

or to disrupt the

off2,sive was the most effective way of breaking the enemy's ability
to resist.

But these were disagreements over strategy, not over

principle.

And so far as civilian casualties were concernied it

made little

difference whetber a city was attacked to eliminate it

as a transport center or as part of the general area offensive.
then, was Sir Arthur Harris singled cut as if
cities as his objective?
in

Why did Mr.

the closing months of

relationship

the wa:,

Why,

he alone had selected

Churchill turn away from him

after a close and intimate working

that had lasted almost three years?

Sir Arthur Harrist

difficult personality and his acrimonious

relations with his nominal superiors were undoubtedly a factor.
this was nothing new.

But

lie had long given the Government reason for

losing patience with him and he was not the only successful Allied
cormander who was difficult to get along with.
to have occurred after the *'ssault on Dresden is

That the bret-k see.i
the more puzzling

as the assault had been demanded by Mr. Churchill himself.
over, it

hli resulted from a joint Allied decision,

More-

and the Aweieiican

Air Force nad participated in the bombing.
A possible explanation may lie in the widespread moral revulsion
against city bombing which set in after the horrors of the Dresden
attack had become public.

Since Sir Arthur Harris had long been

identified with this form of warfare,

he was a logical target on

which population indignation could vent itself.
were war-weary and

tired of killing.

People in the West

Whatever desire for revenge

had exi-ted in Britrin earlier in the war must have been
the terrible havoc already inflicted on Germany.
the military professionals, considered

.ated by

The public,

unlike

the enemy already defeated and

saw no need for piling more devastation on the destruction already
caused,

which the Allies would have

to help rebuild after the war.
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Mr. Churchill himself may have been caught up in this mood.
It

after the attack on Dresden,

almost seems as if,

he wished to

dissociate himself frou this act and from the entire strategic air
offensive of which he ha* been• one of the principal architects.
are forced to reso:,t to speculation here,

We

because neither Mr.

Churchill's )wn History of the Second World WAr nor Sir Arthur
Harris'

account of the Bomber Offensive discusses this matter,

and

even the painstaking history of Webster and Frankland offers only
sparse clues.
We do know that at the end of March 1945 the Prime Minister
ozdered a review of the policy of urban attacks "from the point of
view of our own interests,"
themselves

lest

the Allied occupation forces find

deprived of accommodations

in

a ruined country.

But

this does not explain his change of atLitude toward his Comuanderin-Chief,
lished.

who was executing
Nor can

a policy Churchill himself had estab-

that change

be explained

such scruples had not troubled
other cilies
The

suffered a
full

grounds,

similar to that of Dresden.
the closing months of

Churchill against his own brain-child

to be written.

for

the Prime Minister when Hamburg and

story of what happened in

war to turn Mr.
waits

fate

on moral

But we know that he did

probably still

turn against it.

Arthur Harris and the heroes of the strategic air campaign
scant reward from a government
praise on other

successful

that was lavish

commanders and on

When victory over Germany
was said of the part played in
offensive.
The Prime Minister
tribute to Bomber Command in a

Arthur Harris,

the

in

its

Sir
-eceived

besiowal of

the forces under

was celebrated but little
iL by the strategic air
did, it is true, pay a
special message to Sir

in wh.ch he spoke of their "decisive

contribution to Germany's fii.'?l defeat" and praised the
"fiery gallant spirit"
of theiT. crews.
But no tribute
was paid to that campaign in the Prime Minister's victory
broadcast of 13th May excert for a cryptic reference to

Air Offensive, Vol. 3, pp. 112 and 117.
They included 57,143 dead in Bomber Command

Frankland,

The Bombing Offensive,

p.

91.

alone.

See

them:
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the attack on V-weapons, and no campaign medal was scruck
to distingaish those who took part in the strategic air
The Prime M!inister and others in author'.ty
offensive.
seemed tc turn away from the subject as though it ucre
distasteful to the-. and as though they had forgotten
their own recent efforts to initiate and maintain the
offensive.*
It

is

easy to understand why Sir Arthur Harris was unpopular
We can also see how a fickle pub'ic would turn

in the government.
against its
violated

former hero as the symbol of a form of warfare which

its moral

instincts --

after people could permit themselves

the luxury of indulging these instincts once again.
What is difficult to explain is why other Allied leaders,
though equally respon-ible

for this form of warfare,

should have

escaped censure and why all the blame should have fallen on Sir
Was it

Arthur Harris.

because tney carried out their task with

reluctance while the Air Marshal gave the appearance of relishing
it?

Or was it

because they paid lip service to moral scruples by

claiming that their urban area attacks were aimed at military objectives while Sir Arthur Harris frankly admitted that the cities
themselves were the military objective?
The Secretary of State for Air,

Sir Archibald Sinclair,

once

explained why he made a point of emphasiziug in his public statements
that the urban area attacks were aimed at military or industrial
installations.
Only in this way, he explained to Sir Charles Po:tal in
October 1943, could he satisfy the enquiries of the
Archbishop of Canterbury, the Moderator of the Church
of Scotland and other significant religious leaders whose
moral condeamiation ot the bombing offensive might, he
observed, disturb the morale of Bomber Command crews.
This latter consideration was, the Secretary of State
thought, more important than another which Sir Arthur
Harris had raised, namely, that the Bomber Command crews
might form the impression that they were being asked to
perform deeds which the Air Ministry was ashamed to admit.**

Air Offensive,
Ibid•.,

p.

116.

Vol.

3,

p.

284.

Underlining mine.
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Perhaps Sir Arthur Parris and his crews were right in

thinking

that they were asked to do what their super.0rs were ashamed to
admit.

After the war was won,

Allied leaders may not have wished

to ue reminded that they had been forced to subordinate
scruples to the exigencies of a total war.
Trenchard had prophesied back in

1928,

in

their moral

Yet this is what Lord
the debate with which this

narrative begans
Whatever we may wish or hope, and whatever course of
action we may decide, whatever be the views held as to
the legality, or the humanity, or the military wisdom
and expediency of such operations, there is not the
slightest doubt that in the next war both sides will
send their aircraft out without scruple to bomb those
objectives which they consider the most suitable.

I

Part Two

R 'FLECTIONS
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In

reviewing

the evenLs of World War Ii

sense of inevitability.

The ultimate

not planned so much as it
that were taken in
little

awareness

diffnrences in
contributed

happened.

response

one is

escalation
It

was

to the pressure

left witn a

to total war was

the end result
of events,

of the possible consequences.

of actions

often with

Despite

the great

their moral oitli.ok and oehavior standards,

to the inexorable process of escalation,

both sides

although

from

different motives.
To strtss

the inevitability

of the outcome is

not to suggest

that the course of the war wouLd have been the same regardless of who
was at

the helm.

and Hitler,

although

tive countries,
pressures
Once

But it

is

important

to understand

they held unprecedented power

were also

the victims,

they could not resist

The

a direction

ýory of escalation

in

and of events
the

occurred.

It

leaders were swept along

that was not always of their own ch.idng.
in

World War II

now remains

some of the underlying
non of escalation

as pieced

factors

together tn

in

which the

to distil

frcm the mass of evidence

that could

throw light oiý the phenome-

itself.

What was there in

the nature of the war,

of the nations involved,

in

in

the personalities of

the interactions among them to generate
appears to have been inevitable?
leaders succumbed,

of

they could not control.

the foregoing narrative dealt with the circumstonces
events

their respec-

willing or unwilling,

the hounds of war were unleashed,

at a pace or in

that Churchxll

a proccs

the characteristics
their leaders,
which,

in

What were the pressures

often against their better judgment?

or in

retrospect,

to which
This will be

the subject of the next two chapters.
But was the process of escalation
uniquely characteristic
likely
could
only

inevitable because of factors

of World War II,

to be operative in

or are

future wars as well?

the underlying causes
And if

they are,

their effect be counteracted by new factors that have developed
in

the nuclear age?

The necessarily

Tpeculative

task of in-

quiring into these questions will occucy the concluding chapter of
this work.

---.
- ---
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X.

THE ASYMM4ETRICAL ATTITUJDES OF THlE TW~O SIDEFS

TO MOST PEOPLE in the West the term "escalation" connoLern somiething
both objectionable and frightening.

It

suggests an evCet-m'okintliuq,

spiral of violenice that may get out of Lontrol and coid Upi Ili
war,

It also implies a departure fruni civili~zi.-

resort to forms of warfare that are regardird
thuie is ;onldaivnhd on grounds of humanity as
This was t.,#11,

wii

un!LnijiiLi,4

iHilimwitiv.

a Lthough thle teoxinItsel f had aot yet comec

iiiid is

I;MI
iiliitlon

I
ii. ')f oulfint-

well

tile firititih looked at vs

Loi,
id

t

iinilioti Jill Woi If! Wan
ifii

,' titi,

DUL I t had

no such implications for the N.--tils tho idea L'iAL reAtl'iliii WA9
desirable for its own sake , or that cei LAin (woim of wal Lainc were
inhoroultly mors objectionablebi
by thVm 110 A (Ifiadhilt notion,

Luannuotheis , would have buon tegnrdee.

Thiel banic dlf fvveiiýe InmAtl~itudun

be tween the two si(des Lauds Lu he obactired by thle ap~pAremut fliliflarIty
of their actions after thme war bsclnniiit total

,

Hut

portant par't in the developments that Led up to it,

it

p~layed ant limand espocLal ly

in british prewar plannisig.
Al tliough this Nazis were not rustraincid by luiumAni taltian sctipjles

in thui r conduct of the war, tharC worC ucLAsiullh when military or
poll tfhai realmons made iL exioadjient for Lhaii

to practica res traisit.

*When spunkimtp, ot wh&t "LtelInt
BLinail' on "Litm (huxuuatmua
thought
or bale loed * I sill 111111e0y Us111 Aualhor thiand phrase Lo I udicaLa the
prevaIlI Ing * domuimuaii L, or operatL Yo. lpini oil in Lhmoso voiii tri oas
I'him
Is
is not 0itatided to minmi so thle dieveisity of opinion that axis tod in
UithLaii oilan of L10ie ilistee a dislcus sa11d 116-C
xc*
hue
WAI 101a0s, of
course, diffAgrasmanit withiniu the (Jarninn huidrarchy, especially bhitweuinm
Clhe more LconMsrVAtiV6
Ifii tary pro0feMsioll41 a 1111Lilt NAZI. Z0111ot a.
I have miiemntimO'1a unimmii intiy vieWs only wheut thley mecti~ehi Lo hava a
boevitiig Oil 1.1e Alilmlysis.
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During the Twilight War,
not to provoke

for instance,

it

to Hitler's interest

the Allies into a prematu:e confrontation on the

Western front until his own forces were
sive.

was

ieady for ttieir big offen-

This served a political purpose As wcll,

restraint lent encouragement
fessions of peaceful

as his apparent

to those who believed

in Hitler's pro-

intent toward Britain and France,

where the

appeasement spirit was still rife.
Similarl.,,

thern were good practical reasons why the Germans

waitrd a year before l'iunc.hing the all-out air assault that had been
expected in Britain all alohg.

The British attributed Ilitler's

restraint to hi'. CoLcern for public opinion in

elbewhirc,

As w,

, however,

..

thcrL

the United States and

u insic com'pollittg Lcauu.,w,

why the assault was not undertaken earlier,
One of them wes that,
until the Luftwaffe had acquired air bases along the oLcupied coast,
it

could not strike at Brita'n effectively.

Ii

short, whenever

elther because it.
pelled

thu Gatirian• exerciJ ud restrainrt,

served their interests or bccaure

to; I t was not bocause

they saw virtue

in their cult of violence on a heroic scale,
that became a virtue.

force.

they were com-

in modetAtion.
it

All elso being equhl,

preference warn for using the uiaxiruum

wanted

the Nazis'

AtohOr than the

to "smaah" llhim,

Itdeed,

waa lack of restraint

or at letes

instinc:tive

rinhunMUR of

Thoy were riot content to defeaL an opponent but,

favorite phrase,

it wan

in Hitler's

intimidate hrl

throug1h a dimplay of German 'chrecklichkeit,
The British were iticliumd in the oipposite dlrctLion.

Th1v r

innate nonse of moderation and their moral scruples about certain
forms of warfare
Whate

impelled theam toward rentraint in tho une of fovrc.

they did raine the level or viordnce,

and only in response

thnoy did so returtaut)ly

to what they UlgArdfed al cope11Clill,

nOCeas ly.

I Am indebted Lu mly CulLea.,,' I141s
1SIMloLt for rolundi ng me
that this Nazi trait hark bhack to i titer's favorite Nordic sRA1An
w Lh Lheir glorification of thi her(, who gours Ie•rmerk.
se CLsto
Ians Spiieor,
oial
Order and the ki,.ka of War, (Jeorug W, Stewart,
New York, 1952, 1'1,
1l11-1 1.

I
I
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The glorification of violence as an end in itself was alien and
repugnant to them.
This difference in

the attitudes of the two sides is

dismissed as irrelevant on the grounid that it
British from bombing civilians,
than the Germans had done.

often

did not prevent the

and ultimately on a vaster scale

Critics charge that the Briti3h were in

favor of restraint orly so long as it was to their advantage and
that their profession of humanitarian concern was an example of
typical Anglo-Saxon hypocrisy.

For what happened to their moral

scruples oricv they had acquired

the means to perpetrate such horrors

as the fNrei,torms in Hlamburg and Dresden?
is certainly

It

true that there were practical, an well as

humanitarian reasons why the British preferred restraint in
early part of the war.

It

is

also true that, when the two were in

conflict, expediency won out over moral scruples.
were nevertheless

real,

But the scruples

and ntr9ijg enough to styliic Winston Chur( hill

when he wanted revenge for the bombing of London.
how long it

the

took British leadcrm to make the mental

We saw, moreover,
ti-anjitlon to

indiscriminate air warfare even after practical necessity had left
them no other alternative.
bean overridden if

Whether these acruples would ever have

the British had not believed ths t they were

fightinru

in dafense of Western Livilization itself, as well am for
their own suivival, is a question thiat is, of course, impoasibla to
allnwe

.",

Though we do not kn1ow the extent

to which

their attitudes

escalation influenced the decinions of the br.iligerenta,
thiL whatevet effect they had was exercised

toward

we do know

in opposite direc tional

as an inhibiting

feactor oelthe Rr'tish side and a& a spur tu, greater
viuletica on t,he Oerman aide.
The prefexen(e foi itsalinitt was at
IeAnt ono of thn raonnon
why the UritLsh waiLted no long h[efucO
adolptSig a deliberatu policy of urban area attacks and why they

clUng

ho luniilounly

the NaZI ' boll, ef il

,;t

above,

pp.

lU

Ume

tihe max

56-57,

fittiillj

im~ullil

u

IIM!L101

e of f(if o

1 1J,,huupilh,,
i
G

o

vernvhly,

u douuhiLe.dly
l
imiade the
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assault on London more attractive to Hitle-

,... added to the zest

with which Gdring threw himself into that venture.
The role

that these intangibles played in the war,

however,

was

not confined to their direct influence upon decisions for oi agaji.st
escalation.

They also affected

these decisions were based,
intentions and actions,
toward violence.

the intelligence estimates on which

for each side,

in assessing the opponent's

was inevitably influenced

But the common tendency

by its

own attitude

to regard the enemy as a

mirror image of oneself had move serious consequences for Britain
than for German,

a belligerent who imputes his own lack of scruples

to the opponent is

less likely to be caught out than one who relies

on the hope that the enemy will
Moreover,

even if

humane warfare,
reciprocate

it

share his preference for restraint.

the Nazis had recognized Briain's desire for more
they presumably would not have felt compelled to

and would not have allowed it

to affect their own

conduct of the w-r.
British misconceptions about the enemy did have a major impact
on

the course of events,

for they provided

decisions before and early in the wat,
clung to the hope that Germany,
in civilized

fashion.

It

is,

the rationale for important

when many British leaders

too, would wish to conduct the war
therefore,

the British side with which

we will be primarily concerned here in tracing the infLuence .'f
characteristic national attitudes upon the assesasmenL of the enemy's
intentions and thus indirectly upon the conduct of the war,

The Effect on British Prewar Planning

At the timo the British made thou,
piepniations to ruuil

first

ngi innL tthe Nazi mutilate,

any war would be started by the oiher side.
enemy would have the initiative,
uh

huw amccurately

Ditti#hi

Ilaiiil10rA,

serious plans and
it

was obvious

that

This niaent that the

and that tho outcome raight depend

the defetideL liad dtiLcipstad the AgK;tehrorta imiovea,
thUrCefore,

neCded a realistic atisilioIt

of the
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enemy's intentions and preferred style of warfare;

they had to know

not only his capabilities but how he was likely to employ them.
Though the military planners were undoubtedly more skeptical of
German intentions

than their civilian supetiors,

the assumptions on

which their planning was based refiected the vacillacion of the
Chamberlain Cabinet between the optimistic and pessiniisLiLc views of
the impending war.

Accordingly,

and the pLars based upon them,

the estimates of enemy intentions,

veered back and forth between

worst the British could conceive -ciLies --

the

the knockout blow against their

and the hope that Hitler's objectives would turn out to be

limited and that he would show reetlaint ill pursuing thor,.
assumptions,

though equally unrealistic,

image uf 6'e opponent,
toward warfare,

Both

w'ere based on the mirror

for both sLemmied from Britain's own attitude

one being merely the obverse of the other.

As we know,

the pessimistic assumption --

that tCe war would

begin with an all-out air assault against Britain -by any evidence available to Britain at the time.
and load limitations of German aircraft,
to Bri tish Intelligence,

tile luftwaffe

sustained assault on Britain until it
Low Countries and France.

was not supported

Owing to the range

which presumably were known

was incapable of d M¶assive,

acquired coastal bases in the

This meant that no such assault could

be attempted until the Anglo-French armies had been defeated] -to assume that this would happen was inconsistent with
faith in the excellence
the Maginot Line.

of the French army anid

and

the prewar

the impregnability ot

Even the most pessimintic. gritish p)lanners could

not have envisaged that this splendid army could be routed no quickly.
Yet the

idea of a knockout blow continued

to dominate British

plannitng in the face of all the argumentnts agaiinst it.
for this may have beeti

Oun

reaolon

the difficulty of ubtaining reliable inLelli-

oence about the Luftwaffe,

and the plaimine a'

the I miformatiomi that thoy did have.

tendency

to mistrust

Consclouu of their own wnaknesas

*Tho range limitations of German fighters was to prove a
serious handicap in the assault on IBritai'l even after
bases had become available to the Luftwnire.

these
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in

the air, they were undoubtedly tempted to overrate the strength

of the opponent.

But there could have been another reason as well:

that their assessment of the enemy's intentions was influenced by
their own attlrtude.

tnwArrd wArfare.

Strategic bombardnent played a far more itapnrtant role in
British military thinking and doctrine than it

did in German.

Though

senior officers of the older services discounted the claims of .he
strategic airpower advocates,

their opposition did not arise primarily

from doubts as to the military potential of this new weapon.
fact, most British leaders overrated

its effectiveness.

In

The reasons

that they decided against the kind of air warfare advocated by
Trenchard (except in

retaliation for German bombing)

were that they

regarded Britain as more vulnerable to indiscr"ninate air attack
then Germany and that their moral scruple!: inhibited them fromi making
war on civilians.
What was more natural than to assume that an enemy who lacked
much scruples would not hesitate to employ L form of warfare that
most British leaders

found repugi.antO

Here,

after all, waa what the

British believed to be a potent weapon, whose use promised to give
the enemy a formidable advantage,
might have chosev if

and one that the British themselves

expediency and humanity had not argued against

it.
Another consideration
uL•upsLiuii

case."

that may have contributed

wit L Lhu kijuckuuL blow was

Unrealistic

though it was,

Lo the pie-

represatied

th&i iL

most planners --

the "worsL

and not only in

Britain -- would rather be charged with lack of realism, which is
diff'fc,,It to prove before the event,
ticipated the worst.

than with failure to have an-

In this instance,

further by the nationwide

they may have been influenced

fear of air attack,

who,.o horrors were kept

before the public through, lurid press starleti

and the growing

emphasis onl ai.r-raid pracau Lions.
The alternaLive assumption --

that Hitler would refrain from

initiating indiscriminate attacks on British cities
been defended

on the grolmid that

tu launch theim from German bases.

the LuftwAffe

But this,

--

hacked

of course,

might have
the capnbility

was not then
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recognized.

Instead,

the British believed,

of their own attitude-',

again under the influence

that Hitler would be restrained

such an assault by a ccn.'ern for world opinion.
opprobrium attachcd to chis form of warfare,

from launching

In view of the moral

they thought that,

Britain provided Hitler with an excuse by initiating it,

even

unless
the

Nazir would be reluctant to resort to indiscriminate bombing and
thereby incur the condemnation of the civilized world.
it

will be recalled that in June 1938 Prime Minister Chamberlain

had azsured the House of Commons that in case of war Britain would
bomb only strictly military objectives and would take scrupulous care
not to inflict civilian casualties.

One of the reasons for this

policy was spelled out more clearly during the Munich cripis in
September of that year, when Bomber Command was directed that in

the

was "to do nothing thuL ,ight be construed r.9 an

event of war it

attack on civilians and so give the enemy an excuse
There was,

of courise, nothing in 1litler'.. ti

was known before the war,

to do likewise."

vcid,

ev, n 1s It

to siggest that hc would need atr excuse

for doing something he wished to do,

or that lie would hesitate

manufacture an excuse whenever he felt it

to

expedient to have one.

Ills

long string of broken pledges provided ample evidence of his method.
World opinion concerned him only when he was afraid
have practical

consequences,

might

such as to arouse his opponents Lo act

against him before he was ready
In retrospect,

that it

for them,

the notion of British leaders

that they could

induce restraint on Hitler's part by practicing it themnselves
ainiout preposterous,
conviction.

It

was probably inspired by hope more than by

Not surprisin|gly,

unpreparedness,

seems

considering Britain's militaty

her leaders alternated between hoplng for the best

and fearing the worst,

How utrongly Britain's assssmient of German intentions was influenced by her own attitudes is

indicated by the fact that the plannersh

contradictory apsumptions about the coming war bot). were rationalized
in moral terms.

See above,

Grossly simpiified,

p.

2',.

the reas

'nder]linity, ,,iii-,

,iug was that Ilitler
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would wage indiscriminate air warfare because he lacked mocal
scruples;
excuse,

that he would not do so,

unless the British gave him an

because he would be deterred by his reluctance to incur the

moral condemnation of mankind.
In

the absence of a reliable and generally accepted estimate

of the enemy threat,

British planners did not know whether to prepare

for a repetition of World War I,
play their traditional

roles,

in which armies and navies would

or for a new kind of war,

Sby the indiscrmitiate use of airpower on both sides.
eventualities,

characterized
Of the two

the latter cLearly posed Lhe greater danger to Britain.

The Government could have prepared to meet this threat in one of two
ways:

by relying on defense,

which meant building up Fighter Conrmand;

or by relying on deterrence,

which meant improving Bomber Comnaand's

Lapability for retaliation.

No explicit choice between

strategies

seems

In one sense,

to have been made.
of course,

the peacetime desire for economy,

the lack of time in which to prepare,

precluded a free choice.

procurement of an adequate borbtipr deterrent
more costly,

But,

doubt they /tht(! Brltsitis

could have been induced

a zlear call had come from

The

than an increase in

as the official History points out,
eoilt_

ani

force would have been far

and would have taken much longer,

fighter strength.

more if

these two

the Government."

"No

to do much
If

no such

The dclengna of British planners was by no means unique.
The
war plans made Jin peace-loving countries prior to tile outbreak of
conflict are seldom based on the "best" estimate of the enemy threat,
ai military folklore would hawv us believe.
As a rule, they are a
c.OmprG.W'se between the desirable and whaL, in the comp lacent
Lttmosphere of peacetime, is considered ccotmotticnlly or politically
feasible and palatable.
The estlitiate of the enemy threat, itself
rarely free from political biati, i,; used more often in justifyiing
decislotns reached onl other grounds thtan in arrivinig at decisions.
Force,

See
it"' concisc sv-inary of "the RecoUstructionl of the Bombing
1934-L939" •in Air Offen-jive, Vol. 1, pp. 65-85.
*Ibid., p). 65.
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call was forthcoming,

it

was partly because "British policy meanwhile

wavered between appeasement and panic preparations"

and partly be-

cause the panic preparations themselves wavered between two conflicting images of the coming war.
In

it

the circumstances,

is

not surprising that this vacillation

resulted in a typical compromise solution of building up both Fighter
Command and Bomber Command but not doing enough for either to enable
it

to ward off the expected threat.

As fot Bomber Command

the

numbers and kinds of bombers that would have been needed to deter a
German assault on Britain probably could not have been made available
in time in the beat of cases,

though it

was fortunate that they were
But lack of adequate

at least under development when war broke out.
aircraft was not Bomber Command's only handicap.

What may have

delayed its effective use even more was that 5.ts peacetime planning.
crew training,

and basic bombing philosophy were geared

fought in civilized fashion,

to a war

in which bombers would be used only for

precision daylight bombing of "strictly military objectives ir the
narrowest sense of the word."
The British were to pay for this erroneous image of the coming
war in many ways.
they clung to it
because

In the face of much evidence to the contrary,
partly because they wished it

they allowed their own preconceptions

to be true and partly
and moral preferences

to enter into their assessment of the enemy's intentions.

The Tit-for-Tat Ntion

Another illustration of the asyrMietry in
of the two sides woo the difference in
reprisals.
vantage

Here,

again,

it

the behavior standards

their attitudes toward

was the British who were at a disad-

in assuming that the enemy shared their concepts of proper

Though Fighter Coninand came off better in this compromise, it,
too, would have lacked adequate strength if it had not been for the
two months' respite after the fall of France, duting which an alL-out
effort was made to push the output of fighter aircraft.
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retaliation.

This could have been a disastrous mistake if

the

escalation of the war had not been preordai,•ed.
The British instinctively believed in
of reprisals.

The biblical concept of an eye for an eye.

that the punishment s .uld
in

them.

the tit-for-tat pciLnciple

match the offense,

problems

was deeply ingrained

The proper retaliation for the first

therefore, was to attack the German capital,

the notion

bombing of London,
although the tactical

involved made Berlin a most difficult and unprofitable

target for Bomber Corinand.

Even after it

had become clear that the

Germans were waging indiscriminate air warfare,

Sir Charles Portal's

proposal was to answer each Luftwaffe attack on a British city with
a single attack on a German city.

Churchill himseif asked only for

"the worst form of proportionate retaliation,
tion."

i.e., e

retalia-

And when the Germans dropped paracoute mines on London,

which could not be aimed,

he wanted Bomber Commdnd to "dro2 a heavy

parachute mine on German cities for everyone he drops on ours."
The tit-for-tat principle must have been strongly tied to a
moral imperative,

for the British applied it

their own disadvantage.

even when it

was to

The military effect of their reprisal raids

on Berlin after the accidental bombing of London on August 24,
for example,

was bound to be negligible.

1940,

The British may have hoped

that the raids wouid have a psychological impact on the uerman
people,

but was this reason enough for them to invite an exchange of

all-out blows in which they would be the heavy losers?
that from its newly-ac.quired bases across

the Channel

They knew
the Luftwaffe

could do far more damage to London than they could possibly hope to
inflict e.n Germany,

Moreover,

they had always

leaned over backward

to avoid giving the enemy an excuse for taking the gloves off.
they were providing one now, at great peril

Yet

to thcmselves and with no

hope of possible gain to Justify the risk.
Having lived in daily expectation of the knockout blow,

the

British may have interpreted the accidental bombing of London as an
indication that it

had begun.

If,

to wage indiscriminate air warfaro,

then, Hitler already had decided
their own reprisal raids would not
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have changed what he was going to do.

But the first bombing of

London was not followed up for two weeks,

while the British continued

their raids on Berlin.
Most likely, British leaders did not look on these retaliatory
raids as giving thL enemy an excuse for further reprisals.
saw it,

by bombing London,

the Germans had started it

were terely evening

the score.

at least for the time being.

As they

and the British

This should have ended the exchange
It

should have --

if

the Germans had

been playing the game by British rules.
Obviously,

they were not doing that.

out assault on London,

When he launched the all-

Hitler used the British raids on Berlin to

hang the reprisal label on an act that was bound to outrage world
opinion.

But,

as we know,

tie Nazis always planned to proclaiin

terror attacks as reprisals,

if

no ready-made excuse had been

available for the attack on London,

Hitler would have manufactured

one, as he had done on other occasions.
concept of retaliation was that they were always

The Nazis'

the injured pacty, and that they alone were entitled to exact
reprisals.
conmtitted,

When the opponent retaliated for an offense they had
it

was treated not as a reprisal but as a fresh provoca-

tion, to be punished severely.

Hitler's vow to rub out British

cities in punishment for their feeble retaliation raids on Berlin
was not the only occasion whe-a he demonstrated his own version of
the tit-for-tat game,
At the tiiri that Hitlei launched his deliberate assault on
London and other British cities,
in kind.

When they finally did,

behaved as if

the British were unable to retaliate
a year-and-a-half later,

the Nazis

the British hpd initiated !his form of warfare.

systemaLIc deotruction of London was conveniently forgotten.
Arthur Harris'

The
Sir

attacks on the Hanseatic towus were treated as a new

provocation, which had to be punished with the Baedeker raids on Lhe

See above,

p. .11.
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Englishl

cathiedrul

£ II tiLer htid had the capability,

towns.

he might,

have turned Britain into the "plac(e of rutll and sepulturc" that some
English writers had I-redicted.

as Hitler would always find grounds for furLher repri,

Nazi Germany,
sals.

When he was no longer able to exa.Lt them,

characteristic
Britain's

the Germian press began

that

inhumane methods

aomething terrible
total war is

of warfare.

Is

them had

to be

repaid

fewer

assassination

of Gestapo chief

the razing of

th: Czech

had to pay with their

lives for

The British
shared

out" Bcitish cities.

lHeydrich called

less

of its

the Ulnite!

States,

response
where

:r' "controlled

it

in

has

been elevated

further
is

it

many

times ovei.

when he d.oes,

lean toward

the Nazi
to the

The opponent is

he becomes

into

But many other

which reprisals are not equal or proportionate

to retaliate;

in-

to enemy provoca-

response."

concept,

offense but must e-xceed

than

each offense against a single member

especially among potential enemies,

happened,

for nc.-tning

The

the subjugated countries

nations,

assumes

the British

forces.

the strategy of "measured"

who plays

In

as ani

than a dozen pauple were killed,

idea of the tit-for-tat

in

to

sharp contrast

town of Lidice and the massacre

of the Germen occupation

Tit-for-tat

then, what

"a hundredfold.,

Hundreds of innocent people in

thus invites

Into

was that what they chose to regard

--

raids on Berlin,

entitled

this,

-in

code --

the proper Nazi vengeance was to "rub

tion is

loudly against

like?"

offense against

habitants.

to protest

which we did not expect.

the British tit-for-tat

but

It was equAlly

"The war has turned

Another peculiarity of the Nazis'

retaliation

icoren" with

TiIete wdas n-o "evening of

never

the aggressor and

reprisals.
a dangerous policy

the game by different rules,

to use against an opponent
the more so if

one mistakenly

that the enemy shares one's own rules of conduct.
the British tit-for-tat

retaliation

As it

against Berlin had

From the Strassburg Neueste Nachrichten of April 15, 1943,
citrc
in Spaight, p. 35.
This was before the devastation of Hamburg
in July 1943.
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intterplay of motives and opportunities varied

This complicated

from c•ac, to case and lormits Lew generalizations applicable to both
aidea.

It

will therefore be necessary

dincuenion thO
rocmberrinig,

key events in• the escalation

)f

the wrr,

always

that these events were merely steps in an

however,

whiLch might have been impossible to arrest

almost continuous prucess,
once it

to sin•.e out for separate

tied got under way.

The German Side

in the West (May 10,

The great offensive

major escalSation of thl whlt, since il
sion of Scan-4navia.

But,

had

of p e'c,,,,ei1 I cnqueast.

could still

be hopefully

Ilia violat'.ori of the neutrali tty of the Low

.1uvati waoe off,

that the

it

a:,oth.r oyample of Ilitler's strAtegy

herrly

Countries was a different matter,
an a sigi'

was not the first

preceded by the Inva-

though the latter should have been recog-

nized as a forerunner of things to come,
Interpreted in Britain st

1940)

I,.'

foi

thits was retad by the Brtibb

and It

ther,,forL

had a bearini

on the nubsoquent escalation of the air war.
The reaAotin why l1itler decided to

launch hi# ground olfennive

agaili t the Allies may nevu, too obvluus

1111

to need recapi tulating.

far-reachuitg objectives called for elimination of the Anglo-French
armies,

andl ho was confidutt thht Utl

This would require A geographical

Wehrinacht could do the job.

enualittion of the war and the

violatIon1 of another solemn pledge to the neutrals,
himself said, who would care and what would It
woe

but,

As Hitlter

matter after ho had

the war'
The cyniciani

ini this argumatint wAs typically II, tler's.

But the
that

belief that tht, latest step ini the escalation would be the last,
it

would bring victory and make furthier alicalation UnneuisNaory,

to be encountered repeatedly on both Aides,
muay play a role in future warm anid densrves
1ilu)uortatit Caunes of encalation.

¢fJacobsau

FalI

c;elh,

p.

(02.

was

A common illusion, it
to be included Among the

-213Hitler's rnot 4ves for the offensive in the West mlay not have been
as simple as they would appehr.

At the time he made this decisio.,,

after the Pulish cainpaign in September 1939, he had every reason to
believe that he could continue his strategy of piecemeal conquest
with little danger of interference.

The Allies' lack of offensive

spirit and their inaction in the West miust have convinced him that
they would acquiesce in his conquest of Poland just as they had
acquieca(ed in the fate of Austria and Czechoslovakia, By avoiding
a head-on clash with thc Allies, Hitler would have strengthened the
Appeasers in both England and Fratice and imight have reached an Sccongniodation withi thein that would have permitted him to achieve the
mastery of Europe without having to fight for it.
But it is also possible that hie wanted to fight for iL, just
as hie had wanted to *il,,lt in Poland. To inflict a spectacular defeat
on the Allies would undoubtedly harve given him an emotional satisfaii.Lion thLat u bloodle~nm viinttomy iould iioL.
Another explanation
inight bo that 11iitier lAckud the patience for the blo.odless course.
Hn was a mian in a hurry, who wantnd to achieve his objectives for
Gem mimammy
whilei

e was st ii)

alive to enjoy Limo triumph.

Nor did hie

truftL hise compatriots to c~arry out his great design without himself
nt the helmf.

Wo do not kno~i if
decision.

any of theme were among him; motives for the
We do k:now that the reasons he gave to hi. intimates*
-

ptincipally, that hie wished to) forestlkL an attack by the Allies

-

were belled by hife contermpt for the decadenit democracies and their
lack of fighmtinig spirit., If emotional pressures did contribute to
hiA decision by reinlfoCCingp 016 political and military arguments for
it, thii would have been in keeping with Hitler's persontlity. It
also wouldi have fi tted the patternk that characterized other Instances
of escaldtion in the war, on both aides,
Germnany's next step toward escalation
aKains1t Britain

--

the air offensive

(AdierAngrlff) that began oin August 13, l1940

See above, pp. Off.,

-
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was a good deal more significant from our standpoint.

In itself,

it

It

was not a major escajation,

except geographically.

did nor,

introduce a new level of violence or alter the character of the war,
for air attacks oil military objectives,

or to gain air superiority,

had become accepted wethods of modern warfare.
fication more than an escalation of the war.
zone to Britain proper,

violation of neutrality.
intent,

was an intansi-

By extending the combat

the Germans were undertaking what the British

themselves considered a legitimate act of war,

fact and in

It

It

was significant,

a., it

involved no

however,

At least am G11ring saw it,

because in

the Adlerangriff was

a prelude to the assault on London and therefore a link in
of escalation

toward indiscriminate air warfare.

the chain

Perhaps even more

important, as we try to retrace that chain, are the reasons that
the Gorlain.

prompted

to take this step.

The ostensible objective was

S1.A

MUCtIer had bcI I(.v(.d that the Luftwaife could

But evun if

LIUN.

to defeat the RAF prior to launching

accompliLsh what Gbriug had promised,

this would not have been enough

to otable him to po ahead with the invasion, unless Britain wue to
become so demioratized by the defeat of the RAF that nhe offered no

real resiritance with her remain1ing military forcer.
indulged in hopeui that both would happent

hfitter maLy have

that GOr1Ing would win air

sulieriurity, And that in the process Britain would be softened up
to thu polit of surrender.
thing Itke the confidence

But,
in

AL i.est,

lie cannot have had any-

the ouccessful outcome of this venture

that lie hwtml had whni he iauch,.d tihe &,eat off,..nfilve

ii, the West.

Thoro munL have boen additionual and more compeiaine, reasons for the
ailr offilvi

U na falnst Brl tA1,11

For III Lier to seek a Nhowdown wilth Britain at this satae oi the
wai

was

whI'.h

to pnr~mth

lay III th1i1

ItI hin rar

hiisiielf a dIJveinSJot
hnnt..

from his real war objectivey,

'H'ip risk of leavlng aim u odufeated Britain

whilo he waiatngagmd in itRussit.n
a
campaign could not have

appeared very great to him.
at Goerrmiaty wait

Britalin's only means of striking directly

her- feeble bomter force,

III . Lgruher,

p.

167.

whose raids had proved more

of a nuisance than a threat.
be postponed until 1941,

Even if

tile Ruisian campaign had toj

there would not be time enough t..r Britain

to develop an offensive capability thiat could seriously interfere
with German operations against Russia.
From a prac tical ntandpoint.,

it

would have been to Gerrmany' s

advan tage to keep the war with Britalin dornautir
got oiit of the way,

Given his misconceptions about Britain,

inight; have reasoned that it crusade ngajinat

vismr,

until Rus.sin had been
Hitler

the cotruiton Oerimy,

bolshe-

would appeal to the Krnglishi ruling class and make its leaicrs

-more willfing to come to terms with him.
Adlerangri (C,

through which

YC t, 111 deCided( on

Lhc

hie foreclosed aniy hope (if an atmicable

settlemant.
Thin wnh a pgt, $V.
his objectiven Would

sep fur

1LIvi
tirhi

be setrvcd better

ment with lun Lain tlnin through
which was problematical,

it

Would

a LI 11 be

tOP 1Hatial

tinvolved

I-Eve-n if

he ý'on,

to thet reinttitant

GuVeitimeitqn

of Lti(

Br.
rILitis

aism, eXpecteod tHIM,

no

tha t GettAnY

of IndrldIi. I Le, duratii Iou.
to hi-ek ai iii II

Flu thetie

Utay t..milwowtl

rontt

i t

im liosni blo tint. ii tier had AhAiidoiued hippe that Iiii

i Lai

htavd'

rtref:!rr

d

if

ve to Caniadai aid

iitilvhl.it

wi thi Auwi I i Ali hellp,

lii n wari

lie

1wtlGi-itony but. Japan ando

'[lie F1ihlr.'

and other rcatnotim, ilitlet w~inteti(Aintoi

with Britain and would

throuigh ii :icoLi sled meLti C-

would wii

tmiiipirtoWhich he hittinel f Coveted.

conl~tinuo tie war f rota tiiiii

that,

swatei

was likely to be a Pyrrhic ViL tory,

who woulId (a11 heit

faced with defeat,

Ilie
was

military conque.stL

iceared that I Ln tniiin Iht!nlefi( (I u
the Un ited SLaten,

Lake.

to tearuthit La

Lthe

thrOugph flepgotI Atioll.
It

woil. d Kive up) vol UnttAr £y even be fore hiedcddonl the Adl1e rmirir1ff
01 voi, h'it; personality Anid Itih t: opacity for nel.f-delkitsion, h~owever,
It

in unl~ikely thant ltc would htve nbaridonel

Uni~l 1confrontedr
on lUIiLain,1

wit

lie Wgav(

nlr acconitul Ishied
upI Ally 1101te~

fact,

sotte Ltlttip lie rehinptrd
Wi th the nil attaick1

WlghtI
eiti
stLiil have entertaihned fom

aniAmricable sottleinvutl lie was Illunilltg hiit blidg'el` bheind himi.
fat t that an almoml t inevi tAW~ e sequel of titi I) dcc I 'ion

hialdei hDiar.y,

July 13,

1PAU,

ThI
I

Wasla it iore1L

See aluo llillgi-tibr, Iti),

167-1Ith,
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serious escalation might not have concerned him.
tary outcome was dubious,

that,

even if

promote Germany's best interests,
defeating,

But that its miliit

successful,

that it

would not

was politically self-

and that the entire campaign led away from Hitler's real

war objectives

--

these facts should have given the FUhrer pause.

To undertake this venture when so much argued against it
almost every standpoint,
it

an "irrational" decision,

But,

was,

from

as we know,

was not the only time that irrational factors played a major role

in• the escalation of the war.
Among the contributing reasons

Flushed with the success of his

he did wis again his impatience.
recent triumphs,

that impelled Hitler to act as

he chafed at the prospect of remaining more or less

inactive until hia army was ready to tackle Russia almost a year
The various alternatives with which he toyed at the time,

later.

such as ventures against Gibraltar,
Balkans,

in North Africa,

and in

the

were not spectacular enough to satisfy his craving for new

triumphs.

Another emotional pressure on llitler was his anger at

Britain for having spurned his "peace offers" and thus forced him
That a nation he inwardly admired had

to take a course he disliked.

rejected his suit must have added to his desire to punish her.
But the strongest pressure for Adlerankriff undoubtedly arose
from his wish to escape from

lie needed a

the SEA LION dilerrtna.

credible excuse that would allow him to postpone the decision on SEA
LION,

for which his counrandera were pressing him, without contirming

their suspicions that he had no intention of going through with the
project or was at beat lukewarm about it.

So long as they could be

kept in doubt as to his ultimate intentions,
slacken in

they would not dare to

the preparations for invasion on which the FUhrer counted

to bluff Britain into surrender.

The battle for air superiority over

Britain served the purpose Admirably,
the itivasion decision logical.

for it

made a postponement of

AL the same time,

it

lent credibility

to the invasion threat both in Britain and with Hitler's own military

See above,

p.

77.
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leaders.

As noted elsewhere,

General Halder thought he detected a

growing interest in SEA LION on Hitler's part,

while the British were

convinced that the air battle was the prelude to an imminent landing.
One German leader who was not taken in by this dual bluff was
M.ring.

He was sure that there would be no invasion,

Air superiority,

since he counted on being able

into surrender through air attack alone.

with or without

to bludgeon Britain

There is no evidence to

show that Hitler shared Gbring's thoughts or even that he knew them,
but neither possibility should be excluded.

If

he was aware of them,

this could have been an additional factor in the decision to launch
the Adlerangriff.

But,

regardless of any hopes Hitler may have

entertained as to the outcome of the Lir battle or its possible
sequel,

the mere fact that, for the moment at least,

it

got him out

of the SEA LION dilemma would have been reason enough for him to
approve it.
The invasion threat was an attempt at coercion that proved
unsuccessful.

But failure was not the only penalty,

for Loercion

without the resolve to :arry out the threat may boomerang.
Hitler, the need

For

to maintain the deception had created a situation

from which he could ex.tricate himself only by reinforcing
and thus landing himself in an even worse situation.

the threat

In short,

the

two escalations through which he souaht to escape his dilemmna resulted
from circumstances whicn,

though of his own creation,

forced him into

riuky actions that were contrary to his interests and did nothing to
further his real cobjectives.

The sequel

to the Adlerangriff

--

the assault on London

important not only because of the reasons why it
because it
this act,

was

--

was undertaken,

was the crucial step in the escalation of the war.

but

With

the Nazis crossed the last firebreak at wVich the con-

flagration stjll

mi.ght have been controlled.

Henceforth,

the only

bounds on the level of violence were to be those set by technology
and the skill of the belligerents.
See above,

p.

89.
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The prospect of killing innocent civilians would not have given
Hitler a moment's pause.
however,

What might have been expected to deter him,

was that he was opening the door to indiscriminate air war-

fare by both sides.

He was undoubtedly aware that an attempt to "rub

out" London was the act best calculated to outrage the British people
and stimulate a demand for revenge in kind.

Perhaps he underrated

the ability or the willingness of the British to follow suit.
likely, he was under pressures

More

that compelled him to take the riok.

We are familiar with the possible motives for the decision.
In the main,

they conformed to the pattern exhibited in

Instances of German escalation.

the previous

But in the assault on London they

were revealed in a clearer light and therefore provide a better
insight into the various causes of escalation on the enemy side.
Once again,

the belligerent's characteristic belief, or hope,

that the currently contemplated act of escalation will bi- the last
step needed to defeat the enemy was probably a factor in Hitler's
decision.

In the attack on London,

larly self-deluding.

however,

such a hope was particu-

We know that neither Hitler nor his Army and

Navy commanders believed that ai resolu:te enemy could be defeated by
an attack on his capital unless he had already been brought to the
verge of defeat by other means.

Even if

Hitler had credited

the

most optimistic reports of the damage done to Fighter Command,
is unlikely,

which

Britain's actions and behavior during the weeks preceding

the assault on Lundotn had shown that she was neither militarily nor
psychologically anywhere near the verge of defeat.

The hope that

such an assault would knock Britain out of the war was too fragile
to explain that step, just es the Adleranpriff could not be explained
solely on this ground.
In cortrast to the earlier escalation,

however,

the consequences

for Germany in the event of failure were far more serious this time,
aid more easily foreseeable.

Unlike the battle for air euperiority,

the assault on London would not be regarded by the British as a
legitimate act

See above,

Gf

war and would spur them to attempt -etaiiation in

pp.

100ff.
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kind.

Their raids on Berlin were a token of things to come.

must have known that in time,

Hitler

and with continued help from the United

States,

Britain would be able to repay him for what he was doing to

London.

Even if he shared the tendency of most 3overnment leader3

to neglect the enemy's countermoves
tendency usually is

in their own planning,

this

an indication that the leadets are under pressure

to make a certain move.
The pressure on Hitler in the late summer of 1940' did not stem
from strategic considerations,

since nothing had change6 in the

military situation to require a showdown with Britain at this point.
Instead of attacking London,
battle with Fighter Command.
able damage,

the Luftwaffe could have continued its
Or,

having already inflicted consider-

Hitler could have diverted his air and naval forces to

a concentrated attack on Britain's maritime lifelines.
tary standpoint, it

From a mili-

would have been perfectly safe for him,

conducive to his war objectives,

and more

to let Britain wither on the vine

while he went on with the piecemeal conquest of Europe and got ready
for the showdown with the Soviet Union.
But the emotional pressures on Hitler were mounting.
against England was probably genuine,
the raids on Berlin,

His rage

though not so much because of

which have Leen so often cited as the reason,

as because the BriLish had ex.posed him to ridicule.

He must have

longed to show them that they could not defy the master of Europe
with impunity,

much less heap scorn upon him,

as Churchill was doing.

Miscalculations and wishful thinking undoubtedly played a part
in Hitler's decision.

A leader always has to guard against the

danger of his subordinates'
like to hear.
it

telling him what they think he would

Far from guarding against it,

by so intimidating his subordinates

give him unpalatable information.

Hitler helped to create

that they did not dare to

Glring's boasts of the Luftwaffe

victory over Fighter Command and the reports of German agents in
England and the United States about the war-weariness of the British
people were what the FUhrer wanted to believe.
All these factors -impatience,

exaggerated hope of military success,

a desire to punish Britain, miscalculations of her
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hLrength and determination

--

undoubtedly entered into the complex

motivation ýor the assault on London.

But if

there was any single

factor that alone could have prompted Hitler to decide on this escalation,

it

could have been only the dilemma over SEA LION.

By the beginning of September,
London,

when he ordered the attack on

the invasion bluff had got out of hand; he was no longer able

to control the forces he had conjured up.

In a few days he would

have to cancel the project he had never intended
he had built it

to carry out.

Yet

up to a point where he could no longer abandon it

without finding some compensatory act that would enable him to save
face.

The Adlerangriff had not got him out of his dilermna,

British were still

for the

taunting him to go ahead with the invasion.

dramatic assault on London was his only hope of saving face,
it

The

since

would divert attention from the invasion and serve as a substitute

for It.

With so much at stake for him,

made the same decision even if
quences.

Hitler probably would have

he could have foreseen

its conse-

To sacrifice a good Dortion of the Luftwaffe would not

have appeared

to him as too high a price to pay to escape personal

humiliation.

It

the end,

would have been in keeping with his behavior toward

when he allowed Germany to go up in

G•tterdli•nmerung

flames to provide a

as a fitting finale for his regime.

We will never know,

oF course,

what really went on in the

Fihre.r's mind when he dec:ided on his two crucial escalaLions of the
war.

But if

the reconutiuction attempted here has any validity,

shows that escalation cAn happen without being reaLly willsd -result of circuirstnn(4.1

Lhat drive a leader

it
the

to a course of action

whose consoqunrces he either does not h, resee or disregards because
of pjro s.sure

Alt
lsil , fron the war or Inherent in his own personall.ty.

This Js not the way escniatLorn is en isaged by those who art
coLnfiduntt

that leadei:i will be oble to cuntitol the level of violence

Iin futuire wais.
Lon the! ,routnd

But the lentiona of World War II cannot be disrrissed

thnt HlitLer'.- unique perzonality was responsible i'.r

the fnc t Lh:,L thve escalations
II)I)vI!ud

'.A MON

'AIL

Is posiafble

re|;ardl i 0s

happened and for the way they

that another

of cr)Iluserencus,

leader might have written off

instead of allowing it

to tempt
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him into fatal ventures,

But it

is

not easy for any leade:

to

retreat from an unsuccessful project in the middle of a war.
United States,

too,

The

has had great difficulty in finding an acceptable

alternative to the bombing of North Vietnam.

The British Cross a Firebreak

Complex as Hitler's motives for escalation may hovie been,
pressures upon him were almost all in the same direction:
increasing the level of violence.
difficult problem,

toward

The British leaders facet,

as they were torn between conflicting

the

a more

influences,

for and against escalation.
Before the strains of war began to make themsel /es felt,

the

decision in favor of restraint was relatively easy to make; humanity
as well as expediency argued convi tcih;gly for iLt.
It was only whenm
Britain, under a tough leader, was Lonfronied with thL disasL,.,r in
Frantce that the pressures for escalation of the air war startLd to
im0ount.

"hc major issue then,

and for some Lime

to come,

whether to use strategic aITpower more aggressively,
go atid still

make the escalation acceptablec

was not

but how far to

to thu Brit sh Goveri,-

mmmdlit.

In

the prewar discussions of this problem,

had Identified four typcs of air action -an escal;itlon
a paper

ladder

JllaLt
n

wai.shjii
ill the

in a waL witli Germany.

it, ascending order of severitL,
.c any 0f11WISiVr

at sea"I

(B)

against

the word"

--

:jCC' tmliovl

,

were listed as (A)

pi'.* 2 3f , amll( +. ?F.

(exce;lt ayalinst

purely '[utilil.aly'

for exmiple,

(C)

possible to purely lut liLary

will hlive a rtore I umpor.

Ia

lifence iln July 1939,

the air,

armIy udits and thmeir vsLablishmeontth;

"as closely retated i
wh ichi/

actLion hi

"utlr aicLioun

narrowuu;t !itonse of

fort:ce ali,

/but

for possible uis

whmt might now be calIc.i

oubmittted to the Commmi tLee of l|mptrial
to

these llctlons,

"t ot tL

--

.he Chiefs of Staff

objec tivos

agoins;t ,navy,

ahir

to bolmb o•bjec.Liv

s

u Labil hiumeLa

LatiLeffect In rduc Jti g the enlemy s'
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capacLty to carry on the war"

stocks and synthetic ol. plants

(oil.

were cited as examples); and (D) "to
nud attack thon(

outset,

the gloves off" from the

'take

objre tives best calculated to reduce

the

irrespective of whether or not such action will

enemy's war effort,

cause heaty loss; of life to eneTiy civlmians."
The crucial problem was,

posed by caLegory "C",

of COuVrC,

was in this kind of air Action

since it

that civilians were likely

to become tho imlcidental victims of strategic bombing,

The Chamber-

lain Government had seomingly resolved

against such action when it

insisted that civilians. must be spared

and that Britain must not be

the first

gloves off.

to take thi

the Cabinet decided

But it

beclouded

the issue when

that the strategic

in the same breath

force would have to be used "in whatever way offered

striking

'declsive'

Belgian neutrality were violated, or if Franca or Britaiti
thaL thireateoned to be decinive.i
were faced with military at ti(,o
results" if

1940, with the German

The first condition was met on May 1U,
i uval ion of the

Low CountLrrict,

three days later.
thAt the
on oil

Yet it

new Churchill

"T'.

to underatnd

rIr tIsh

The violatluio
of elvil I

secoud

on May 15,

Government,

conttemplated under

thii

targets

iii the IRuir,

'Thin falt

LLitttud(

of blclinI

in

It

Governmnent decLdf.d on tho uncala(li,onf

to

take

all out" meanit

ille glo•vs

fol

it

helps

1nd thle Giifrolh

uh

xtrafrig

I,rVra
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1
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of failh iii
of T,

tion

t1ioli.
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tuok Ott! boinbinýg of iRo
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the kind of air at
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proved insuff1cieui.

two ot

had boatn bombed
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an proof that Iiitleh
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at Sedana

was rendy

no

was only after Rottordaifu
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thc

autd
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mvi;t,
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they
Lhe

war.

hltainlithat, when Hitler
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lmawif
**

;!f L•'xute, Vol,

2, p.

!(* ,
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sLaLcd explicitly.

Vhell tho Cnbinfit MCnt~ioned

Olce iTIVnAion of
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iF.scalAtion by Omnission

In each of the Germann

eiica ltiorr

the of fenzsi ye In the West,
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aIrondon
mrid the nssault on

the AdlerAngriff,

the change from one

--

level of Violence to another had henri nczoinpl islind In A slilgle %L(-p
and ans the result of a sinijle decisionr.

On

initiaet

wAs true only of thi, fitrrit decision to
Tire huiiiou(,(rrot vicfi iration

Of fensive,

tire Bi-ItI.i

of

thc a trategik. airi

howhiiirI

tire

-hide, tiiia

impnri

rig

q radual development that stretched over a period of

al nioati
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A

wOO

two years.
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represent points of decision,
but they are indicators

except in the sense mentioned above,

that a significant change in

the level of

violence had occurred and had been sanctioned in a new bombing
direc tive.
The firt milestone was passed after the fall of ýrance,

when

the narrow definition of targets "as; closely related as possible to
purely military establishments" was broadened

to cover industtial

objectives that were not so closely related.

The directive of

June

20, 1940,

not only listed the usual oil

geLt

but also specified incendiary attacks on German forests --

target whose relation to military

and communication tara

.-stablishments is not readily

apparent,
Another milestone was the explicit recognition of the spill-over
effect obtiined from bombing industrial objectives that were situated
in pji)ulated areas,
Londo,.,

Since

the British, understandably,
ccsnialtlese

the prosipect of civllian

were

this change occurred after the bombing of
were not greatly perturbed by
in Germany,

so long a.s these

the "by-product" and not the "eid-product" of strategic 1-,ombing.

But the honius effect that could be expected from the iripact

)f such

opeitLiois on German civilian moiale wa.

already valued sufficientl.y

for tho bombing directive of Octobe r 30,

1950,

trial obj(,ctivue

ini large

towns,

to stinge out indus -

where theo effect on the populace

would
1(1 heaFIx1i mized,
Thereifter,
the end-product.

It

was Inevitable

'T'his fiitte~tone was reached when the spill-over

effect had bercouule I.n fact,
the holmbing.

Iiiduutrial

as thie nominal targe.ts,

If

the ciLi:le

not yet in name,

the real objective of

objectives in cities continued to be liUted
hlit it

n mission hfid beeti succes')fu]
tonii in

that the by-product would Bonn be

wai
I f it

themsielves.

If

at lenst tacztly recognized that
accoml)u1.ishted widespread dostruc-

the Jinrilutirlai

ictLially lift or deo troyed it the c(tiilagraLtion,

objectives wflif!
Oilsi wa!m but n

we I COliie bollu'.
The last rilletolle was only an i'ciperrel)tlble distan(ce awray,
it minuL )have been' tim hardest foi
steeled thelmnolyvo,

t,

It,

the British to pass.

but

Thoy fI iit IIy

in Febitnary 1942, when the Cabinet
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approved a change in
forth,

the main aim of the bombing campaign.

Hence-

"the morale of the enemy civil population and in particular,

of the industrial workers" was to be the primary object of the
campaign.

This was an admission that the cities themselves,

not the industrial objectives they contained,

had become

and

the real

target and that the British would now engage in deliberate warfare
against civilians.
Although the escalation continued thereafter,
of urban area bombing were perfected,
and not in kind.

It

it

was an escalation in degree

did not introduce a new level of violence,

the ultLimate had already been reached;
ri-ensure of violence

as the techniques

it

"merely"

for

increased the

that could be accomplished at that level.

The circumstances

that caused,

or compelled,

the British to

take this path were discussed aL length in Part One of this study.
1.,'e recall Noble Frankland's conclusion:
It therefore becomes clear that the decision to
confine Bowber Co:rnaud mainly to uiiii1. alcLion, which
was takn In April 1940, resutlted inevitably in a policy
of attack upon whole Gcirman towns, the policy of area
ombling.
All the argumcn to based on stratLegic and economic
reva,;ous which ,Iiwv
p',o c.eon since and,
surpri.singly, Still
go on, about thle altornat ves of this or that kind of
attack are v.hully groundless for operatictial reasons
alone!. The alternative to area bombing wa!: -fther no
strategic bombing or daylight bombinug.*
Upitational

consideratium s indeed

strategic air offan'vile

4os to take.

IL-termnintd what form the
But that Eritiz•h

ahead with the escalation de.spi cc 'heir
was

Icadcr.s went

scruples against the form it

taking war due to a concatmiatiuoa of factors with which we are

already familiar.
'The conviction that they were literally f ghiting for their
lives, or at lnast for everything that made life worth living,

irankland,
It

1). il1
is indicatlv," of this mood that,

aLt the tme the invasion
threat hutig over Enigliand, HIarold NIcholeion procuured suicide pills
for himsclf and Ihis wife In C.cn tLie Nazirs should succeed in conquering tih' [•sand.
(Harold NIcholson, .emoirs, Vol. 2, pp. 84 and
90. ) '['he Ges.tapo plans for the occupation of England, captured after
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would have been motivation enough.

But the British also knew that

their survival and eventual victory depended on the continued support
of Britain's friends,

which could be ensured only so long as the

nation's war effort demonstrated

that hers was not a lost cause.

The only instrument immediately available for offensive action
against Ceriany was Bomber Command.

For operational

reasons,

it

would have

to be used in an Increasingly ruthless and escalatory

fashion if

the bombing offensive was to produce results that would

convince

the world of Britain's ability to stay the course and would

also satisfy the domestic clamor for nilitary successes.

The exag-

gerated estimates of what could be achieved through attacks on German
morale made this form of warfare all the more tempting.
These incentives probably would have been powerful enough to
force Britain into the course she took regardless of her feelings
about indiscriminate air warfare.
been eroded.
humanity,

But these inhibitions had already

They had stemmed fronm considerations of expediency and

and the former no longer applied,

while the latter had

lost their force.
Expediency had counseled restraint only so long as the British
had to fear disproportionate retribution if
restrictions on strategic bombing.

they relaxed their own

But with the assault on London

they were already experiencing the worst of which the Luftwaffe was
capable;

their own actions could no longer affect the way the enemy

fought the war.
Humanitarian considerations still

played a roie,

moral scruples were never completely stilled.
ridden by the passions of war.

for Britain's

But they were over-

The Nazi atrocities in Europe and

the destruction of London had stimulated a public demand for punishment of the offender

that itself took on the tone of q moral crusade.

The conviction that Britain was fighting in a righteous cause
against an enemy of hum•,anity made it
previously unacceptable methods of

easier to justify the use of
,'arfare.

the war, show that British fears of the fate that was in store for
theon as a vassal of Nazi Germany were by no means exaggerated.
(See
Fleming, Chap. 18, and Wheatley, pp. 122-124.)

I
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Perhaps the crucial

factor in the British leaders'

ability to

overcome or igno~e their moral scruples was that the escalation
evolved in such a gradual manner as to require little
action on their part.

Once they had decided

definition of military objectives --

affirmative

to abandon the narrow

a decision that did require

affirmative action but was relatively easy because it
small step" --

the last point where it

sharp line had been passed.
between

was still

was "such a

possible to draw a

There was no identifiable

the third and fourth levels of air action,

firebreak

between bombing

quasimilitary objectives and bombing any target that promised results,
for in a population war there is

hardly anything that could not be

considered a quasimilitary objective in the broader sense of the
word.
If

there had been other firebreaks,

would have been required before
of such decision points,

an explicit policy decision

they could be crossed.

the responsibility

and thereby changing the le-.,l of violence,
commanders.
ment,

This probably waa_

for political

In the absence

for selecting targets,
fell to the operational

not entirely unwelco:rc

leaders charactccistically

to the Govern-

prefer to make un-

palatable decisions by omission ratiher thai.ý conmmission,
eyes to what is

closing their

goinh on until they are confronted with an accomplished

fact, by which time it

is

too late to disavow the practice.

',e know

that prior to the Cabinet debate of early 1942 many British leaders
still

deluded themselves

that they were pursuing a policy of preci-

sion bombing and that the destruction of inhabited areas wa-s accidental
or a "by-product" of attacks on legitimate objectives.
This is not to say that British leaders would have decided
against escalation

if

'hey

had been confronted with that decision

before the various milestones were passed.
decision on urban bombing,

But when it

further escalation and no strategic bombing at all,
alternative --

came

to a

their choice would have been only between
since the other

precision bombing -- was ruled out for operatlotia].

reasons.
As we know,

the possibility of stopping the strategic air

offensive was considered: in 1941,

when Bomber Conunand's

fortunes
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be no way

to retrieve

the local military situation except by in-

creasing

the level of violence.

coercive

effect as well

may simply provide an additional

Let us take a brief
confronting

look at the political

the United States

our assumptions,

The hope of thereby achieving a

in

the

the original crisis

and military problems

situation here envisaged.
had come about as

minor aggression by a meR.ber of the Soviet bloc.
would

back its

proxy,

with the United

this,

the aggression

area,

anJ ini circumstances,

expect

to achieve

therefore

their

in

way to confront us with a
preference

This would

become

which

to intervene.

fait

accompli,

general war."

in

in

the past.

which rko vital

time,

however,

or still

interests
the

might cause

Britain

found

an

reasonably
the United
in

this

the status quo.
for,

if

the United

the conflict would not
unreasonable

to assume

as they have done

safe in

attacking an area
at stake.

This

or domestic

pressures,

from the strategic

importance

American leaders

Lu decide

that the

enemy

to get away with his aggressiou.

herself in

when externpl

it

situation,

apart

in

before

the United States we .e

internation&l

could not be allo%.ed

France,

cf

to avoid

launched

this case,

They might feel

other considerations,

of the area,

order

to which we might reconcile

Nor if
in

a direct

They would hope

to be a miscalculation,

Lhat the Soviets would miscalculate
on occasions

Soviet Union

the Soviets could

from military intervention,

a "controlled

In

would probably be

to trying to restore

turn out

States refrained

States.

limited objective quickly,

States was able effectively

ourselves in

The

Under

the result of

but with no intent of engaging in

military confrontation

inducement.

a simile

situation after

and internal pressures

forced her

the fall

of

to take

*

There is no implication here that this would be the outcome
in real life
and that it would not be equally credible for the
United States to confine itself
to diplo:,iatic protests in the

situation assumed here.

But a scenario used for analytical purposes

must devise a course of action that leads to the events to be
studied, provided a credible justification
for it can be found.
The outcome of a hypothetical war is never a prediction, since it
follows from the assumptions that are dictated by the research
objective.
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offensive action against Germany before she had developed
capabilities for it.

the proper

The operational problems she faced :.n employing

the only suitable weapon she possessed prescribed the manner in which
Bomber Command had to be used.
The United States,

too,

would encounter severe operatioral

problems in a future attempt to fight a restrained war on the enemy's
doorstep and still

achieve its objective.

We must assume,

satisfy the conditions of a "controlled general war,"

again to

that Ame-ican

intervention on the side of a threatened European ally had resulted
in military actions against Soviet forcci
Communist proxy.

that were supporting a

This could have come about,

Soviet desire to avoid such a clash,

if

in spite of the

the enemy had already com-

mitted himself too deeply to make a withdrawal

politically feasible.

In a war fought on the periphery of the Soviet Union,
and one in which Soviet forces were overtly engaged,
match or exceed any conventional
States could bring to bear.
of being able to operate

the enemy could

forces or firepower the United

He would have the additional advantage

from more conveniently situated base areas

and therefore with much shorter lines of communication.
circumstances,

however,

In these

the United States could hope to gain a military

advantage only by raising the level of violence in ways that the
Soviets, presumably because of their greater fear of all-out escalation, would be unwilling to match.
A logical first step in escalation,
American spokesmen,

often threatened by official

would be to resorL to nuclear weapons.

In the

beginning these would probably be used only against the enemy's
armed
area.

forces or other "strictly military objectives"
If

in the combat

this should prove ineffective in causing the Soviets to

withdraw their support,

other, more drastic steps could follow,

by then the United States would be so deeply committed that it

for
might

See below, p. 244, footnote.
The questionable reliability of allies,
on both sides, may
introduce additional complications, which, since they are obviously
unpredictable, will be ignored her,.
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What has been said
wuuld

happen

in

so far,

fhL

frcm

a "controlled general

war,"

the two sources of potential escalation:
problems
Though
*oth

that such a war

these may prove

throw light on
itifLuenced

will arise

leaders,

the United

States.

other pressures,

from the intangible

Some of

in

World War II

the important

may help

intangibles

their decisions will affect the reaction

to

that

of American

since they stemmed from national attitudes and

behavior standards

that are shared by both countries and are

their common culture.
But it

and military

which we must now examine.

of British leaders

this point.

leaders as well,

course.

the political

likely to pose for

for and against escalation,

The e>perience

only dealt with one of

to be the driving element,

Influences upon American

in

is

a prudiction of what

being

is

fair

The analogy cannot be carried
to assume

that there are more

between British and American attitudes toward

rooted

too far,

of

similarities

escalation than were

found when comparing German and Soviet attitudes.
it

will be recalled

arise on the British

that the pressures

side during the early part of World War

when both humanitarian and practical
restraint.

It

for Britain

that these two factors no

was only after

but came to be at variance,
to give way
In

to practical

will be reached when the
involved,

restraint

stage

longer reinforced each other

that humanitarian preferences

began

in

o-r scenario,

the critical

stage

Soviet Union and the United States are both

Until

for the

for

necessity.

that is,

trolled general war."
prefer

and

II,

considerations had argued

the war had reached a critical

the kind of war assumed

directly

for escalation did not

when

the conflict turns

then,

the United

same reasons

States

into a "conis

likely

Britain did during

to

the Twilight

War.
The '2nse
shared

of moderati'-n may not be a; deeply rooted or as widely

in Anerlcý. as it

scruples against killing

,as in

Britain,

:ivilians

ship on innocent bystanders.

but there would be

or inflicting

unnecessary hard-

This moral preference

forms of warfare would I, strengthened

for civilized

by sympathy for

people of the small Communist nation involved,

similar

the common

who would be thought

L
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to have been dragged into the war by a government thcy did not
control and that was itself probably acting under Soviet pressure.
Until Soviet forces became overtly involved,
be practical reasons for exercising resLraint:
would

there would also

The United States

try to forestall Russia's involvement by confining its own

military action to the Communist proxy that presumably had initiated
the aggression,

&nd by limiting the scale of the conflict in other

ways.
Such were the considerations
in Korea and Victnam.

that motivated Ame-:ican restraint

In the latter case,

they did not prevent the

gradual escalation of the bombing campaign against the North,

but

they must have been among the reasons why the President decided to
stop short of attacks on populated areas.
tive potential,
public outcry,
groi

Aside from their provoca-

such attacks would have been certain to cause a
in

the United States and elsewhere,

on humanitarian

This prospect alone would have imposed restraint upon a

'.

leader who must be sensitive to public opinion.
The wars in Korea and Vietnam,

however,

were foight over issues

which many people did not regard as vital to the United States or as
involving a direct threat to their own security.
the Soviet Union,

although initially localized in Europe,

a different matter.
long-feared

A major war with
would be

The American public would tend to see it

as the

showdownl with our most dangerous and most implacable foe.

This might cause the emotional climate to swing the other way,
where

little

heed would be given to humanitarian sentiments,

the case when Britain found herself

to

as was

fighting for her survival against

a ruthless enemy.
In a "controlled general war,"

American public opinion could

becomne a major source of pressure for escalation.

This is not to

minimize the deep-seated fear of nuclear devastation which would
undoubtedly

cause a portion of the public

even retreat.

below,

to plead for restraint or

But there would also be a popular claror to bring

The rule that this fear may play in a future war is
pp. 255ff.
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charged situation.

Also,

they could easily underestimate

the role

that public opinion can play in a democracy by generating pressures
that the leaders may find impossible to resist.
Popular

sentiment in

the Uniited States in such an event will

be torn between two conflicting emotions:
that will demand a vigorous prosecution
nuclear devastation,

a hatred of the enemy

of the war,

and fear of

which will argue for restraint oc retreat.

The passions so aroused will severely handicap

those trying to con-

duct such a war with the steadfast prudence and ralm deliberation
needed

to prevent it

from getting out of control.

prove impossible to do so if

Indeed,

it

may

the war comes to be widely regarded as

a crusade against communism or as a "war to end wars"

that must !ead

to a decisive victory.

Among other intangibles
both during

that would affect American decisions,

the war itself and in the planning for it,

tendency to judge

is

a conmmon

the enemy in terms of one's owm rules of conduct

and on the basis of certain misconceptions about him.

We have noted

how the British were misled uy this tendency both in their preparations for the war and in their conduct of it.
coming to power,

in

1933,

Ever since the Nazis'

enough evidence had come out of Germany to

show what their mentality was and to dispel the illusion that one
could do business with Hitler.
years,

But it

was not dispelled for many

and even after the war was well along,

Churchill being a notable exception --

still

most British leaders

--

failed to grasp the

character of their opponent, which was utterly alien to theirs.
They continued
for instance,

to impute

to him their own standards of behavior,

in such matters as reprisals.

Similar misjudgment of the Soviet Union,
of behavior in general,
Though

as,

is

widespread in

and of Conmnunist modes

the United States today.

there is no lack of expertise on this subject here and in

other Western countries,

and in spite of the reams of paper devoted

to studies of Soviet affairs,

this knowledge is

still

confined to a

relatively few specialists and does not seem to have penetrated the
operative thinking of American

leaders.

It

certainly has not
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dispelled

the misconceptions about the Soviet Union that are en-

aountered

in official U.S.

polic" statements and in the behavior of

Ameilican negotiators when

they are dealing with

their Comnmunist

adversaries.
Nor

is it

likely to do so.

mirror image of oneself,

The tendency to view the enemy as a

to hope for reciprocal

behavior on his part,

to interpret his actions in terms of one's own motvations --

these

are so deeply rooted in our habits of thought and behavior that they
are not apt to be abandoned merely because the experts

tell us that

they do not conform to reality.
Our current planning 'or a "controlled general

war,"

therefore,

could well reflect the same lack of realism in assessing the enemy's
intentions and style of warisre as beset British planners in their
preparations

for World War Ii.

would be idle
If

it

were,

Without access to American plans it

.o speculate on whether or not this might be the case.

however,

it

would result in our planning for the kind of

war Li!e United States was best equipped to fight, which might mean a
higher level of violence

than the enemy was willing to tolerate.

The lack of an adequate capability for fighting at z lo*.2r level
would itself add to the pressures for letting the war escalate to a
level that is militarily better suited to our side.
Failure to understand

the enemy's menrclity would affect Ameri-

can decisions during a war as well.

It

might cause decision-makers

to responoi to what they -onsidered provocative Soviet actions in the
way the British reacteri to the bombing of Rotterdam and the accidental
attack on London.

In any war,

reported or wrongly interpr'sed.
necessary,

some events are bound to be wrongly
If

an immet:iate response is

believed

so that there is no time foi verification of the facts or

for a more sober reflection on their meaning,

the enemy'-s intentions

are likely to be interpreted on the basis of one's own preconceptions
about his mentality.
In such a situation,

American leaders would be tempted to follow

their natural inclination to react to an assumed enemy provocation
a tit-for-tat fashion.

(This tendency was demonstrated in Vietnam,

when the United States crossed an important firebreak by bombing

in
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targets in North Vietnam in reprisal for the Tonkin Gulf incident
and the enemy's attack on Pleiku.)
as it

was in Britain,

by the same rules.

The tacit assumption would be,

that the enemy would play the tit-for-tat game

In a war with the Soviet Union this might prove

to be a fatal mistake.

One would not expect future Soviet leaders

to share Hitler's perverted notion that the national honor required
a hundredfold revenge on the opponent.
War II

But Soviet actions in World

and the behavior of other Communist nations in more recent

conflicts show that the British notion of "equal and proportionate
retaliation" is not a universal concept.
If

the United States made a tit-for-tat response to a Soviet

provocation,

the enemy would not be constrained

from retaliating by

the thoght that we had merely evened the score,
restrained by self-interest.

If

though he might be

he did decide on counterreprisals,

such a violation of our notions of fair play could in turn stimulate
pressure for further escalation on our part.
It

is also possible for American leaders to interpret "fair

play" in a self-serving manner by applying a dual standard of permissible conduct

to the

in a righteous cause -aggression --

two sides.

Confident

they were fighting

as in defending an inncent victim against

they might consider themselves cititled to raise the

level of violence without granting
suit.

'hat

IL he did,

the enemy thie riglt to follow

his response could be regarded as a new provoca-

ti-n and thus could create pressures for further escalat~un.
For instance,

the United Stat:es could find itself compelled by

the military situation to use
forces in the combat area.
attacks on U.S.
Mediterranean,

tactical nuclear weapons on Soviet

If

the enemy responded,

bases in Western Europe,

say,

with nuclear

or on the Sixth Fleet in the

this might be Loiisidered a challenge calling for

A:ierican reprisals against Soviet bases in Eastern Europe or even in
siassia.
We saw that in World War

II

the intangible influences were by

no means all on the side of escalation.
their deep-seated objfctions
after

British leaders retained

to indiscrimiuiate air warfare even

the attack on London and when the practical

reasons for
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restraint no longer applied.

Probably,

these objections would have

given way to political and military necessity in any case.
made it

But what

easier to overcome them was that the transition to urban

area bombing occurred so gradually, and in

such small increments,

that the normal decision-making process was effectively circumvented.
In this last respect,

American escalation in a "controlled

generai war" undoubtedly would be different.
controlled,
the top.

It

would be tightly

and each step would require an explicit decision from

A field commander would not be given the kind of latitude

'!,at Sir Arthur Harris enjoyed.
During the war in
control,

as

decisions

is

often charged

that formerly were

local commanders.
well,

as

Vietnam,

it

This was

President is

the case

trous consequences.

in

in

any future

No American

for the conduct of a

at the highest
trend

But it

of violeuce will but kept within
themselves

in

of authority

against unwanted eicalation

may

as

or conflict in

which a wrong move could have d;sas-

toward more and more centralization

decision-makers

crisis

responsibility

Civilian control

pressed military commander.

to

the Caban missile crisis

line with the organizational

as a safeguard

or jver-

echelons or

issues are involved.

to delegate

"controlled general war"

in

to subordinate

politicalimilitary

likely

from the top --

I:as extended to detailed operational

left

probably will be in

which delicate

would be

--

control

is

safe

level not only

the U.S.

Government

but would bu regarded

on the part of a hard-

no guarantee
limits,

fo-

be under pressure

that the level

the

civilian

from various

sources.
The likelihood of their yielding
greater if
sinai]

the

escalation

took place

iurements spread over a

chianges

in

lengthy period.

in

required
tc

let

before each change.
escalation

are no exception

did

in

in

in

That

Britain,

the progressive

even if

the event,

and

their approval had

While American leaders are not

a future war be decided by default,

preferring

in

so gradually undoubtedl 1

gaining the Cabinet's assent after

would have influenced Bticish leaders

likely

thu way it

British bombing policy occurred

was a factor

been

to such pressures would be

to make difficult

decision3

they

a step at
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a time and to keep each step as small as possible.
is

reflected in

This preference

the policy of graduated response and would be further

reinforced by the fear of what the enemy might do if

confronted with

a sudden, sharp jump in the level of violence.
It

is possible and even likely,

however,

that the pace of esca-

lation in a "controlled general war" will be governed by the dynamics
of the conflict,

regardless of preferences.

imper"-ed, or if

the political situation dc:manded a more successful

prosecution of the war,

If

U.S.

forces were

American leaders might find themselves under

irresistible pressure to cross a firebreak by making an abrupt
change in the character of the war.

This could take

the form of

introducing nuclear weapons or of extending the combat area into
the enemy's aanctuaries and perhaps even into the Russian homeland.
To cross such a clearly marked firebreak obviously would not be
a small step.

3ut American leaders might be tempted to persuade

themselves that the ste,
across

the threshold only a Little way.

stance,
to use

could be made to appear small if

to confine

They might plan,

they inched
for in-

themselves at first to small nuclear weapons,

them sparingly, as a warning to the enemy.

Or,

if

and

they con-

sidered it necessary to attack targets in the territory of a Soviet
proxy or in the Soviet Unior, itself,
tary' objectives in

they might select "purely mili-

the narrowest sense of the word."

This somewhat strained interpretation of the gradualism approach
might or might not succeed in aveiti-ig a drastic enemy reaction.
it

did,

it still

If

might not achieve the hoped-for coercive effect and

so would have to be supplemented by a militarily more effective use
of force.

In

that case,

the firebreak having been safely crossed,

there would be a strong temptation to inch further along the same
road and to make the military actions count instead of relying on
their symbolic value.
example,

Once nuclear weapons had been introduced,

their numbers and size could gradually be increased,

small step at a time.

Similarly,

jectives," vaguie as it

is,

that appeared

the definition of "military ob-

could be stretched

to be a lucrative

for

one

target.

to cover almost anything

However carefully American

leaders tried at first to avoid targets where civilians might be
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they were frustrated by the Communist practice of placing anti-

or if

in or near population centers.

aircraft sites and other key Largets
If

they found this impossible

they could become less careful if

killed,

hard-pressed,

they may even be tempted to minimize the importance

of the firebreak itself by telling themselves
say, bombing a missile site in

step f-om,

But it

one in the Soviet Union.

that it

is only a small

Eastern Europe to attacking

may not seem a small step to the

enemy.
The risk tLat a "controlled generai war" may get cut of hand is
firebreak has to be crossed.

present not only when a clearly-marked
this is

Indeed,

will be most alert

the moment when decision-makecr

But once this hurdle

is passed,

into a false sense of security and

resume the

to the possible eitemy reaction.
they may be lulled

gradual escalatiin in the belief that they will be safe until they
reach the next firebreak.
violence

Because each

increment in the level of

the leaders are likel,

is considered separately,

to concern

themselves only with the particular step they are about to take,
rather

than view it

in

have already occurred.

Light of che cumulative effect of <hauges that
ii.L even a small increase in an

Yet we know

already high level of violence may

tip the balance and cause the

rtenmy to react in a d astic manner.
Ainerican
decide

leaders cannot be sure at which point the enemy may

that the process of escalation must be halted before

jeopardizes

his survival or his vital interests.

will be to overestimate

the enerry's tolerance

it

Their temptation

so as to permit them

to take the actions needed to get them out of a military predicament.
They may therefore inadvertently
point,

inch their way beyond the danger

whose location would be unpredictable and would not neces-

sarily be marked by a well-advertised

firebreak.

The principal danger posed by gradual escalation in a future
war is not that it
circumvented,

will allow the decision-making process to be

as was the case in World War II,

but that it

:is2 an insidious influence upon the decision-makers
could lead them to minimize the risk of escalation if
were s.all or appeared

to be small,

may exer-

themselves.

It

the increments

to ignore the cumulative effect,
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and to drop their caution after a firebreak had beer

safely crossed.

in public discussions of a possible war with the Sovist Union
it

is normally assumed that only the enemy's actions could cause

such a war to get out of hand; American resolve to keep it controlled
is

r-garded as sufficient assurance against excessive escalation by

our side.

Bit this cannot be taken for granted.

If

American leaders

are tempted by military necessity to take risky actions that the
enemy could construe, rightly or wrongly,
tence,

they may persuade themselves that the risk is

lung as the escalation is
step."

Cormnon beliefs

the enemy is

gradual and they are

acceptable so

taking but a "small
the risk of

to the ccntrary notwithstanding,

unco.itrolled escalation
way

as a threat to his exis-

therefore exists not so much because of the

likely to conduct the war

ourselves may be tempted,

or compelled,

but bccause of

to conduct it; it

the way we
exists

because ou- own actions m:ay arouse the enemy's defensive instincts
ard set off a chain of events that cannot be arrested short of
-lait

.

The appeal nf the t;radualist approach

to escalation would

bh ;n imrportant link in that chain.
*

On the -American side,

*

*

the pressurcs that have h'een examined so

far would be predominantly on the side of escalation.
peciaiiy true of the tangible pressures,

This is

those like~v to arise from

the )ra(-tic.1 problems posed by a "controlled general war"
to be fought on the enemy's dooIrstep.

We

that has

cainot be equally ccrtain

of the intan!gible influences upon American leaders,
are that they ,ill

es-

but the chances

reinforce rather than counteract the other

pressurles.

Up to this point,
of World War

11,

it

has been possible to draw on the experience

after allowing for the differences between that war

and the conditions

likely to pt)evail

in any future coiiflict.

enti-uely new clte:c:ent in-, Lhe sit nation,
no precedent,
play in

is

the role

a war between

the

that
t'o

however,

fo, wh•ich

One

there is

the fear of nuclear annihilation will
major

powers.

This

is

the key

factor

on which

the entire concept of a "controlled general war" rests,

on which

the planners are counting

I:

and

to override all tlhe pressures for

I
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escalation that may arise in suc~h a war
it

the factor that will make

--

both necessary and possible to conduct it

in a restrained

fashion.

Regardless of the military and political mistakes

that leaders may

be tempted to make in

argued,

the heat of conflict,

stinct of self-preservation will save
letting the war escalate
This assumption,

it

is

the in-

them from the fatal error of

into a thermonuclear holocaust.

however fervently one may wish it

cannot be proved or disproved.

But it

is

to be valid,

too important

to this

inquiry to be accepted without an attempt to examine what role this
new factor is
If

likely to play in a future war.

the strategic balance between the United States and the

Soviet Union actually is what we believe it
faced with a novel

situation.

to be,

we are indeed

Both sides are credited with an

assured second-strike capability sufficient to inflict mortal damage
on the opponent almost instantaneously and regardless of what he may
do.

Both know that the other has this capability.

the exchange,

therefore,

Whoever started

would be committing suicide knowingly.

Nations have committed suicide before,

but usually because they did

not know or were not certain that this was

the fate they were in-

viting.
The situation at the outbreak of World War II
for it

was different,

was only the British who credited the opponent with the cap&-

bility to inflict mortal damage upon the other side.

But their

-expectations of what a German knockout blow could do to their cities
were every bit as frightening as
attack,

differing from it

the current image of a thermonuclear

only in scale.

We recall the lurid pre-

dictions in the popular press of devastated and burned-out cities,
of millions of people killed or maimed by bombs and poison gas, of
many more millions roaming the countryside
and medical care.

in search of food,

shelter,

Even the more conservative government estirates

"In other words, a society does not ever die 'from natural
causes,' but always dies from suicide or murder -- and nearly always
from the former...."
Arnold J. Toynbee, A Study of History, Abridgement of Vols. 1-6 by D. C. Sommervell, Oxford University Press, New
York, 1947, Editor's Note, p. 273.
See above,

pp. 15-18.
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of civilian casualties were so staggering
do-n to make

the planners'

effects of nuclear weapons,

task less unmanageable.

but,

Unlike the known

the destructive possibilities attributed

to the puny weapons of World War II
exaggerated,

that they had to be scaled

were,

of course,

fantastically

sirnce they were the operative expectations,

their

impact was the saute.
That the British neverthel2ss were not deterred
war on Germany may have been because
worst would indeed happen.
restraint;

from declaring

they were not certain that the

Hitler might yet choose to exercise

his concern for world opinion might make him reluctant

to take the gloves off by resorting to indiscriminate
This was a slender hope -but it

it

was little

air warfare.

more than wishful thinking --

was sufficient for the British to risk a course of action that

they believed could result in
If

the

British precedent

the destruction of their homeland.
is any guide,

American leaders,

might bank on the hope that the worst could be Avoided,
sounder reasons.
enemy

For so long as they refrained

to an all-out response,

too,

and with

from provoking the

they would not need to rely on his

voluntary restraint, because they could expect him to be deterred
from any other course by the certain prospect of devastating retaliation.

Hence the fear of nuclear annihilation is unlikely

to

inhibit them in taking any actions they might consider appropriate
in a "controlled

general war."

While they would be careful

short of what they considered the brink,

the danger is

might not know what the enemy regarded as
it

to stop

that they

the brink or how close to

they dared to go before he dropped his restraint regardless

of

consequences.
There is
enough,
Again

also the possibility that,

if

a fu'ure war lasts long

the fear of mutual annihilation will lose some of its sting.
there may be a parallel with World War II.

months of the Twilight War,
blow to fall,

During the eight

while the British waited for the knockout

the event apparently lost its terrifying aspect.

Perhaps the British had lived with it
blurred its vivid colors.

so long that familiarity had

Or the air actions that took place during

the Twilight War were too ineffective

to keep alive the exaggerated

I
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image of what air power could accomplish.

Whatever the reason,

the

fear of the knockout blow must have become less compelling or the
British wou;ld not have initiated strategic bombing.
reasons for doing so,

They had good

and they also believed that the blow would

fall on Britain no mactvr what they did.
unlikely to risk precipitating it

if

But they would have been

they had &till

been sure that

it would mean the total devastation they had envisaged prior to the
war.
It

is not impossible that events in a future war similarly

could make

the danger of mutual extinction seem increa-ingly remote

and thereby counteract

its deterrent effect.

If

nuclear weapons at

first were used only sparingly and with the "surgical precision"
military men are

fond of promising,

the spectre of a holocaust that

is associated with their use may be gradually dissipated.

The very

fact that an important firebreak had been safely crossed without the
war's getting out of control might convince an American leader that
he could safely "take

as much or as little

of the war as he will."

The fear of mutual annihilation is certain to deter both sides
from a deliberate decision to initiate a massive thermonuclear
exchange.

But this presupposes that such a decision would involve

an abrupt change from some permissible level of violence.
may not be the case if

And this

the pressures upon American leaders tempt

them Lu in-ch up g~adually to the forbiddcn threshold,
they will be safe so long as they do not cross it.

trusting that

The fear of

mutual annihilation would deter them from crossing the threshold,
but it
to it

might not deter them quite so effectively from getting closer
than the enemy considered compatible with his security.

The

deterrent must not be regarded as permitting the leaders on either
side

to "take as rauch or as little

of the war" as they will.

A phrase used by Francis Bacon, in his essay Of the True
Greatness of Kingdoms and Estates, to describe the benefiLs of
having command of the sea.

If

these speculations into the future have any validity,

show that it

they

will not be easy to keep a "cuntrolled general war"

from getting out of hand.
Political considerations will demand successful prosecution of
the war.
it

is

our

But tie military situation, and the operational problems

likely to pose, will make this difficult or impossible without
1

raising the

evel of violence,

and continuing

opponent becomes more deeply

involved.

aggravattd

atout

planning

if

misconceptions

for the wrong kind

basis of unrealistic
Tie gradualneos
of security,
feel
and

to

raise it

The difficulty

as

would be

the enemy had resulted

in

America's

of war or taking wartime actions on the

estimates of the opponent's

likely reactinn.

of the escalation process might create a false

which would be heightened

that the identifiable
that once a

the

if

American leaders

sense

came

to

firebreaks were the only danger points,

firebreak had been crossed it

would

be safe

to carry

the escalation up to the next firebreak.
Against thcse factors making
countervailing
close control

influences as
from the

the

inhunanity.
its

heat of battle

there

for restraint,
and

the fear of

are always strongest

feelings

tend

to melt

the passions aroused by the enemy's

control over

the decision-making

for domestic pressures
is

faced with unpalatable

temptation

lose some of its

possibility came

to be discounted,

are

to indulge in

decisions.

extinction could

deceived themselves

however,

Humanitarian

or in

Tight cen%,al

disadvantages,

at the top and

preference

These influences,

to the outbreak of a war.

away in

has

the moral

there would be such

top over v,'rtime decisions,

nuclear annihilation.
prior

for escalation

Finally,

felt

most keenly

false optimism when

even the

fear of mutual

restraining effect if
or

into believing,

if

the

process

leaders

this dreaded

belie!ved,

that the escalatior

or

could be

halted at any point they chose.
It

would be a rash man indeed who would attempt

weight of these opposing influences in a future war.
that

the forces

for restraint

deliberate decision
tie

main danger.

to initiate

The

will prove sufficient
an all-out

question is

war.

But

whether they will

to predict

the

One can hope
to prevent a
that is

not

prove sufficient

'.1

to pievent the process of escalation
singer point,

where an irreveisible chain reaction may set in.

The answer does not
which men have little
decision-makers
well enough

of

lie solely in the initerplmy of forces over

or no
the

to avoid

It

LontroL.

future understrnd

the mistakes

the unfamiliar problems
willing

fru,.i being carried beyond the

to learn from the past,

depend on whether the

the process of escalation

inte which they may be tempted by

of a "controlled

are not without precedent.

will

general war."

they will find

If

they ate

that these problems
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to us as his tori cal
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addition:

London was bombed.
str.v~L.

alc.,

There

tit

facts

and calumniies

that

is in process of being

explantaltions "MadO in Germany"

rf why

is not much time left to set the record

this note will

there aie already

show,

signs

that

historisns and revisionists in other countries are swallowing

exvuseS put out by German apologists during and after the war.
1)i

thvic

toitionhs of historical

is

it

deatiLh

of

factual

events ate easiel

evidence

historians trom investigating them.

that

and ',hlmatlev --

concenttate

which theire is all abundanc
decision to attack London,
citcurnstantial

eviden,v.

who devo•ts

assault,

tLhi

Telford

att,ýntion on SFA LION,
but not on

whi~h can only be recLonstructed

fot
the

from

All three autiiors provide invaluable inthe decision frum which I have

in my own account,

on the decision itself only as it
Taylor,

objective

those of Ansel,

(of dot omen tarv mrlaterial,

sights into the background for
benefited greatly

distcourages

This may be why the best accounts

of German actions in the sunaner of 194U -lavl,[r,

to peipetrate where

but,

unfortunately,

they touch

beats on their main interest.

ornly a single paiagi aph to tht, rtvasons for tht-

was led to remark:

For the Germans the Battle /of Britain7 is no such
source of pride, and their works on the subject are
generally superficial, or too narrow and personal.
It is
more than a little
ironic. that Sea Lion, which was never
attempted, has been Lomprehensively examined in excellent
works in both laniguages, while the decisive and dramatik
Battle of Britain still
la~ks a comprvhk-n:.ivc account
focused on those who initiated it.***

For an enjoyable case study, see Josephine Tey, The Daughter
of Time, The Macmillan Co., New Yolk, 1152, in which a Scotland Yard
detective applies his talents to an investigation of the calumnies
apread about Richard III.
Telford Taylor,
Ibid.,

pp

p. 158.

79-82.

Telfoid
shltr,

Taylor's as essment of

fail% to nit+ntion their

matters tonn,.cted
Field Marshal

Kesselring,

700-page "History

a

is

of

dismisses

it

20-page chapter

This

of bias.

scholar.
dir.ct

War"

pag_.

sin.le

tegatding ati evtvnt

eulewhutc

that had
is

that,

wi,,:.

by either repeating
inventing

the

von Tippelskirch

Klee,

Hielmuth
the

author of

to dispose of

such far-re

their

ching

the only manifebtation

not

witLh a single exception,

24
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to

none

the

an omission that cannot

%hie writer is

less scholarly authors

assault on London (t
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The

The 0KW diarist
Karl

was

and most

avai lable to itae miakes any reference

to anl oveti~..ihi

fashion,

less than

to it.

by General

2,

page.

bombing of London on August

That

remarkable.

problems and

the task assigned

the course of the war

cf the German s, urces

be ascribed

devotes

to opi'rational

ini one-half

in a

I menitioned

accidental

for

oni

of Luftflotte

on "The Bottle of Britain," manages

reticcrime
for

tetiterem

to the bombing of London,

with a few sentences.

the assault on London

whith I

indeed

the coiwuuandei

the Second World

the subject

consequences

Their

these events,

devoted

of the Luftwaffe

passes over
Greiner

in

as

his Memoirs

what heo has to say

inadequacy

who,

acturs

out of 4b4 pages in
of

obvious bias.

with the assault on London Is

the prit iipal

one of

the GeIman sources,

an otherwise

showed their bias in

the Goebbels

netiCulous
a more

propaganda

own excuses

for it,

about

is therefore

not surpi ising.
The ieasons most frequently

given by German authors

to Justify

the assault on London can be compressed

into three principal

ments:

that it

British

that it

was

industrial

was "a

"not a

terror attack

obhectites";

remaining British

See above,

reprisal

and that

fighters."
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economic

targets in London and to concentrate on the docks and port

facilities.
crews

There are also indications

.ried to comply wit', the order,

To judge by the results,
found that it was

that at first the Luftwaffe

at least in daylight attacks.

they must have given up trying when they

impossible to identify specific targets

overhung with smoke from previous fires.

British bomber crews learned

the same lesson when they attempted to attack industrial
through the smoke-laden atmosphere of

in a city

targets

the Ruhr before they had the

H2S radar navigation and bombing system.
That the Luftwaffe

itself did not take Hitler's orders any more

seriously than Giring intended that it

should is

indicated by its

official log, which reported on September 8, 1940, that 21 planes
"carried out an attack in excellent visibility with great success....
Center of effort on Kensington,

Buckingham Palace and Westham....

In the west part of the city 15 to 2U fires ..... "
tives,

indeed:

Military objec-

Nor did Gbring hesitate to acknowledge proudly in his

broadcast that London was in flames and that he had struck "right
into the enemy's heart."

The phutographs

in the British and American

press bore him out.
Yet in spite of all this 2vidence Hitler continued to believe,
or affected

to believe,

that his original order to attack only indus-

trial and economic oblEctives was being carried out.

General Halder

reports an exchange that Look place between Hitler and General
Jeschonnek,

the Chief of Staff of the Luftwaffe,

Conference on September

L4,

at the-Fflhrer

after London had been subject to day and

night bombardment for a whole wkk:
Jeschonnek:
The material successes surpass our expectations.
But so far no mass panic because residential
areas have not been attacked and destroyed.
Wants free
hand in attack on residential areas.
FUhrer: Yes, but attacks on strategic targets are
always the most important because they destroy values that
can not be replaced.
So long as there are strategic targets
left they must be attacked.
Railroad stations, targets in

Ansel,

p.

250.

tho suburbs, water and gas works.
Attacks aimed at mass
panic must be left
to the last (possibility
of retaliation
against German cities).
The terrible
threat of bombring
to the last.*
must be left
the population itself
In

view of what the Luftwaffe

already had done

exchnnge has an aiL of complete unreality.
knew that one of his assigned

and that most of the time

targets,"

which meant that

And Hitler undoubtedly

and was aware
tember

11.

retaliate
in

panic"?

In
bility

for

and would do so only if

Did he really believe

strategic

targets,

view of Hitler's

had been

hit on Sep-

that the British would not

the devastation
he ordered

already wrought

"attacks aimed at mass

that the Luftwaffe was only bombing

ability

cannot be excluded.

little

the burning city

as he had ordered?

interested

to decuive

iimself,

The deception would have

for him to maintain as he was
ently

itself

Can he really have thought

"secondary

their bombs anywhere over the

seen pictures of

that Buckingham Palace

against German cities

London,

had

residential

the crews were hitting

they dropped

this

Jeschonnek certainly

target Preas included

districts

city.

to London,

in

this

last 'pzsi-

been the easier

ignorant of aerial warfare

and appar-

it.

Hitler himself made no effort to understand the
Battle, much less (saving the semipoliticil question of
bombing London) to guide its course.
GOring, vain as a
peacock, would hardly have enjoyed the fuhrer's direct
involvement in Luftwaffe planning, and in any event
Hitler seemed totally uninteresteA,--and even antipathetic
toward the German flyers.
Ruminating on the matter at
Nuremberg, Gdring opined that Hitler's
lack of comprehension of aerial warfare steramed from his inability
"to think in the third dimension.'"**
The likeliest

explanation

what Gbring was doing
The British had
off (which
facilities);

is

is

that Hitler did not really care

to London so long

to continue

to believe

as it
that

probably why he emphasized
they had

Halder Diary,
Telford

Taylor,

p.

185.

lq40.

the invasion was coming

the attack

to suffer a punishment

September 14,

met three requirements:

on docks

severe enough to

and port
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reinforce the pressure on them to give up,

and spectacular enough to

attract world attention; and some ultimate degree of horror had to
be held in reserve

to be meted out when Hitler judged the time ripe

for the Todesstoss.
To Gbring, however,

the assault he was delivering against

London already was the Todesstoss,
into it,

convinced that it

and re threw everything he could

would force Britain to give up.

Thus the

only real difference between him and Hitler was that the FUhrer
believed the Luftwaffe was holding back some

last degree of violence,

whereas it

its power to destroy

was already doing all that was in

the city.
The assault on London was not economic warfare,
blockade,

or an aerial

aimed at strangling Britain's supply system.

terror attack in intent as well

It was a

as execution.

London was attacked in order to flush out the remaining
British fighters

When GCring met with his two principal Luftflotten co-rr anders
at The Hague on September 3,

1940,

to plan the assault on London,

there apparently was sharp disagreement between Field Marshals
Sperrle and Kesselring.

The former thought Fighter Command still

had a thousand fighters left and therefore wanted to continue the
attack on airfields; Kesselting, however,
his chief's

probably eager to back up

claim that air superiority had already been won,

insisted

that "the English have next to nothing left."
Gbring capped the argument by declariig that so
far Fighter Command had saved itself 5rom destruction
only by withdrawing to airfields beyond the range of the
Luftwaffe's single-engined fighters.
Daylight attauks
on Lottdon, he insisted, would compel the R.A.F. to throw
in "its last reserves of Spitfires and Hurricanes."*

Chester Wilmot, The Struggle for Europe,
Harper ý Brothers,
New York, 1952, p. 49.
This account is evidently based on Sperrle's
verbal report, since no written record of the conference exists.
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GSring's thesis that the assault on London would finish the
battle for air superiority seems to have been widely echoed in the
,

Luftwaffe as a rationale for that assault.

It

has found its way

into most of the German literature on the subject.

If

the following

,einarks by the English military historian Captain Cyril Falls are
any indication,

it may even become enshrined

in history as the

reason that London was bombed.
Among the points made 'y Dr. Klee on this extraordinary and unique battle, one is well known to students
but mry be worth repeating for a wider public:
that the
aim of the Luftwaffe was to wear out the British fighters
before comiritting its own bombers and that it finally
found this impossible without attacking London, which was
of such importance from many points of view thaz the
British War Cabire. had to take the risk of fighters
being worn down in its defence.**
This explanation may be "well known to students," as Cyril Falls
asserts,
wrong.

but it

should not be accepted by a wider public,

That the personnel of the Luftwaffe believed it

an honest mistake on their part.
the German pilots --

men

for it

is

was probably

Unlike their Commander-in-Chief,

like Adolf Galland

far from having won air superiority.

--

knew that they were

They also k:,ew that the British

avoided combat with the German fighters whenever poscible and tried
to concentrate on the Luftwaffe bombers.
that, if

They may have reasoned

their bombers attacked a target that the British had to

defenid at all costs,

such as London,

the British fighters would be

forced to accept battle and thus would gradually be whittled down.
Their reasoning was wrong,

but combat flyers are not expected

to be intelligence experts as well.
what Gbring should have known,

What they did not know, and

was that the Fighter Command ground

installations were the most important targets for Air Marshal Dowding
to defend and that, whenever large Luftwaffe

See,
War II:
'.

P.

for example,

Galland,

p.

41.

From Cyril Falls' Introduction to Decisive Battles of World
The German View, H. A. Jacobsen and J. Rohwer (eds.),

Putnam's

Sons,

New York,

1965,

refer to the chapter by Karl KIee,
pp.

form~ations were headed

7'-04.

p.

8.

The quoted remarks

"The Battle of Britain,"

lar
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essential sector stations,

he sent up al;.

adjoining parts of England,
In

other words,

1940,

sie fighters,

even from

*

that the threatened sector could handle.

the targets that Gdring was forsaking on September 7,

in order to attack London were the real Achillea heel of

Britain's defense;

they were precisely

out all available British fighters if

the targets that would flush
the size of the attacking

forte warranted it.
Some German accounLs give the impression that the Luftwaffe,
believing it
England,

had already won local air superiority ovcr southern

wls.•d

to attac-k London in order to win superiority over

that area as well.

But that was what it

between August 24 and September 6,
and sector stations in

had been tuying to do

when it

attacked

tne airfields

the immediate vicinity of London which served

not only for the defense of that city but would also have been essential in case of invasion.

By attacking London itself,

waffe was not enlarging the area of (ombat;
targets within the same area,

it

the Luft-

was merely changing

served by the same sector stations and

by the same fighter squadrons.
There are so many contradictions

in the German explanations of

why London was bombed thiat one would suspect them on that ground
alone,

even if

for instance,

they did not fall of their o\n weight.

Karl Klee,

himself a Luftwaffe officer who served during the war,

asserts on one page:

"There was only one target which would quite

certainly force Fighter Command to send all it
its

defence,

"It

did not take the Luftwaffe

and that was London."

"Nor ccjid he /Dowdini7,

had into the air in

But he admits on another page:

long to realize what these Lradar7

without sacrificing the advantages
of the control system, use entire squadrons from quiet sectors to
increase Park's strength beyond the number of squadrons his sectors
could handle -- and that number was likely to grow smaller rather
than larger as miore and mere stations were bombed and perhaps forced
to rely on standby operations rooms."
Collier, The Battle of Britain,
p. 115.
It will be recalled that Air Vice-Marshal Park commranded
No. II Group, which defended all of Southeast England and included
the sectors surrounding London.
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stations meant,

but it

did not attack them vigorously enou•ij,

and

its attacks were sporadic and unsystematik."
Nor could the Luftwaffe High Command nave been c-Iti
that the British would be forced to defend their
the London area.

On August 7, 194U3,

secutL

the Luftwaffe

itself,

unaware

',,otions in

Liais1, otfhIer

at OKW reported on the plans for the Adlerangriff:
to be directed at the vicinity of London,

l. l

"The attajs

were

without tou~hing London

in order to force the enemy to put up StLong tighter forma-

t ions.
That the attack on London served a purpose other than
of air superiority is also implied
of Staff, Lieutenant General
the OKW Diary of September

in a report by Kesselring's Chief
Spuidel,
Spilhelr

23.

Speidel

the second,

that was published in

surmnarized

date as having consisted of three phazes:
against the British fighters;

Lhe x..inning

the air wa

the first,

th,

to

battle

the assault on London;

then:

This development /_he unexpccted strength of British
dcfenses/ led a few days ago tU the need to renew the
battle against the enemy fighters.
Now, in tie tJ: id
stage of the air war, strong bo;mber formations and
strong fighiter formations are employed siou LtaWeously,
although the bombers are mainly used at nihit.*2**
Some honest but misguided Luftwaffe pilots nay have believed
the rationale given f,,r the assault on London,
known that it

could be applied only to the daylig.ht attacks.

purpose really was

why wda

but they must have

to force

London bombed atL.i

Lhe British day fighters
t, w-en i"

started on

(m
oi.y

There is

al t,
ant•ar:-

The night

the first night of the assault and were kept up

for almost two months,
discontinued

the

into bat0e ,

craft artillery and a few improvised night fighters?
attacks

If

whereas the daylight attacks were essentially

after a week.
no need,

however,

for additional arguments.

We know

what Gdrinrw really hoped to accomplish with the assault on London,

Karl Klee,

The Battle of Britain,

pp.

87 and 92.

OKW Diary, August 7, 1940, in Dokumente,
nilre.
i{heatley,

App.

D.

p.

2b.

Underlining
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whatever

rationale for it

he may have invented afterwards.

And as

strains the imagination to believe that purely tactical
that had such
reasons would have prompted him to make a decision
He may have believed Gi'riig's
enormous political implications.
the British fighters,
contention that it was essential to finish off
reason for playing
but he would not have considered that a sufficient
for Hitler,

it

his trump card against Britain.
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Appendix B
SFI.FCT1IVE CIHRONOI.(X;Y
19 31
23 Au,,ust

Geriman-Soviet

pat t

75 AuKust

Anglo-Pol ish aI Ii 'ic c

I qcpteiiiber

I.orld lýar 11 starts with German invasion of Poland

I Svp teLhcmb
r

Pres idcn t Rooseve I t issuvs a1ppa I to refrain from
or unfortified cities

bombing civilians
17 Sep tvmbe r
H

Sep timber

1,oviet Union
Polish

itnvadus

,)vcromneot

Poiand

flet's

to Rumania,

as

isolated

propkeLs of resistance hold out in Warsaw and
el sewlit, 1t
of lsaisaw arfLe

27 Sep LV:iher

Fal1

27 Septemiber

Hitler orditi

0 October

s plans

huiihj tg by Luftwaffe

for off v.isive i i

Hiitler makes "peacL.

3u November

Soviet Union

Decombhel

1ii tIer- auth. ri zcs

itivadt.s

cIf"

the Vest

to France and England

Finlimd
f
('...)Iing
o.
UI

upat'aO

of Norway

1 Q4Q

12 January
1 March

British Cabinet abandtms plans for
ore traffic with Germany

Hitler issues directive fot ocrupation of Notway
and Detmat k

12 March
9 April-

stopping Swedish

t•o

precede

offensive

in

the West

Russo-Finish war ends
-Germany

invadcs Norway and Denmark

14 April

Allied landings in Norway

1O May

German

invasion of I.ow C:ount r ies :and Franlel

ends tile

Twilight \,ar

lU May

Chamberlain government resigns; Churchill
Prime Minister

14 May

Rotterdam bombed by Luftwaffe

15 May

British start strate-ic air offensive against German
mainland with attack on oil and railway targets
in the Ruhr area

26 May

Evacuation fromr)unklik begins

11 June

Italy declares war

lb June

P4tain government asks fur atmistice

becomes
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1940 ( c on t i tiurd
20 June
3 July

Admiral Raeder discusses with Iiit11r pLAns for
invasion of Britain
British put French fleet out of action at
Mets-el-Kebi r

lb July

Hitler issues vague directive to prepare for
SEA LION

19 July

tlitleo

I August

makes "last appeal"

for peace

Hitler's directive for intensified air and naval
action against Britain

13 August

Adlei tag - Battle of Britain begins

214 August

Firýt bombing of London,

24 August

Luftwaffe begins to concentrate attacks on Fighter
Cotmmand ground facilities

25 Au'ust

RAF launches first retaliatory raid on Berlin

30 August

Hitler postpones decision on SEA LION

30 August

Hitler authorizes all-out air assault on London

probably accidental

7 September

The London Blitz begins with day and night attacks

15 September

Climax of Battle of Britain - thereafter only night
attacks continue

17 September
11)September

SEA LION postponed but effectivel) canceled
Churchill vainly seeks tit-for-tat retaliation
against Germany

1

SEA LION formally canccled for 1940

October

30 October

New Bomber Command directive

leans toward urban

area attacks

14 November

Heavy Luftwaffe attack on Coventry

lu November

RAF forms first photoreconnaissance unit to
evaluate results of "precision" bombing

iq4l

9 Mvarch

Bomber Couimiand diverted to Battle of Atlantic

tu Apill

C,eimany

invades Yugoslavia ,tnd Greece

Gerimany

invades Soviet Union

12 Juic
9 July
18 August

New Bomber Command diiective selects civilian morale
and inland transportation as primary objectives
The "Butt Report" confirms growing doubts of
effectiveness of British bombing
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